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MEN WANTED AS

CERTIFICATED
ELECTRICIANS
The
the Electrical Age. and this wonderful new profession is calling you.
for expert Electricians is greater every year and the salaries higher. Electricity is truly the greatest motive power in the world, to-day, and now is the time to
enter this profession.
This

is

demand

YOU CAN DO THIS
>r
k^- yHa

he
AFTER HOME STUDY

WEEK

3622 TO $10022 A
You
common

can earn $36 to $100 a week and more as an Expert Electrician. If you have a
school education I can train you in a few months at home.
Big lighting and
power companies, municipalities, and manufacturers are always seeking trained men to
handle their Electrical problems.

I

Guarantee Satisfaction

Every student receives our Sealed Guarantee Bond, which guarantees to return every penny of his
if he is not entirely satisfied.
No other school has made this wonderful offer, but I know the
success I have brought to hundreds of my students, and I know what I can do for any ambitious young

money

man who

will give

me

a little of his spare time

each day.

FREE ELECTRICAL OUTFIT
am giving each student an Outfit of
Tools, Electrical materials, and
instruction is by practical methods and
Practical training
this outfit is used in working out the lessons.
with the theory makes perfect. I am Chief Engineer of the Chicago
Engineering VVorks, and I can give you the training that will land
the big jobs and hold them.
For the next 30 days

MAIL THIS COUPOri
Dcpt. 22,

CHIEF ENGINEE
441 Cass St

tricity.

prepaid,
in

"ifyttwr

^

Klrc-

I

Instruments,

My

If yon are in real earnest I want to send you my new Book
to
Become an Electrical Expert."
No matter
It's
free.
how many other schools you write to I want you to have my book

—

It's

different because

it's

practical

— Write

CHICAGO ENGINEERING WORKS

.i!^.

Dept. 22

::

441

CASS STREET, CHICAGO,

State

Yott benefit by

today.
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The Boy*s

Electric Toys

^t

There have been other electrical experimental outfits on the market thus far, but we do not believe
that there has ever been produced anything that comes anywhere near approaching the new experimental
outfit which we illustrate herewith.
"The Boy's Electric Toys" is unique in the history of electrical experimental apparatus, as in the
small box which we oflFer enough material is contained TO MAKE AND COMPLETE OVER
TWENTY-FIVE DIFFERENT ELECTRICAL APPARATUS without any other tools, except a
screw-driver furnished with the outfit. The box construction
alone is quite novel, inasmuch as every piece fits into a special
compartment, thereby inducing the young experimenter to be
neat and to put the things back from where he took them. The
box contains the following complete instruments and apparatus
which are already assembled
Student's chromic plunge battery,
compass-galvanometer, solenoid, telephone receiver, electric lamp. Enough
various parts, wire, etc., are furnished
make the following apparatus

to

Electromagnet, electric cannon, magnetic
dancing spiral, electric hammer,
galvanometer, voltmeter, hook for telephone
receiver, condenser, sensitive microphone,
short distance wireless telephone, test storage battery, shocking coil, complete telegraph set, electric riveting machine, electric
buzzer, dancing fishes, singing telephone, mysterious dancing man, electric
jumping jack, magnetic geometric figures,
pictures,

rheostat, erratic pendulum, electric butterthermo electric motor, visual telegraph,

fly,

etc., etc.

This does not by any means exhaust the list, bui
a great many more apparatus can be built actuall>

and

effectually.

With

the instruction book which we furnish, one
hundred experiments that can be made with this

are listed, nearly all of these being illustrated
with superb illustrations.
lay particular stress
on the fact that no other materials, goods or supplies
are necessary to perform any of the one hundred
experiments or to make any of the 25 apparatus.
Everything can be constructed and accomplished by
means of this outfit, two hands, and a screw-driver
Moreover this is the only outfit on the market to-day
in which there is included a complete chromic acid
plunge battery, with which each and everyone of the
experiments can be performed. No other source of
current is necessary.
outfit

We

Moreover, the outfit has complete wooden bases
with drilled holes in their proper places, so that all
you have to do is to mount the various pieces b\
means of the machine screws furnished with the set

The
rial

outfit contains 114 separate pieces of mateof finished articles ready to use

and 24 pieces

at once.

The box alone

is

a masterpiece of

work on account

of its various ingenious compartments, wherein every
piece of apparatus fits.

Among
finished
rial

No. EX2002

ing

the
mate-

the followparts
are

Chromic

salts for battery, lamp socket, bottle of mercury, core wire (two different lengths), a
bottle of iron filings, three spools of wire, carbons, a quantity of machine screws, flexible cord, two
wood bases, glass plate, paramne paper, binding posts, screwdriver, etc., etc. The instruction book
'» 80 clear that anyone can make the apparatus without trouble, and besides a section of the instruction book IS taken up with the fundamentals of electricity to acquaint the Isyman with all important
facts in electricity in a simple manner.
All instruments and all materials are
well finished and tested before leaving the factory.
guarantee satisfaction.

We

^'
become

"''*'

'", '""Phasize the fact
in electricity

that

anyone

who goes through

the Tarious experiments
acquire an electrical education whitth
cannot be dnplicated except by frequenting an electrical school for some months.
'/
The size over all of the outfit is
x 9 x 2»i.
Shipping weight, 8 Ibs-'j
11
will

"The

included:

.

proficient

and

will

certainly

M

No. EX2002 "The Boy's Electric Toys," outfit as described

$5.^
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AVIATION MECHANICS
Needed

for

New

Positions

Thousands of splendid new positions now opening up everywhere in
amazing new field. New Airplane factories being built automobile

—

this

Earn $50

and other plants in all parts of the country being converted to turn out vast
fleets of Airplanes for our armies in Europe. And only a few hundred expert Airplane Mechanics available, although thousands are needed.
And
Already airplane mail routes are being planned
this is only the beginning.
for after the war and thousands upon thousands of flying machines will be
wanted for express and passenger carrying service.
What Our Students Say:
Mr. Stanfield Fries
Fort Bliss, Tex.
estimation of the
is excellent;
course
new
it could positively not be

My

any

better.

Mr. Z. Purdy
Shreveport, La.
hard to believe
is
lessons on such a
could
be gotten up
subject
such an interesting
in
It

that

Xot

We

Haigler, Neb.
can hardly thank you
enough for the way you
have personally taken up

Teach You By Mail
IN YOUR SPARE TIME AT

Our new,

$300
as

Enormous profits
Aeroplane Repairman
$60 to $75 per week
Aeroplane Mechanician
$40 to $60 per week
Aeroplane Inspector
S50 to $75 per week
Aeroplane Salesman
$5000 per year and up
Aeroplane Assembler
$40 to $65 per week
Aeroplane Builder
$75 to $200 per week

in a

Mr. Lloyd Royer

to

week

Aeronautical Instructor
S60 to S150 per week
Aeronautical Engineer
$100 to $300 per week
Aeronautical Contractor

hundred years has any field of endeavor held out such
wonderful chances to young men as are offered to you today in
the Aviation Industry'. Resolve now to change your poorly paid
job for a big paying position with a brilliant future. Send the coupon today for Special limited offer in Practical Aeronautics and
the Science of Aviation and prepare yourself in a few short months
to double or treble your present salary.

manner.

I

per

HOME

Course has the endorsement of airplane manuaeronautical experts, aviators and leading aero clubs,
g
American School
*
Every Lesson, Lecture, Blue-Print and Bulletin is self-explanatory.
Mr. Mayne Eble
of Aviation
Mich.
Manistee,
You
can"t
fail
learn.
book
schooling
required.
/
to
No
study.
No
431 S. Dearborn Street
I believe I learn more
an
Dept. 7442
from my lessons than
Lessons are written in non-technical, easy-to-understand language. ^
aviator who takes his first
Illinois
Chicago,
have
the
slightest
difficulty
in
mastering
them.
The
You'll
not
in
lesson with an airman
an aeroplane.
Course is absolutely authoritative and right down to the minute
»
Without any obligations
'
on my part, you may send
in every respect. Covers the entire field of Practical Aeronaume full particulars of your
M
thorough practical manner. Under our expert direction, you
tics and Science o£ .Aviation in a
*
course in Practical .Aeronaumust have in order to succeed in this wonderful
?et just the kind of practical training you
my

enrollment.

scientific

facturers,

^

industr\'.

Spe cial Offer

NOW!

Special
tics and your
LIMITED Offer.

coupon today

in evcrv possible way to supply the urgent need for graduates of this great
It is our dutv to help
have facilities for teaching a few more students, and to secure them quickly we are
school
Offer which will be withdrawn without notice. Write today or send
Special
makine a remarkable

We

the

coupon— for

full rarticulars.

Don't risk delay.

'^
Do

—

it

now.

AMERICAN SCHOOL OF AVIATION
Dept. 7442

431 S. Dearborn Street

CHICAGO,
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Gravitation and Electricity
N

our issue of October, 1916, we mentioned editorially that gravitation was an
also
electromagnetic phenomenon.
ventured the opinion that what we know
like light
probably was
as gravitation
only still another manifestation of that
mysterious thing we call ether.
furthermore advanced the term of "gravitational
waves," to better express our thoughts, because we
felt that if gravitation was an electromagnetic phenomenon, it was probably due to a distinct wave motion
in the ether.
Up to the time of our writing there did not exist
experimental proof that gravitation really was an electromagnetic manifestation of the ether; the ideas in
our editorial merely being the rather plausible theories
of our leading scientists.
To the layman the idea of
gravitation being an electric phenomenon came somewhat as a surprise nor were there many adherents to
the new theory.
For, the reasoning was, what electrical force could possibly draw a stone earthward,
when released by the hand? But at last experimental
proof has been forthcoming thru the untiring labors
of our brilliant Professor Francis E. Nipher, of the
St. Louis Academy of Science.
In a pamphlet issued
November 8th, 1917, Professor Nipher supplies experimental evidence that gravitational attraction can
not only be suspended or nullified by the electrical current, but it actually can be transformed into "gravitational repulsion!"
AH during the summer of 1917, Professor Nipher
has had his apparatus in almost continuous operation
and the experiments have been repeated time and again,
always with the same result.
To understand better
what follows, let us« keep in mind the fact that all
masses attract each other gravitationally.
Thus, for
instance, if we suspend a stone by means of a string
at sea level, the only mass that will attract the stone
will be the earth.
In this case the stone will hang
absolutely vertical, i.e., at right angles to the earth. But
take the same stone with its string and carry it up a
mountain, let us say half way up, then the earth, too,

will still attract the stone.
But so will the large mass
of the mountain, with the result that the string will
not hang absolutely at right angles to the level of the
earth, but the stone will be pulled slightly towards the
mountain, because of the attracting mass of the

We

—

—

mountain.
Professor Nipher's apparatus briefly consists of two
large lead spheres ten inches in diameter, resting upon
heavy sheets of hard rubber.
Two small lead balls,
each one inch in diameter were now suspended from
two silk threads, stationed at the sides of the two large
lead spheres, from which they were separated a little
distance.
Moreover, the suspended balls were insulated elaborately from the large spheres by enclosing
them first airtight in a long wooden box, which was
also covered with tinned iron sheets as well as cardboard sheets. There was furthermore a metal shield
between the box and the large metal spheres.
The
large metal lead spheres now e.xerted a certain gravitational pull upon the suspended small lead balls, just
as the mountain attracted our stone as mentioned before.
The silk suspension threads therefore did not
form a "plumb-line" but the small lead balls were
slightly pulled over towards the large spheres.
Now, Professor Nipher applied an electrical current to the large spheres 20 amperes alternating current.
The gravitational attraction was quickly reduced
to zero, and not only that but in 15 to 20 minutes the
small lead spheres had moved away over one-half as
niiieli to the opposite direction as the distance they had
been attracted originally towards the large masses.
Thus gravitation had not only been completely nullified,

We

:

—

is

—

H. Gernsback.
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was

actually reversed.
equivalent to our stone rushing skyward when
released, instead of falling to the earth!
Prof. Nipher's historic experiment is certainly one
of the most important discoveries of the century. When
it leaves the
laboratory, as it surely shall
it w-ill not
only revolutionize the world, but it will make man free
from his gravitational fetters that now chain him to
the eartli like a rock.
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other words.
the method of the

In

learn by doing. That is
York F.lectrical School.
Five minutes of actual practice properly
directed is worth more to a man than
Indeed.
years and years of book study.
.\ctual Practice is the only training of
value, and graduates of Xew York Elec-

Xew

trical

New York

will want to join the New York
ElectricaL School. It will be an advantage
to you to start at once. Hurry and send

you
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EVERY
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for our 64-page book which tells you all
about the school, with pictures of our
equipment and students at work, and a
You need
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and Young. Individual instruction.
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Orchestra Phonograph Plays 48 Records

RILE

the phonograph or gramophone has been perfected lately

Wi

to a

Number
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very high degree, there never-

still remained the fact that
sound waves of various lengths
had to be produced at the same time with
a single diafram or soundbox.

theless

all

Mble? The note of the violin sound may
be much higher than the note of the 'cello,
with a variation in the length of both
sotmd waves so great as to require a very
different vibration of the diafram to produce those two particular sounds properly
and actually at the same moment. To do

at

10

Once

different sounds must have been produced at
different times successively, notwithstanding that we seem to hear them to a certain
extent distinctly and apparently at the
same time. The fractions of time between
both sounds are so short that we cannot
distinguish between them, just as we see

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC ORCHESTRA
Theatre Managers Have Often Tried a Phonograph in Place of an Orchestra. But the Volume of Sound Proved Insu'fTient. Tlie Latest
Is the "Orchestra Phonograph." Which Records Each instrument or Voice Separately and Reproduces Them All Together In Perfect Harmony. The Records Are Made on a Special Film. It Represents Science Applied to the Phonograph, for It Is Manifestly Impossible tor a
Single Record to Record and Reproduce Faithfully More Than a Few Voices or Instruments.
."Xssume that the sounds produced at exactly tlie same moment by a violin and a
violincello or contrabasso shall be repro-

duced

by one diafram respectively and
thru the vibration of one needle transmitted to said diafram.
How is it pos-

this

would be

just

as

impossible

for

the

diafram as it would for a pendulum to
swing to the right and left at precisely the
same moment, or for an elevator to move
up and down its shaft at the same time.
It is, therefore, obvious that these two

661

in a moving picture apparently only one
contiiuious picture and are unable to distinguish between the many thonsands of
single pictures which pass actually before

our eyes.
This fact also explains

why we

find that

662
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The

Testing

"Ears of

The accompanying photo shows a British "Tommie" of the signal service testing
an army telephone line near the battle front.
The little poles
shown in this British

The Army"

It is from an officer in comUniversity.
of an American vessel, and his complaint is, that aside from the human sympathy it engenders, the lack of friendly letters from the home side of the sea is a
serious detriment to
the morale of his
crew.

mand

single lad who is over here, doing his bit
either afloat or ashore, for God's sake write
to him."

photo-

official

graph are used to
keep the wires high
enough from the

"Only one of

men

man in this war is
as much of a hero
as the man in the

He must

when

often go out to repair broken circuits
when that particular
line

is

under

wonder-

little bit of
our
time let's every one
of us shoot along
the good word to
every man we know
And
over
there.
Repairing Telephone Lines Near the Battle-F ront.
Note the Short
Poles in Use.
there is not one of
us but who has at
This is an extract, unabridged, from a
least one friend in or alongside the Big
letter which came to one of us this week
Fight.
from farajjtaj- Egy'Pt, says a writer in The
Oscillator, the magazine publisht by the
A new dining room table is equipt with
U. S. Naval Radio School at Harvard
electric plate warmers, built in the table.

a

;

.^i<H

A

British

"Tell the boys who are
side of the water that if

"Tommy"

still

on your

know

thev

a

the reproduction of a single voice or a single instrument, for instance a violin solo,
is so much more distinct and why we obtain better effects than if we listen to a
record reproducing at apparently the same
time sez'eral voices or instruments.
also
can understand the words of a single person spoken at a time from a record much
better than if we hear several voices together, because the reproducing vibrations
of the diafram are curtailed by the different vibrations required for the reproduction
of diflfqfent voices or instruments, as in
most cases the diafram has to make a sort
of a compromise between the different vibrations produced at a certain moment, and
has to adjust itself
accordingly to a certain vibration which
actually does not represent the

inventions of Mr. Hartman in previous
numbers of the Electrical Experimenter.
and also his "SPEAKING CLOCK" in
our February, 1917, issue, which tells the

ers of a chorus or the musicians of an orchestra would not act in perfect harmony.
The difficult problem of reproducing
different voices or musical
instruments
with a phonograph or gramophone at the
same time with as many different, independent diaframs and sound records in absolute perfect synchronism and harmony
has now been solved in a surprisingly sim-

We

In this
time every quarter of an hour.
speaking clock Mr. Hartman uses a flexible
celluloid film in place of a solid disk or
cylinder as the carrier of the sound records,
and out of this basic idea he has developed
his present Multiple Diafram Fhonograph
or "Electrical Orchestra." While he uses
than two inches wide in his
a film less
above mentioned speaking clock, having
forty-eight different sound record lines,
parallel to each other, the present invention
is
also based upon the use of a film as
sound carrier with as
independent
sound record lines on
the same as there are

manner by Mr. H. Hartman. an electriengineer of New York City, who has

ple
cal

applied for patents on his invention in
practically all the larger countries.
In a
personal interview at his laboratory the inventor gave the author interesting details
regarding his novel, wonderful invention

many

proper

While we

with a wonderful perfection a
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This Diagram Shows How the New "Orchestra Phonograph" Has Each Instrument
Recorded On a Special Film, A Separate Needle Rests in Each of the 48 Sound Record
Lines and All of Them Thus Reproduce in Syntony and Harmony.

single voice or a single instruwith the gramophone, the effect
obtained never equals the original when it
comes to reproducing an orchestra of musicians or a chorus of singers.
Therefore, many persons and phonograph manufacturers have attempted during the past several years to perfect an instrument wherein several diaframs. needles
and sound records are used at the same
time, but the difficulty of obtaining a perfect synchronism proved unsurmountable.
If the different diaframs are not actuated
in absolute synchronism, the discordant effect can easily be imagined.
It would
amount to the same as if the various sing-

ment

sit

sand miles from any
American town."
It'll take up only

GET OUT THE INK! WRITE TO
THE SOLDIERS AND SAILORS.

of them.
reproduce

you

Jack,
right down

this side, three thou-

vice in this war.

effect of all

time.

know who's over on

ser-

sound of any of the
various sounds at that
moment, but which
seems to our ears to
give
the
composite

this

to say

for

write a long,
newsy, chatty letter
to every man you

—

efficient

have

mail

and

—

rendering

I

'Xo
you'd

shell

The

"ears of
the army" must not
fail
not even for
an instant
Every
break in a circuit
must be repaired as
soon
as
possible,
and that usually
means a few minutes after a shell
was hit. One thing
is certain
the Signal Corps men are
fully

friends,"

his

he says. "Mail does
not reach us often.
About once a month
a batch arrives, and
if you or any of the
boys could see the
blank dismay, the
bitter expressions of
homesickness that
cannot be kept down

prevent their being
seen by the enemy.
The telephone line-

fire.

my

hears regularly

from

ground to avoid
grounding while at
the same time they
are low enough to

trenches.

1918
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which probably will revolutionize the phonograph and secure to the same a dominat-

in

his

in-

strument.
The number of these is practically unlimited. The
film,

which

moves

with about half the
speed of that in a motion
picture projector, is wound upon a

many places of recreation, especially in moving picture theatres, large
restaurants, music halls, etc., where this
new "electric orchestra" will play without
interruption for hours the best ivorks of

and inserted into a lower compartfrom where the film is led over
guide rollers to a long, narrow and
horizontally arranged compartment which
contains as many sound-boxes (diaframs)
as there are record lines on the film.
In
designing this remarkable machine care has

our great masters of music

to

ing place in

in

a

manner

difficult to distinguish
from the original
music which has been thereby recorded. It
will probably also soon be found in many

homes

thruout the world, especially in
country places, as it can reproduce w'hole
operas and a whole chorus of singers in
perfect synchronism.
We have already described various other

reel

ment

be exercised, of course, to isolate each

sound box as much as

possible,

so as to

sounds in the
sound-box compartment.
All
diaframs
are
in
a
horizontal
line
and resting
with their own weight freely upon the
film which passes thru a small channel rail
and then over a second series of guide rolliContinued on page 732)
prevent

confusion

of

the

February,
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Aerial "Stepping Stones" from U.
By

F. S.

S.

to Europe?

WINGER

Each "stepping stone" a gigantic floating fortress, and the distance between each one 200 miles let us say. A constant stream
20,000 of them in one year predicts the author of this interof aeroplanes could thus fly from the United States to Europe
esting article. Radio messages could be relayed from one "stepping stone" to another with much less chance of interference
and interception as at present.

—

It is admittedly impossible at present to
attempt flyiitg the entire aerial fleet of
Uncle Sam across the ocean, however
much it might expedite the delivery of the
promised 20,000 aeroplanes to our Allies.
Here's a unique and feasible plan feasible
at least under this war's conditions, with
Germany's battle-tleet bottled up tvhich is
proposed by a Chicago genius and author
Mr. F. S. Winger, who originally conceived this idea and described it in his

—
—

—

—

maintain a repair department,

have just

etc.,

and

sufficient moljility to enable

it

to
to

successfully oppose any drifting tendency
on the part of either ocean or 'air currents,
so that they could maintain a

fi.xt

latitude

and longitude — their chief purpose.
Should such craft be maintained successfully and be constructed along lines for the
temporary accommodation of an endless
stream of aeroplanes emanating from the
shores of America en route for Europe,

England, even then the air-craft would
have to be unloaded, unboxed and reassembled, and then assigned to an aviator
who had encountered the same dangers as
in the instance of the

knocked-down

planes.

think of the other situation by way of
comparison both aviator and airship will
have reached their destination without such
hazard, and both ready for immediate serthey land
the aviator acvice when
customed to the idiosyncrasies of this par-

Then

—

;

Instead of Shipping the Thousands of American Aeroplanes Across the Ocean, Mr. Winger Has Made the Unique Suggestion Here Illustrated
Namely Have a String of Gigantic Aerial "Stepping Stones" Across the Ocean and Let the Aviators Fly Their Machines Over. These
Armored Ships Could House Dozens of 'Planes at Night, When Necessary, and They Would Be Marked at Night By Powerful Vertical Shafts
of Light.

—

book, "The li'icard of the Island," altho
in that ivork the idea has not a military
dress. The present article prepared for the

*****
MAKE

Electrical Expf.rimf.nti;k by Mr. Winger,
describes his latest ideas in this direction.
*

each
"Stepping Stone" a
float— each float a veritable floating fortress, defensive-

huge

armed and ecjuipt to meet any
emergency which the enemy
could menace them with, which under the
conditions of their bottlcd-U|)-Navy would
ly

probably be limited to their submarines.
Each float to carry a supply of stores,

my

then,

in

most

difllcult

humble opinion, one of the
of our problems will have

been solved.

Under existing conditions a single pair
of wings of the average type of aeroplane
is a very bulky article for the hold of a
ship at best, as when boxed its cubic contents would be represented by a bulk approximately

tliree feet

by

five feet

by thirty-

Think of the tremendous storage
space these alone would occupy, with the

five feet.

possible and

even probable eventuality of
by a submarine torpedo.
Furthermore should all the parts
successfully reach the shores of France or
their being destroyed

—

in fact having been in actual
continuous service while becoming acquainted with his machine
Suppose that it would take twenty hours
of actual flight to reach the shores of
France or England. The aeroplane would
still have from seventy-five to eighty hours
of usability left before requiring replace-

ticular plane

ment of wornout parts.
The "floats" would necessarily have to
be very large, with top deck free from obstructions so as to facilitate the safe landing of the airships. The process of accommodating the stream of aircraft might be
(Continued on page 717)
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Hughes' Balance Locates Buried Shells
the early days of the
happened that the

INly

war

it

frequent-

French farmers
would run their plows into unexploded shells buried a few feet in the
ground, with oftentimes fatal results. One
of the French army engineers thought of a
novel electrical scheme for accurately locating these buried shells, thousands of
which had landed in the fertile fields along
the one-time firing line. His idea involved
the application of an extra large size
Hughes' balance, an instrument well knwon
The exploring coils
to every electrician.
of this 'shell-locating electrical balance are
mounted on a light two-wheeled truck, as
shown in the illustration, so that the operatives using the device can propel it over
the

ground

at a

fairly rapid rate.

The

ex-

3yi" in diameter, would with exactly 300
turns of No. 32 single silk wire, spaced
Any difference in
evenly, layer on layer.
tlie windings will cause trouble when the
coils are adjusted.
Fig. 2 is a diagram of connections. The
secondary coils are connected in series
with a galvanometer or 'phones. An ex-

perimenter who has no galvanometer can
purchase an inexpensive Weston ammeter.
When the shunt has been removed, this
will serve very well as a galvanometer.
Some form of interrupted primary circuit is necessary to induce currents in the
secondary.
An interrupter, mounted on
the armature of a buzzer, serves for this
When the key is closed the inpurpose.
terrupted primary circuit induces a current

1918

February,

amount deIn the same way
shells are located,
upsetting the balance be-

tual induction of the coils, the

pending on the metal.
metal (iron or steel)
presence

their

tween the four

The

coils.

sensitivity of receivers can be

com-

inserting a variable high reThe resistance in the primary circuit.
ceiver which gives a sound with the greatest resistance cut-in is the most sensitive.
Of two magnets, the one giving the greater unbalancing effect when held a given
distance from one secondary, and directly
over the center, is the stronger.
When the difference in frequency of
two alternating currents is measured, one
circuits is connected to coil 2 and the other
circuit to coil 4.
The current in the secondary coils will give beats that is, the
sound will grow strong, then weak. The
number of beats per second is the differOther
ence in the frequency in cycles.
proposed uses for this sensitive device include the locating of submarines, mines,
etc., under water.

pared

by

;

THE PRODUCTION OF COLORED
FLAMES FOR DEMONSTRATION AND EXPERIMENTAL PURPOSES.
Alany people will have experienced the
need for a highly luminous and steady flame
in arranging lecture demonstrations of spectra and interference experiments.
An ingenious appliance for this purpose is described by G. A. Hemsalech in the Philosophical Magazine.
The flame utilized is
produced by coal-gas and oxygen fed into a
specially designed burner, having a series
of apertures not more than 2 mm. in diameter.

Thru

these orifices the air-coal

gas

mixture passes, and by suitably proportioning the mixture a very hot non-luminous flame from 12 in. to 18 in. in length
and about
inch in diameter may be produced. The flame can then be colored by

H

Back of the Battle-lines In Northern France the Land Had to Be Tilled. Many Fatal Accidents
Occurred, Due to the Plows Striking Burled Unexploded Shells, Until the Hughes' Balance
"Shell Locater" Here Illustrated Was Devised.

the aid of a series of specially designed
Each of these sprayers consists
sprayers.
of a glass vessel containing a small portion
of the solution which it is desired to introduce into the flame, and allowing air to pass
over the same to the burner. Two capillary
tubes also pass into the vessel, carrying elecThe
trode wires of iron or aluminum.
positive electrode is central and terminates
slightly above the level of the liquid, while
the negative passes down the side of the
vessel and passes into the liquid. The positive electrodes of all the sprayers are connected to one of the coatings of a Leyden
iar, and the negatives are arranged so that
any of them in turn can be connected to
the other coating of the jar. An induction
coil, giving a 6 inch spark, is sufficient for
working these sprayers. In working the
apparatus all the sprayers, except the one to
gentle current
be used, are disconnected.
of air is then allowed to pass and coal gas
admitted until a flame is obtained which is
Oxygen is then
still luminous near the tip.
added until the flame is non-luminous. The
flame is then colored by passing sparks
thru the sprayer intended to be first used.
Any of the other sprayers can be connected
and used instead, in succession. In this way
a flame colored by any desired ingredient
can be obtained. The flames thus produced
are stated to be very useful for showing, in
a large lecture theatre, the spectra of the
more volatile elements such as Ca, Sr, K,

A

work has

be done

reasonably
slow in order to note the indications of the
instrument.
The necessary battery and
current interrupting devices are mounted
in a substantial container on the chassis,
along with the locating coils. The action
of the apparatus is as follows
The induction balance is composed of
four coils, two in the primary and two in
the secondary circuit.
When the relative
positions of the coils are adjusted correctly, the inductances neutralize each other and no current flows in the secondary
ploring

to

however, the slightest change
any of the coils, such as by the
insertion of any metal object, the mutual
induction is unbalanced and a sound is

circuit.
is

If,

made

made

in

in

the telephone receiver.

A small experimental balance for use in
detecting counterfeit coins, etc.. was described in the August. 1917. issue of the
Electrical E.kpf.rimenter. Each spool is

secondary, causing the galvanometer
to deflect until the inductances are evenly
balanced.
To balance the circuits so that the inductances neutralize each other and there is
no deflection of the galvanometer, it is
first necessary to make sure the secondaries have the windings in opposite directions to the primaries.
This done, the
coils are carefully adjusted until the needle
more satisfacof the meter is at zero.
tory indicator is a 75-ohm receiver.
For detecting counterfeit coins, a genuine coin is placed in the hole thru one secondar}' coil and the apparatus is balanced.
Any other good coin of the same size will
also balance the inductance, but if a counterfeit is inserted there will be a deflection
of the indicator, or a sound in the telephone receiver. This effect is caused by a
difference in conductivity of the metals.
The insertion of the coin changes the muin the

A

Cu,

etc.

JACK "WIRELESS" BINNS NOW A
CANADIAN LIEUTENANT.
Jack Binns. who leaped into fame as a
wireless hero a few years ago, is now a
lieutenant in a Canadian instruction camp.
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Thrill of Science in
AGAIN
/\

we have with

much
j\-*- present
pubUc

-*-

us the ever in-

At
movie."
interest is evinced by
all photoplays dealing

"scientific

teresting
the

in

with the war, secret service and the
spy element. Realizing this the studios are
working day and night to gratify this craving for the sensational, and how well they
are succeeding is seen by the crowds storming the doors of the "film" houses.
First and foremost we might mention a gripping drama of the German
spy and espionage system just released
in serial form under the title of "A
Daughter of Uncle Sam," by the Jaxon
Film Co. The inside story of the sensational manner in which countless German spv plots and intrigues have been
United States Secret
baffled by the
Ser\'ice within the last three years is
shown for the first time in this tremendously patriotic photoplay. The twelve

Left Photo: "The Hidden
Note the
Confederate.

a

Lower Photo Shows An

When

of Uncle

—

In

In the photo may be seen the spy's den
and the various plotters watching a Radiocontrolled torpedo. Jane Vance and WilSorelle are featured in the swift,
rapid-fire action of this film-play.
Universal's new serial "The Mystery

liam

in numerous thrilling situations.
The story centers about a sentivisible ship which can travel on land, water,
and in the air. To make it invisible it is
painted with a substance, the inventor of
which is trying to recover for the heroine
a large treasure, which had been the cause
ot her father's long search, finally ending
The treasure is very difficult
in his death.
to locate and the "phantom" is trying his

Ship" abounds

best to get

it.

Eventually he has in mind

startling

and
this

brilliant serials

company and

therefore the success of its latest attempt
seems assured.
The story abounds in many tense situations and gives opportunity to the brilliant stars.
Who is her father? That is
the question a young and beautiful girl
must answer. The man she had reason to
believe was her father has been mys-

ine, thereby causing many complications.
Others are also interested in the packet as

reflect

plies.

Many

have been produced by

of the Invisible Boat
Right Photo: Using
the Telephone to Direct the Stupendous Film
Play "The Woman God Forgot."

government

spies have been balked in their attempts to destroy ships, munition plants,
warehouses containing food and other sup-

Hand."

Top View: The Inside
In "The Mystery Ship."

"A

enemy

Movies

teriously murdered in his library and is
also an agent of a foreign power.
Before the agent dies he reveals to those
present the secret of two mysterious
packets and a locket which will establish the identity of the heroine, that she
is a princess.
"The Hidden Hand" has
received news of the agent's arrival and
made up one of his confederates to represent a secret service man, who is investigating
the
mysterious
circumstances surrounding our beautiful hero-

Sam."

campaign of the
the
against the destruction inaugurated in the United States by German
agents. It shows how the activities of the
episodes

the placing of the secret substance in the
hands of the United States Government
which is anxious to secure it for war service but wishes to recover the treasure first.
The Germans are equally bent on securing
thereby putting
this wonderful substance
plenty of thrill and punch into the photoplay.
The photo shows the "Phantom"

Hand" Disguising
Poison Gauntlet.
Exciting Moment

the Spies Use a Radio-Torpedo

Daughter

New

665

seated in a corner of his laboratory on his
scientific ship.

Artcraft pictures present a wonderful
photoplay spectacle featuring the famous
opera star Geraldine Farrar in "The
Woman God Forgot." It abounds in many
thrilling and tense situations, dealing with
the Spaniards' early attempt at conquering
the new world with all the splendor on one
side interwoven with barbaric cruelty on
The photo herewith shows
the other.
Cortez up-to-date Mr. Robert Bosworth,
as the Spanish adventurer Cortez, whose
army conquered Montezuma and his Aztecs
at the telephone assisting Cecil B. De-

—

—

—

Mille direct the big battle scenes, showing
necessary it is to have communication
with the thousands of men taking part in a
"movie battle." to assure a realistic and
successful "scene."
Much attention has been attracted by the

how

new Pathe mystery

serial

"The Hidden

strange provisions of the will, as yet not
discovered, are suspected.
In the present photo may be seen "The
Hidden Hand" in his laboratory making
up one of his confederates to resemble the
secret service agent and so cleverly is his
work done that the fair heroine is nonplust to tell who her sweetheart is, for
"as it happens in the movies" she is soon
On
in love with the secret service man.
the right of the "Hidden Hand" may be
seen his terrible poison gauntlet. When he
so desires he can shoot a stream of poisonout gas into his antagonist's face, thereby
laying him away for good.

—

HEARD FROM THE TRENCHES
The

officer

comes up

an' says,

"Which one

of vou boys would like to have a night out
of the trenches?" I steps forward, an' 'e
says, smilin'. "Well done, my boy, you will
to-night."
wiring-party
the
complete
Sketch.

could obtam The Electtucal
of our readers have recently become unduly agitated as to when they
newsstands have the journal on sale betzveen the twelfth and the eighteenth of the month
River Our subscribers should be mthe eastern part of the United States and about the twentieth of the month west of the Misstssippt
with the same dxspatch by the
possession of their copies at these dates. Kindly bear in mind, however, that publications arc not handled
complaints as to non-arnval
Post Office as a letter. For this reason delays are frequent, therefore kindly be patient and do not send us
of your copy before the twenty-fifth of the month.

DATE OF ISSUE.—^.j

Experimenter,

zve

wish

many

to state that the

m
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Gyro-Electric Destroyer
By H. GERNSBACK

WE

are primarily in this

war

to win
This war

will

well

known

the

first

tractors

British

men

win

having the element of surprise, the Germans in the first assault were driven back
quite a little, but they soon rallied, and began to shell the various slow-moving Tanks.
Now it is not our. intention to minimize

fact that
against men result unavoidably in a deadlock. There is but
little doubt that any of the men of the warring nations today are not as good as those
of any other. If we are to win the war,

we

is

went into action in the Somme offensive
which began on September 15, 1916. The
object of the Tanks was to drive the Germans out of some high ground running
The Tank
east and south of Thiepval.

and to'win it quick.
has demonstrated the
it

with machinery.

it

As

this

war has demonstrated and keeps on demonstrating right along, it is a conflict of machines vs. machines, and the nation that has
the best and the
biggest machines

the results or the successes of the British

is most likely to
win out in the

long run. America with its inexhaustible me-

chanical resources should

cover ground rapidly, so that it becomes
almost impossible for the enemy to get the
range.
In view of the fact that the United States
Government is seriously contemplating to
equip our national army with Tanks, we
wish to voice our strong opposition against
them, as being unfit for the important work
that they are supposed to do.
have in
the past issues shown designs of large
machines which could batter down barbed
wire entanglements and which were to be
used in offensive
work, but we believe that the machine here described has all
the good qualities
of the present
Tank, but none of

We

its

many

faults.

and can do much
towards shortening the war, and

of

war stores

to

the Western

it is absolutely
certain that if we
do not bring into

front at the present time is quite
a difficult prob-

mon-

lem
for the
United States. It
becomes a huge

the

field

Transportation

machines
strous
capable of smashing thru anything,
then the Germans

task just now to
ship even one

hundred Tanks

do it.
America

will

has

the resources and
the brains to accomplish the result.

It is

simply

a matter of doing
it,

and doing

officials

ponder

over

the

and truth of

logic
this

statement.

It

is

bound

to

arise

again.

proof were needed what machinery
has been able to accomplish in this war the
recent advance of the English by means
of their ponderous Tanks before Cambrai,
would be a good example. Likewise, the
German 42 -centimeter guns have given us
a good idea that, given sufficient machinery,
most any obstacle can be battered down.
It has been the pet contention of the
Electrical Experimenter for years that
the big machine is the thing in modern
warfare. In our February, 1915, issue, long
before the present Tank made its appearance on the Western front, we already pictured a ponderous machine that could be
used to batter down not only trenches, but
any kind of fortress as well. In this same
issue, we also depicted a huge two-wheeled
affair which we termed a "Trench tractor,"
and this monster was supposed to make
trench warfare impossible.
There was
much publicity accorded these various designs as well as very much ridicule, as it
was not then believed that the big machines
were what we claimed for them.
Just the same, our ideas were the forerunners of the present British Tanks, and
in February, 1916, the first British machine
was completed and taken down to a farm
near London. In this locality pits, trenches
and various fortifications had been destroyed so satisfactorily by the Tank, that
an order was given at once for one hundred machines. The first delivery of the

Tanks was made

A MONG

View

View Thru Front and Also Side View of Mastodonic "Gyro-Electric Destroyer." It
Measures 45 Feet in Height and Can Progress Over Trenches, Barbed Wire and Gun Emplacements at 40 to 60 Miles Per Hour, Instead of Creeping Along as Do the "Tanks."
Sectional

If

British

Side

Cross- Section

it

Let our

at once.

to

Europe, as they
take up a tremendous amount of
cargo space. In

in July, 1916.

As

Tanks, but at the same time, as we have
pointed out before and insist in pointing
out again, the British Tanks as constructed
today do not lend themselves for major
operations. They are all right for a surprise attack, as at Cambrai,

and

it

is

quite

doubtful in our mind if such a performance can be repeated, as the Germans by
this time have learned their lesson well.
The great trouble with the Tank is its
very slow speed. No tractors have been
constructed so far that can move at more
than eight to ten miles an hour, and as
such they become easy prey to the enemy's
guns which readily get the range of the
slow-moving vehicles, and begin to shell
them. While the British claimed no losses
in the last

Cambrai

offensive, the

Germans

claim that they shot twenty Tanks to pieces.
Presuming that this amount is exaggerated,
there probably is quite a good deal of truth
to

it.

is called to the fact that the
belt tread of the Tank is quite a
sensitive affair.
If hit, even the bullet of
a small caliber gun will almost certainly
cripple the Tank.
The belt is the most
vulnerable part of the tractor, and as soon

.'\ttention

movable

as it stops moving, the Tank stops moving
as well, and as far as offensive work is
concerned, the machine is out of action.
As we have pointed out before, what is
wanted is a machine, not necessarily monstrous and weighing many thousand tons,
as much as a machine that need not weigh
more than the present Tank, but that can
•

contradistinction,
the machine described in this
article

shipt

could

be

knocked

down, the entire
frame work of

the wheel being made of channel iron,
which takes up very little room. This is
a large item, and should be carefully considered, as no doubt it will.

The present gyro-electric destroyer is a
single steel wheel as clearly shown in our
front cover and accompanying illustrations,
about 45 feet high. The top of the wheel
is not flat, but is in the shape of an arc
which makes running a good deal easier.
The wheel itself looks like a huge ferris
wheel, and is constructed of channel steel
thruout; in order to make it as light as
possible, it has no continuous tread or rim
but rather tlie steel pieces at the circumference are spaced about one foot apart, leaving a clear space for two reasons.
First,
the weight is cut down.
Second, as our
front cover illustration depicts, much better purchase is had on the ground, the
machine not being apt to slip as would
be the case if the top of the wheel was solid.
The wheel has one large shaft passing
thru the center and extending at each side
as shown in the cross-section in our illustration. This shaft is hollow and need not
weigh very much.
It is constructed of
steel.
At the hubs and at the ends of the
shaft the latter is provided with armored
projections, which will not be damaged in
case of shell fire.
In the center of the
wheel is suspended the engine cab which
comprises a gasoline engine of some three
hundred to five hundred horsepower, the
energy being fed to a generator as sho\vn.
Two of the electric motors are used for

the huiidreds of new devices and appliances publisht monthly in The Electrical Experimenter, there are several, as
which interest you. Full information on these subjects, as well as the name of the manufacturer, will be gladly
furnisht to you, free of charge, by addressing our Technical Information Bureau.

**• a

rule,
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propulsion of the wheel only; they are attached by means of a chain drive to the
central shaft as shown.
It will be understood by studying the illustrations that as soon as the motors
start operating, the engine cab swings forward while the wheel moves forward also.
The heavy weight of the engine cab prevents it from turning a somersault as it
were, but it docs swing forward, and in
case the vehicle is to be stopt, the cab
must swing backward as shown in the
The engineer thus has
illustration below.
it
in his power to run tlie destroyer fast
or slow, simply by changing the speed of
It should also be noted that
his motors.
only a very moderate speed of the motors
is necessary, being that the diameter of the
wheel 45 feet is so large that it will
move at the rate of from forty to sixtj
miles with the motors running at very
slow speeds. So much for the power plant.
Our attention is now called to the fact
that we must steer the destroyer and steer
To accomplish this, advantage
it quickly.
is taken of the gyroscope, which lends it-

—

self

—

admirably to this work.
The crossone of our illustrations shows

section of

how

this

steel

gyroscope wheel

accomplisht.

is

and

shaft

central

means of a

is

A

huge

cast-

stationed on the
driven rapidly by

is

special electric

motor

as

shown.

The gyroscope wheel while in motion, of
course, prevents the destroyer from toppling over, but the writer has incorporated
a new idea in the device, whereby it becomes possible with a single gyroscope to
steer the vehicle.
By shifting the gyroscope wheel either to the left or to the
right, the vehicle will "turn" momentarily,
all depending on the amount of shifting
of the gyroscope, and this shifting need
not be very much. If the gyroscope wheel
is shifted to the right, the machine will
move to the left. If the wheel is moved
to the left, the destroyer will move to the
right.
Attention is called to the fact that
this "leaning" is very slight, as the gyroscope tends to keep the machine in its upright position always.
For instance, the
destroyer will turn corners, not by leaning
at a picturesque angle, as might be supposed, but it will actually turn corners in
a vertical position,
due, of course, to
the gyTOscope which
//7 mof/on
tends to keep the
wheel in its upright
position always. No
technical difficulty is

sive purposes whatsoever.

It

is

simply a

power plant.
Inasmuch as the wheel of the destroyer
is not solid, but made of channel steel, it
will be readily understood that even a large
size shell will easily pass thru the lattice

work of the destroyer without doing much
damage, and here is where this machine
shows its superiority over the tank.
It
will be almost impossible to damage this
destroyer by means of shell shot. Even a
"dead hit" from a medium caliber gun will
not cause much damage, and even a good
sized shot hitting the gyroscope will not
hurt it very much for the reason that the
latter spins at enormous speed and will
be almost certain to deflect the shot, unless, of course, it is a dead hit at right
angles to the face of the wheel.
The external chain drives are encased in heavy
armor, and it should be as heavy as possible to prevent the machine being put out
of action, and this can be readily done. It
will be noted that this chain drive, the
most vital part of the machine, presents
but little surface to an on-coming shell. In
contrast thereto you w^ill notice the broad
and very large moving tread of a British
tank, which comprises almost one-quarter
of the surface of the entire tank.

Reverting back to the gun cabs. There
really no good reason why these cabs
are needed at all. Nor is there any good
reason why the British tanks should carry
is

guns. If the machine was at all built for
offensive purposes, its weight alone would
be sufficient to crush down any opposition,
thereby making the guns useless. This is
exactly the purpose of the present machine.
Imagine this machine starting on
Its offensive journey.
It will first smash
thru all the barbed wire entanglements
without any trouble whatsoever. It simply
mows them down as so many match sticks,
thereby cutting open a path for the infantry that follows. Suppose a nest of machine guns is encountered.
Our guns become practically useless, for if the destroyer runs over the machine guns or even
threatens to do so. the enemy must of
necessity abandon the guns, and the destroyer "walks" over them, crushing them
into the ground.
The same is the case

667
is to cut down barbed wire entanglements
second to run over artillery, thereby putting it out of action.
If we employed
enough destroyers, it can be readily con-

ceived

how

the

enemy must

riages of the destroyers would come into
their most effective work.
They could
drop bombs into the trenches as well as
spray the occupants with machine gun bullets in order to demoralize the men in the
trenches. It would become a more or less
simple task to take trenches by means of
this machine, but, of course, tlie most imix)rtant part would be to destroy the larger
artillerj' behind the supporting lines of the

enemy. This the huge machines would do
without any trouble w hatsoever.
There
is
practically nothing known today that
could stop the progress of the destroyer.
Of course this machine cannot climb steep
mountains, nor ford deep rivers, but then
the present tanks can not accomplish this
either.
But the gyroelectric destroyer can
run up a hill by taking a zig-zag or oblique course.
Rivers that are not too deep
can be readily negotiated by running thru
them obliquely, not fording them at right
angles.

We

are quite confident that a machine
of this kind should do as good work as a
thousand men in the field, and. perhaps,
better.

NEW CODE RULE WILL REQUIRE
POLARIZED WIRING.

At

the

recent meeting of the Electrical

Committee of the National Fire Protection
Association for revision for the next edition of the National Electrical Code, it ^^as
voted to change Rule 26a as follows
"The neutral conductor of all three-wire
circuits and one conductor on all two-wire
circuits must have an identifying insulating
covering readily distinguishing it from
other wires. This wire must be run without transposition thruout the entire installation and properly connected at all
fittings to properly
identified
terminals
in order to preserve

Stopping

its continuit}'.

one

ground

prescribed

machine

At the two sides
of the wheel we note

Gun Cai/n
nor ifuacfrafjf

the armored gun
These can be
round or square as
cabs.

slip rings.
is

nothing

As

there

to

hold

corners in yer//ca/
postfion (nof /ean/ng orerj

teh/c/e furns

stopt.
clearly.

Our

be known as the
1918 edition, and
does not become effective until January 1, 1919. All fittings having wire
terminals,
such as
sockets,

cut-out

;

this

Gyro

sfopped by app/i//ng
or recfuc/ng efr/y/ng /xmer
rrh/c/i causes Cai'to string fo
rear quacfra/Jf and Mus arresi
rr}o//on of feh/c/e

Diagrams Which Show the Action of the Suspended "Engine Cab" and "Gun Cabs" When
Gyro-Electric Destroyer is in Motion; When It Is Stopped and When Turning Corners.

them back, tlie two cabs will move backward due to their inertia while the machine
is in motion
they will move forward for
the same reason when the destroyer is
suddenly

yeh/c/e

bro/!e

they

;

connection

to this
identified wire and
as
in
Rule 15 and 15.-1."
This rule will appear in the new edition of the Code, to

readily.

desired

is

When
circuit
be
to

must be made

should be able to
work out the details

hang from the shafts
by means of loose

the

grounded, the

gyroscope work

may be

of

wires

occasioned in this
gyroscopic drive or
control, and any engineer familiar with

of the

invariably re-

soon as these machines begin to
advance, for the enemy denuded of all
artillery must give up ground.
Some of these destroyers would, of
course, be used to run parallel to the
trenches, and here is where the gun cartreat as

illustrations

show

These armored cabs have tlie usual guns,
same as the British tanks, and they
also have a bottom tube for the discharge
All the offensive
of bombs as shown.
work is carried out by the two-gun cabs,
the

the engine plant not being used for offen-

You may be
with the large size guns.
quite sure that if the gunners see the machine coming, they will most certainly
abandon their grim, and in this case the
destroyer is powerful enough to run over
the gun, thereby putting it out of action.
This machine is not designed, as might
be supposed, to kill off as many of the
enemy as possible. That is not at all the
purpose of the machine. It is simply to
put out of action other machines, preIts first purpose
ferably guns, not men.

receptacles,

bases,

at-

must have some identienable them to be easily con-

tachment plugs,

etc.,

fying mark to
nected with the proper terminal. Therefore,
the organization known as the Associated
Manufacturers of Electrical Supplies has
submitted the matter to members of all of
its sections covering the devices affected,
asking that proper committees be appointed
to consider the matter and report results at
as early a date as possible, in order that
they may be fully prepared for the new order of rules when in effect January- 1, 1919.
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"The Deluge"—The Show That
By GEORGE

ARfHUR
presented

HOPKINS,

who

has

the critical public with
many successes, has outdone himself in "The Deluge" one of the
best acted and intensely interesting
dramas ever presented upon the American
Even tho it comes at a time when
stage.
all
the world is in a turmoil, the play
serves to illustrate the law of human nature
truer and more realistic than anything seen
Many fine bits of side-play are
in years.
shown between members of the cast and a
number of tensely gripping scenes help to
make the play one of the distinct successes
of the present theatrical season.
The play deals with the various emotions
that will grip a number of persons with
widely disassociated traits and vocations
when thrown together and facing death,

—

who

try

to

make

in

their

last

moments

reparation for past transgressions, striving

February,

Electricity

Made

1918

Possible

HOLMES

1 wish to convey the danger tliat faces
the characters in the story, which by the
fascinating science of "stagecraft" is carried out in a remarkably realistic manner.
In the first act the various persons are
drawn to a cafe, not of the ordinary sort,
but one whose regular life only begins at
midnight, behind closed doors when all the
world is asleep. Reports have been circulated that a cyclone is on its way and general apprehension is felt as to whether the
dams on the river above the town will hold.
Suddenly, without warning, the terror
strikes the town, and all rush to safety;
the various persons trapt in the cafe artexpressing the chances of the dam's holding; amongst their number is a lawyer
who has participated in a graft contract
on the construction of the dam and who
realizes that it will not hold if the storm
continues to last much longer, and so in-

on the

part of the actors in the cast.
as to the mechanics of this stupendous production and believe me the
effect of the deluge striking the town sure
does sound like the "real stuff," when
you're sitting "out front" which far surpasses anything done heretofore in this
direction.
The stage has always held for most
folks, be they old or young, a certain thrill
of fascination and mystery.
They see
marvelous effects, experience novel sensations and then wonder how it is all done.
The people who produce the effects and
all "show folks" in general have an unwritten law about divulging details of the how
and why of things, and, therefore, much
of the mystery still remains. Only in rare
instances are the uninitiated so fortunate
as to be allowed a peek back of the "curtain" where the make-believe and mystery-

Now

—

—

•The Deluge"— a Master-piece of the Theatrical World Recently Pro duced In New York. Involved the Application of Dozens of Electrical
Some workand AMieu "Stunts" to Keep the Audience on Edge. To Give the True Effect of a "Bursting Dam" Nineteen Men Are Required,
Is
ing the "Wind" Machines, Others Rumbling Cannon Balls Up and Down a Chute, and for the "Big Noise" a Full Size "Anchor Cham
nrnr,*
Frirtw Feet
pppf Onto a Steel
StPRl Plate!
Dropt Forty
in hand to whisk death away from
Suddenly, finding themtheir doorstep.
selves face to face with the fact that the
danger is past, they forget all their good intentions and fall back into paths of socalled civilization, completely ignoring each
play with a moral
other as in the past.
that is strikingly told.
It is not my intention to dwell on the
merits of the drama more than is necessary to give the reader the basic theme
upon which the play is written.

hand

A

forms those assembled. Immediately there
is a panic, but he takes the upper hand and

producing scenes of Theaterdom take place.
Having been intimately connected with

orders that everything be securely locked.
Iron shutters on the windows and doors
are lowered by craitks, etc., which make the
room absolutely water-tight; in other
words the people are shut up in a living
tomb then the big crash comes of the dam
bursting and loosing the torrents of water
over the town. For a whole night the suspense continues, their fates in the balance,
and gives rise to some very fine portrayals

stage life for a number of years, the author takes pleasure in giving the general
public an insight as to the role played by
modern stagecraft in this recent New York

—

success.

"Back

stage." all the

space available

is

devoted to the miscellaneous apparatus
necessary to produce the effect of the "Deluge."

The innumerable

cables,

braces,

stands,

February,
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NEW ELECTRIC FOOD VENDING
MACHINES.

work, so there is actually no mechanism to
obstruct the light which illuminates the food

from

Heating

all sides.

done

is

thru Mr. W. A. Watt, Minister for
Railways, has decided to install
two Balsillie plants for the stimulation of
rain in Victoria and in New South Wales, in
the Mallee and Riverina districts respectralia,

Works and

tively.

The most important ones are improved sanitation, quicker service and the
elimination of tips and delaying waiters.
tems.

Mr.

G. Balsillie, an Australian, has befor his inventions in wireless
telegraphy. He has now carried his inventive genius into the domain of rain-making
or rain-stimulating by means of high tension
electricity liberated in the upper atmospheric
strata.
As a result of olificial trials made
with his device at Bookaloo, SO miles west
of Port Augusta, an increased rainfall of
between 50 and 70 per cent has been noted
there.
Having examined the results of a
year's experiment, Mr. Watt has been very
much imprest with the possibilities of Mr.
Balsillie's invention.
The vast importance
to Australia of a successful method of rainstimulation has been recognized by the Minister, hence the new tests which will be

the present device the coin inserted
accepted or rejected, depending upon
whether or not there is food in the chamA signal-system is operated to notify
ber.
the attendant of the need of refilling and
the sales recorded, all of which represent
entirely novel features, assuring an absolute control of each individual purchase,
collectively showing the volume of sales.
This recording-system makes it possible to
operate an unlimited chain of restaurants.
Moreover, the recording-system is put up in
the form of an electric panel indicator in
the manager's office, who can by this method
see at a glance how his business stands
Then again,
at any hour of the day.
when the attendant refills the empty
compartment, all these operations are
In

made.

LINEMEN

life

behind the scenes.

In this particular production every available bit of space is utilized.
The scene
proper is what is known as a "box set,"
and is a permanent arrangement thru the
three scenes of the play.
Details have been given strict attention,
and the lowering of the iron shutters to
make the place watertight is a most ingenious arrangement, the audience being
able to see the shutters slowly descending
as the ratchets and cranks do their work
noisily and dramatically.
Now for the
"big stuff"

Seated

at

a

keyboard

provided

with

numerous

"tell-tale" lamps, the stage manager signals to the various men stationed in
distant nooks and corners, to produce

whatever

have charge of at the
critical moment or moments.
Near each
stage hand is set a signal lamp in series
with a tell-tale lamp on the stage manager's
keyboard, and both work together. It requires nineteen men to produce the "atmosphere" of the deluge
Some "work" large trays, made of resinous wood and resembling the shape of a
cheese box cover, with very small peas in
the same.
These trays are held in both
hands and worked around in a rolling moeffect they

!

tion,

thereby giving the effect of light rain.

and may be seen being used by the

men on

stands or platforms.
Next comes our heavy rain machine made
of a stand in which is suspended a drum
made of fine mosquito screening and inside
of the drum a few iioiuids of small peas
are thrown: when the drum is revolved
by means of a crank the sound effect of
heavy rain is produced. The wind making
the

slightly

elevated

IN INDIA

MUST

EAT.

said that the native in India is exparticular
about regularity in
his meals ; once accustomed to eating
at a certain hour he must stick to it

It is

tremely

An English engineer had
at all costs.
an awkward experience of this when
erecting a 100-foot steel pole with the
aid of about 30 natives and the mini-

mum
New Automatic

steel

unacquainted- with

J.

come famous

is

spotlights and maze of ropes would test
most people's ingenuity, particularly those

DEVICE.
The Commonwealth Government of Aus-

We

rods operating a rocking arm or shaft.
These shafts are concealed in horizontal
bars supporting the glass shelves on which
the food is displayed. The locking mechanism is also concealed in a hollow frame-

AUSTRALIAN RAIN STIMULATING

electrically.

Automatic self-service restaurants are
very popular in large European cities.
have also in some of our more prominent
American cities a limited number of them.
Automatic self -service in restaurants has
great advantages over other restaurant sys-

reversed.
All of the operations mentioned above
employment
the
accomplisht
thru
are
of electro magnets, which may be of the
two-pole horseshoe type or may be of the
ironclad solenoid type. These electro magnets are placed below the table level and
the physical pull exerted by them is transmitted to the compartments above by thin
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Slot

in

France

Electric Waiter

— Out

Comes

imported

electrical materials

— Drop

Nickel

the Pie!

worth

$12,221,300

that

of

during the year 1916.

machine

is nearly the same as the rain machine excepting that the drum is made of
large chicken wire over which a strip of

canvas

is

thrown weighted on one end so

bears against the drum. When the
drum is revolved the friction exerted
against the canvas gives the effect of wind.
For shrieking wind a large hand blower
such as used by riveters and blacksmiths
is utilized, and the wind is sent thru a number of chambers and then out thru a large
horn when the handle is turned swiftly a
loud shrieky wind effect is secured.
And
now for our "big slam"
large wooden
troughs are used for the rumble effect and
are about ten feet long by two feet wide
with zig-zag slats on the bottom to bounce
the cannon balls as they are rolled back and
that

it

;

—

forth.
is

The mighty rumble of the dam bursting
made by having a similar arrangement

of troughs extending from the top of the
"fly gallery" (about forty feet) down to
the floor of the stage, as shown in the picture which, in this case, were attached to a
zig-zag stairway leading to the dressing
rooms.
When the "thunder-man" is signaled he lifts a small door in a big case
containing all sizes of cannon balls, and
permits a choice quantity of them to run
down thru the zig-zag troughs, witli a residting sound climax that resembles General Byng's smash thru the "Hindenburg
Line" tanks and all and then to top it
off a life-size anchor chain is dropt from

—

—

the fly-gallery on to a large iron plate, making a never-to-be-forgotten crash
Besides
all this there is an immense tremble machine built like an organ, which when set
to going gives you the creepy feeling that
the building is about to collapse
The machine is worked by a giant electric blower
!

!

and

air

compressor,

which

equipment

is

of tackle.
The pole was halfway up when the "headman" intimated
it was
dinner time.
Only the most

desperate entreaties, coupled with threats,
prevented the men letting the pole come
down with a run, tho it had taken several
hours to get it into this position.

located in the cellar with pipes leading up
thru the floor to the machine proper.
.Add to all this the mass of paraphernalia,
cables, curtains, etc., actually used and it
certainly looks like one big confusion, but
to those who are acquainted with all the
details, little of the seeming disorder is
noticed, for by a systematic routine everything happens so that all ends well and
"they are happy ever afterwards!"

MEMORIAL TO DR. ALEXANDER
GRAHAM BELL.
The memorial erected

in

honor of Dr.

.Ale.xander Graham Bell, and his invention
of the telephone in Brantford, Ont., Can.,
was unveiled in that city October 24, in the
of
Governor-General of
presence
the

Canada, the Duke of Devonshire, and other
distinguished persons.
Doctor Bell was
present and took part in the ceremonies.
Mr. Theo. N. Vail, president of the American Telephone and Telegraph Company, had
been invited, but sent his regrets at not
being able to be present. Bell telephone interests were represented by other gentlemen,
however.

The memorial

cost over $2.S,000, while tlie
grounds and Bell homestead, dedicated as the Alexander Graham
Bell Gardens, represent a cost of $65,000.
total outlay for the

COLONEL J. J. CARTY NOW
REGULAR ARMY.

IN

J. J. Carty, chief engineer of the American Teleplione and Telegraph Company, and
lately appointed senior major of the Signal
Reserve Corps, has been appointed by
President Wilson a colonel in the Signal
Corps in the regular army of the United
States, to rank as such from August IS.
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Electro-Magnetic Train Stop

failvaried
inventors

made by American

seeking to perfect automatic trainstops and controls to eliminate railroad wrecks, have spread abroad
pessimism on the subject, which has sud-

Fig 2, by swivels, from the axles of the
forward trucks of the tender. As the magnets are housed and fixt in the track and

should he be sick, injured or dead in the
or should he misunderstand or purThe present sigposefully disobey them.
nals are operated by circuits in the rails
low voltage currents too weak to leak
across from right rail to left rail by creepcab,

do not move to operate, they are not interfered with by snow, sleet, ice, debris, etc.
When the engine and tender pass over an
energized "caution"
track magnet, the
iron armature
pulled downward
(or else released up-

soft
is

ward,

deenergized

if

magnets are used
for danger signaling and control),
closing for an incontrol
the
stant
(Fig.
contacts
2),
thus applying the
brakes partially for

moment.

The
a
"stop" track magnets will cut off the
steam and apply the
brakes.
In another, newer
the

arrange ment,

armature bar under
the engine does not
change position in
its function and the

same natural conditions such as snow,
debris, etc., do not
affect

it.

It

member of a

is

a

closed

circuit

on the engine

from

the moment

the engine leaves the

round

-

On

house.

the top of
housed that

it,

it

so
is

of oil.
shock,
speed,

independent
Train Stoo" Is Demonstrated By Its Inventors With the Aid of
The Efficacy of This New "Electro- Magnet
If the
Engineer Fails to Obey the Signals the Track
This Complete Miniature Electric Railway System.
Magnets Act To Cut Off the Steam and Apply the Air Brakes.
denly

been dispelled by the advent of

a

new electro-magnetic method, known best
among railroad men as the M-V system.
It
has been pronounced technically and
practically invulnerable by government and
railroad authorities, and promises revolu-

tionary changes in the present method of
operating trains, so its sponsors state.
Never have the railroads hauled so mucli
government property as during this war,
and the tens of millions lost in wrecks in
the past few months has incited war conservators to support the new system as a
war measure. Inasmuch as it is a simple
tho peculiar adjunct of the present block
signal systems it can be installed quickly

a

new

in any given block
energizes a field of electro-magnets of a
new type placed in the track at braking distance from the semaphore in the approach
block, and also a field of magnets at a
given distance from the "caution" semaphore. The last field reduces the speed of
the train to a predetermined rate, while the
first field operates a stop under service application of the air-brakes, regardless of
the presence of either engineer or fireman
in the engine cab.
It works equally well
on either steam or electric railways. See

At present danger of a head-on, rear
end, side-swipe or crossing collision, or a
broken rail, open bridge, open switch, rock,
snow or land slide, wash-out, burned
bridge, etc., in "A" block causes the operation of a "stop" signal in "B" block and a
"caution" signal in "C" block, all of which
are worthless should the engineer be unable
or
to see them thru smoke, fog or snow
;

— rides

a

with one end held to the bar by the magWhen the bar
netism of the steel bar.
passes at either low or high speed over an
energized M-V track magnet, the bar partly
demagnetizes in the usual way and the trigger falls by the infallible law of gravity,
breaking the closed electric circuit on the
This sets the cab air and steam
engine.
valve actuating device in operation.
''
{Continued on opposite page)

result the

rent in

transit

its

thru one of these
magnets secures a

D/rec/zon

;nrn.

ri:

^fn.i li-n

-

of rrom

:r-i

.

ri

"

1-1

y^ r\

dis-

traction

tance

that enables the
to pull
positively
thru

magnet

any known substance of several
thickness.
Present M. C.

&

M
u w W

fej

gjgj

,C£J

^u:.;l4^;aa^y.:;y-;LJ:^JacV
2OOM0i/ar</s

inches

B. standards require three inches

rig.i
Smfc/} con//v//yogo/r^ro^es

anifs/eam

vmes

X

clearance
trains,

on
the cow-

catcher being carried

1.

rent

vibra-

tion, or foreign curbalanced trip or trigger

low voltage cur-

remarkable

and inexpensively.
A danger condition

Fig.

age or any contact lighter than the wheels
of a loaded hand-car.
The M-V system operates with these
same low voltage currents without additional installation save that the current
from semaphore battery or feed wire is
relayed from battery well or supply staThe
tion to the field of track magnets.
magnets have the form of a square "U,"
with short poles of precise ratios to the
bulk thereof. As

gas,
oscillation,

at

that

suspended
of

its

in

one

designs, see

^J

o

frrp
steel

magnet

and

everything else
being higher. At
four inch clearance the M-V
system suspends
a long bar of soft
iron, preferably

,^-'

u u

^

rmc/r

u'
'

masnels

1!j

U^^

Contacts

^

UIT^

MoraUe saft /ran
ormofure oneo^/ne

lleclro-magneh

jtiramfsteom
ratves confrotiec

in fracit

outamofica/li^

F/g

t^ec'rg

t>i^

mjc^t

How the Electro- Magnets Are Placed Along
Danger Points so as to Act Gradually on the Tram's
Also Two Methods of Applying the Magnetic Action.

This Diagram Illustrates
the Track at
Air Brakes.

S
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EGGING ON BUSINESS BY

JAPANESE WARSHIPS USE
RADIOPHONE.

ELECTRICITY.

Many of the largest Japanese warships
have been equipt with wireless telephones,
which operate successfully for distances up
to

100 miles.

from opposite page)

(Continued

Off with the old, on with the new. Grandma's method of guessing the egg is 99 per
cent pure fails to pass the censor today.
Modern methods have egged off the old
ideas, and today efficient electricity has the
call, saving time, temper and trouble.
Here are nimble fingered, keen eyed egg
testers, separating the false from the true
by means of electric egg candlers, operated

671

A New

York

rapid transit

company

in-

troduced improvements in the year which,
according to the patent office, have caused a
drop in coal consumption from 2^ pounds
a kilowatt hour to 1^ pounds a kilowatt
hour.

An
tion,

electric plant, thru
it

has shown,

is

now

some new invenable to generate

from coal more cheaply than can
be done from the waters of Niagara Falls,
says Patent News. These great economies

electricity

The main

function of this cab device is
to turn oflf the steam (or electric power) instantly and to begin a service application
of the air-brakes. On an electric locomotive
the breaking of the circuit automatically
breaks the power circuit. On a steam locomotive the breaking of the closed circuit
turns a valve in front of the throttle. The
service application of the air brakes is more
involved.
In the cab device, which occupies but a
square foot of cab space, are two small
solenoids operation on the closed circuit.
The breaking of the closed circuit releases
a small superimposed armature which by
spring action makes a new contact that
energizes two larger solenoids these draw
downward a transverse bar serving as the
foot of a plunger carrying a pin valve, that
by the descent of the bar is drawn into line
with the duct of a small divergent line from
the train pressure pipe. The air from the
train pipe passes thru the pin valve into a
cylinder and operates against a piston which
actuates a lever that gives one reduction
of the air pressure by a valve to the open
air, and then exhausting, returns by spring
pressure and gives another reduction and so
on till the train comes to a complete standstill smoothly, witliout sliding of the wheels
The amount of each
or destructive jar.
reduction i^ predetermined according to the
length and weight of the train, by a special
ratchet movement on the lever to which
various wheels are adjusted, notched for
from six to one hundred cars or more.
;

.

The system

is

immediately valuable

in

that it enables the big steam railroads of
the country to put into speedy operation the
same operative protection which has given
absolute satisfaction in covered trackage in
the New York subways, Boston and London subways and the Hudson & Manhattan
tubes since their construction, without one

or money. It is prospectively revolutionary in that railroads
are now enabled to "get" from the track
into the train infallibly at any point of line
collision, loss of life

under all weather conditions. It is possible
to run a train from New York to Philadelphia today without either engineer or fireman, say the inventors of this new method
of "stopping a train with a magnet," and it
may soon be practicable.

Here We See Nimble Fingered, Keen Eyed Egg Testers Separating the False from
the True by Means of Electric Egg Candlers, Operated from the Ordinary Lighting Circuit.

on ordinary house lighting circuits. The
electrical egg tester never lies.
Its hidden
eye and supersensitive nose rout out hen
products that are inclined to "cheat."

This form of commercial electrical inspection dispells the doubt and guesswork,
speeds up shipments, cuts labor costs and
is
helping Hooverize cost-to-customer.
Photo Society for Electrical Development.

MANY NOVEL PATENTS ISSUED
IN YEAR.

Invention in this country reached hightide during the calendar year 1916.
Fortytwo thousand separate patents were issued
to inventors by Uncle Sam.
It is not the number of patents issued, however, that is
worthy of note, but the char-

The
acter of the inventions.
patent office deals with all
the efforts of the world in
every field of industry to advance the useful

arts.

Great

involved, not
merely of private, but of public concern, in the discoveries
that are listed with the patent
interests

are

office.

As an

illustration of what
discoveries of the 12
months mean, reference may
he made to the fact that one
concern in Chicago reports
that it has effected a reduction in coal consumption from
nearly seven pounds a kilowatt hour to 2.7 pounds a
kilowatt hour, as a result of
a new invention.

the

A Full size Model of the "Cab Device" as De monstrated
by the Inventor. It Automatically Shuts Off the Steam
and Applies the Air Brakes.

are due in large measure to new inventions
relating to automatic stokers and regulators
attached to furnace construction, to forced
draft and to coal-handling machinery.

The year brought new and valuable inventions that had to do with wireless telegraphy, telephony, the control of torpedoes,
searchlights
and gun pointing, vacuum
cleaning. X-ray apparatus, liquefaction of
air to produce oxygen and nitrogen for
commercial use, flying machines, the moving picture and mercury vapor lamps.

For a period of some five years an industrial fellowship maintained by trained
scientists have devoted their time to the
study of methods of bread-making, with
In
the object of producing better bread.
the last calendar year, certain of the processes developed thru this study were
patented and put into operation.
Better nourishment of the yeast has reduced the amount required in raising the
bread and maturing the dough, with the
consequent lessening of the amount of flour
and sugar used up by the yeast and converted into carbon dioxid and alcohol. The
savings of these and other economies to
processes
employing
the
novel
those
patented during the year are estimated to
amount to more than $1,000,000 a year.
This estimate is based on tlie present high
scale of prices, but on any scale of prices
would, it is asserted, be enormous.
The patents in the electrical field during
In the field of
the year were numerous.
farming implements there came the improved tractor engines, better apparatus for
digging, irrigation and drainage canals,
improved beet har\'esters, and thousands of
other useful as well as interesting ideas.
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Bossie Gets

An Outdoor

One of the most menial tasks about the
farm and dairy is that of keeping the cows
clean.

rapidly
are
dairies
to the fact that a small electric

Progressive

awakening

1918

3"

Bath

Mrs. W., was free of these
had a vision of R. E. 20/100,
We had then a favorable case.
Treatment was commenced February 11,

The

February,

patient,

troubles and
L. E. 20/70.

X 6". Material used was four layers of
absorbent cotton covered with two layers of
silent or underlay table cloth, and finished
with two layers of gauze or cheese cloth.
This was soaked in a solution of sodium
bicarbonat (ordinary baking soda) 3ii to a
quart of water.
To make the connection
with the rheophore and the positive pole a
carbon terminal was used instead of metal
in order to avoid any possibility of metallic
ionization. This carbon terminal was a portion of the carbon element of an old salammoniac cell. The spring from an old dry
cell was fastened by a screw to the carbon
and used to make the connection with the
conducting cord. I have found this spring
very satisfactory means of making connec-

The electrodes for the
eyes were of copper gauze wire twisted to
form a stiff centre piece with flat ends the
The center was
size to cover the eyes.
covered with adhesive plaster, the eye pieces
with 2 layers of absorbent cotton, then two
layers of silent cloth followed last with
tions for electrodes.

cheese cloth.

These electrodes for the eyes were well
soaked in a 2% sodium chlorid (common
table salt) solution and kept wet thruout
treatment by applying the solution frequently with a dropper. Mode of application \vas three (3) to ten (10) milliamperes
twenty minutes daily, six times a week.
Fifteen treatments were given in February, 27 in March, 23 in April, 16 in May, 7
in June, making 88 treatments given during
five months.
Results.
follows

Photos courtesy of Societv for Electrical Development

—

There Is One Job That the Boy on the Farm Detests It is Cleaning the Cows. And
Modern Dairy Regulations Demand Extreme Cleanliness from the Cow. Down to the
Final Product. Wherefore We Learn That Dairymen Are Now Using Electric Vacuum
Cleaners for Keeping the Cows Thoroly Clean.
If

The

oculist's

report

was

as

"On first examination patient reports a
haze or cloud before both eyes, being unable
to see clearly with glasses. She noticed about
the last of March a ynarked improvement in
clearness of vision, that 'the cloud' before
eyes ivas not so great. My impression was
that in June when she left Atlanta that the
With the
cloud had about disappeared.
ophthalmoscope the cataracts appeared not
so dense."

He

vacuum

cleaner of the portable type will
soon pay for itself in performing this dutj-.
few deft whisks of the vacuum cleaner
tool over Bossie's hairy coat and she's as
clean as a whistle. It is doubtful if there
is any other method which can approach
this one for cleaning the coats of such
animals as the cow.
small electric motor, costing but a fewcents per hour to run, drives the highly
This treatefficient vacuum suction brush.
ment has been found to promote sanitation
and health among cows as well as horses.
The new device does away with the laborious as well as unsanitary task of currycombing the cattle to produce the rich, full
coat which the experienced farmer accepts
as a sign of good health.
The electric vacuum milker is another of
the modern devices which have proven a
The second
god-send to the dairymen.
illustration herew'ith shows the 20th century
way of milking cows. All the attendant
has to do is to attach the four suction nipples to the cow's teats, the machine does
the rest.
It milks the cow more quickly
than the old-fashioned method and is more
sanitary in everj' way.

A

A

ELECTROTHERAPY HELPS CATARACT OF THE EYE.

Radiant light and heat, autocondensation and galvanism were used. During the
first month I had difficulty in securing a
proper electrode. I then used radiant light
and heat. The
1916.

patient

admitted that the improvement was
his expectation and was such as to
enable him to make her vision practically
normal with glasses 1.50 sph.
.\t the time treatment was discontinued.

beyond

—

failed

improve
this
during

to

and com-

time,

plained of pain
in the eyes. The
light was then
omitted. Attto-

condensation
was given thruout

the

treat-

ment with the
idea of improving the general
nutrition of the
patient who was
in
a rundown
acstate
on
count of a spell
of grippe, and
or
relieve
to

her
improve
rheumatoid condition of hands
and feet.

Galvanism
main

one ailment that has baffled
treatment by either surgical, mechanical or
electrical treatment it is cataract of the eye.

was

older men and
w-omen, go permanently blind with this
trouble. It is, therefore, that we read with
gratifying interest of a successful electrotherapeutical treatment of such a case and
which is discust by Dr. Moses G. Campbell
American Journal of Electroin
the
therapeutics and Radiology.

negative
pole to the eyes
To IVlill< Fifty Cows Used to Be a Job for Ten Men Now One Man Can
and positive to
Do the Work Thanks to the Electric Vacuum Milker Here Illustrated.
the back of the
neck.
Her home
she could see objects clearly.
The electrode that gave best service was
oculist examined the eyes and told her she
made as follows
would never go blind.
The pad to the back of the neck was

If there

Many

is

people,

especially

the

local

agent

used.

The mode

was

—

—
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Telephone Switchboards
HELLO,

Central, give me Rector
four-six
four-two Thus speaks
the
twentieth century business
man and in ten seconds he is in
communication with
telephonic
That is, if Central is
the desired party.
feeling right and the line is not busy. But
imagine the exasperation of the business
man of 38 or 40 years ago, who could count
himself lucky indeed if he got his party
after half an hour of arguing with the
"Central boys" who, we are told, often became so flustered that they sast the subscribers back in several languages.
The telephone probably furnishes the
most impressive object-lesson in development in the comparatively few years of its
life, but the switchboard has undergone the
most remarkable metamorphosis of all.
The illustrations herewith are exceptionally interesting in that they bring the
old and new types of central telephone exchange switchboard into strong contrast,
and many people will be inclined to remark, "Is it possible that such changes
could have taken place in telephone switchboard development within forty years
But the world has been moving forward
with rapid strides since Dr. Alexander
Graham Bell first brought his telephone to
the attention of the skeptical world, in

—

—

f

1876.

In Fig.

1,

is

shown

commercial

first

the appearance of the
telephone
switchboard.

of Yesterday

of that year. Fig. 3 is a photograph of an
early American telephone switchboard of
unknown date. It apparently
possest several advantages over
the first types used, judging by
the elaborate arrangement of
the connecting jacks.
good idea of the early tele-

!

—
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A

phone switchboard is given in
an article in Electric Industries
by Mr. James G. Lorrain, one
of the pioneers in English tele-

phone developments.

Mr. Lor-

rain says in part

"Jhe Manchester (England)
Exchange was the first (July,
1879) telephone exchange in
Great Britain, and indeed in
Europe.
The switching apparatus consisted of a Williams' (American make, as devised by T. A. Watson) 'standard' switchboard, as it was
called, and a separate operating
table. Two operators were required to work 75 lines. One sat
at the table to receive calls and
shouted them out to the other
operator, who plugged the lines
together at the switchboard.
The noise in a switchroom
fitted with a number of such
operating tables may be imagined when it is considered that

Fig.

—A

3.

boar d.
feet

situated
to 12
away! In

10

and

1879

1880

New York

Cit>'

some

had

of
telephone

these

exchanges

installed and

fzW^^

7^'%

*

These

working.

*i

switchboards
were of the plug
and strip type
and patterned after the old

r-?^-€^r.^

style

telegraph switchboard.
It
soon
led to the abandonment of such

in

used

in

First

Commercial Telephone Switchboard. It Was First
Conn., Jan., 1878, and Had Connections for
"Eight" Subscribers.

New

Haven, Conn.,

January,
eight sub-

in

box on the

upper right hand corner. The names of
these eight subscribers ought to be engraved on the rolls of fame for their faith
telephone promise.
As becomes evident to any electrician this
telephone switchboard resembles the "attic"
laboratory switch panel of one of our laterday electrical "bugs." The telephone receiver shown was made of wood, and it is
indeed interesting to note that while the
modern telephone switchboard bears a resemblance to the old-time board, in name
only, the telephone receiver remains almost
in the

identical to the one you see in this historic
illustration.
It shows that Dr. Bell had the
right idea from the very start.
The early switchboard shown at Fig. 2.
bears the date of 1878 and was used in es-

tablishing the first telephone system in Chi-

cago,

III.

It

was put

in

operation in August

Ormiston

and

Mr.

;

exchange room.

I

also

adopted magneto

call-bells for the subscribers, instead of battery call-bells as had hitherto been the prac-

don

Exchange

The appearance of a modern telephone
switchboard that of the Chelsea Central

i

a

t

was

1878.
It had connections for
scribers, as shown by the call

A

y afterthe Lon-

d

New Haven,

pauy. Limited.
"in planning the Edinburgh Exchange I
made a good many departures from previInstead of taking the lines
ous practise.
of all our subscribers to one central station,
I put up four central stations, three in different districts of Edinburgh and one in
Leith, and these I fitted with the 'Jones'
operating tables.
This central switching
apparatus differed considerably from that
of the 'Williams' type used in the English
With the Jones system each
exchanges.
operator was seated at a separate table
fitted with SO lines and arranged in such a
manner that flexible connecting leads could
very much
connect any two of the tables.
more rapid service could be given by this
means and there was no shouting in the

1

"Almost imme-

The

1.

It

To

wards

in

large stations.
Fig.

Not Known But

Is

Some of these were constructed on
the old 'thunder-pump' principle."
There is probably no other business
which has advanced as speedily as the telephone system.

apparatus
Used

Exact Age

the First Attempts Made
Establlsh Telephone Service.

o y"
shout the number to another
boy at the plug

about

Its

Was Among

Central
had to

1)

rii^tH-rt

Really Pretentious Telephone Switchboard of

Early Vintage.

one

*>jk

ceeded to transfer its business to the
Lancashire and Cheshire Telephone Com-

e

started,

Mr.

tise.

—

office in

New York

Cit>'

—

is

shown

in Fig.

Fletcher

acting as engineers,
About
three weeks later I went to
Liverpool and started the exchange there
and this was
quickly followed by an exchange started in Sheffield by
the late Mr. Tasker and by
;

one

in

Wolverhampton. About

time Mr. Edison's representatives started the formation
of exchanges in this country
this

with, I think, the 'Fitch' form
Edison carbon transmitter
and the Edison 'motograph' re-

of

ceiver.

"In -August, 1879, a

— the

company

Lancashire Telephonic
Exchange, Limited
was
formed to take over the Manchester
and
Liverpool
exchanges
and that company

—

;

subsequently,

in

1881,

pro-

»i-^0^ tIW-v""
Fig.

2.

Original Sketch of First Telephone Switchboard

Used

in

Chicago.

III.,

August.

1878.
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Such an exchange handles thousands of

4.

in

"calls'"

single

a

hour.

Instead of

re-

quiring anywhere from 10 minutes to half

hour to
plete a call

an

—

takes about
onds.

sion of

traffic.

The Western Union Tele-

graph Company gave all the equipment for
the course and fitted up the laboratory. A

comit

now

and a man in Arlington, just across
the river from Washington, talked with a
man on the Eiffel tower in Paris by telephone without wires.
"But that is not
less,

the

YORK.

College
of
City of New
establisht

an evening telegraph and telephone
course as an intro-

ELECTRIFICATION IN THE
CASCADES.

duction to practical
operating
methods

W ar

commercial
in

circumference

of the globe. Does
it mean that we can
talk from any part
of the world to another and without
wires ?"

The

systems

Hon-

From

COLLEGE OF
CITY OF NEW

and

in

olulu heard the conversation.
Honolulu to the
Eiflfel tower is 8,000
miles, one-third of

EGRAPH AND
TELEPHONEAT

York has

A man

all.

10 sec-

TEACHING TEL-

the

1918

February,

tailed

telegra-

burdens have
halt

to

the

MilwauChicago,
kee & St Paul road

phy and telephony.
There will be lectures and illustra-

in

its

electrification

ji its Cascade mounlaboratory exContain division.
periments
on
the
is
antracts,
it
following topics:
nounced, have been
General
telegraph
equipment,
awarded for loco.ceneral
ith Those of the First
Contrast Thi s Picture of a Modern Telephone Exchange
Fig. 4.
motive and sub-statelephone equipment,
Telephone Switchboa rds Shown on the Preceding Page. Instead of Waiting Half-An-Hour
equipment at
telegraph city contion
For a Call, It Is Now Put Thru in 10 Seconds.
centration units, Atan approximate cost
kinson
of $3,000,000.
repeater,
large attendance is assured for these e.xmagneto
switchboard,
coin
The contracts call for 17 locomotives,
collector
cellent courses.
telephone
stations,
line
faults and tests, duplex telegraphy, quadrucosting about $100,000 each, and for subPROF.
plex telegraphy, common battery telephone
station equipment on the 211 miles from
RADIO.
switchboard, artificial telephone lines and
Othello, Wash., to Tacoma and Seattle.
In his speech recently to the Canadian
transmission tests, Wheatstone high speed
The road is rushing the work to save in
Club at St. Catharine's, Ont., Can., Dr.
telegraphy, simplex submarine cable telegfuel.
The electric zone now extends 440
Alexander
Graham
Bell, inventor of the
raphy, terminal and outdoor construction.
miles from Harlowton, Mont., to .Avery,
telephone, said
Idaho.
The material in this course is specially
"If the telephone has not reached its
chosen so as to make it of value to emextreme limits, what next.'
GEORGE H.
ployes of telephone and telegraph companies
"I can not say what next, but I can tell
of WASHINGTON, D. C.
who desire advancement, and who may ex- you of something that happened in Wash- is requested to communicate with the Editor
pect to secure this by mastering something
ington about three weeks ago.
of this publicatii>n at once in a matter that
of the methods used in evervdav transmis"The telephone has been applied to wirewill be of great interest to him.

tive

W

BELL ON TALKING BY

^

CARTOONING FAMOUS ELECTRICAL MEN.
IF YOU take from tlie man who init

vented

it.

the

telephone

is

a

nuisance.

The man who invented it. of course,
Alexander Graham Bell. And he is still

is

a

young, spry and industrious youth of seventy, full of schemes and dreams.
And still,
as it has been for fortv vears. his hour for

retiring is anywhere
a. m., says the

—

between 2 and 4 o'clock
Evening Mail.

New York

accompanied

by the grotesque yet novel
sketches here reproduced.
But about the
telephone
"My interest in it ceased." he says,

"when

it

grew

longer needed

to

me

^m

PARKMAN

physics and chemistrj- for the years 1916
1917.
The prize for 1917 will be reserved until next vear.

and

commercial utility. It no
nor I it. In fact, I won't

have one of the things near me if I can
help it. They're a nuisance."
Perhaps it's a good thing we're not all
inventors.

And then they tackled
the electrical wizard of

Thomas A. Edison,
Menlo Park, who

now hard at work helping Uncle Sam to
win the World War. And the signs are
that he is succeeding. To resume
When Edison was a night telegraph
operator and very young, he rigged up a
device that would automatically send over
the wire every half hour a signal indicating he was awake and on the job when he
was in fact blissfully sleeping. And he has
been busy ever since.
is

This little device he developed into the
box, millions of which are now used
the world over to keep messenger boys
eternally at work.
It really wasn't a very
chummy invention, but then it's only one
of twelve hundred or more for which he
has taken out patents in the last half
century, and the rest average up better,
Mr. Edison is only seventy his grandfather lived to be 103 and his great-grandfather was 102, so he figures he has a long
and busy life ahead of him.
call

;

What the Cartoonist of a Prominent New
York Newspaper Thinks of Alexander
Graham Bell, Father of the Telephone.

THE NOBEL PRIZES.
The Stockholm Academy of Science

has
decided not to award the Nobel Prize for

And Here's His Opinion Exprest

In

Pen and

Ink of the inventor of the Incandescent
Thomas A. Edison.

—

Lamp
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AN ELECTRIC WATER PURIFIER
FOR THE HOME
Potable drinking water is rarely found.
water is cither polluted, is hard, has
an offensive taste, color or odor contains
organic matter or other unhealthy vegetable
or mineral solids. The methods of treatment at supply stations are unreliable,
All

;

I

These new

cells operate on a pressure
The maximum current that
110 volts.
can pass without fusing the selenium is
about 75 milli-amperes, at the above pressure. The dark to light resistance ratio is

of

about 4 to 1.
A six- or eight-inch length of insulated
copper wire is inserted in a piece of copper tubing, Vz" by \^' inside diameter. The
insulated wire just fits the tube, and when
it is inserted the copper wire is central to

The
the tube and lies in the tube's axis.
copper tube does not touch the bare wire at
1/16"
insulated
from the end of
any point
wire the insulation is cut away. This end
is
inserted
in the tube until
of the wire
flush with end of tube, so that there is a
circular air-gap between the inner surface
of the tube and the wire. This air-gap is
bridged with a filling of fused selenium.
Electric current cannot pass from tube to
wire without flowing thru the selenium,
and, as stated above, the selenium changes
electrical resistance according to the
its
amount of light falling upon it. These
unique cells are now available on the mar;

ket.

Electricity

to

Be Tuiih^u

tor Drink-

ing and Cooking, the "Electrolytic" Water
Purifier Does the Work; Quickly and Efficiently. It Connects with Any Lamp or Base
Receptacle.

whereas the

electrolytic process of sterilizapossesses high efficiency and insures
absolute protection.
Boiling water has become a common
practise, but boiled water is not potable.
Bottled waters are also extensively used,
and besides being expensive they are not
always safe when delivered to you.
Appreciating the need of some method of
rendering drinking water safe, numerous

is

measured out by the usual

LET THE "ELECTRIC BULL-DOG"
LIGHT YOUR CIGAR.
Those who have electric current in their
homes will find this "Bull-Dog" cigar
lighter an ornament and convenience at the

tion

and sterilizers have been manufactured and sold, ranging in price from fift.\
cents to five hundred dollars.
Filters remove some of the impurities but do not
while the Electric Water Purifier
does the combined work of the high-priced
sterilizer and filter and with greater efficiency, according to the publisht bacteriological tests.

A

NEW SELENIUM CELL.

By R. G. Morgan.
Herewitli is illustrated the latest multipleunit selenium cell, which is of simple
design, also a casing, with one soldered
connection, for holding a number of these
cell units.

The

influence of light

current

when

upon the

electric

flowing thru selenium, prop-

A new and decidedly appealing device for
automobilists has recently been placed on
the market by a
Ualtimore concern,
of
a
consisting
curb machine for
distribution of free
air.

The

free air

ma-

autochine
is
matically operated

day and

night.

The

pressure dial in the
upper front door is
flooded with light

by an

electric

concealed

lamp

inside

and
the
cabinet,
the tire valve connector on the end
of the hose is so
arranged that the
the
in
pressure
tire

before

start-

dial.

Directly over the
rack,
as
shown in the illustration, is the elecswitch
contric
located
veniently
and
for
starting
stopping the mawhen the
chine

hose

large

dial

regis-

desired
the
pressure.
impossible
It is
for
to
tamper with the
working parts of
this free air station, for the reason that they are
all contained in the
ters

anyone

filters

sterilize,

ELECTRIC CURB MACHINE SUPPLIES FREE AIR TO AUTOISTS.

ing to inflate is
registered on the

house service electric meter with greater
accuracy than water measured with a water
meter or gas measured by a gas meter. It
is immeasurably finer in accuracy than any
grocer's or butcher's scales, and the average
percentage of accuracy is over 95 per cent.

Where Water Has
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Novelty Electric Cigar Lighter for

same time.
and plug so

Home

Use.

with a flexible cord
that attachment to any electrolier or floor pocket is but the work of a
moment. Zip, goes the button.
Presto
your cigar is lighted. No mussy, smelly
alcohol smudge pots to soil your clothes,
It is fitted

or burn your hands. And the beauty of it
is
that it always works no pushing an
igniter trigger ten times to obtain a single
light
not to mention the cussing.

—

—

A TOY ARMORED CAR.
The miniature
here shown is

electric

armored engine

upper locked compartment, even the

New Automatic

Elec-

Air Machine for
tric
Free Use of Autoists.
controlling
opalthe
large
escent globe being
This leaves
locked in this compartment.
nothing but the hose and starting switch in
the lower compartment and, if so desired,
the lower compartment can be locked and

switch

keys furnished customers.
The machine operates on either direct or
alternating current. The cooling system is
automatic and uses no liquid, eliminating
It has no exfreezing and evaporation.
posed mechanism, electrical or mechanical,
and is perfectly safe for even a child to
operate.

a faithful copy
on a small scale
those new
of
terrifying
siege guns now

and
being

on

s

built

operated
p e c i a Uy

temporory
on the

tracks

o

battlefields

Europe.

f

The

bodies of these

A New Form
Cell.

It

Is

Held

In

a

of Light-Sensitive or Selenium

Many Small Cells, All
Brass Ring, Which Forms One

Formed

of

Pole of the Circuit.

are
monsters
formed out of
sheet
heavy

milli-amperes.

is

die

War Has

Invaded Toyland

brings
every detail

of

heavy

tlie

— Here We

Armored Car

work
out

well known to electricians.
The cells on the market at present are
expensive and quite delicate, having a dark
to light resistance ratio usually of about
10 to 1, carrying a maximum current of 20
erly prepared,

The

steel.

^^1^0^

riveted

Another
doors, etc.
ventilators,
plates,
realistic detail is the battleship gray enamel
in which they are finished.

The revolving turret upon which two
long miniature guns are mounted is a
The motor
reproduction of the original.

See the Latest Miniature Electric
for the Kiddies.

similar to those used in other miniature
railway engines, and is powerful
enough to haul any number of trail cars,
which are enameled in the same battleship
gray as the motor car. One of these armored trains makes a timely addition to any
boy's outfit.
is

electric
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ELECTRIC SPOT-WELDER SAVES
TIME AND MONEY.

cents for power and two dollars for wages
cost to weld one article 2-10 of a cent. Before installing a welder this same firm was
paying ten dollars for wages and si.vty cents
for rivets for riveting one thousand articles cost of riveting

Electric spot welding is the process of
joining or fusing together electrically two

;

one

one and

article,

Which goes
an

to show by inelectric welder this

firm made a saving of one and
four-tenths cents per article, or
$14.00 per day on 1,000 articles.

welding is acknowlbe 75% to 100%
stronger than riveting, is much
faster, leaves a better finish and
Spot
edged

to

is far more economical, besides
being perfectly noiseless.

NEW

5
K. W. AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC

PLANT.
To meet a
ing demand

constantly increasfor a larger size

automatic electric lighting
plant,
an Ohio concern announces the addition of a 5 K.

W.

lighting plant.

1918

engine starts and recharges the bat'
teries when they are 25% discharged. Thus
the batterj' is never allowed to drop below
the

75% of full charge capacity, "sulfating" of
the plants is prevented, and long life of the
batteries is assured.

si.x-tenths

cents.

stalling

February,

As shown

"GALVANOSET" — A
ELECTRO-MEDICAL
APPARATUS.

THE

NEW

One of the great problems always confronting the electro-medical practitioner
has been how best to safely apply currents
derived from the ordinary lighting mains.
With this new English make of apparatus one utilizes the main supply of electricity by attaching it to any electric light
socket by a s andard attachment which
can be quickly connected when required.
The current is then conducted thru two
suitable resistances into a vessel of water
by means of two electrically indestructible
electrodes, which are placed on opposite
sides of the vessel.
At right angles to
these two electrodes a second pair of electrodes is placed in the water
these are
connected to the patient. .\s long as the
two electrodes, which we will call "Patient"
electrodes, remain at right angles to the
;

two electrodes, which we will call "Supply" electrodes, no current will be obtained,
sturdy and
as the electrical potential in this position
pearance.
The supply terminals are
will be zero.
It furnishes current for light
mounted on a disc of vulcanite, arranged
and power, requiring no attenso that it is free to rotate pver a graduated
tion beyond replenishing the
If this disc is now rotated
celluloid scale.
supply of fuel and oil.
The from its right angle or zero position, any
action is automatic thruout.
desired current can be obtained from miniThe Electric Spot Welder Here Shown Can Be Operated
The engine is 4-cylinder,
to maximum by the most gradual inby Unskilled Labor and Does the Same Work As the Old4-cycle,
and develops 20 horseIf it is desired to reverse the
crease.
Fashioned Riveter, Faster and At a Much Lower Cost.
power, givmg it a reserve capolarity of the current leading to the pametal
sheets
or
parts
without
any
pacity
for
more
nearly
or
100% overload. This,
tient, the disc is brought back to its zero
Mechantogether with the fact that the set runs at
preparation of the stock used.
right angle position and then rotated in the
the
equivalent
riveting,
but
it
is
slow
ically, it is
to
speed of 900 R.P.M. insures
opposite direction.
much
quicker
smooth,
easy running, and long life.
claimed to be stronger and
giving
__ current ^
^ every degree of variaThe generator is especially designed fortion from 6 to 500 milllamperes and at a
and more economical.
voltage from zero to the maximum
The process of spot welding is simrequired, and absolutely safe under
The material is placed between
ple
all circumstances, is readily obtainthe electrodes
or welding points
able.
This apparatus has great adwhere it is desired to make the weld.
The
vantages over wire rheostats.
Then, by applying pressure either
disadvantage of wire rheostats is that
with the hand or foot lever, the
they are apt to break and give the
metals are prest together, electrical
patient a severe shock. Again, with
contact instantly made and the weld
the wire rheostat the patient is always
accomplisht.
connected to one pole of the supply,
Single-phase, alternating current is
and if by accident the patient gets into
used in electric welding.
As the
connection with the opposite pole, he
voltage is reduced in the welders by
is then in direct connection with the
a special transformer, there is no posmain supply.
sibility of the operator receiving any
in

our

illustration,

presents

this

model

an

exceptionally
business-like ap-

mum

A

:

With this apparatus it is impossible
for the patient to get into direct contact with either the positive or negative side of the supplj\

shock.

Wrought

iron and steel are the best
materials for electric welding. Rust,
scale and dry paint act as insulators

New
plete

and should be removed from steel
before welding so that the current may flow
Galvanized iron can be welded, but
galvanized coating will be burnt off

freely.

the

where the welding points touch the iron.
Copper, brass and bronze welding is a trifle
slower, as they are such good conductors of
electricity they offer practically no resistance
to the flow of current.

iron

is

The welding

of cast

not recommended.

As a

general rule, current cost 50% less
than rivets, but the principal item which
makes spot welding invaluable to sheet
metal and ornamental iron manufacturers,
etc., is the very large saving in labor.
For
instance, a large stove manufacturer installed an electric spot welder and it is
now doing the work of six riveters, the
current costing less than one-half that of
rivets.
.^ general idea of the cost of operating
these welders may be obtained from a statement made by a manufacturer using one of
The operator welded a
these devices
thousand articles per day at a cost of ten
:

5

Kilowatt Gasoline-Electric Generating Plant, ComWith Automatic Battery Charging Devices. The
Plant Is Self-Starting.
the work, and is directly connected to the
engine thru a flexible coupling, the armature being permitted to "float" in its bearings.

Tlie engine is water-cooled, the pump
forcing water from a tank of large capacity
thru the cylinder jackets. This heated
water is then returned to the water tank
after being cooled by passing thru an automobile type radiator, thru which a fan
forces a stream of air.

The

apparatus is mounted on a
arranged switchboard and may be
installed wherever convenient near the plant.
It provides for the full automatic operation of the plant, keeping the batteries
charged at all times. Any flow of battery
current, either charge or discharge, is acelectrical

neatly

curately measured so that the batteries are
given better attention than if used on a
hand operated plant. For starting, current
is taken from the batterj- and the generator is temporarily a motor until the engine
starts firing. The plant is so arranged that

The weight of
tus

the complete appara-

seven

is

pounds, so it
can very con-

veniently
be

taken

a

to

house.
.\
dead - beat
D'Arsonval mili
a
p e r emeter,
with
shunt winding,
records the current passing to
patient's

m

1

patient.

the

This is mounted on the apparatus in a con-

venient
tion,

m

s

i

-

the

circuit.

::;

)

is

a n ently
o n n e c ted in

p e r
c

p o

and

Unique Electro-Medical
Current Regulator.

The construction of this device is extremely simple, yet sturdy and efficient.
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A NEW ELECTRIC ARMY OVEN.
A new method of cooking is rapidly becoming popular. It is in the combination
electric oven which is designed for all kinds
of cooking; Boilinpr, Roasting, Baking,

etc.

mounted external-

A LIVELY ELECTRIC SKELETON.

on one side of the oven on which the
coffee urn rests. The oven has the following compartments Lower compartment has
swing-type doors which can be opened in-

Dr. Ratledge, of Los Angeles, has a
novel idea of explaining a method of healHe has
ing or manipulating the spine.
fastened a skeleton so that it hangs in a

An

electric hot plate

is

ly

:

dependently of each other. The
upper compartment has the
Swing-type
drop-type door.
door has outside shelf. Compartments are separate making it possible to heat only one

—

when

a

cooking

is

limited
to be

amount

done.
elements

of

Has

—

one
heating
under each deck and one at the
top of the upper compartment
Each element is operated by u

three

three-heat switch.

cury

Two mer

thermometers

are

fitted

on the oven. The oven has
maximum consumption of 1.^
Jt weighs approxikilowatts.
mately 1,500 pounds.
;i

NEW ALTERNATING
CURRENT SOUNDER.
The

shows

illustration

a

current
alternating
sounder, the principle of which
is so simple that it is a wonder
it was not discovered long ago.
practical

It
I

was invented by Mr.

J.

J.

"ihegan.

The instrument

is

the same

soundresembles in gen
era! appearance, the only change
being in the position of the
magnet spools and the conIt
struction of the armature.
can be used on any 110-volt,
current
60-cycle
alternating
A New Electric Oven Designed for Use by Uncle Sam's
circuit either in series with a
Soldier Boys. It Is Rated at 15 Kilowatts and Has Several Separate Compartments Provided With Three-Heat
lamp or thru the secondary of
Switches. The Hot-Plate at the Left Is Used to Heat a
a small step-down transformer.
Coffee-Urn.
The transformer method is
preferable, as with it the local
wiring may be of the ordinary kind used
One of these large electric ovens designed
in local battery work, and one transforfor use by the U. S. army is illustrated
mer can furnish current for several
here.
There are many advantages in this system
sounders.
of cookery. First, the use of such a comThe instrument can also be operated on
bination oven eliminates the necessity of a
the 110-volt circuit without either lamp or
range as it handles all the heavy cooking.
transformer, when specially wound for such
Short orders and any small emergency cookuse.
ing can be done on a hot plate which is
Altho the current required to operate the
much more economical than maintaining a
sounder in the ordinary way, thru the front
Secondly, it conserves
fire in a big stove.
contact of a relay, is very small, it can be
and saves the
heat, kitchen space and time
arranged to work thru the back stop so
heating of one, two and oft-times three
that current would be used only when the
cooking devices.
sounder might be working.
Foods boiled this way are more evenly
This sounder will work on direct curand thoroly cooked because the constant,
rent without any change of adjustment, so
uniform heat penetrates all sides of the vesthat in places where there is a liability of
Thru the heavilysel at the same time.
size as the regular local

er

which

it

—

—

—

insulated walls and the closely-fitting
doors of the oven, there is no air
circulation to carry off the flavors
and juices of baking and roasting

To show what happens

cut or otherwise
the
transmit
nervous energy-, he turns the switch
off, causing that particular light to
go out, illustrating how a vital organ
becomes incapable of performing its
work when shut oflf entirely.
Contributed by G. W. GEIGER.

their entire electric

which includes ovens, lights, cofAnother featfee urn heaters, etc.

the efficient utilization of the
Thru the heat-conserving
heat.
properties of the oven, oat meal and
other cooked cereal, baked apples,
pork and beans, etc., can be placed in
current is off and the
it after the
day's work finished and be thoroly
cooked next morning by the slowly
receding heat.
The fireless cooker construction
eliminates the air currents and this
feature in turn eliminates the interchange
of odor and the impregnation of the flavor
of one food with that of another.

frame made from pipe. Electric lights are
placed where the different vital organs were
Small lights are placed in
once located.
the eye-sockets, and long tubular lights are
placed on the arms and legs.
Along the spine at the point where the
nerves lead ofT to the various vital organs
there are placed electric switches which connect with the various lights. To illustrate
what happens to the vital organs when the
nerves leading from the spine become
pinched or otherwise injured, the instructor
turns the switch leading to any particular
organ, which instantly dims the light supposed to represent the particular vital
organ, such as the heart, lungs, etc. This
supposed to illustrate the manner in
is
which the force flowing to the vital organs
is
shut off when the nerve is obthe nerve

becomes

bill

ure

with

structed.

Moreover, the great saving in
meat shrinkage is an important factor and there are a number of restaurant owners who have estimated that

more than pays

Has Devised an Electric
Which He Clearly Demon-

California Doctor

trates, by Flashing Different Lights About
th
he Limbs, the Action of the Spine and It's

when

meats.

it

A

Skeleton

is

unable

to

PRINTING TELEGRAPH ON
LACKAWANNA RAILROAD.

is

The Lackawanna
pany has
eration

installed

Railroad

Com-

and put into op-

two printing telegraph

instru-

between the offices of the
manager, located in New
traffic
York, and the car service superin-

ments

—

New

Alternating Current Telegraph Sounder.

interruption to the alternating current lighting circuit, two dry cells could be switched
in to bridge over any such interruptions.

tendent in Scranton, Pa., a distance of
These instruments are
LSO miles.
used in connection with the freight
clearing house system recently adopted by
This printing
the Lackawanna Railroad.
system is proving very successful.
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How Jimmy

February,

Saved the Troop Train
By JOHN

T.

DWY'ER

Showing How Quick-Witted "Jimmy" Hanlon Thought of. the Right Id^ at the
Moment and Thereby Earned the Gratitude of the War Department

WONDER

I

how Jack made

out with

his examination," mused Jimmy Hanlon. as he sat at his key in the dispatcher's office of Winslow station.
"Seems to me he ought to pass easily

enough. Well, I should know pretty soon,
for here comes the rascal now or I'm greatly mistaken.
But Lord he sure is making
!

enough noise."
Bang! went the lower outside door of the
station and the resulting vibration sent a
tremor thru the whole building.
Then a

1918

you won't want

to look at

your friends any

more."
"Nix, Jimmy, you

know I'm not that kind,
altho to tell the truth, it does make me feel
a little tighter around the vest to realize
that I'm to wear chevrons. But say, I wish
you would reconsider your decision and join
with me," continued Jack more seriously.
"We've been chums so long now that it will
go kind of hard to separate. Come, can't
you manage it somehow?"
"No, Jack," replied Jimmy soberly. "You

Critical

"That's interesting," he said, after getting the news. "Harris at Ed.ijeville states
that a special train loaded with a regiment
or so of infantry has just gone thru there
on the way to the coast from where the
boys will embark for France. No doubt,
she'll pass by here in another half hour
or so.
Seems to me, it would be a good
idea for the people of Winslow to give
them a rousing greeting and send-off."
"Not much chance," Jack replied rather
"In the first place, there are
scornfully.

Young Man," Spoke Up One of the Officers. Whose Eagle Insignia Showed Him To Be the Colonel in Command, "What You
Have Come Across in a Long While.
Such Work as You Have
Have Done Consider To Be the Cleverest Bit' of Ingenuity That
You Have Saved the Lives of at Least One Thousand of the Nation's Fighters."
Performed To-night Will Not Go Unrewarded.

•

.

.

.

.

clattering of hasty footsteps and finally the
door swung on its hinges, revealing the
puffing and panting Jack Godfrey, who generally acted as night shift for Jimmy.

office

For a few seconds he stood there trying
to get his breath, and then blurted out
I've come
"Congratulate me, old boy!
out with colors flying! And what do you
think?
They actually gave me a rating.
From now on I'm Corporal Godfrey of the
Signal Corps, if you please."
"Whew you don't say so !" ejaculated
Jimmy. "Why pretty soon you w'ill be a
General or something, and then I'll bet
!

.

I

I

.

are others depending on me
wouldn't be fair to them. But," and
his eyes lighted up with enthusiasm, "you
may be sure that if I had 'no entangling
alliances,' as Washington might say, I'd be
there in a jiflfy.
Never mind," he continued, "I'm a good deal like Micawber and
will hope for something to turn up, which
will enable me to take my place beside my

know
and

old

there

it

friend."

Further conversation for the time being
was interrupted by the sudden sounding
of the instrument and Jimmy turned to
uive

.

.

.

it

his attention.

many rabid pro-Germans in this burg.
Why, really I wouldn't be at all surprised
if some of these hot-headed Dutchmen tried
too

to

wreck it."
"Nonsense Jack

—

the kind we have here
are of the harmless variety. Besides, there
are still a number of true Americans in
this town that would make short work of
them if they tried any such low-down
!

stunt."

"Well," he added rather abruptly, "here

am talking like a 1905 model Edison
phonograph, when I should be on the road
So, you had better take charge
for home.
I
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of

General, or rather Corporal,
Good night! and don't let
plots worry you in the mean-

the

until

fort,

morning.

any German
time."

"Good

night!"

responded

his

chum

cheerily.
The fact that it was growing dark and
that Jimmy lived about three miles outside
the town prompted him to take as short a
cut as possible, and so it was he decided
This would
to go by way of the railroad.
shorten the distance considerably and, at
the same time, enable him to reach home

He had gone but a little ways, when as
usual with one of his mental temperament,
he soon fell into a deep study over the
events of the day, especially as regarded
his friend's enlistment and his own misfortune in not being able to join.
"I don't know what I'll do when Jack is
"He's alcalled," he mused rather sadly.
ways been such a good scout that it will
awhile,
and
go hard to lose him even for
Sien again, perhaps, it may be forever."
This latter pessimistic thought he put away
from his mind, as he did not like to entertain any such fate for one who had been
constant companion since boyhood.
his
"Yes," he continued, "I sure will miss him.
In my mind, Sherman didn't say half
enough about the virtues of war."
so intent on his own
mental retrospections that he failed to notice the silhouettes of three figures standing along the track about twenty-five yards
ahead of him. They, on the other hand,
were equally oblivious of the proximity of
another, which was due mainly to the fact
that they were busily engaged in conver-

Jimmy had been

sation.

the three spoke in low tones
but gradually, as their confidence increased
in the belief that there could be no one
to hear them at such a time and place, they
became less cautious in controlling their
voices, with the result that Jimmy was
soon rudely awakened from his reverie by
the sounds.
His interest and curiosity aroused, he
resolved to be a silent party to their animated conversation. While, at first somewhat scrupulous on the point of acting as
an evesdropper, he put aside his conscience
by arguing that perhaps something might
be wrong, after all. "It certainly does look
queer," he admitted to himself. As he was
about to move closer so as to catch the
topic of their conversation, one of them
struck a match, evidently in order to light
a cigarette, and the resulting illumination
enabled Jimmy to secure a look at their
faces.

first,

To

his

mouch

them Americans

the better
Veil,

!

dis

I

!

will

chust lof
be two

thousand less for the dear Vaterland to
fight.
Maybe," he continued with a show
of pride and vanity, "maybe the Kaiser giff
me un iron cross, chess? Ain't dot so?"
"Most certainly he will," spoke up the
third and shorter man who seemed to be
the one in authority, "for if this job turns
out right, I intend to bring the matter to
the attention of the Imperial Government.
Germany always takes care of those who
serve her interests."
to hear no more.
He had
listened long enough to convince himself
There
that the troop train was in peril.

Jimmy waited

before supper.

At

English, "so

surprise,

he recognized

at

once the features of one of them as Fritz
Schuster, the town butcher, who was notorious for his rabid

pro-German

leanings,

which had taken expression several times
in an abusive denunciation of America for
waging war against the Fatherland.
Jimmy's curiosity at once gave way to
suspicion, for to him it seemed very significant indeed that one so firmly antagonistic to the country should be found at
such a place; the more so, when taking
into consideration the fact that the troop
train would be due in a few minutes. Whatever doubts he might have had as to the
grounds for his suspicions were immediately
dispelled by hearing the conversation that
followed
"I tell you, Fritz," spoke up the rather
tall one, who appeared to be a German
secret service agent, "that was a clever idea
of yours to place the 'nitro' on the tracks
running alongside the bluff. When she explodes, the train will not only be blown
off the rails, but ditched as well, and down
In
a hundred foot embankment at that.
my opinion," he added grimly, "there will
be no survivors."
"Jah !" answered Fritz, in a little broken

679
the trestles until they fairly seemed to fly
past him.
One hundred two hundred
three hundred yards
still more than a half
mile to go. Manfully, he tried to keep up
the same pace but the strain was too great
and he gradually slackened. And no wonder! His legs now seemed to weigh tons
so that it took excessive effort to force
!

—

!

his breath came in quick
in him, however,
not quit, but urged him to renewed

them ahead and

The "man"

short gasps.

would

exertion.

"Oh, Lord give me strength. Two thousand lives !" he murmured again and again.
If he could only hold out for a little longer,
the race would be won and Death cheated
of

its

prey.

it happened.
A thud against something hard and the next moment Jimmy
was sent hurling to the ground. Stunned
by the suddenness of it all, he did not arise
at once but lay prone for a few seconds.
Almost immediately, however, he sought to
get to his feet, but the effort caused such
an agony of pain that he sank back again
to the ground.
His right foot and ankle
had received a serious sprain in falling over
an iron hand bar which had tript him. The
pain was excruciating but not enough to
drive from his mind the troop train, the
whistle of which, even at that moment,

Then
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Electrical

Experimenter

We

haze in preparation a great
variety of subjects for the "March"
issue of the Electrical ExperimentEH.
IVe are sure that you will enjoy
every one of them and moreover
find them both entertaining as well
as highly instructive. A great many
people complain nozu and then because we publish articles which seem
mere "theories." Perhaps so but you
can rest assured that these special
articles, often illustrated at great expense by elaborate wash drawings,
possess a new basic feature: something which will invariably Z'isit us in
daily life before a great while. Past
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in his mind and
either by removing the
dangerous explosive or else warning it in
With Jimmy, "to
time of the menace.
think was to act" and so, swiftly and silently, he beat a detour around the conspirators to avoid being detected by them.
Now, it was about three-quarters of a mile
to the spot where the explosive had been
placed, so he figured that by pushing himself to the utmost, he could cover the distance in time. Bracing himself for a moment, he exerted all his strength and then

remained but one thought
that

was

to save

it

leaped forward.
The race with Death had begun
Now it was that his old training practise
came into good use. Swiftly he sped by

sounded

in his ears.

"My God

!

it's

coming and

am

I

to save it
Oh, if only there
way to signal the danger."
!

helpless

were some

That word "signal" brought the big idea
to Jimmy, for like a flash, there past thru
his mind a plan as simple as it was practical and he at once lost no time in putting
it to the test.
It was this
Only recently, the railroad
:

for which Jimmy worked as operator, had
installed a new electric Block System for
a distance of about two miles on either
side of the town, with the blocks about a
mile apart. This system was of the "normal safety" type and the semaphores at
the entrance of each so called "block" were
kept normally in an upright position of
"clear" by means of a local motor and
relay, operated in turn by the normally
closed track circuit. As long as the block
remained open, that is, not obstructed by
a train ahead, the semaphore would remain
in the "clear" position, but as soon as a
train entered the same, then the rail current would be short-circuited via the axel
and wheels of its locomotive, thus depriving the local relay of current. This being
so, the semaphore naturally would obey the
laws of gravity and fall to a horizontal position of "danger."'
Should another train
then come, it would be in a position to know
just what the condition
of the track
ahead was. and stop accordingly.
Fortunately, from the description unwittingly disclosed during the conversation
of the conspirators, Jimmy surmised that
the explosive must have been placed about
fifty yards within the entrance of the block,
so if there could be found something to
provide a "shunt" across the track circuit,
the semaphore could be dropt and thus the
oncoming train warned of the danger
ahead.
Feverishly, he searched his pockets for
some pieces of loose wire but without success.

Something must be done and done

for already he could perceive the
took the curve two hundred yards
or so before the block entrance.
"Why, the ver>- thing!" he cried aloud.
Notwithstanding
the
intense
suffering
caused by the movement he crawled over
to the track and picked up the iron bar
which had caused him to fall.
few short
seconds and it was placed directly across
the rails of the track in such a way as to
bring about a complete "shortcircuit" of the
electric current.
quickly,
train as

it

A

(Continued on page
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Experimental Physics
By

JOHN

LESSON

10.*

Photography.

N

lessons S and 9

we

discust the for-

mirrors and
and noticed that it was quite
easy to "catch" the image of an object
thru a lense. If the screen on which
the image is caught is sensitized so that it
will retain the image after the object has

mation

I

by

images

of

lenses

J.

FURIA, A.

B.,

M.

A.

(Columbia University)

giving an exposure of about three minutes.
Naturally it would be quite inconvenient
to have to wait so long for each exposure,
and one would have to limit oneself to taking pictures of still life, so that for practical purposes we use a lense in place of a
pin-liole which gives us a sharp image and
at the same time lets in a great deal of
light hence permitting a short exposure.
From the discussion in the last lesson it is
apparent that the convex lens is the type

the sensitive surface of the plate or film
are those from the violet end and are
called actinic or chemical rays. The visual
rays are from the red end. Hence if these
rays are separated by the lens the image
formed on the screen is not the one which
However, Hint and
will make the picture.

and also since the image is
tlie back
or
front of the camera must be movable so
that the distance between the lens and
screen (ground glass or plate) can be
changed as required. If F represents the
focal length of the lens (found by the
method explained in lesson 9) and I and
represent the distances of the image and
the object, respectively, then 1/F
l/I -f
to

be

sharp

used,

only

when "focused"

=

How

a

Prism Breal<s Up a Beam

Light into

PsM ofrnoon

Illustrating the Principle of the "Pin-hole"
The Object Is Reversed on the
Camera.
Screen as Indicated at D-C. One of the First

3i:!)auettc

been removed,
lesson

we have

we

White

Shown

glass have different dispersive powand, therefore, one can be made to correct the action of the other.
Flint glass
bends the chemical rays more than does
crown glass, and so by combining a negative lens of flint with a positive of crown
glass the chemical and visual rays are
brought to focus at the same point. In the
case of small cameras dispersion (chromatic abberation) is so slight that it is not
necessary to use the achromatic lens.
ers,

a photograph.

In

up in detail the
formation of the image on the screen
(photographic plate or film) and the next
lesson will be devoted to the retaining of

this

of
Colors, as
at the Right.

Component

crown

of itiaon

Cameras.

Its

shall take

.'J3011

the image.

\

hrth

F/g.50

EXPERIMENT 55—
The simplest form of the camera (the
pin-hole camera) can be easily constructed
and used successfully (see figure 48). Secure or make a light-tight box about 6
inches on a side, and punch a pin-hole
shall call
thru the center of one side.
this side the front and the side behind it
the back.
The back should be hinged so
that a photographic plate can be inserted.
Let "A" represent a tree or some other
object.
Then light from the top of "A"
will pass thru pin-hold "P" to point "C"
on the back, while light from the bottom
of "A" will pass to the point "D" (above
"C"), illustrating the principle that light
travels in straight lines.
If a room be
darkened and light from a bright object be
permitted to come in thru a pin-hole an
inverted image will be formed on the wall
of the room just as in our pin-hole camera,
and a picture can be taken. It is important
to note that a clear image is formed despite
the fart that no lcn< lias been used.

We

—

Principle of the "Silhouette" A Partial
Eclipse Is Caused by the Moon Getting Between the Sun and Earth, Casting a Shadow
or Silhouette on the Earth.

The

1/0 is the formula from which any one of
the quantities can be computed if the other
two quantities are known. Hence by use of
this formula the maker of the camera is
able to furnish a scale showing just where

Screen or
brom/'de paper

^\

DIAFRAM OR

STOPS.—The best part
of a lense is its center since the light passing thru the center is correctly refracted
Hence the
as in the case of the pin hole.
smaller the lens opening (diafram stop) the
sharper the picture but the greater the
time required for the exposure. The fast
lenses are lenses which will focus sharply
even when the diafram is open at a large
stop, thus letting in a large amount of
light and permitting a short exposure.

EXPERIMENT 57—
To make a silhouette of a person or object take the picture with the camera fac-

NeQafive

ing the illuminating source (the sun for
snapshots) and the object or person in between the camera and the illuminating
source.
will be a

and the

The re^lt on the ground glass
shadow of the person or object,
picture of this shadow will be a

silhouette.
It should be noted here that a
partial eclipse is really nothing but the
Fig.

51

Diagram Showing How, When Light Is Past
Thru a Photo Negative, the Image Can be
Enlarged by a Lens "A," and Thrown on a
Screen at E-F.
to set the camera so that an object a certain distance away will be in focus.

EXPERIMENT 56—
If

a strong light

on a white screen

is

focused thru a lens

will be found that the
actual focal point will be difficult to find.
point "A" will be found which seems in
focus, but which gives a violet tinge to the
image. (See Fig. 49.)
Another point "C" will be found giving
it

A
The Difference Between the Focal Point
a

Simple

Lens

(I)

Lens

The

writei;

outdoor

and

the

of

Achromatic

(II).

has made good pictures of
with a pin-hole camera

scenes

Continued from Nov.,

I'517,

issue

an image with a reddish tinge and other
points in between of various tinges.
This
dispersing of the different colored rays
(to be treated on in detail later) so that
the different colors do not focus at the
same point, is corrected by the use of the
achromatic lens. The rays which act on

White Light Is Past Thru Two Prisms,
Result Is White Light, Since the Rays
Bent Up by the First Prism Are Bent Down
by the Second Prism.
If

the

passing of a silhouette over the earth (see
Fig. 50).

(.Continued on page 715)
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by

of Tuberculosis

High-Frequency Currents
By DR. FREDERICK FINCH STRONG
Lecturer in Electrotherapeutics, Tufts College, Boston

STATISTICS
every seven
usually

in

show

that one death in
caused by tuberculosis,
the form called "Pul-

is

monary

and

is probably distributed by a circulating
system all its own— a subtle "Etheric Body"
which interpenetrates the coarser molecules
of the organism and is doubtless formed of

tuberculosis.
Puberculosis
of the Lungs" or "Consumption"
Sanitary regulations, isolation of cases and
hygienic education are rapidly lowering this
high death rate, but tuberculosis is still humanity's most terrible scourge.
Thruout the ages "The Great White
Plague" has done more to retard human
progress than all the wars of the centuries
not excepting the present Armageddon.
Fortunes have been spent in the study of
the prevention and cure of this disease;
countless fortunes have been made by
quacks and mistaken enthusiasts who either
claimed or believed themselves to have discovered "A Sure Cure for Consumption."
The discovery of tuberculin by Koch was
widely heralded as the longed-for panacea,
but it proved a failure, and up to the present time no "specific" has been found for
the cure of tuberculosis.
The importance of the subject is further
emphasized when we reflect that even when
it does not manifest as consumption, tuberculosis still does its insidious work in
undermining the stamina of the entire race.
Dr. A. C. Geyser states that "ninety per cent
of all children are infected before their
twelfth year, and nearly all bodies that

istence of the
"Etheric Body"
in order to explain the phenomena of life
in
animal and

come

vegetable bod-

—

to

autopsy show unmistakable signs

of previously existing tubercular lesions."
That more people do not develop the disease in its active form is due to the natural
curative forces that are always at w'ork in
the human body.
Disease germs grow only in a suitable
soil or medium
healthy human tissues do
not furnish this medium. Only when these
tissues are weak, inactive or charged with
dead matter do they allow disease germs to
multiply in their midst and produce their
;

m p o n derable
chemical atoms
finer
than the
gas atom and
coarser than the

than that resulting from the "poison gas" of
the war zone. What can we do for these unfortunates? Those of them who can go to
the special tuberculosis sanitariums and

i

//OK AC.

mF.

Just

electron.

modern

as

physicists

find

necessary to

it

employ the
hypothesis

o

f

"The Ether of
Space" in order
to account for
the phenomena
of radiant energy, so the

most

advanced

of our physiologists
gists

and bioloare

as-

suming the ex-

ies.

Probably the

TO TESL/7 CO/L

great sympanervous

thetic

system
utes

distrib-

the

life-

carrying matter
of the etheric

Fig. 1 Shows Treatment of Tuberculosis by "Diathering," Fig. 2,
in
much
Treating Tuberculosis by
Ozone Nebula" and TesIa Currents.
the same way
as the heart and
blood vessels transmit food and oxygen to
poisonous secretions.
have daily treatment under proper surthe cells and tissues. The latter circulation
In a previous article in the March, 1917,
roundings stand a fair chance of recovery,
depends upon the maintenance of the forExpERiMENT7.R^"Electricity and Life" the
especially when the disease is in the early
mer, for if pressure is made over certain
writer called attention to the existence of
stages. There are hundreds, however, who
nerve centers the blood stream is retarded
the "Vital-force," or "Prana," thru the
cannot go to such institutions.
or ceases altogether pressure on another
activity of which all life is maintained. This
hen we do not use a machine it rusts
center stops the breathing mechanism and
is absorbed from the food, air and water,
and falls to pieces when we do not use
death from syncope follows. Great disan organ or tissue of the human body the
coveries will be made in the immediate
life-force and blood supply are diminished
future thru the study of the nerve curand we have a condition where disease
rents and their relation to the Etheric
germs can find a ready foothold. If cerBody and to "Vital Force."
tain parts of the lung are not periodically
It is because this vital circulation is
expanded by the inspired air they become
fairly active in the majority of persons
'.Anaemic" and susceptible to tubercular inthat so many recover spontaneously from
fection, which afterwards spreads to other
pulmonary tuberculosis. But in cases of
parts of the lung.
Now if we can find a
weak "vital resistance." where the Prana
way of revitalizing these anaemic areas, nais not actively distributed to the lung
ture will use the blood and oxygen to start
cells, the tubercular germs grow, mula regenerative process and the bacilli and
tiply,
secrete poisons and
ultimately
dead cells will be thrown off in the expecmake the physical body unfit for its hu- toration. This latter material the "tuberman tenant who is forced to move else- cular sputum' carries tlie infection to
where
others it should always be burned or reThis lowered cell vitality results from
ceived in vessels containing antiseptics such
hereditary weakness, improper food, and
as creolin or sulphonaphthol.
If this were
above all, from insufficient fresh air and
always done the disease would soon be
out-of-door exercise.
We can prevent stamped out.
this hereditary weakness in future genIt is a well known fact that high-freerations by following Eugenic principles
quency currents when past tliru the body
and exercising the same care that we
cause every molecule to vibrate to their
now use in breeding blooded cattle and particular periodicity, and this vibration
horses.
produces secondary effects, notably the reBut meanwhile we have in our midst
lease of heat in the tissues and the incountless thousands of poor sufferers in
crease of local blood supply.
When an
whom tuberculosis exists in an active acute infection occurs in any part of the
form, and the majority of whom face a
Portable Yet Effective Electrical Apparatus for
DIatherIng and Tesia Treatment of Tuberculosis.
lingering death scarcely less horrible
on page 718)
( Con^\H^^ed

body
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Notice to All Radio Readers
As most

of our radio readers are undoubtedly aware, the U. S. Government has decided that
tions, whether licensed or unlicensed, or equipt for receiving or transmitting, shall be closed.

all

Amateur

IVireless Sta-

THE

This is a very important consideration, especially, to those who are readers of
ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTER,
for the reason that we desire to continue to publish valuable articles on the wireless art from time to time, and which may treat
apparatus.
first
there
are
great
In the
place,
a
many students among our readers who will
on both transmitting and receiving
demand and expect a continuation of the ttsual class of Radio subjects, which we have publisht in the past four years, and
secondly, there will be hundreds and even thousands of new radio pupils in the various naval and civilian schools thruout
the country, who will be benefited by up-to-date wireless articles treating on both the transmitting as well as receiving equipRemri»her that you must not connect up radio apparatus to any form of antenna. The Editors.
ment.

—

How New
the programme of general preparedness instituted by the Police Departof New York Citj', wireless
telegraphy was adopted early in 1916
by Commissioner Woods, as an added
means of communication between the dif-

IXment

York

Police Use Radio

ferent divisions of the Force.
the first instance on record

is

As such

it

where wire-

less telegraphy has been brought into use
in a municipal department in the world.
Altho the Police Department already had
a large private telephone system, the necessity of a dep e n d a b 1 e

means

of

communi

ca-

in addition, was realized.
Cons i d e ra b 1 e

tion

most attention

to these various auxiliaries.
In introducing this part of his plan for
police preparedness. Commissioner Woods
first establisht a school of instruction in

class

work at headquarters, one of the
rooms of the Training School being

fitted

up with a buzzer system for code

radio

practise and with blackboards for demonstration work and circuit diagrams.
Sergeant Charles E. Pearce. a member of the
uniformed force and a former telegrapher,

who

but
wireless teleg-

has been studying and experimenting
with wireless in his spare time for several
years, was given charge of the school, and
thirty of the members of the department
who had had experience in telegraph, telephone or signal work were assigned for
the course of study. On completion of the
course all past the Federal e.xamination
and received licenses as first class radio
operators.
High grade commercial wireless equipments were then installed in the headquarters buildings in Manhattan and Brooklyn,

raphy has re-

and

work

was

done with

sig-

nal

and

flag

Morse

"blinker" light system, and also
with portable

field

tele-

phones,

cei\ed the

also
on the
"Patrol." This ship
{

The New York Police Boat "Patrol," Fitted with Radio and of Inestimable Service To the
Fig. 1.
of Radio Cabin On the "Patrol."
Fig. 3.
Some of New York's "Finest" Being Taught the Radio
Apparatus.

Loiiliiiucd

Department
is

steamer

the flag-ship of the

on page 716)

Harbor Department.
Code and Method

Interior
Fig. 2.
of Handling the

February,
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NEW RADIO BUZZER AND

BLINK-

Storage Batteries for Electron Relays

ER KEY.

The new hy-tone radio buzzer here illustrated was designed by a New York
It
radic] engineer, Mr. Louis G. Pacent.
is fitted with locking attachments that lock
the adjustments after the proper pitch or
note is obtained. Once locked the adjustments will not loosen and the note or tone
will remain steady until the user wishes
to obtain annthcr note.

683

By MILLER REESE HUTCHISON,
a well-known fact that the "wing"
circuit of an electron relay or Audion
must be energized by a source of electrical
It

is

E.E., Ph.D.

available
battery
appeared, incorporated
with a standard size storage battery for
heating the filament.
Both have proven

entirely

energy

free
from pulsation of electromotive force.

Notwithstanding

splendid

the

work

which has
been done in "ironing out" the commutator ripples of

dynamo

electric

machines,
there
are frequent periods when,
to any one

owing

of a
causes,
non-periodic
pulsations
result,
w h i c h seriously
affect
the operation of the relay.
It
is
for
this
reason
that
bat-

number of

New Hy-tone Radio Buzzer for Learning the
Code and Other Purposes. Has a True 500
Cycle Note, and Tone Is Adjustable.
The common adjusting screw, or the one
is mostly used, is made into a miniathis permits the user to make
ture vise
which

;

the necessary adjustments without the use
The special
of tools of any description.

adjusting screw is provided with a slot and
needs to be adjusted only in special cases
where a larger difference of tone is desired.
These buzzers are supplied with this screw
adjusted so that the user can easily do his
own adjusting with the common screw,
for the clear tone mostly used namely 500
cycles or 1,000 sparks per second.
The base is of Bakelite-Dilecto, an insulating material which affords small losses,
will stand any climate and is past by the
United States Navy Department. Special
hard silver contacts are used which wear
evenly and a clear, persistent tone is obtained. The cap is of brass, black enameled
and is fastened to the base by a bayonet

—

socket.

The hy-tone radio 'buzzer has been approved by the United States Navy Department Bureau of Steam Engineering.
It will prove e.\tremely useful for exciting

wave meters, inductance bridges,

etc.,

for learning the code in conjunction with a telephone receiver.
The "blinker key" is made in conformity
with the specifications of the United States
Navy Department, and is equipt with Navy
standard contacts, which are of sterling

and

is

ideal

The key was
54 inch •" diameter.
designed by Mr. Pacent also, and several
other models similar to it have been designed for handling heavy radio transsilver,

former currents.
These contacts are interchangeable and
readily replaced when necessary.
contact can be removed without
disturbing the insulation or fitting holding

can

be

The lower

Improved Blinker and Radio Key for HandFitted With Shockling 110 Volt Currents.
proof Knob and Heavy Silver Contacts.
place so that it is not necessary to rethe key from the base.
special phosphor bronze current carrying spring is fastened on the base and
lever so that the current is carried by this
it

in

move

A

teries,

both

pri-

mary and second-

Set of Special Nickel-Iron Storage Cells In Carrier for
"Eiectron Relay" Circuits. The Battery Is Placed In a Steel
Case, Fitted with a Folding Lid.

Complete
Use

in

have been
satisfactory

ary,

sources of electrical energy

for the

wing

circuit.

Until recently, batteries of miniature dry
cells

have been employed and have proven

fairly

satisfactory

when

absolutely

»ew

ones could be readily obtained from the
factories
but such cells have a comparatively short period of usefulness, produce
a "frying" sound in the receiver when polarization of the elements occurs, and are
relatively expensive because of the necessity of frequent substitution by new ones,
etc.
These disadvantages are pronounced
on shipboard, where the dampness makes
the life of such a battery particularly short
;

and uncertain, where the unreliability of
any piece of apparatus is emphasized, and
where a reserve stock of dry cells cannot
be depended upon because of their rapid
deterioration at sea, says the author in a
recent paper presented before the Institute
of Radio Engineers. On long cruises tliis
uncertainty is of considerable moment.
About a year ago, radio engineers and
those upon whom devolves the responsibility of maintaining radio apparatus at remote land stations and aboard ship, cast
about for a more dependable and more economical battery for this service.
Aly attention was first called to this de-

highly satisfactory in practical service and
have been adopted as the standard for electron relay service by at least one Giovernment.
battery of any kind, for use in radio
work, must. abo\e all things, be dependable, even when subjected to the greatneglect. Of course, when
est of all abuse
under the eye of a trained battery expert
almost any kind of a storage battery will
give good service, if the demand upon it
is such as does not necessitate ruggedness;
but small units, widely scattered and in the
hands of many who may be entirely unskilled in storage battery practise, seldom
receive more attention than an occasional
charge (which may be a prolonged overcharge at excessively high rates), and the

A

—

(Continued on page 722)

mand by Professor Alfred Goldsmith, who,
having used storage batteries in the Radio
Telegraphic and Telephonic Laboratory ol
the College of the City of New York, was
familiar with their ruggedness and dependability.
special storage cell was thereupon developed and several batteries of these cells
were sent to Professor Goldsmith for an
extensive series of tests,
.-^fter due time
and a few minor changes, the commercially

A

spring and not by the trunnion screws.
The trunnion standards are tapt and
threaded to take a bushing which is also
tapt but threaded at one end only. The unthreaded ends take the lever trunnions.
The bushing is for making the coarse adjustments which are made permanent by
means of lock nuts. The threaded end oi
each bushing is fitted with screw and lock
nut making and securing fine adjustments
The advantage of this double adjustment,
secured by employing adjustable bushings,
prevents the ejectment of the key trunnions
from the trunnion sockets and also permits
of severe usage without impairment.

Parts of New Nickel-Iron Light Weight
Storage Cell for Use In "Eiectron Relay"

Wing

Circuits,
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Radio-Controlled "Tank'
By

FRANK COPERMAN

Much can be accomplisht in the art of
radio-telemechanics by the aid of simple
apparatus found in the experimenter's laboratory. The photos show a model radioThe frame and cover
controlled "Tank."
are constructed of wood, reinforced by
cross wires.
It is propelled
by a spring motor geared
with the front rollers, which
are music cylinders obtained
from a music box.
number of wooden
feet
with

A

closed just as the flag points over contact
No. 1 the tank will start off. When the
flag reaches contact No. 7 a press on the
key will bring the tank to a standstill.
Over any other contact a press will fire
one of the guns which are brass tubes
plugged at one end with a
cork having two wires run
thru with a piece of resistance
small
wire across the ends.
amount of flashlight powder
in each
tube furnishes the

A

1918

February,

based on the recent Patent No. 1,233,841,
printed in the "Patent Department" of The
Electrical Experimenter. Mr. Elmer E.
Bucher is the owner of the above mentioned patent.
As yet I have not seen in
print anything referring to the reception of
undamped waves using this system.

The principle of the arrangement is to
have a condenser (variable) either geared
or belted to a motor, which rotates the
movable plates at a uniform rate of speed.
Thus the capacity rises from Zero to Maximum, and then starts over again after having returned to the zero mark. Mr. Bucher
states that this system is applicable to both
spark and arc systems, but as far as I have
succeeded, strong spark signals were the
only ones

of

character received.
It
in connection with the
reception of undamped waves.
Owing to
the above conditions, I have arranged connections which allow this condenser to be
used in receiving undamped waves in its
proper place
in series with the receiving
circuit, same as the tikkcr), but for damped
waves, as indicated in diagram, the threepole double-throw switch is thrown in position
This allows the condenser to be
1.
used as the
across
the secondary of the loose coupler, and in
this position the ordinary connections used
this

works admirably well

(

—

Radio-Controlled "Tank" Which Fires Several Cannons and
Along Just Like the Real Ones, Which the "Tommies" Are Using.

An

Interesting

on each side make up the
The points on the rollers
grasp the braid and carry the belt around
without slippage. The belts are set on a
twisted

braid

caterpillar belts.

so that the

slant

Tank

travels

in

a large

circle.

An electro-magnet to each side of the
brake on the spring motor serve to throw
The coherer and de-coherer
it on and off.
are mounted on the base of a ISO ohm
relay this in turn is suspended upside down
in the center of the tank; coiled springs
on each side keep it from swaying. The
selective control is novel, as only one press
on the key is needed to start and stop the
tank or fire any one of the five guns at
will.
A circular piece of cardboard (see
diagram) with several curved contacts, cut
from copper strip, mounted as shown, is
fastened over the dial of a clock-work from
which the balance wheel has been removed.
The minute hand is replaced by a copper
strip
this moves over the contacts with
moderate friction. A rod with a tin "flag"
to serve as a pointer is mounted along
with the copper strip as shown in the diagram. This clockwork sw'itch is mounted
in the rear end of the tank with the tin
The
flag projecting up between the belts.
;

;

wires and a two foot chain pulled
along behind serve as antennae to pick up
the waves sent from a two-inch spark coil,
untuned transmitting set.
When the clock-work switch is wound,
If the key is
the flag slowly revolves.
cross

Ambles

"bang." This "Tank" answers to the
of "Kaiser Kanner No. 13."

SHUNT CONDENSER

name

Contact made mtti

fiana/e

/' revolting plates

COMMUNICATION
SCHEME DON'T WORK?

NON-RADIO

One of the readers of the Electrical Experimenter recently complained that he had
tried the ground circuit non-radio communication scheme suggested by Mr. E. T. Jones
in the Sept., 1917, issue, and that it would
not work.
We referred the matter to Mr. Jones,

who

replied to the querist as follows
letter of 12th regarding my non-

"Your

communication system, has been
handed to me by the Electric.«iL Experimenter and I am indeed sorry to learn of
your unsuccessful attempts to communicate
with your friend. I will endeavor to throw
some light on the subject in order that you
radio

may

try this system again.

"The condensers must be of

large

ca-

pacity, in fact not smaller than 1 MF, furthermore you state that you are using 75
ohm phones, in this respect I may say that
these phones are not sensitive enough to

pick up the disturbance caused by the buzzer at the other end. I am using 2000 ohm
phones with my set. Also notice that you
have the three wire system, while this
should not make any difference, so long as
the middle wire is accepted as the grounded
side, but it may be to some advantage to
try both of the outside wires; that is at different intervals
try it on the other ungrpunded wire instead of the one now emIf after trying this you do not
ployed.
hear signals cut two lamps in series parallel,
thus allowing more current to flow thru
Should this prove of
the buzzer circuit.
no avail, then your friend must either be
on a different circuit (where no metallic
;

^ t>

cras^ tf/res

r/ashlighf

Cmlac/s i3.*A5

Oat

I

a//ier

Cdraioard a/w

.

ll

ll|l|l

ft)

guns
on alarm c/oc/r

1

Various Hool<-Ups Used With Bucher Rotary
Scheme For Receiving
Condenser
Un-

damped Waves.

connection whatever is made between your
house and his) or his or your apparatus is
not properly connected, as no one here has
had any trouble whatsoever with this system I have worked as far as thirteen city
blocks. I hope that you w-ill obtain the de-

for the reception of spark signals is had.
Now, when the switch is thrown over on
the other side (position 2) this
is thrown in series with the

sired results now."

which position the

:

CONDENSER
secondary,

undamped

USING THE ROTARY CONDENSER TO RECEIVE UNDAMPED
WAVES.

fJagnefic b/vAe

Having noticed your
Diagram

of Connections Used
"Tanl<" An
Radio-Controlled

in

—
Radio-Bug

Model Which Every
To Build.

IVliniature

Interesting
Will Want

the last

few editions for

"Wireless Subjects,"
practical

way

I

to receive

special request
articles treating

in

on

herewith submit a

Undamped Waves,

SHUNT

condenser, and 'phones in
set is ready to receive
waves. Of course the motor is

started and
revolve.

fixt

the condenser plates

made

to

There is a lot more of experimenting to
be done along these lines as this is an entirely new field pertaining to the reception
of undamped waves.
Contributed bv
E. T. TONES.
(Chief Electrician-Radio, U. S. N. R. F.)
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The

How

and

Why

of

By H. WINFIELD SECOR,
No. 6

Radio Receiving Tuners.

time to lime we will describe one
particular instrument used in either the radio transmitliny or receiving set, explaining just how it works, and ttVij. IVe have
received so many requests from new readers asking for such explanations, that we
have decided to publish this matter in serial
form. In the course of several issues all
of the principal transmitting and receiving
The
apparatus will have been covered.
subject for the sixth paper is RADIO RE-

from

CEIVING TUNERS.
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Radio Apparatus
Assoc.

I.

R. E.

oscillating magnetic field thus set

up induces
a similar current in the secondary which
acts upon the detector and 'phones. Usually, a variable condenser is connected across
the secondary coil to enable the operator to
tune this circuit in syntony with the primary
oscillatory circuit, with regard to frequency

and wave length.
Fig. 3 shows a typical receiving
employing two variometers ; one in

circuit
series

with the aerial lead-in to act as a loading
coil, the other acting as a means of transferring the aerial circuit energy to the de-

one and can be revolved about

Now. when

thru 180 degrees.

its

axle

one conare connected
in

centric position, the two coils
so that their magnetic fields oppose, the inductance of the variometer is practically
zero.
the inner coil is then turned on
its axle, the inductance will gradually in-

H

crease and maximum inductance obtained
when the inner coil has revolved 180 degrees
i.e., when
this coil has completely
changed sides with respect to the outer coil.
;

This

effect

is

diagram Fig.

from the

readily understood
4.

The dotted

lines

show the

THE

tuning of incoming radio messages is accomplisht thru some form
The
of inductance coil or coils.
simplest tuned circuit involves the
use of a tuning coil; as shown in
Fig. 1, this comprises a single layer of wire
wound on a hard rubber, fiber or other
stable, insulating tube and which has an air
core.
The numlier of turns in use at any
time is adjustable by virtue of movable
sliders or else by multi-point switches co!inected up to equally spaced sections of the
coil.

The hook-up. Fig. 1, shows what is known
as an auto-transformer connection; it'., the
single coil acts as both primary and seconThe aerial tuning
dary simultaneously.
circuit is formed thru lead-in, inductance,
The closed
slider B, and so to ground.
oscillating or detector circuit is composed
of the detector, slider C, inductance between
C and D, slider D, and fixt condenser F.C.
The telephone receivers are shunted. across
the fi.xt condenser. The 'phones are sometimes connected across the detector as inThe former
dicated by the dotted lines.
hook-up is usually preferable, especially
where the capacity FC is variable, either
gradually or in steps. The magnetic field
set up within the inductance coil is shown
by the dotted lines. It is possible to obtain
higher or lower potential in the detector
circuit C D. as compared to tbat existing in
the primary by simply arranging the sliders
C and D to emlirace more or less turns than
are in use in the primary circuit at any
instant.
High wave lengths are tuned in
by connecting a variable condenser across
the secondary sliders C and D, and also in
some cases across the aerial and ground
inductance terminals, depending upon the
amount of inductance and capacity in the
antenna. To tune in short waves, shorter
than the fundamental period of the antenna
circuit, it becomes necessary to insert a
variable condenser in series with the ground
This reduces the
lead as indicated at X.
capacity of the aerial circuit in accordance
with the formula for the joint capacity of
two or more condensers connected in
series

Cj

=
1

1

c.

Q

—+—
where Cj

^5
Mamef/c Pefec^r
-6-

1

Ci and

G

the total or joint capacity and
are the respective capacities con-

nected

in

series.

^-^ Sft7/7cfarc^
^ud/bn set
-r-

,

.

,,

-

TMer /looAup
-8-

/Irmsfrons

(IMampeifJJMon cd

-S-

iO-

The Diagrams Above Show All the Principal Radio Receiving Circuits, Including the Arrangements for Employing Tuning Coils, Loose Couplers and Variometers. Circuits for Both Damped
and Undamped Wave Reception Are Given.

is

tector

The

received signal current taken off in
the detector circuit at C
passes thru the
crystal or other detector and fixt or blocking condenser as shown. The crystal detector acts as a rectifier of the high frequency incoming oscillations, and the signal are heard in the 'phonos.
Fig. 2 illustrates a two-coil coupling
transformer or loose coupler as it is called
in radio parlance.
The primary winding is
connected to aerial and ground, and is thus
energized by the aerial oscillations.
The

D

circuit

in

The variometer

is

the manner apparent.
a very efficient tuning

instrument and acts upon a unique principle.
This action is outlined at Fig. 4. Simply
e.xprest, the variometer changes the inductance in the circuit by the reaction between
the magnetic field of the primary and secThe complete v'ariometer comondary.
prises two short cylindrical coils (sometimes
spherically wound) with the inner and
smaller diameter coil pivotally mounted
within the larger stationary coil. The inner
coil is connected in series with the outer

magnetic field due to the outer coil
"A," as well as the resultant electromagnetic field produced by the inner coil
"B."
.\s becomes evident in the relative
position of the two coils here shown, a considerable portion of the North and South
magnetic field due to coil ".A." is neutralized
or counteracted by the South and North
poles of coil "B." When coils "A" and "B"
are turned until their faces align witli their
N. and S. poles coinciding, then it is seen
how the one magnetic field will completely
(Continued on page 729)
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Damped and Undamped Wave

Receptor
By

DURING

the past year I have been
studying different forms of receivers for different uses and have
rinally arrived at the conclusion
that I have as efficient a receiver
for practically all uses as can be obtained
at a fair price.
The set about to be de-

F.

MacMLRPHY

Four
complete, to insure stability.
wooden blocks hold the condenser to the
base of the panel.
Figure 4 gives the details of the condenser mountings 6 and 8 as numbered,
while Fig. 5 gives the details for the condenser bolts used in the above named coning

is

this

same manner.

A

fine cutting tool

be used to cut the rod

can

down

a short way,
be substituted.

after which a hack saw must
Be sure and keep the lathe in motion while
otherwise a
the sawing is being done
square cut cannot be obtained. In mounting these condensers to the panel, proceed
as follows
On the Blitzen condensers
there are three screws which hold the stationary plates to the rubber top
Remove
the two end ones and in their place fit 8/32
:

:

—

threaded rod which has one end threaded
Obtain a 6/32 threaded nut and
6/32.
and screw this on to that part of the rod
threaded 6/32. Then it is only necessaryto screw that part of the rod into one of
the holes from which the original was
taken. The nut acts as a lock to hold the
condenser firmly to its top.
The entire
length of this threaded rod should be 1!^
inches.
If this form of fastening is used,
the collars do not have to be but 5^ inch
in length.
Two bolts threaded 8/32 by 1
inch in -length are needed for the mounting
of each condenser.
Rheostats.

The mountings

Appearance

of

Finished

Damped and Undamped Valve

Type and

scribed is suitable for the reception of both
spark, arc and high frequency alternator
stations.
Credit is due Mr. A. S. Blatterman's article in this journal for suggestions

made

relative

to

this

Receptor.

It

is

of the

Cabinet

Both Efficient and Attractive.

is

station.

No

greater mistake could be made by the amateur experimenter than to try to build a
receiver of this type suitable for damped,
as well as undamped waves, without first
having a definite and sure knowledge of
the principles involved, as
failure will
surely follow. If the receiver is to be used
receive the high-powered stations in
to
Germany and Honolulu for example (after
the war, to be sure), then it must be verv'
carefully proportioned and thoroly understood.

The

Figure

7.
This shaft is threaded 14/24
2J4 inches long. It is necessary to
drill a hole in the units sw-itch arm considerably larger so as not to make contact
with the shaft. Figure 8 gives the switch
arm details which shows the brass sector
needed for switches 3 and 4. The other
switch details are given by Figures 10, 11
and 12.
Instead of using small washers

in

and

used on these condensers are y% inch in diameter and are
made by centering a ^-inch round brass
rod in a lathe and drilling a 3/16-inch hole
by means of a drill press chuck, fitted
densers.

for the rheostats are
clearly given in Figure 6. The switch arm
originally on the rheostat is taken off and
connections made to a new shaft threaded
10/24.
This shaft is IJ^ inches long. The
collars on these rheostats are Vi inch high
and are made in the same manner as given
under "Condensers." Two brass machine
holts 1 inch long threaded 8/32 are needed
for the mounting of each rheostat.
The detail mountings of switch 3, is given

collars

into the lathe tail-stock in place of the
center.
All the other collars are made in

is

gtors

In the accompanying diagram (Fig. 1)
shown the general design of the panel
compartment.
The Cabinet is made of
mahogany and has a Bakelite panel 24
inches by 12 inches,
inch thick, fitted
into it, as shown in the figure.
Tubular
Audion bulbs were used in practise and
sockets were substituted by four binding
posts as shown in Fig. 2. This figure gives
the detail dimensions of all the panel mountings while Fig. 2.^. gives the side view of
the cabinet showing how the panel is fitted.
is

^

;

rig.SJI

Interior of Cabinet (Condensers).

Figure 3 gives the details of the mounting of condenser No. 7. Two brass miter
gears are used to work the shaft.
Into
the horizontal gear is fitted either by
threads or set screw- a rod threaded 8/32
by !4 inch long.
A brass rod, Vz inch
square by V/j, inches loni;, has a hole bored
into it 3/16 inch in diameter to allow the
rod to enter. This rod has a few threads
on one end -so as to allow the small threaded rod in the horizontal gear to be held
together by the lock nuts. These lock nuts

must be soldered together

after the

mount-

IT

n

•?

i

-*
t

1

>l
:/
;

7
Fig

2

1

Fig2A

Front View of Radio Receptor Cabinet, Showl ng Dimensions for Drilling Holes for Various
Switches, Etc. Also Detail of Knob on Variable Condenser.

February,

—

tlie

to drill a

The

No. 3 or the primary

is

wire.

C.
5

pounds

of this wire will
be necessary.

wound

The condenser

a tube 4J4 inches in diameter by 6
inches long, with No. 26 D.C.C. wire. Fifteen taps of 10 turns each are taken off,
as well as 10 taps of one turn each, for
The
the units section of the Switch 3.

on

28

No.

should

two
of
consist
sheets of tin foil
by 3
inches
2
inches separated
by a piece of parpaper.
affined

coil No. 4, is wound on a tube
inches by 5 inches and contains a
winding length of 4^ inches of No. 28
D.C.C. wire with 12 taps taken off. As it
will be noted in the wiring diagram (Fig.
15), there is a coupling coil numbered 34,
which is not contained in the cabinet. The
outside coil of this coupler is 4^4 inches in
diameter bv 6 inches long, wound full with
No. 28 D.S.C. wire, and the inner coil is 4
inches in diameter by 6 inches long, wound
with the same wire the full length of the
These coils are to be mounted on a
coil.
separate base and arranged to slide in and
out of one another. It should be possible
The
to separate them about 2 inches.
Switch 35, shown in the diagram, can best

secondary
414

The coupler No.
30

have

and 31

the following di-

mensions. Wind-

length 12
diameter
inches,
wound
7J-'i inches,
ing

No. 30 D.
wire for the
primary coil No.
30, while coil No.
31, the secondary
has a winding
of 12
1 en g t h
diameter
inches,
with

S. C.

be mounted on this base. The coil No. 5
is 6 inches in diameter and 11 inches long
and is wound with No. 3Z D S.C. wire
having 25 taps taken off. Figure 13 gives
the necessary facts to be used in constructIn the
ing the small loose coupler No. 2.
construction ot this coupler be sure and

6%

inches,

with
S.

0^. /5
10

1

taps

mndrmtti

"Jv

tiCC
ff/hd

afapi 10 turns each

turn eact}

/ 'la

4^ mth
D CC

wound

No. 32 D.

The

C. wire.

primary

has 25
while the
taps,
secondary has 18
taps taken off. It
should be possible to separate
them about 9

the holes in the wooden drum and in
the support, as well as in the panel, larger
than is necessary, since if a tight fit is
obtained, trouble will be experienced with
the nuts turning.
drill

inches. The
trans-

author's

former

Conclusion.

A top view of the cabinet showing the
method of placing some of the apparatus
in the cabinet is given by Figure 14.
If the wiring diagram as shown in

S.

S.

About

Inductance Coils.
coil

The general idea involved in receiving
sustained waves by the heterodyne or beat
principle is to introduce into the receiving
circuit a second or superimposed sustained.

auto-transformer can be constructed as follows: A core 2 inches in diameter by 14
inches in length consisting of a bundle of
very soft iron wires is wound with several
layers of No. 34

back side of the panel, I prefer
3/16 inch hole in a small piece of
brass sheeting Vi inch wide by about Vi
inch long as the wire connection can be
soldered to the same much easier than by
using small washers.
next to

687
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Figure

16 is used, it is necessary to obtain a
"Blitzen" amplifying coil, while if the diagram as shown in Figure 15 is used, the

pable
of
separated

is

being

"^Top Vieu.

F/g 14

ca-

Top View
the

over

ec_

Cabinet. Showing the- Method of Placing Some of
Apparatus, Including Variometer Type Coupler.

of the

12 inches.
Such
loose coupling is quite imperative when receiving waves of the order of 6,000 meters
to 12.000 meters. The "Cambridge" tuner is
almost identical in construction to the one
just described.

rror7t

oscillating

of

current

radio-frequency.

These sustained waves are obtained from

a

sustained high-frequency generator at the
receiving station. By obtaining a frequency
of this local oscillation slightly different
from the oscillation arriving, the two will
and produce a beat frequency
interact,
which may be made quite low, and quite
This so-called
within the audible limits.
beat frequency is then the difference be-

(Continued on page 720)

-AQ^N
To some

ire^'d

/kZXn

TO REMEMBER

3.14159

people the following dodge will
doubtless prove useful. The factor 3.14159
is in constant use for obtaining the circumference of a circle (when multiplied by the
diameter) and for other purposes. Those
who cannot remember the figures in their
proper order will find it much easier to
memorize the sentence "Now I hope I shall
The words in this sentence
recollect."
represent the figures by the number of letters they contain, thus
1
9
5
1
4
3.
shall
recollect
I
Now I hope
One-fourth of the above numbers, viz.
.7854,

is

also in frequent use for finding the

areas of circle,
to

etc.,

and may be committed

memory by means

of the sentence-

diameter
Contributed by

Squared

3

4

finds

area

H.

J.

GRAY.

AUTHORS!!!
JMtr

LSA
Rheostat Support, Etc.
Various Details of Switch Parts, Variable Condenser Mountings,
Use Brass
No iron Screws Should Be Used In the Construction of This Receiving Set.
Instead.

—

not
only by us, but by any other magazine or
newspaper as well should be written on
one side of tlie paper only and in ink. If it
isn't, somebody else must copy part of it
off on another sheet before it is given to
.Ml matter intended for publication

—

the printer.
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Experimental Mechanics
By SAMUEL COHEN
LESSON

THE LATHE

T
used

HE
is

for this lesson,
important tool in the

lathe, the topic

the

most

work-shop, and if one becomes a
thoro master of this tool, he is practically a master of most of the tools

in

modern machine

On

shops.

the

II.

us consider that we have decided upon and
obtained the type of machine desired. Further, let us assume that the machine is a
nine-inch swing screw-cutting engine lathe.
When receiving the machine carefully unpack the crating and see that every part
Usually a
shipt with the equipment.
is
price list containing all the parts that are
included in the set is given and it is advisable to check them up with the parts
s.ent with the lathe.
When unwrapping the lathe it will be
seen that the bright parts of the machine
are thoroly covered with heavy grease in
order to prevent rusting. To remove this
grease use a rag that has been dipt in kerosene (or gasoline), then wipe the parts
dry.
Clean all the gears and the various
other movable parts.
The next consideration is the location of
the lathe and there are several factors enspace availtering into this problem, viz
able
position of driving shaft and the
The first and secdirection of the light.
ond factors are left entirely to the amateur,
while for the third it is advisable that the
light for the lathe shall enter over the
right shoulder of the operator in order to
It is very important
obtain best results.
that proper illumination should be obtained
if accurate and delicate work is to be car:

—

;

measurements

at different points along the
entire length of the bed should be taken in
order to see that ever>- point is properly
leveled.
The countershaft should be fastened in a position so that the belt between
the pulleys of the counter-shaft and the
lathe are in exact line. It is necessary that
the axis of the lathe spindle be parallel to
that of the counter-shaft.
It is, of course,
not necessary that the lathe spindle be directly underneath the counter-shaft. It can
be from five to fifteen inches on either side,
and a great deal of judgment must be exercised by the experimenter in this direction.
As soon as the counter-shaft and the
spindle cones are in proper position so that
the belts will run properly, fasten the lathe
firmly, using lag bolts.
few words relative to belts will be
of value especially to the novice. Leather
belting is always recommended.
When
belting the counter-shaft to the line shaft
two belts are always used. The belt nearest the head end of the lathe is usually

A

ried out.

—

Fig. 3.
A "Turning Operation" The Piece
Being Machined is Held Between the "Live"
and "Dead" Centers and Driven By Means of
a "Dog" Attached to the Face Plate.
About
the First Job Lathe Hands Tackle.

Other hand, if an individual is thoroly familiar with another machine such as a drillpress, milling machine, etc.. he would be
entirely lost when placed before a modern
lathe, the reason being that the lathe embodies practically all the fundamental operations of all other machine tools. It is for
this reason that the author advises the
novice to become as expert on the lathe as

he possibly can.
Since the lathe is of such importance in
the shop, the writer will endeavor to show
the experimenter how he can utilize it for
many purposes other than the turning of
wood or metal. Eventually he will find
that he can produce a great variety of
work with this single machine by the aid
of certain attachments which otherwise
would require several individual machines.
Some of the work which can be satisfactorily carried out with a lathe provided
with the proper attachments are
drilling,
grinding, screw cutting, milling and taperIt is therefore clearly seen that by
ing.
acquiring the necessary tools for an engine
lathe, a complete machine shop can be had
with that individual machine. .\t the beginning of this course the writer discust
the manner of selecting and purchasing a
lathe.
Now for the sake of argument let
:

—

The foundation underneath the lathe
should be very rigid and care should be
taken to see that no shaking can occur when
the machine is running.
Before delving into the workings of a
lathe let us acquire some fundamentals with
There
respect to this valuable machine.
are various forms of lathes, each of which

—

1
The first
have their particular value.
and most common one is the foot-lathe,
which by its name signifies that the revolving member is driven by means of a
foot treadle. 2 A hand-lathe one which
has no means of controlling the cutting
3
tool by means of the operator's hand.
Self-acting lathe one which has an attachment to hold the cutting tool and permitting said tool to travel and be fed across
the lathe bed both transversely and lateralThis arrangement is found in practily.

—

;

;

screw-cutting engine lathes.
benefit of those who are not familiar with the various parts of the lathe
the skeleton drawing and its corresponding
key shown herewith gives the proper names
of the most important parts of the machine.
(See Fig. 1.) This shows a standard screwcutting engine lathe.
The next consideration in regards to the
lathe is to make a suitable foundation for
it and it is essential that the lathe be securely fastened to the floor. If it is to be
secured where sound flooring is not available, it is advisable to thoroly strengthen
the floor by bracing in order' to prevent as
much as possible any vibration when the
lathe is in operation. The lathe should be
carefully leveled up with an accurate spirit
The levels should be placed across
level.
Several
the width near the head stock.
cally all

For the

Fig. 4.
A Good View of Actual Lathe Installation Equipt With Motor Drive. A Drilling Operation is Shown, the Drill Being Held
In Tail Stock Chuck.
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straight.
The other is reversed or a
The counter-shaft belt should
crost belt.
be so arranged that when the shipper rod
(the rod for changing the belt from the
loose to the tight
pulley) is
over in the direction
of the latlie head
lathe
spindle,
the
will revolve so that
the top of the spindle runs toward the

made

give it a necessary oiling but to make sure
that any dust or dirt in the bearings will be

washed

out.

thrown

689
before starting see that the shipper rod is
properly adjusted.
See that the spindle
cone bearings are properly adjusted, so that
the spindle can be
revolved easily by
hand or by means
of the back gear.
Then test the back
gear connection with
the gear clamp, and
see that the spindle
runs when the back
gear is thrown into
action.
very good arrangement of the
gears and the lathe

when he is
maThe smooth

operator
in

A

front of the

chine.
side of tlie leather
belt should be placed
next to the pulley.
The reason the belt
is

made smooth

in general is shown
in Fig. 2.
This is

a

at
in

one side is that
passing over the pulley there will be no

belt
means

frequently by
of a good
belt dressing, in order that the flexibility of the belt may
be retained and also
to prevent slipping.
In lining

up two pul-

such

on

those

as

affd

it

9-inch
is

this

type of k the that the
author recommends
the amateur to purchase. The gears are
properly
protected
by means of a box
made from tin or
sheet iron. The variour reduction gears
are
secured to a
board on the wall.
This lathe is driven
by means of an elec-

It is adair pockets.
visable to dress the

leys,

standard

lathe,

motor, which

tric

and coun-

is

the

hung from the ceiling.
The motor is

usual practise to use
a piece of chalk-

rated at 110 volts, Vt
horse power, direct

a lathe
ter-shaft,

it

is

This cord

line.

is

Having

belted

this

motor,

and

this controller is sta-

tioned
underneath
the lathe.
This is
very clearly seen in
Fig. 2, at the lower
right hand comer.
The controller is
operated by a foot
treadle.
Fig.

1.

This View of a IVIodern Lathe Shows All the Principal Parts With Their Names,
As Well As the Counter-shaft With Belt Shift and Clutch Pulley.

A

great deal of attention should be exercised in seeing that all the parts in the head
stock spindle and the mechanism in apron
and the lead-screw bearings are well oiled.
It is advisable that the lathe should be gone
over at least once a day to see that every
revolving part is properly oiled.
are now ready to start the lathe and

We

General View ot Lathe With Protected Gears (Left) and
Foot Controlled Rheostat.
An Efficient Arrangement.

2.

power supplied

the
to

the lathe to the counter-shaft and secured the driving motor in
its proper position, the next and most important thing is to go over carefully the various parts of the machine, and see that all
the parts function properly. Every oil hole
should be located and a generous supply of
good quality machine oil poured in them,
covering each revolving part, not only to

Fig.

vari-

ous speeds are obtained by controlling

at four points, i.e..
both front and rear
edges of both pulley
rims. Pulleys of unwidths
equal
face
can be lined up thus

and the narrower
one reset afterward
by measurement.

The

current.

stretched taut and
held against the outside edges of the
pulley rims and the
machine shifted until
the line touches

Fig.

5.

The switch

seen conswitches,
one, the main control switch, and the

oanel

as

tains

two

other the reversing switch.
This arrangement is very satisfactory, and is strongly
recommend to the amateur, this scheme
providing great flexibility.
The novice is ad\ised to carefully study

manner in which the motor is mounted.
Note the two small beams on which the
the

(Cotitiniicd on page 717)

This illustrates How the Amateur Can Rig Up a Circular
Saw and Table On His Lathe.
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High Frequency Phenomena and Experiments
By FREDERICK

EXPERI.MENTAL

electricity

in

its

various phases has always held an
unresistable
for me.
fascination
Under its captivating influence I
find myself experimenting thruout
the year, whenever time allows this, ever

\ON LICHTENOW

plugged up with corks, thru the centers of
which short ends of brass or copper wire
are inserted in order to make connection
with the carbon particles.
The outward
protruding ends are shaped into rings, preferably soldered at the joints, (see Fig. 1).
smaller ring connects to one secondary
post of the Tesla coil, while the larger one
supports, and at the same time "grounds."
the tul)e on the table.

The
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long

power of the generating

set regulates the
distance between the oscillator and the inductance coil
With the aforementioned,
comparativeh small outfit, this distance was
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The High Frequency "Spark Tube" — It Comprises a Glass Tube Partially Filled with
Powdered Carbon. It Is Charged by "Unlpolar" Current from a Tesia Coil.

unknown trail leading to
some new wonderland of electrical manifesin search for the

This trail is exceedingly hard to
find, not to speak of the wonderland beyond, in the shape of a "new discovery"
The principles underlying the thousands of
tried experiments are known to science and
in order to present
tations.

;

indicated already unipolar current is
employed. When the current passes, wonderfully blue-white sparks run in a steady
stream over the carbon fragments, illuminating the whole tube, while the larger rin:4
sends off a spray of violet light on its lower
curve. Upon approaching the tube with the
hand, fingers spread apart, violet streamers,
accompanied by a sizzling noise, can be
drawn thru the glass into each extended
finger,
(Fig. 2).
The length of these
streaming sparks depends naturally- on the
electrical output of the generating set used.
With only a 1'^ inch "Bulldog" spark coil

and a standard "Electro" Tesla transformer
of the same make, together with the proper
condenser capacity and a spark gap provided with long, sharply pointed zinc electrodes, I was able to draw sparks one inch

sometliing perfectly
the principle
must at
involved
the same time be a
novel one_.; I have
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succeeded

that

to

say,

far,

sorry-

and

the

Interesting Tesla Current Experiment
Can Be Made with the Aid of This Metal
It Is Charged by a UniRests on Hard Rubber

An

"Oscillator" Plate.
polar Current and

Insulators.

limited to a foot and a half on the outside.
Upon the current being turned on and

wires approached to within about

now grounded by
holding it in one
hand, the sparks w'ill
be increased to more
than tzvice their former length. This
experiment affords
a very spectacular
lighting
way
of
Geissler and other
vacuum

insulating

;

or

if

material,

made of wood

should be thoroly coated with shellac, the same as the
insulated wire wind-

this

A Short
There
1.

The

coil

tical or mechanical
standpoint they are
worthless
in
fact,
they would cease to
be e.\periments with
the
moment they
could be put to a

EXPKRI.MEXT Xo.

tubes.

ends should, for
best results, be consome
structed
of

a prac-

practical use.

inch,

is

few

From

^

violet-colored sparks will pass between their
points. If the wire
on the further end

experiments given here
may
be
original
only in the way in
which they are offered.
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new,

not
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a or 10

As

Is

Distance Away from the "Oscillator" Plate, Charged by a Unl polar Tesla Current.
Placed an Inductance Coil. The Current Induced in It Will Light up a Geissler
Tube.

A tube of glass
about a foot long and one-half iucli in
enouah small
diameter is
filled
with
fragments of carbon (those taken from an
ordinary lead pencil or arc light carbon
suffice) so that they cover its lower surface
completely, when placed flat on the table.
The openings at both ends of the tube are

ings.

E.XPERIMENT Xo. 3
length w-hich were visible in a lighted
room. However, the beauty of this experiment can be appreciated to the fullest in
perfect darkness only, when the actual
length of the sparks, which are really considerably longer, may- be ascertained.
To
heighten the effect, the spark gap should be
darkened also. I may add that the glass
tube soon cracks under the electrical strain
and has to be replaced by a new one.
in

.\n inductance, resembling the secondary
coil

of an Oudin resonator

is

placed within

the center of a helix, (see Fig. 6). At the
time when this idea occurred to me, I employed a standard "Electro" helix, (after
having the top removed) and a specially
made inductance coil 8^4 inches in height,
lYz inches in diameter and wound with a
single layer of very fine, (No. 36 or 38

E.XPERIMENT No. 2

A

flexible helix wire, having a clip on one
is connected to one secondary binding
post of the Tesla coil, while the clip engages in the copper rod attached to the
oscillator.
This latter consists of a plate

end,

If the Extended Fingers Are Approached to
the "Spark Tube." Fine Sparks Will Be
Drawn Thru the Glass to the Hand. These
Are Harmless. Owing to the Very High Frequency. The Experiment Works Best in the

Dark.

of zinc 8 or 10 inches square and a heavy
copper rod, carrying a 1 inch solid brass
ball, brightly polished, on its end and solHard-rubber
dered to it, (see Fig. 3.)
stands as shown in Fig. 4 support the oscillating plate and afford the proper insulation.
In the plane of the waves oscillating from
the sheet of zinc, a large inductance coil,
about 2 feet long, 2 inches in diameter, and
wound with a single layer of fine (No. 36
or 38 B. & S.) insulated magnet w-ire, is
then placed. This coil has a binding post on
either end, to which pieces of stout copper
wire are fastened, and may be mounted
on a separate table from the one holding
the Tesla set (Fig. 5).
Here again the

/<?//A/"/57

//^ ^

7

An Unusual "Oudin" Coil Is Made from a
Helix and a Small Inductance Coil Built as
Shown. The Latter Has Brass End Cheeks
Which Help to Pick up Energy from the
Charged Helix, with Which It Has No Connection.
The Smaller Coil Measures &\W'
by

2V2.".
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B. & S.) silk covered, magnet wire, thoroly
coated with shellac. The brass ball proper
has a diameter of two inches. Both coil ends
consist of solid brass instead of some insulating material for the sake of other
experiments. (Fig. 7)
If the hcli.K is now connected up as shown
in diagram, sparks may Ix? taken ofT at the
coil terminal, Gcissler tubes lighted, etc..
altho this coil is in no wise connected to the

both coil and heli.v merely w£)rking
under the principle of the Tcsla trans-

circuit,

these e.xperiments it is imthe connecting wires as

former.

In

nil
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Amateurs! The "Smelloscope!" Your Nose

All odors naturally travel thru the air
in these modern times
and the varying changes of density they
so accustomed to hearing of marvelous
impose upon the atmosphere changes the
feats of science that they rarely stop to
think of the whys and wherefores of things,
taking much of it for granted, and forgetting the many years of toil and hardships
that might have been necessary to bring the
invention to perfection.
Then again there are many important
developments that are doomed to pass into
oblivion, owing to the fact that the inventors cannot secure-sufficient capital and
backing to make these inventions a success. (
Of no man can this be said more truly
than the hero of every experimenter, Mr.

Edison.

Volumes have been

Coil

Spk

brightened his struggles.
In those days when a part such as a
sockel. switcli or even wire was required.
one had to make it and devise the machinery for making the same; nowadays, all
one does it to drop in a supply store and
secure almost anything wanted in the line

ksia

co/l

figS
Intfi/c/ance

CM

coil

Knows

Most everybody

publisht on his early life, trials, and tribulations and the few amusing incidents that

Orcu// opp/y/n^/o
ejrper/ment lande

T

is

Thomas A.
Jp/i

69

of parts.

Cond

is in such circumstances that the mind
given the chance for inventiveness, for
"necessity is the mother of invention."

It

is

Crew/ opp/ fo e^p 5

Many
Diagrams Showing How the High Frequency
Apparatus Is Connected for the Experiments
Here Described.
short and straight as possible and also heavy
Both the rubber-covered copper
besides.
cable and the insulated flexible stranded
copper wire are entirely satisfactory in this
respect.

useful

and interesting things were

brought out which were never brought to
the public's attention, or if by chance the
people saw any new development they were
skeptical and soon forgot the incident.
A rather odd and little known about invention of his early work was the "odoroscope" or "smelloscope." A popular tobacco
manufacturer's slogan at present to adYour
vertise his tobacco is "Rub, Smell
;

SHOWING FIELD OF STATIC
CHARGE.

-

The following experiment

demonstrate
charge can be
having a Whimsmachine, such as the E. I. Co.

the lines of force in a
performed by anyone
hurst static

to

static

typeFirst

buy or prepare some powdered glass
by grinding up a few old test tubes in an
iron mortar and sifting thru a fine screen.
Dry a 10 X 14 inch (size need not be exact)
pine board thoroly and tack a sheet of
smooth drawing paper on it.
Prepare two pointed tinfoil strips AA'
about 8 inches apart on paper and connect
with the two rods of the static machine.
Draw the balls on the machine far enough
apart to prevent a discharge. Drive off all
moisture from the powdered glass by heating it and sprinkle a light layer over paper.
When tlie static machine is started, tap the
board very lightly and the glass particles
will form in curved lines, similar to the
lines formed by iron filiniis and a magnet.
Contributed by

GRANT JENKINS,

JR.

Nose Knows."

Why

do

all

this,

when

Edison's "smelloscope" is so handy and it
saves the use of one's nose!
The instrument is a modification of his tasimeter and
has been named the "odoroscope" primarily
from its ability to measure odors which
may be inappreciable to the unaided senses.
The conditions relating to the registration
of moisture belong properly to the province
of the odoroscope.

in

the right shape,

and

if

warmed before pouring

the bearings are
will insure a

it

better job.

A

To Mend Broken Oil-stones:
valuable oil-stone can usually be saved when
broken, even if there are several pieces.
The pieces must be thoroly cleaned and all
oil driven from the fractures by heating
on a hot plate. After this, dust powdered
shellac over the broken places and heat
again until the shellac melts and runs into
the cracked places.
The broken pieces
should be heated very slowly on the hotplate, as it is likely to burst in other places.
When the shellac is well melted press the
pieces together and clamp very tight.
joint so made will often last as long as the
stone, and if made carefully, leaves no mar
in the cutting surface.

The "Smelloscope" — a Little- Known Instrument Devised by Thomas A. Edison Which
Measures Smells by

Electricity.

pressure, and on this principle the odoro-

scope works.
The instrument as may be seen from the
illustration resembles very much the early
type of telephone. It consists of a carbon
button placed betw-een two carbon plates
current of electricity passes thru one
button, and
plate, then thru the carbon
A piece of
thence to the other plate.
gelatine is supported so as to press against
both plates. The whole is then placed in
connection with a galvanometer and bat-

A

tery.

the

action

of

the

appsfratus

is

as

fol-

lows: Heat causes the strip of gelatine

to

expand and press the plates closer together
on the carbon, allowing more current to
pass thru and deflect the needle of a
sensitive galvanometer. Cold decreases the
pressure on the plates. Moisture, on which
principle the odoroscope operates, if near
the strip of gelatine, works the plates ic
the same manner by increasing or decreasing the pressure and accordingly deflecting
the needle.

By means of this very sensitive arrangement of apparatus, combined with a sensitive

galvanometer,

it

is

possible

to

A

To Keep Steel Tools in Their Handles:
To keep steel tools in their handles, fill the
handle with powdered resin and very fine
sand.
Heat the tang of the tool hot, and
push it down hard into the handle. When
it is cold it will be firmly set.
of a "Static Field" May Be Illusby Means of Fine Glass Particles
(Powdered Glass) Spread on a Piece of
A Small Static Machine
Drawing Paper.

The Extent
trated

Will Serve to Supply the Charge.

TO PREVENT BABBITT METAL OR
LEAD FROM EXPLODING.
Before pouring' the babbitt metal, throw
in a piece of resin the size of a walnut, and
allow it to melt. This will keep the babbitt

A

Fine Lubricant for Lathe Centers:
1
part grafite and 4 parts
tallow. Apply this to the moving surfaces.

Mix together

To Write Black on

Bright Metal or

Glass: Mix 1 to 2 parts of silicate of soda
with 10 parts of India ink (Higgins). Use
a steel pen point and write verv carefully.
Contributed by FORREST M." KIMBLE.

The "Insides" of the "Smelloscope" — It Comprises Two Carbon Diaframs Separated by a

Carbon Button. A Gelatine DIafram Is Placed
in Front of the Forward Carbon DIafram.
Galvanometer and Battery Are Connected as
Shown.

measure the millionth part of a degree
Fahrenheit. Such being the case why not
be conservative and use a machine to tell
us what's going on in the region of smells.
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The Construction

of a
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Wheatstone Bridge

By THOMAS W. BENSON

OF

many methods devised

the

for

electrical resistance the

measuring

U'heatstoiic bridge has proven

it-

by every test. Utilizing the zero method, that is, a
network of resistance that must be balanced
so that no indication is given on the meter
self superior
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Finished "Wheatstone Bridge" and

This Bridge
Detail of Resistance Bobbin.
Is of the Well-Known Side-Wire Type.
or galvanometer, all errors due to unforeseen changes in the electromotive-force are
effectively eliminated and a high degree of
accuracy maintained.
Experimenters often have use for a
Wlieatstone bridge and too often fall into
the belief that they are difficult to conThis is more or less
struct and handle.
true with the Post Office type using plugs
in both the ratio and rheostat arms, but a
slide-wire bridge as described herewith can
be built at a small outlay and enables the
experimenter to check accurately the reristance of various instruments and devices.
It can also be used in determining
capacities and inductances by using the
proper standards in the rheostat arm.
Being of the slide-wire r\pe the balances
are quickly obtained with a minimum of
trouble and the construction is simple and
By a special design ratios as high
cheap.
as 50 to 1 are readily obtained which gives

can be added to the slide-wire and thus
give a greater range of ratios. The winding for each of these coils consists of exactly 20 inches of No. 24 S. C. C. Climax
wire. The method of supporting the windings is shown in Fig. 2.
piece of y% inch wood dowel three
inches long is fitted with square heads cut
from wood. Holes drilled in the heads
hold the dowel. Four washers made from
fiber are slipt over the dowel and equally
In winding the coils, first cut off
spaced.
exactly 12. inches of the wire, double it
upon itself and wind into place on the
dowel. When all five coils are wound the
spool may be covered with tin or cardboard and painted if desired. The ends of
the wire are carried to the contacts and
Care should be taken that one
soldered.
inch of the wire is used for the purpose,
The
thus leaving twenty inches in use.
coils are wired to the contacts so that they
will be in series.
The wiring for the eight binding posts
shown in the illustration. The wire
is
should be of fairly large size and soldered
It
at all points to prevent poor contacts.
will be noted that the switch levers are
connected so that they short-circuit the reThe movable contact for
sistance coils.
the slide-wire consists of a spring clip cut
and filed to a point as illustrated. The
flexible cable to which this is soldered can
be made of lamp cord, the other end being
fastened to the binding post 6.
The slide-wire itself consists of a length
of No. 24 Climax wire, which is drawn
taut (but not stretched) between the two
brass blocks. This wire should be renewed
when it shows signs of being scratched or
badly stretched. This completes the bridge
proper so we will turn our attention to the

A

rheostat.
The details of the rheostat are shown in
Figs. 3 and 4. Twelve resistance coils are
required, namelv, 1, 2, 2, 5. 10, 20, 20. 50,
This
100. 200. 200, 500 ohms respectively.
gives us a range up to 1,000 ohms in steps
of 1 ohm. Instead of using plugs to vary
this resistance use is made of spring binding posts, connected with flexible cords.
In the figure the box is arranged for a
resistance of 157 ohms. The coils are connected in series between the binding posts

and bv shunting out unwanted coils any
desired resistance may be obtained.

previous case and separated by fiber washers.
The bo.x measures 7 by 7 by 3 inches
inside.
The strips 1 and 1 support the
dowels, while strip 3 has contacts placed
on it to which the ends of the windings are
soldered.

We

now come

to the most difficult part,
making of the coils which must
have a known and accurate resistance. This

that

the

is

not so important in the ratio arms, since
take it for granted that the resistance varies directly as the length, therefore
units of length can be used in the formulas.
Here, however, known resistances must be
is

we can

used.

To one having

access to a standard
not difficult, but inasmuch
as we have not a standard bridge we shall
use the bridge just constructed to measure
the coils for the known resistances.
To do this it is necessary to have a
standard 1 ohm coil.
This may be purchased or perhaps borrowed from some
friend.*
The resistance wire required
should be No. 24 1 lb. of this wire costing about $2.00 will be sufficient to build
the rheostat.
S. C. C. Climax wire is advised for the purpose.
To make the coils, wire the bridge as
shown in Fig. 5, where
is the known
standard of 1 ohm. One or two dry cells
will do for the battery: the galvanometer
may be replaced with a telephone receiver
and a balance is then obtained when no
click is heard in the receiver when the contact is touched to the slide-wire.
The
switches are placed on the first point so the
resistances are cut out and the movable
contact is connected to the slide-wire over
the middle of the scale.
The No. 24 Climax wire has nearly 1.3
ohms resistance per foot. Therefore for
the 1 ohm coil take about 14 inches of the
wire, double it and wind it on the dowel.
Solder one end to one of the contacts on
the strip 3, Fig. 3, and connect this conA wire is cartact to the post A, Fig. 5.
ried from the other post B and is moved
over the other end of the coil of wire
under construction till the galvanometer indicates a balance by remaining stationary.
The wire on the resistance coil up to the
point where the heavier wire touches it,
has a resistance of 1 ohm, it should be
soldered at that point to another contact
now have the first
on strip 3, Fig. 3.

bridge

this

is

;

Y

We

resistance measuring range from 50.000
to .02 ohms, with a high degree of
The above is accomplisht with
accuracy.
a slide-wire but 20 inches long and a rheostat arm with a maximum resistance of

a

ohms

1,000

ohms.

1
is given the general layout of
which is 24 inches long and 8
the
inches wide.
After smoothing up the surface and shellacking, holes are laid out and
drilled for the two six point switches, the
slide-wire blocks and the eight binding
The details of the blocks for the
posts.
slide-wire is shown in Fig. 2 A. Two pieces
of 54 square brass rod each two inches
long, are drilled with three holes as shown.
The hole in the center is tapt for a No.
8-32 screw to hold the wire, the other two
holes are for fastening to the base.
These blocks are mounted on the base
.'\
scale is made
exactly 20 inches apart.
from a strip of paper and divided up into
This scale
100 equal parts and numbered.
is fastened to the base between the blocks
as shown.
The two six point switches illustrated
control two sets of resistance coils that

At

Fig.
base,

Illustrating Resistance Box Containing Colls of
of Spring Binding Posts.
By This Means

ment

the Resistance

The interior of the box is
illnstratpH
TVip
Illustrated
lustrated in
in thp
the fitrnrps
tne
figures.
The
l ne

arranged as
winHmcrs
windings arp
winaings
are
supported on two wood dowels as in the

m

in

Known Ohmic
it

Resistance and Arrangeto Readily Change

Becomes Possible

Circuit.

'Write the Editor, inclosing stamped envelope,
^^^ address of concern supplying these coils will
be furnished.
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standard resistance coil of 1 ohm value.
This coil is now connected in series with
the standard resistance to form a rheostat
arm having 2 ohms resistance. By taking
two feet of tlic wire, doubling it and winding on the dowels and proceeding as in the
previous case to get a balance, tlie two
ohm coils can be constructed. This process
continued till all the coils are made.
is
By keepnig the movable contact on the

direction when the contact is placed at
The method to
either end of the wire.
remedy this and get a balance is as folDetermine which end of the bridge
lows
the lowest reading on the galvanometer is
obtained, then move the switch at the opposite end over one contact and try for a
Should it then be possible to
balance.
balance it, add 100 divisions to the reading
of side of the bridge on which the switch

slide-wire at the center, the ratio of these
arms is 1 to 1 therefore when the known
resistances are put in one arm the same
resistance will be in the other arm when a
balance is obtained.
In making the larger coils it will be found
advisable to wind them on a small paper
tube that will slide over the dowels, thus
making it easier to handle.
When all the coils are in place the contacts should be connected to the bolts
holding the sprinc: binding posts on the top
This completes the rheostat.
of the box.
The only other instrument that is used
in connection with the bridge is the galvanometer. The construction of these have
been described from time to time in the
Electrical Experimenter, but the writer
prefers to make use of a center zero ammeter with the shunt removed. These can
be purchased quite cheaply, in fact, the one
the writer is using for this kind of work
Telephone
at present cost but 50 cents.
receivers can be used but have the disadvantage of not indicating whether the rheostat is of too high or too low a value
thus if the resistance to be measured is
not known approximately it takes some time
to get a balance.
As to using the bridge. The complete
After
connections are shown in Fig. 6.
conriecting
illustrated,
resistance
is
as
plugged in on the rheostat to about the
same value as the unknown or
resistThe switches Al and Bl are placed
ance.
on the first point so as to cut out these
coils.
Touch the movable contact at several points along the length of the slidewire.
Should the galvanometer swing one
way when the contact is at one end of the
wire and the opposite way when it is at
the other end, a balance will be obtained
somewhere on the length of the wire. When
the point is reached where the galvanometer gives no deflection the following
formula applies

is

;

:

:

X

is

B

is

the
the

unknown resistance.
number of divisions

be-

tween the movable contact and
the right hand end of the
slide-wire.

Y

is the number of divisions on
the left hand side of the movable contact.
is the value of the known re-

sistance.

Sometimes it will be found that the galvanometer will show a deflection in the one

m^

Bl left on the first point.
Always add 100 to the

scale reading for
each contact that the switch is moved over,
or the calculated resistance will be wrong.

ELECTRICAL CONDUCTION IN
METALS AT LOW TEMPERATURES.

The experiments of H. Kamerlingh
Onnes on the resistivity of metals at liquid
helium temperatures have shown that certain metals possess an enormously increased
conductivity when the temperature, current
density, and magnetic field are less than
certain critical values. It is pointed out by

F,y.6

©

Another Connection of the Resistance Bridge
With the Home-Made Resistance Box of
Known Values at *'y" and Unknown Resistance Being Measured at "x."

change occurs is very definite when the current used to measure the resistance is small,
but when the measuring current is very
large the critical temperature is found to be
definitely lower.
Conversely, if the temperature of the bath be held constant some
degrees below the critical value and the
current be increased a certain "threshold"
value of current will be found at which the
resistance suddenly appears. The lower the
temperature the greater the value of the
critical current.
It is further found that

One Connection

of the Slide-Wire Bridge,
Using Individual Resistance Units of Known
Value at "y"; Unl<nown Resistance at **x".

Francis B. Silsbee, in a recent publication
of the Bureau of Standards, that a definite
relationship is to be expected between the
values of critical current and critical field,
and that this relation is in agreement with
the experimental data available.
The present state of our experimental
knowledge of this subject is somewhat as
follows
Certain metals mercury, tin, and
lead at the very low temperatures obtainable in a bath of liquid helium show a very
greatly increased electrical conductivity, to
which Onnes has given the name "superconductivity." The actual resistivity of the
metal in this state is too small to measure
but has been shown to be less than 2.10
° C.
times the resistivity at
.Vs the temperature of any of these metals is lowered
from room temperature the resistance decreases uniformly with the normal coefficient of about 0.4 per cent per degree until
the temperature is very low, when the rate
of decrease becomes for a time less rapid.
At a certain critical temperature, however
(4°.2 K for mercury, 3°.8 K for tin. and
6°
for lead), there is a sudden break in
the curve connecting resistance and temperature, and within a temperature range
of a few hundredths of a degree the resistance drops from about 10 ' times its value
'"
° C to less than 10
times the same
at
Other metals, such as gold, silver,
value.
platinum, iron, etc., do not show this phenomenon, and their resistivity tends to ap:

—

—

A

A'

When
ber of contacts to get a balance.
measuring resistances within the range of
the rheostat both switches are on the first
point and for resistances below 1 ohm,
switch Al will have to be moved and switch

—

Resistance Unit In Place In Cabinet, Showing
How Connection Is Made to the Spring
Binding Post Terminals.

Hiili

moved.
measuring resistances higher than
1,000 ohms, switch Al is left on the first
point and switch Bl is moved over a num-

:

Where

proach a constant value as the temperature
is lowered to the lowest value (1°.6 K) at
which such measurements have been made.
The critical temperature at which the

When

X

X = -y. y
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K

—
—

when a superconductor is placed in a weak magnetic field it
remains superconducting, hut that as the
field is increased the normal resistance appears suddenly at a certain critical value of
the magnetic field, and for still higher values
of field increases slowly with the field. The
critical value is slightly less when the field
is transverse to the direction of current flow
than when it is longitudinal, but the difference is not great.

The particular point which is the subject
of this discussion is that the "threshold"
value of current is that at which the magnetic Held due to the current itself is equal
to the critical magnetic field.
In other
words, the phenomenon of threshold current need not be regarded as a distinct
phenomenon to be explained by heating,
etc., but is a direct result of the existence of
the phenomenon of threshold magnetic
field.

In case the specimen is in the form of a
of wire it is evident that the inner
turns are in a magnetic field, due to the
current in the other turns, which is very
similar to that due to an entirely external
electromagnet.
Consequently, \vhen upon
increasing the current this field reaches
the critical value, first the inner turns will
become resisting and, as the current is increased, more and more of the wire will
cease to be super-conducting.
Because of
the enormous factor by which the conductivity decreases
from the superconducting to the normal state most of this decrease will take place when only a small
fraction of a turn of the coil ceases to be
superconducting. Owing to the cumulative
effect of the successive turns the field produced by a given current is much greater in
the coil than in the same wire when straight
and consequently the current required to
give the critical field strength will be much
less.
This is verified by the results of
Onnes on coils of lead and tin wire, which
S'howed critical currents one-fifteentli and
(Continued on page 714)
flat coil
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How To Make

A MOTOR-ACTUATED SIGNAL
HORN.
Herewith is a diagram of an electric
motor-actuated horn of my own design. At
A we have a metal disk fastened to B, the
D is a diafram
pulley of the motor.
fastened to an opening in a small box in
which the motor is mounted.

By

A

MEDICAL

coil

it

coil,

or shocking

commonly termed,

is

E. F.

coil

as

nothing

is

more nor less than a small induction
having a core, primary and secondary

Rivefedto

February,
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Medical Coil

a

JASPERS
have been previously made. The primary
should be covered with three layers of
waxed paper, after which it should be

wound

to within 1/16" of the top of Bj
with No. 34 B. & S. gage single cotIt is
ton covered magnet wire, Fig. 6.
best, but not absolutely essential, to place
a layer of thin waxed paper between every
That known as onion-skin
two layers.
paper is excellent for small coils such as
this.

The

interrupter used on the medical coil
one of the simplest forms and can be
The
best understood from the drawing.
contact points should be provided with a
piece of silver which is taken from a tenPlatinum ur
cent piece and soldered op.
tungsten points are best; for cheap coils
is

German silver
The medical coil parts
assembling.
One wire

is often used.
are now ready for
of the primary
should be connected to one of the battery
binding posts, while the other should be
jumper lead
connected to the vibrator.
connects the contact screw and the remainThus, when a
ing battery binding post.
battery is connected to the two binding
posts, the current will enter the primary
and come thru the vibrator spring to the
contact post and then back to the battery,
forming a complete circuit.
As soon as the current flows it produces
a magnetic field which attracts the vibrator
spring, breaking the circuit; the core thus
loses its magnetism and frees tlie vibrator
spring, which flies back to the contact post,
only to be drawn forward against the core
once more, this action being repeated at
a high rate of speed.
The secondary terminals are led out to
two of three binding posts as shown, to
which are connected two electrodes, which
may be made out of the carbon from an
old dry cell or a piece of copper or brass
tubing.
Refer to Fig. 7, for connections
used whereby to obtain primary shock (two
right-hand posts), secondary shock from
two left-hand posts, and combined primary
and secondary shock from two outer posts.
The medical coil is now completed, except for testing. If you grasp the electrodes
while the battery is connected to the bind-

nickel or

A

Here

Is

an

Horn Operated by a Motor. It's Right There with
Can Be Used for Auto or Factory Signaling.

Electric Signal

Small strips of heavy sheet metal, E, are
fastened to the disk A, and of such a
length that they will just hit the diafram
The rotating disc may be
in revolving.
made of Ju inch fiber, about 3 inches in
diameter, the metal blades E being let into
If the disc
slots sawed on the periphery.
is of metal then the strips E can either be
soldered or riveted to it. G and G represent binding posts to which wires are attached from and connected with a battery
and push button in the usual way. The
faster the motor runs, the higher the tone.
Contributed by

BRIAXT

F.

BRANTIXG.

a

Wallop.

windings and an interrupter (vibrator).
The first step in constructing a medical
coil is the

the core.

making

of the tube

This tube

hgl

is

2''^"

which holds

long and 5/16"

ng.5.

ng.2

r

raner fuie,

iron Hire
I

ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES OF

Ik

COPPER.

taken from a
very interesting pamphlet by courtesy of a

The foUowmg excerpt

is

well-known Copper Company
Density annealed copper at 20 deg. C
Melting point Deg. C
Melting point Deg. F
Boiling point Deg. C

+

8.89

.

1083
1981
2310
43.3 cal

Latent heat of fusion
Specific heat at 25 deg. C
Specific heat at t deg. C.
0.0917

.

8af

A

73.6

0.28

yibrator

mm.

Co-efficient of linear expansion per

70,000-45,000

D

Standard Resistivity annealed copper
at 20 deg. C.

—

cm
Microhms— inch

Ohms
Ohms

(meter-gram)
(mile-pound)

Temp, constant per Deg.
Microhms cm

Resistivity

—

Microhms— inch

Ohms
Ohms
One

(meter-gram)
(mile-pound)

F/g.a

fit;

0.000017
Deg. C
Tensile strength No. O wire annealed
32000.
pounds per sq. in
Tensile strength No. O hard drawn
54500.
wire pounds per sq. in
wire hard drawn
Elastic limit No.
30,000.
pounds per sq. in
Tensile strength pounds per sq. in. for
any given diameter (D") of hard

Microhms

ormofure

(t—25)

0.000048

Thermal conductivity (Silver-100)
Vapor Tension at 1 120 deg. C

drawn wire.

'''°'^

0.0917

1.7241

0.67879
0.15328
875.20
C.
0.00681

0.00268
0.000597

cubic inch cast copper weighs.. 31

3.41
lbs.

ing posts, a powerful shock will be feh.
The shock can be regulated with a tin or
brass tube, V%' inside diameter and 2" long.
When this tube is all the way off, the
shock felt is the strongest, and when the
tube is all the way over the coil, the shock
Of course, any shock between
is weakest.
the two extremities can be had by sliding
graduthe tube in or near the middle.
ated scale may be pasted on the coil so
that the regulating tube as it slides off,
will expose more and more of the scale—
the figures reading in an ascending ratio.

^ />AS

©

Details as Well as Connections for Medical
Induction Coil. To Obtain Best Results the
Vibrator Should Be Fitted with Platinum

Contacts.
It is formed of ordinary paper rolled and glued together and is afterward filled with No. 22 B. & S. gage soft
(annealed) iron wire. Fig. 1.
The ends of the coil are made out of a
piece of fiber 1" square, with a 5/16" hole
The other end is
in the center, Fig. 2.
y^" round with a 5/16" hole in the cenThese coil checks are
3.
ter,.
Fig.
glued to the core tube, leaving enough to
project at one end for the interrupter.

in diameter.

Fig. 4.

The core

is

then

wound with four

View of Finished Medical and Shocking Coil.
The Brass Current Regulating Tube Is
Placed on the Outside of Both Primary and
Secondary.

layers

of \o. 22 B. & S. gage single cotton covered magnet wire. The ends of the wire
are led out of the holes A and B, which

The secondary coil should be covered with
a layer or two of paper, glued in place. A
coil of this type is very useful.
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Portable and Reliable Armature Test Set
By

THE

has a mo-

electrician frequently
tor with the armature grounded ; that
is one or more of the armature wires

or commutator bars are burnt and
ing contact with the iron core.

ground

as

it

makThis

called by electricians, has

is

695

be removed before the armature will
the wires must be reinsulated so as
to not make contact with the iron core, or
in case the wires are in bad shape or the
coil is shorted as well as grounded and
can not be repaired, there being no time
to put in a new coil, the remedy is to cut
out the burnt or grounded coil and close
the open circuit in the commutator. Armatures that are iu use on commercial motors, may have several coils cut out and
will give good service for an indefinite
time it is not always possible or advisable
to rewind an armature, if the trouble is
only due to one or more coils being
grounded or short-circuited.
It frequently happens that an armature
haS a grounded coil and upon a very careto

any other

FRANK HUSKINSON

coils are

grounded and

to

check

finding the other coils clear of a
ground, the ends of the grounded coil are
then cut off or bent back away from the

the test

;

commutator. The open circuit caused by
the removal of the coil is then closed and
the armature is ready for use again. The

solder a flexible lead on each of the ends.
Coil B, is made so as to slide inside of coil
on a suitable base and
A. Mount coil
place coil B, inside of coil A.
Arrange connections as per diagram. The
battery current flows thru the watch-case
buzzer and is converted into an alternating

A

run,

;

ful

examination

it

does not show up on

the visible parts of the armature, but by
testing with a lamp between the armature
shaft and the commutator the lamp will
light

up to

full

its

candle-power.

This

in-

dicates that the coils are grounded in some
part of the armature. In order to find the
e.xact coil that is grounded the old-time
method was to remove all the wires from
two or three commutator bars on each side
of the commutator, then test with the lamp
to find out if by chance the trouble was
It is very seldom
in one of the halves.
that it is, then the next move is to remove
all the wires from other sections of the

commutator and keep this up and test with
the lamp until the exact coil is located.
This method takes considerable time and
generally the band wire next to the commutator has to be removed so that after
the coil tliat is grounded is located and
cut out or repaired, all of the wires that

have been removed from the commutator
must be reinsulated, replaced and resoldered in the commutator and the band wires
rewound on the armature. It is very seldom that an armature can be repaired and
ready for use in less time than five to
twenty-five hours by the old-time method.
The writer has a test set that he made
several years ago and has used it at all
times. It can be used to locate a grounded
coil or commutator bar, or a coil that is
The writer has often
short-circuited.
tested
that
armature
an
that
found
grounded and would not run, upon examination had no visible trace of the ground,
Sl/zzer

Dry

Coil 'B

Cell

Im/mT
IS o/in fel rec Kth

head band
.Test

terminms

-Tes/ Posfs
Every Electrician Will Find It Worth While to Build This Small and Highly Effective
Armature and Field Coil "Test Set." It Utilizes an Induction Coil, Battery, Buzzer and
Telephone

on several occasions removed
such grounds in the manner just described
from armatures and had the motor back
writer has

operation in less than an hour.
complete description with diagram is
given below so that any electrician can very
easily make the set for his own use at a
very small cost and will find it an indispensable aid in his daily work. It is absolutely reliable and in the use of it the condition of the coils is noted by the degree
of sound heard in the receiver. This test
set will instantly reveal the presence of
short circuits and open circuits and of
grounded coils in an armature. If the coil
is open circuited the sound in the receiver
is very loud, if the coil is short-circuited
the sound is very lozv; the tests for opens
and shorts are made by touching the test
terminals on adjacent commutator bars. In
testing for a ground, one of the test terminals is held on the armature shaft while
the other one is touched to each commutator bar successively and as the
grounded coil is approached, the sound in
the receiver diminishes and w'hen the exact commutator bar is touched that has the
grounded coil connected to it, there is practically no sound at all in the receiver. Upon
locating the ground this bar is marked, and
then the test is continued around the cornmutator until the other side of the coil is
located, then the wires are removed from
in

A

the commutator, and the grounded coil repaired or cut out.
To make a Test Set.— In the diagram are
shown the connections of the Test Set. To
coil A. wind enough No. 8 D. C. C.
magnet wire on a wooden form '/$" diam.
to make a single layer coil 6" long remove
the form and you will have a hollow coil

make

;

Connections
"Test Set."

Used

In

Portable

Armature

Telephone Receiver Makes This Set Extremely Sensitive
Check
Up a Single
Being Possible to
It
Short-Clrculted Turn.

The Use

of

a

but by using the test set shown he located
The
the exact coil that was grounded.
wires are then removed from the commutator and tests made with a lamp to see if

of wire. Form the ends to make a support
as well as terminals. To make coil B, cut
enough pieces of No. 18 soft iron wire to
form a core d'A" long by ]//' diam. Insulate this core and wind on it two layers
of No. 20 or 22 D. C. C. magnet wire, leaving about li" of the core on each end without windings this will bring the two ends
of the wire out on the same end of the core

Receiver.

current; the buzzer is in series with coil
B.
The alternating current in coil B inThe 75 ohm
duces a current in coil A.
watch-case telephone receiver is fitted with
a head-band so as to leave both hands free.
The receiver is connected across the terminals of the coil A, and the test terminals
are connected in parallel with the receiver.
The strength of the sound in the receiver
may be varied by moving the coil B, in or
out of coil A. The amount of adjustment
needed depends upon the size and the style
One dry
of armature that is under test.
for
will operate the set and lasts
cell
months the writer has his Test Set arranged so that it is very compact, light, and
He has a light oak box large
handy.
enough to hold one dry cell, the receiver
The
with head-band and the test cords.
switch,
and terminals are all
buzzer,
mounted on the inside of the top cover,
which is hinged and has a lock on it. The
outside is fitted with a leather handle for
carrying.
;

HARD RUBBER FROM BATTERY
CELLS.
Experimenters residing in towns wherein
a storage battery service or repair station
is located, need never want for hard rubber
sheets 3/16" or less in thickness, such as
would be desired for small bases, panel
fronts, etc.. as the containers from worn out
and broken storage batteries, which are
made of hard rubber, can always be obtained for the asking, or at the most, for
a

few

cents.

Saw the hard rubber container carefully
down thru the corners, tlien by plunging in
hot water it may be bent in any desired
shape.
until

it

If badly

becomes

warped, place in hot water
clamp between two

flexible,

boards while still warm and leave it cool.
.Ml hard rubber sheet becomes quite flexible when warmed in a hot water bath but
soon hardens when removed.

;

Contributed

by

L.

HAGERMAN.
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A

Box

Printing

inch by inch, thru floors, across
clean down to the switch-board
without finding a single thing the matter
circuit-breaker was connected
with it.
in the circuit to protect the fuses on the
As an after-thought the trouble
board.
man remarked to the engineer of the plant:

out the

Amateur Photographer

for the

that the amateur
afford more
pleasiire than a good printer. The one
herewith described and illustrated can be

and economically made and is extremely useful to the amateur who has access
to the electric lighting current. By using odds
and ends that are usually found around
the work shop the total cost of the printer
would probably be less than one dollar.
The box and lid are made of some soft
wood, preferably poplar, one-half inch thick.
It can be purchased from a lumber cornpany or if the maker wishes to be economical, store boxes of the right kind of ma-

easilv

A

"Gus, does
it

There you

K

to

and

the bolt

screw

C formed

head.
position of both
lamps is shown in the
drawing; all the wiring is inside the box.
The wires to the
spring
S and the
can
be
screw
C,
brought thru the
screw holes and thus
kept hidden. The
length of the lamp
cord, which is provided with a plug, can
be made to suit the
inof
the
needs
filing of? the

by

The
<J>

Contact Scren/

no

y

Lamp CQrd
[nd View

dividual.
The inside

Shoiving Siritch

';J=^^?=S=ts^^iS=—^

good

,

\

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^H

'i

light-reflecting

by

A L

G.

-

BRIGHT.

TROU-

TIPS TO
"BUG" HUNTERS.

BLE.

^^t

I^^H'

—

r

fop V/e/r

S/)omnglid

/leir /nside

i:^

-K

By

\

—X

S/wrring lighfs

@

Closing
A Clever Electric Printer for Amateur Photographers.
_the
the Outer Lid Causes a Switch to be Closed, Lighting
The
Circuit
the
Opens
Lid
Raising the
"Printing" Lamp.
Ruby Lamp Burns Steadily.

terial

can be used to a good advantage.

so that
the back piece can be lowered on to the
paper and film when they are in place and
held firmlv until the outer part is lowered.
On lowering the outer part and pressing
down firmly, the projecting point B
it
strikes the spring S and forces it down
on to the point C, thus closing the circuit
and lighting the printing lamp P, as shown
The small ruby
in the wiring diagram.
lamp R, burns all the time. If a small
ruby lamp is not available, one can be made
that answers the purpose very well by wrap-

The Hd

is

made

in

two

pieces,

ping a small bulb of low candle-power
with two or three thicknesses of red crepe
In fact the latter is to be prepaper.
ferred, as the intensity of the ruby lamp
can be regulated to suit the needs by removing or adding extra thicknesses of the
paper.

The under side of the lid is covered
with some thin kind of felt, such as a good

Thomas

\V.

Ben'sox
Electrical apparatus
seems to be subject
to

more trouble

to the

square inch than any
other class of apparatus. Perhaps this maj'
be due to the fact that
I am more acquainted with trouble in this
field than in any other, still I feel sure my
Common
fairly
correct.
statement
is
troubles are nothing unusual, but some of
the "freak stuff" it has been my pleasure
to "shoot" ought to be interesting news

my

fellow sufferers.
of the most puzzling perhaps was
the affair of the power circuit that went
dead and then alive in turn without rhyme
In a certain plant a number
or reason.
of machines were driven by motors conSuddenly all the
nected to this circuit.
machines would stop and before the electrician could get a test on the entire line
the power would come on. This occurred
so often and give rise to so much trouble
that the man stayed with a motor till it
went dead.
.\11 the fuses were intact, the line fuses
and motor fuses, and this was as far as
he would get with his test before the
power returned. Well, he started to trace

to

One

Where can you

place

A

On

applying the test leads, the first to the
terminals and the second to the
frame of the machine, the meter would regBut the current was not
ister full voltage.
flowing from the field coil into the frame.
Oh, no it was flowing from the outside
leg of the mains, thru the meter, into the
frame of the machine, thence to ground.
The center wire of the system beiiig

field

coil

his troubles.

FREAK

are.

A

color.

Contributed

^

was the

—

grounded

JOHN

out,"

Then again, a large generator was being
overhauled. The armature had been taken
out and the fields rgtaped and painted. The
repairman made a ground test with a meter
And the
connected to the power mains.
meter said grounded perfectly and securely. The connecting wires between each
of the fields were removed and each field
Each and every field
tested separately.
Oh,
coil to all appearances was grounded.
beautiful sight for the junk man.
When, as a matter of fact all of them
were clear. The false meter reading was
finally discovered and the explanation was
simple as
B C.
The machine made connection to the
ground, being in contact with an iron post.
One test lead was connected to the center
wire of the three-wire power mains.
wire was run from one outside leg to the
meter and the other terminal of the meter
was connected to the other test lead.

while the outbest
be
had
side
some dark
painted
paint,

1

it

:

should
be painted with some

«

,*

notice

—

The octagonal
can be soldered
to the brass piece N.
while the knurled nut
can be soldered
fast

I

go?"
slam

the blame?

O

the

in everj' time

let

I just

so.

quiet reply.

cell.

I0L

breaker ever

tliat

"Oh. yeah, every hour or

If plate glass is not
ferably plate glass.
available some good strong window glass
will do, care being taken that the bulge
The spring S is
of the glass is upward.
made from a piece of sheet brass. The
contact screw C can perhaps best be made
from a piece of sheet brass, and a binding
post from an old dry

nut

line,

ceilings,

grade pennant felt or a good heavy grade
This felt should be
of canton flannel.
glued on the lid smoothly in one piece
and then cut along the line joining the
two parts of the lid with a sharp knife.
The glass w^hich is supported by the thin
strips T. tacked around on the inside of
the box. should be strong and thick, pre-

are few things
THERE
photographer uses that

1918
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at the power station resulted in
a complete circuit being formed.
Why. even a "Doorbell Engineer" has

A

certain calling system comprising twelve push-buttons, two bells and
test of the
an annunciator was dead.
set
batteries showed them rather weak.
of nice new dr>- cells was obtained and
cheerfully wired into the circuit but the
system remained dead as the proverbial
door-nail.
Shunting the master leads behind the
annunciator and cutting out the push buttons resulted in a signal at the bells, which
indicated that the trouble was between the
annunciator and the bells.

A

A

—

The annunciator was examined

carefully
condition.
The leads between the annunciator and the
push-buttons all tested clear. Where was
the trouble?

but

everything was

in

perfect

man who

designed the antype used is
no doubt familiar to most trouble-men.
One board in the back of the apparatus
The
supports the coils and indicators.
back of this board is fitted with a series of
springs that push outward and make connection with a number of screws attached
The wires from the
to a second board.
push-buttons are connected to the screws
on the latter board. And the whole trouble
was caused by the springs not making good
This would not
contact with the screws.
be noticeable because there is no way of
determining this fact when the boards are
in place except that the device tests open,
and when taken apart appears to be all
Of such things "troubles" are made.
right.
the

Briefly,

nunciator was at fault.

Now

let

of trouble

hear of.

me

tell

The

you of the freakiest

bit

has ever been my pleasure to
First let me assure you that the
it

{Continued on page 734)
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This department will award the following monthly prizes: First Prize, $3.00; Second Prize, $2.00; Third Prize, $1.00.
The purpose of this department is to stimulate experimenters towards accomplishing new things with old apparatus or old material,
and for the most useful, practical and original idea submitted to the Editors of this department, a monthly series of prizes will be awarded.
For the best Idea submitted a prize of $3.00 is awarded for the second best idea a $2.00 prize, and for the third best prize of $1.00. The article
need not be very elaborate, and rough sketches are sufficient. We will make the mechanical drawings. Use only one side of sheet. Make
sketches on separate sheets.
;

FIRST PRIZE.

SECOND PRIZE,

$3.00

SIMPLE FLASHLIGHT AND

BATTERY TESTER.

The illustration, Fig. 1, explains itself.
The material for the flash-light was an old

THIRD PRIZE,

$2.00

LET THE BREADMAN WAKE YOU
WITH THIS ALARM.
herewith submit an alarm system which
very easily constructed and installed. By

I
is

A FOUNTAIN PEN TELEGRAPH

RECORDER.

An

ordinary telegraph sounder is used
to build this recorder with, but the standis changed somewhat, as is plainly
ard
seen in sketch.
To the hammer is attached an extension K.
At the end
of K, at the correct angle a fountain
pen is fastened so that when the circuit
is closed it marks the dots and dashes on
the drum J. This is made of a pasteboard
The drum
tube or a baking-powder can.
turns on a brass rod which is supported
by standards D. The paper is held on the
drum by rubber bands, clips, etc. A
handle I is mounted at the end of the rod,
By turning the handle
to turn the drum.
slowly, a fairly long tnessage may be recorded, and by mounting the drum on a
threaded rod, so as to make it move from
left to right, as it rotates, a very lengthy

H

reflector, a piece of very thin brass and a
hole was bored in the re1.5 volt bulb.
flector to accommodate the center binding

A

—

post of the dry cell, and the spring brass
The
strip was cut out and bent to suit.
light can be switched on by pressing the
spring against the lamp base.
The "battery and lamp tester" shown in
2, was made from a broken miniature
socket by merely fixing it on to a thin strip
of wood and screwing in the right size
bulb; a 1.5 volt bulb was used for testing
the single cells of tubular batteries and a
It can
3.5 volt lamp for the flat 3 cell, etc.
also be used for testing lamps.

Fig.

Contributed bv

$1.00

DONALD HOUSTON.

So/fo/nor
inii5 spring

With This Simple Alarm Bell Attached to
the Bread Box, the Breadman Wakes You
on His Morning Round.

hg.S
Simple Battery Flash-light and Battery
Tester Which Anyone Can Make in a
Few Minutes Without Any Tools.

MEASURING SMALL QUANTITIES
OF LIQUIDS.
Small quantities of acids and other
liquids cannot be accurately measured in a
wide glass, while the practise of quoting
quantities in "teaspoons" which is still followed by some writers is altogether unsatisfactory.
Not only does the quantity
of liquid contained by different teaspoons
vary, but if the liquid happens to be a
strong acid the spoon will be attacked and

the use of it one can arise every morning
at a regular time, when either the milkman
or bread-man arrives, or any other form
of early delivery.
I
noticed in the September edition you
considered the Rain .-Marm of value, so I
thought this form of alarm would meet
with the approval of the "E. E." readers.
E. T. JONES.
Contributed by

A SIMPLE THERMOSTAT.
Contrary to general practise, in this
thermostat the resistance wire itself is the
The base and supports
"e.xpanding" unit.
may be of any insulating material. A, is

accuracy.
Dividing this by 20
gives the actual capacity of one length, any
error in the original observation having
been reduced by division to a practically
negligible quantity.
It only remains to divide up the space between the two marks
so as to show
cb. cm. or .5 cb. cm., and
the measure is complete.

%

Contributed by

H.

J.

GRAY.

Telegraph Recorder Made From an Old
Sounder and a Fountain Pen.

message can be recorded. It is a simple
matter to rig up this drum to be driven
by a spring or electric motor.
Contributed by CHARLES FRANK.

One should be fastened to spring B, and
the other mbvably mounted on the base.
D is the wire adjustment The bolt slips
loosely thru the support. Wire
is fastened
to its head.
The nut is screwed on the
other end for adjustment.
E represents
the binding posts. Note series connections.

A

CLINTON SIMPSON.

A GOOD DIELECTRIC FOR A FIXT
CONDENSER.

A

sufficient

A

Contributed by

partially

dissolved.
convenient pipette for measuring small
quantities, up to a few cubic centimetres,
can be made from a fountain pen filler.
Paste a narror strip of paper along the
glass tube, making two marks, one just
above the tapered end and another near the
rubber bulb. By filling the tube up to the
upper mark 20 times and emptying into
any available graduated measure until the
water reaches the lower mark, the cubic capacity of twenty times the length of straight
tube between the marks will be found with

'^

Paper is some times not entirely satisfactory for condensers. Owing to this fact
I got to looking for something else and ran
across three old pieces of photographic
film which had been spoiled in the making.

A Somewhat
teurs

to

The Expansion
Made of Wire.

Ama-

Unit

is

may be any kind.
required varies for
diflerent temperatures.
For one or two
lamps, Nos. 30 to 32 wire should be used.
For 2 amperes No. 28 is right. B, is the
brass spring that keeps the wire taut.
It
is 3" X Yi" X V32". C, represents the contacts.
They are made by cutting off two flashlight
battery carbons %" from the brass caps.
the resistance wire.

even iron.

condenser made from it and some tinproved entirely satisfactory in every
wav.
Contributed by
T. S. LIVELY.
.•\

Different Thermostat for

Make.

The

size

foil

It

EXPERIMENTERS!!!
Don't forget to write up that
little "stunt." It may win a prize.
Address all manuscripts to the
Editor, Electrical Experimenter,
233 Fulton Street, New York City.
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IMPROVED NON-RADIO SIGNALING SCHEME.

After having experimented a while with
non-radio communication set. I have
devised a new scheme for receiving; it
both amplifies and protects the 'phones

damage from

voltage readings of the

individual

cells.

my

against

taking

the 100-volt circuit.

A

makes these tests easy when
number of cells has to be tested is

device that

a large

Two

iron rods,
in the illustration.
12 inches long and ^g inch in diameter are

shown

February,
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It is superior to the French curve also,
because if the ink runs to the ruling edge
shape prevents the ink reaching the
its
paper and smearing. Hence work may be

done quickly and neatly.
Contributed by ROBERT

VALVERDE.

pointed at one end and fitted with wooden
small volthandles at the other end.
meter, with a scale reading 0-3 volts in

A

mounted on one rod near the
terminal from the yoltrneter
connected to the rod on which it is

lOths is
handle.
is

One

mounted, while the other terminal is connected to the other rod by means of a twoThe
foot length of flexible lamp cord.
rods should be well taped to prevent them
short-circuiting any cells should they accidentlv come in contact with the terminals.
To' take readings on the cells the load
must he suitched on and then by forcing

P»

the points of the iron rods into the soft
lead of the binding posts on the cells the
cell showing less
voltage can be read.
than 1.7 volts should be charged separately
until up to the voltage of the other cells in
No reading or a reverse reading
the set.

A

P/iooes

_0

The Radio Amateur Will Find of Interest
This Improved 110-volt Buzzer System for
Short-Range "Non-Radio" Communication.

are

of the same which are on the shelf, due to
the ban on the amateurs by the Govern-

'phones

As you will notice where the
were connected I have inserted what I may
call the primarv', which is composed of about
100 turns of No. 22 S.C.C. magnet wire on
A Good Place for the Voltmeter in Battery
Testing is on One of the Test Prods.
indicates a shorted cell. This should be refor the trouble.
It is well to take hydrometer readings
on storage cells at regular periods and to
examine the height of the solution, keeping
it
at all times about one inch above the

moved and examined

plates.

E- T.

Contributed by

JONES.

HOOK-UP CORRECTION
While looking thru the September issue
The Experimenter, I noticed a mistake.
On page 327, the article, "A Home-^Iade
Magnetic Window .\ttraction," it says that

of

THOS. W. BENSON.

Contributed by

SPRING DEVICE FOR TIGHTENING BELTS.
For those who experience annoyance
from slipping of leather belts on static ma-

GUY

A.

paratus to be cleaned should be covered
with a thin layer of this solution, and
rinsed with water.
Contributed by H. C. KIHLSTROM.

A BELT "GOVERNOR" FOR
REGULATING AUTO DYNAMOS.
It is a well known fact that a small dynamo connected direct to an automobile

motor, without a governor of some kind,
will burn out its armature or the lights with
which it is connected, due to the rise of
the voltage when the motor is speeded up.

The accompanying

illustration

shows

a

device which prevents this and answers all
the purposes of a speed regulator. An idler
pulley mounted on a movable arm, controlled by an adjustable spring, furnishes
the necessary tension to the belt driving the
flat iron armature mounted on
dynamo.
the opposite side of the movable arm is
controlled by an .electro-magnet wired in
series with the d\-namo and lights.
As the current increases the magnet

A

the lamps should be connected in series
with the electro-magnet, but the diagram
shows them connected across the main line.
In this way they would have no effect on
the magnet whatever and fuses would be
blown every time the magnet was connected.

Contributed by

Various Intricate Shapes

may be made by dissolving potassium or
sodium chromat in concentrated sulfuric
acid, until a saturated solution results. Ap-

ment.

signals.

of

Made from Heavy Copper Wire.

Easily

A GOOD CLEANING SOLUTION
FOR GLASSWARE.
A good cleaning solution (chromic acid)

should the condensers become punctured.
It also brings into use apparatus or parts

a laminated core. Over this, after insulating
it well I take an old secondary unit of my
transformer and place it in the middle of
the primary winding on the core. Xow we
have what I might call a small open-core
transformer. This as you will notice protects
the 'phones as they are now bridged across
the secondary and are inductively connected
It also amplifies the
to the power line.

"French" Curves

KENNEDY.

Pu//ey-.._

A Spiral Spring Forms an Ideal Automatic
Belt-Tension Adjuster.

Mo/ns

chines, I would suggest that they connect
the ends of the same by a small coil spring.
(see Fig.), such as can be easily procured
from a typewriter or purchased at any
hardware store for a few cents a piece.
This will serve to take in whatever slack
there may be and thus keep the belt at an
even tension when revolving.

JOHN

Contributed by
.f^.'/siredai/f

b^p-^^

'"

Sfii/on ifiro cigsre/fe

The Lamp Bank Shown Controls the Amount
The
of Current Thru the Magnet Coil.
Flasher Opens and Closes the Circuit, Causing

the Cigarettes to Dance.

TAKING STORAGE BATTERY
READINGS.
The voltage of a storage batter>- is a fair
Fault>- cells
indication of its condition.
in a series of batteries can be detected by

T.

Yiz^m

DWYER.

MAKING FRENCH CURVES FROM
COPPER WIRE.
Here is an
French curve.

efiicient

substitute

tor

the

often have occasion to
plot curves for efficiency, watt loss, terminal volts, etc., and find they do not bend
much. The curvature of the average French
curve is too great. So I stript the insulation from a 12 inch piece of B. and S. No.
6, soft drawn copper wire, being careful not
Laying it on a flat
to injure its surface.
surface I approximated the general shape
of the curves shown and used it as a French
curve.

to c^gi'Viy

I

DnxAefi

Simple Auto Dynamo Governor the
Variations of the Current Act Thru an Electro-Magnet to Regulate the Belt Tension by
Means of an Idler Pulley.
In

this

draws the
slip

until

idler

the

back and allows the belt to
dynamo speed returns to

normal.
Contributed by

HARRY

R.

WHITEHEAD.
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AMATEUR "KNICK-KNACKS."
THIEF CATCH ER-Last summer we

To grow

W'tinkle.il

a tin tree, dilute commercial
chlorid solution with forty times its
bulk of water and proceed the same as
when making the lead tree.
tin

Contributed by

ALBERT W. PUTLAND.

MARKING POISON BOTTLES.
A

very convenient way to mark bottles
containing poisons so that they can readily
be distinguished in dark rooms or closets
Sane/paper
gluedon corA

EDITED BY

S.GERN5BACK

heading we publish every month
lueful Inlonnntlon in Mechanics. Electrlclt)
Uld Chemistry. We shall be pleased, of
ooarse, to hare our readers send us any

Dnder

this

formulas, wrlnkleH, new Ideas, etc.,
aseiul to ihe experimenter, which will be
duly paid for, upon publication, if acceptable.

a Disc of Sand-paper or Emery Paper
and Glue It on Top of Your Poison Bottle
Cork a Cheap Yet Efficient Marker Which

Take

NESS, PATIENCE, and SKILL.
(2) Know what you are about, before you

cut a piece of heavy, coarse sandpaper the size of the top of the cork and
paste or glue the piece on the top of the
cork or stopper of the poison bottle. As
one's hand invariably comes in contact with
the top of the cork in opening a bottle,
this simple device will prevent mistaking
a bottle containing poison for another.

OF FAILURES IS THE
HISTORY OF SUCCESS" goes an old adage, and
it

applies well to the experimenter.

(4) Many times impure, wrong or deteriorated raw materials, spell FAILURE instead of

SUCCESS.
(5) A great many of the chemicals and inrequired, cannot be obtained from
drug stores; buy them at a reputable supply

gredients

bouse.
(6)

—

You Can't Miss

THE SPECIFIC GRAVITY CORRECT, AS
INDICATED BY A HYDROMETER? IS THE
TEMPERATURE RIGHT? IS THE QUANTITY
OR WEIGHT RIGHT?
(9) Acids and water, when mixed, should be
e., THE
manipulated in the proper manner,
ACID SHOULD BE POURED INTO THE
"IS

i.

WATER, and not vise versa, as the solution is
liable to be forcibly ejected from the containing
vessel and into the mixer's face.
(10) For any kind of SYSTEMATIC WORK,
a floating

THERMOMETER

and

HYDROMETER,

as well as measuring glasses and scales, should
always be provided, as GUESSWORK is EX-

PENSIVE, and SOMETIMES FATAL.
(11) Put labels on ALL bottles, boxes and
packages with FULL INSCRIPTION as to their
contents, it will avoid troubles and mistakes.
(12) Remember that a beginner cannot expect to make articles AT FIRST, which will compare with regular manufactured products.

the Dark.

In

to

Contributed by
J.

make one

myself.

Its

con-

struction is very simple.
An old granite
basin from the sink was filled with cement
and a hole left for the fire box. While the
concrete was still damp a sheet of asbestos
was laid around the inside. This is to keep
the heat in.
small tin funnel was put on
tlie inside and the spout arranged to stick

A

out underneath.
Some rubber tubing was
connected to this and thence to an old
gasoline tank under the table thru a stop
cock to regulate the flow of air. The other
end of the tank was fitted with a tire valve
and an ordinary tire pump connected up as
shown. Charcoal or coke may be used in

To make a silver tree, dissolve two tencent pieces in 2 tliiid drams (about a dessertspoonful or two teaspoonfuls) of concentrated nitric acid, evaporating nearly to
dryness to drive off e.xcess of acid (evaporate l)y holding solution over a flame).
Cool, and dissolve the resulting crystalline
salts in sufficient distilled water to make
a saturated solution. This solution will be
slightly blue on account of the copper
which is alloyed with coin silver. Place
the solution in a glass vessel having a
Add a drop of mercury
curved bottom.
the size of a large pea and set aside for a
day. A large growth of mercury and silver
amalgam will be produced which may be
kept indefinitely.
To make a lead tree, place in a tall jar
(a quart preserving bottle will answer the
purpose) a solution made by dissolving 4
ounces of lead acetate in one quart of water.
Place tlie bottle where it will not be subject
to vibration and suspend in it a strip or
cylinder of zinc; battery zinc will answer
An abundant
the purpose very well.
growth of crystalline spangles will collect
on the zinc within ten days.

Contributed by

oil" or similar oil

on a rag

little

will free

blackboards of chalk.

KEROSENE TORCH—

By placing a
blotter in a bottle partly filled with kerosene and lighting the protruding end, one
has a good improvised light or stove.
Contributed by

EMERSON ESTERLING.

FROM COIN

While engaged in some experimental
work at home, I needed a small forge, and
to

1

HOW TO PREPARE PURE

A SMALL FORGE FOR THE
AMATEUR.
proceeded

CLEANING BLACKBOARDS— A

"3 in

EDWARD WHITE.

this furnace.

METALLIC TREES.

your drawing ink
lumpy from standing open, add
some aqua-ammonia and shake well.
DRAWING CLEANER— When your
drawing-board or drawing becomes dirty
from grafite and finger marks, etc., it may
be cleaned by rubbing with stale bread.
Wall paper may be cleaned the same way.
^

is

BEFORE CONDEMNING A FORMULA,

be sure the fault does not lie with the manner of
handling it, or the purity of the ingredients.
(7) Be sure to mix the materials comprising
a certain formula in the proper sequence.
(8) When starting to prepare a mixture,
especially one containing liquids, ask yourself:

thieves.

contrived a frap by annealing one end
of a clock spring and puncturing it with two
screws. I next screwed it to a wooden base
so that the free end clamped to the base
with a little pressure.
I
then screwed a
piece of metal on the base so that the spring
rested on it.
The spring and metal were
connected so as to close a bell circuit. A
small block of non-conducting material was
placed between the spring and metal contacts and a thread tied around the block, so
that the pulling of the thread would pull the
block out and cause the circuit to be closed.
The thread encircled the tree and the thief
walking into it rang the bell. This device
costs practically nothing and may save many
dollars worth of fruit or poultrj'.
I

clots or gets

In the following, we wish to give to the
Experimenter some hints as to the use of the
different ingredients and how to work them:
(1) Always bear in mind that exact working
of a formula requires ACCURACY, CLEANLI•tart to experiment.
(3) "THE HISTORY

So

INK THINNER— If

recipes,

EXPERIMENTERS' APHORISMS

were bothered by nocturnal cherry

M.

C.

CAMPBELL.
Asbestos

Burner

SILVER

SILVER.

Silver coins are not pure silver, but concopper to make them harder.
Canadian silver coins contain 925 parts of silver and 75 parts of copper to each 1000
parts, and the metal is called Sterling
Silver.
United States silver coins contain
900 parts silver and 100 parts copper to
each 1000 parts, and the metal is called "900
tain

fine."

In order to prepare the pure silver and
get rid of the copper, a silver coin is
dissolved in dilute nitric acid (HNOs).
The solution is then diluted with hot water
to 2(X) or 300 cubic centimeters (approximately 7 or 10 ounces).
To this add a
solution (hot) of sodium chlorid (comto

mon

salt)

which

will

throw down an

in-

soluble precipitat of silver chlorid.
Wash
the precipitat thoroly by decantation
that
is,
by successively pouring on hot water
and allowing the precipitat to settle, then
pouring off the clear liquid. After a thoro
washing in this manner, filter the solution
thru filter paper and dry it carefully in
warm air. Remove the precipitat from the
filter paper and place it in a porcelain crucible.
Heat gently with a small flame until the silver chlorid is melted then let it
;

cool.

Cut out a piece of sheet zinc large enough
cover the bottom of the crucible and lay
it on the silver chlorid.
Now add a little
water and a few drops of dilute sulfuric
acid (H;SO.) and let the whole stand
to

for twenty- four hours.

The

silver chlorid

will be

Here

Is

a

Way

HOW TO

to Make a Handy Forge
Amateur Shop-work.

for

FROST OR COLOR LAMP
BULBS.

Dip the bulb in a thin solution of white
shellac and alcohol, which gives it a frosted
appearance.
Add diamond dyes of the
desired shade to the solution for colors.

Contributed by W.A.DE

ROBINSON.

reduced to silver and zinc chlorid
is formed.
Take out the piece of zinc and
wash the silver with a little dilute sulfuric
acid and then with water.
This finely divided silver may be, fused in a crucible by
drying it and mixing with half its weight
of sodium carbonat and apply sufficient
heat.

Contributed by D.
[Ed.
against

money.]

Note:

There

destroying

or

J.

THOMSON.

a statute law
mutilating U. S.
is
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Experimental Chemistry
By ALBERT W. WILSDON
Twenty-Hrst Lesson

ELECTRO-CHEMISTRY
LAWS AND CONDITIONS

w

ITH the aid of the induction coil
spark, or electric arc, chemical
combination as well as decompoBut the
sition can be produced.

Galvanic current
decomposition only.

chemiDecomposition

induces

Non electrolytes of the firsl'^dass, may be
illustrated by such substances as rock salt,
and solid salts generally, which resist an
electric current, tho in some cases they are
melted by the current and thus become elec-

electricit}- are attracted to the
positive electrode, or anode, and those with
positive electricity to the negative electrode,
Thus metallic or positively
or cathode.
charged ions are attracted to the cathode
and non-metallic or negatively charged ions
to the anode, whenever a current passes

with negative

trolytes.

Non-electrolytes of the second class are
liquids, or substances in solution or fusion
that offer great resistance to the current,
or if thev conduct at all, very slightly.
The wires which carr>' the current into
and out of the electrolytes are called the

There must be two electrodes
electrodes.
in order that electrolytic action take place,
carries the
)
one of these, the positive (
current into the electrolyte and is called the
anode, while the other carrying the nega) is the cathode.
tive current (

+

/

—

•yl
inode '

Cothade

When

irift)

tion;

d/sc perforafed
/Idles and fdsfe/?ed /o tfte/r/re

'i!

Mafre

2

or'/4 'SscS. capper

ofeac/i to fit in test fade

mre

l>e/oty

follows:

ELECTROLYTES,

tricity,

which are
which quite readily conduct

subelec-

and,

duct

it

with great

difficulty,

venient form as sheets, wires, etc.
Electrolvtes of the second class, are generally acids, bases and salts, either fused
shall chiefly deal with
or in solution.

Details of

Electrolytic Apparatus
Photo Fig. 102.

Shown

each

-f

tt

Ions At Rest in SoluIon.
Ion Balanced By a

—

These terms were assigned by
names.
Faraday about 1833. He thought the electric current produced the ionization, but
Arrhenius, a Swedish chemist, in 1887, announced the present theory, namely, that

NON-ELECTROLYTES,

which conor not at all.
Each of these divisions may be classified
as follows
Electrolytes of the first class, these usually being "metals, such as silver, copper,
platinum, etc. These may be in any con2.

^

thru an ionized solution. This is a modification of Faraday's theory of direction of
current.
An ion is, by derivation, a traveler. During the passage of a current those ions that
travel towards the anode are called anions
or upward travelers, those moving to the
cathode are called cations (or Rations),
or downward travelers (see Fig. 100).
Anions are, therefore, metallic or minus
ions, while cations are metals or plus ions,
their destination giving the prefix of their

here

Breat!

!

©©©©© \

Diagram Representing

which is caused by the galvanic current is
termed electrolytic decomposition, which
All suboperation is termed electrolysis.
stances do not conduct the electric current,
and for this reason they are classified as
1.

€4

rig./04

Round copper

Upper Line

Ions; Lower Line
+ Ions; Middle Line
Arrows Indicate
Undissociated Molecules.
Direction of Anions to Anode and Cations
to Cathode.

stances

a

a soluan electrolyte of the second

FigJOO

—

10

THE IONIC THEORY:
We now approach a new phase of
tion.

Illustrating Ions and Molecules:

® ®®®®

in

act of dissolving an electrolyte produces the ionization, and that the current,
whenever it is applied, simply sets the ions

is dissolved in a solvent like water, a
certain amount of it is believed to be dissociated or broken up into its positive and

the

class

in

motion toward their respective electrodes.

On

arrival there, they part with their charges
of electricity and become atoms or atomic
groups (radicals and molecules).
(Continued on page 724)

We

this class.

/.

/

®®®®#,
©0©© K
//J7.

ii?S

Diagram Showing Ions

In

fect of Electric Current.
in

This

Motion Under Ef-

Atoms Are Formed

Process.

negative constituents. When sodium chlorid
(common salt) dissolves to saturation in
water, a certain portion goes into solution
without being broken up into its elements
or having the" size of the molecule changed
but a certain other large part splits up into
sodium ions which are charged with positive electricity, and chlorin ions, charged
with negative electricitj', which exists intermingled in the solution with the undisIn the
sociated sodium chlorid rnolecules.
;

same way, when

silver nitrat

(AgNOa)

is

dissolved, a portion is broken up into silver
(Ag) ions and NO3 ions. The process is
called ionization. Fig. 100 may represent
ionized and non-ionized particles of NaCl.
have seen that elements and compounds
of an opposite nature attract each other
more than those of like properties; metals
have affinity for non-metals, acids for
In a' similar way opposite electricibases.
ties attract, and vice versa; like repel like,

We

Photo of Actual Apparatus Set Up
Fig. 102.
for Experimen t With Migration of Ions.

or,

put in another way, substances charged

Another View
Illustrated

rangement

in

of the Electrolytic Apparatus
Fig. 102, With Schematic Ar-

of the Ions

At Each Electrode.
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Our Amateur Laboratory Contest is open to ail readers, whether
To increase the interest of this department we make it a
We pay each month $3.00 prize for
pliotofl preferred to light toned ones.
Addre»s the Editor,
With the Amateurs" Dept.

of the apparatus.

701

subscribers or not.
The photos are judged for best arrangement and efficieacy
rule not to publish photos of apparatus unaccompanied by that of the owner. J>mwk
the best photo.
Make your description brief and use only one side of the sheet.

*

*'

March

Electrical Laboratory*' Contest

we

publish an interesting story- with a number of interesting photos, describing one Amateur
Now "Bugs" we wan t to publish a similar article each month. Here's our propoWhy
ore than 5(X) words.
Lab.," in not
Dress it up with several good clear
photographs. If we think it good enough we will publish the ar tide in display style and pay you well for it. The remuneration
for such articles will range from $5.00 to $10.00. And "Bugs"
don't forget to make your article interesting. Don't write
"I have a voltmeter, an ammeter, a switchboard," etc., ad infinilu III. lor the love of Pete put some punch in it
Tell us what you
do with your instruments and apparatus. You don't mean to tell us that every Experimenter does exactly the same thing,
"We" know diflerent but from the general run of such artic les which we have received in the past, one would naturally
think every "Lab.." exactly alike. Remember send a photo of
along.
Typewritten articles preferred. Tell us
the facts and don't send in photos smaller than 3J4 by 4%".
They rnust be sharp and clear not veritable "picture puzzles."
can read but we are not mind-readers, .'\ddress the Edi tor "With the -"Xmateurs Prize Contest."

In the

issue

will

—

Electrician's experimental laboratory.
sition
not write up your "Electrical
:

m

—

1

—

We

—

YOURSELF

"

—

A GROUP OF REPRESENTATIVE AMERICAN AMATEUR LABORATORIES.

— Phil Knppner. Oiecn Bay. Wis.: 2 — Frank Sloan, San Diego.
— HustleLaboratories
Holden, Westmount, Que., Can.: 5— Herbert M. Maus. Milton. Pa.: 6— R. E.
Rochester, N. Y.: 8- D. Kenneth Auck,
Electrical

4

—

of.

1

J.

Bucyrus, Ohio;

9— Harold

—
—

Calif.: 3
Raymond E. Snyder. Akron, Ohio;
Breunig. Chicago, III.; 7— Hugh Stevenson,
H. Wilson. Silver Creek, N. Y.; 10 Everett E. Twombly, Pasadena, Calif.
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k^TENTS
Electric Fly Trap
issued to William
A. Bass.)

(No.

1,247,488;

An improvement
traps

in

electric

fly

which provides an outer pro-

sired surface-coloring on the glass
either by incorporating the color or
colors in the nature or construction of the glass or by application
Each of the
of stain to the glass.

tery and control button may be
placed at any distance desired from
the camera.
The outfit is light and
unobtrusive, and may be readily
carried in the coat-pocket.

lamp tubes used

in this device conmultiplicity
of
filaments
a
regularly spaced and by the special
means of construction here employed
for
obtaining
color
the
effects, etc., the location or shape
of the incandescent filaments are
not discernible.

tains

Electric
(

No.

1

Telegraph and
Receiver

One

1,245.266;

;

Scuterud.)

Ub-j—wsr.

improved musical instrument
which is said to be free from ob-

Y

Y

phone receiver having an inductance
connected between the aerial and
ground in the manner indicated,
and which is caused to transfer the
oscillatory energy in the antenna
circuit to two secondary inductances,
cage

Storage Battery Construction
(No. 1,246,595; issued to Harry S.

Hawkins.)
In assembling the cells, plates are
spaced about l^ of an inch apart,
and the inventor then places in
the assembled battery a sufficient
quantity of granulated sugar to approximately one-fourth fill the spaces
between the spaces and around them.
After the cell has been assembled

New Microphone
to

Felix

An improved form of
microphone for telephonic and other
comprising
a
movable
purposes,
electric

jectionable harmonics when the special tension band in the instrument
is
vibrated electro-magnetically by
the means shown in the drawing.
sonorous body in the form of a
sheet metal band is mounted upon
a stiff frame or support, and beneath this band there is placed a
suitable
electro-magnet
connected
with the proper circuit interrupting
devices,
including a battery and
controlling key similar to that on
a piano.

A

front electrode which is attached to
the center of a vibrating diafram
in the usual manner, and so arranged in the opening provided in
a circular template, that the carbon
granules in the cup chamber cannot
in any way get out of this chamber,
and thus cause rattling or other
Also a
noises in the microphone.
perfect contact with the inner face
of the vibrating electrode is provided for, without interfering with
the free movement thereof.

Electric Camera Shutter Trip
(No. 1,247.902; issued to Karl W.

Thalhammer.)

fused and flows about and
over the plates so as to completely

pletely

electric

noid will be moved relatively to each
other until the center of mass of
the core and solenoid coincide.
By
making the scale beams of tapering
magnetic material so as to bring
their centers of mass adjacent to
the ends thereof, each solenoid is
thereby provided with a separate
core, and the solenoids being connected together to act as a single
poise,
will
move along the scale
beams in a forward or reverse direction when one or the other of
the solenoids is energized.

idea provides for an imradio oscillation generator
and radiator by virtue of increasing
the energy storage function of the
elevated conductors in the open oscillatory system.
The idea also covers a system of producing sustained
oscillations of low decrement and
of emitting electro-magnetic waves

This
proved

Wireless Telephone Modulator
issued
Hackett.)

1,246,420;

to

Paul

J.

aerial and ground terminals
from oscillation transformer are connected to a series of one or more
specially devised air-gap condensers.

The

.

The

is energized, it will
a movable core or be attracted by a fixt core if the coil is
movable; also the core and the sole-

attract

McCaa.)
this manner, it is placed in an
oven and baked at a temperature of
380 to 410 degrees Fah., for from
During the
three to six hours.
baking operation the sugar is comin

(No.

night.

a solenoid coil

Radio Oscillator
(No. 1,246,626; issued to David G.

surround them.

Electric Flag Sign
(No. 1,246,847; issued to Paul J.
Berg.)
A clever elctrical nag sign device
adapted to be made in such a way
that it will present an attractive appearance either in the day time or
at
to

tion is to provide an automatic scale
with electrically-actuated poise mechanism, whereby the weight of an
article or articles placed upon the
scale platform is offset and indicated
by an automatic movement of the
poise along the scale beam.
The
device is arranged with a pair of
electro-magnetic solenoids which may
travel along the scale beam and be
automatically
governed and controlled by the balance weight at the
end of the beam by means of special
contacts
arranged at that point.
This electric scale operates on a very
unique principle, viz., that whenever

Secondary coils 5 and 6 are connected together and are wound in
such directions that their outside
ends are of opposite potentials.

the live wires
There is also
the manner shown.
provided an electric light either in
the lower or upper compartment of
tiie fly trap, to attract the flies or
This lamp is conother insects.
nected in the circuit with the alternately charged wires of the inner
cage, and these wires are spaced the
proper distance so that an insect or
fly passing betwen them will touch
both wires, and thus be electrocuted.

issued
1.245,218;
Gottschalk.)

Automatic Scale

1,248,273; issued to Samuel
G. Crane.)
of the objects of this inven-

connected in a unipolar manner to
a crystal or other detector shunted
by a sensitive telephone receiver.

prevent
to
in contact with
of the inner cage, in

designed

anyone from getting

(No.

Electric

Telephone

issued to Grenleaf
Whittier Pickard.)
This patent provides a simplified
form of radio telegraph and tele-

(No.

An

tective

condenser units.

(No.

Radio

Musical Instrument
issued to Harold
1 7

,245,5

creasing the strength of the sound
waves oefore applying them to the

Each condenser unit is actuated by
an ordinary telephone or other receiver,
which receivers are connected up with a special high-power
microphone apparatus in the manner

lamps used

illuminate the sign at night are

t:z2C
O^

shown

It will thus be
in diagram.
understood how one voice or source

—

m[

'

tuning qualities.
As
is provided an auxconductor parallel
intermeshing with the main
antenna conductors and helix, the
inventor having found that it is
thus possible to transfer the energy
•"^ood

indicated there
iliary
to and

The
suitable

inventor
here provides a
device for actuating the

in the spark-gap-aerial circuit to the
auxiliary tuned circuit, and in this
way to store much greater energy
and to radiate the same than with-

camera shutter

in any manner desired, the shutter trip being controlled
by a
reciprocating
shaft
driven by means of a spring motor

on the device.

This spring motor is
by an electromagnet connected with a portable
battery and push button.
The batreleased or retarded

placed
ridged

behind
a
glass
surfaced,
provided with the de-

field,

grounded

sound

waves

talking into the
actuate
a
will
(18)
plurality of receivers (17), each of
which actuates a four-diafram airgap condenser (10), thus greatly inof

transmitter

COPIES OF ANY OF THE ABOVE PATENTS SUPPLIED AT

10c

EACH.

When a
out such an arrangement.
maximum current is radiated in the
antenna
circuit,
the^
sparkauxiliary
gap-aerial circuit shows a minimum
versa.
of current, and vice

February,
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Phoney Patents
heading are publish t electrical or mechanical ideas which
our clever inventors, for reasons best known to themselves, have as vet
We furthermore call attention to our celebrated Phoney
not patented.
Patent Offizz for the relief of all suffering daffy inventors in this country
as well as for the entire universe.
We are revolutionizing the Patent business and OFFER YOU THREE
DOLLARS ($3.00) FOR THE BEST PATENT. If you take your Phoney
Patent to Washington, they charge you $20.00 for the initial fee and then

Under

this

you haven't a smell of the Patent yet. After they have allowed the PatWE
ent, you must pay another $20.00 as a final fee.
That's $40.00!
PAY YOU $3.00 and grant you a Phoney Patent in the bargain, so you
have $43.000!
When sending in your Phoney Patent application,
be sure that it is as daffy as a lovesick bat. The daffier, the better.
Simple sketches and a short description will help our staff of Phoney
Patent examiners to issue a Phoney Patent on your invention in a
!

jiffy.

PHONEY PATENT

OFFIZZ

WAY
/NCOHE. /iND

OUT&O

UNDER 5E^

^0/^EA/r"

erOW WHflLE.
picrtLEi)'f^E/?R/hJe-

^^BCT'cr/^/rL

v/£W

(J^^^-t^^^a-nle

Whales

to

sea Fighter,

She Becomes
le;

Doesn't

ELECTRIC KNITTING ECONOMIZER. Mother Knits; Sister Knits; Wifie Knits: and Several Dozen Other Branches of the Family. Have
You Ever Sat and Wondered Just How^ Much Energy Is Expended By the Female Knitting Element of Our Population? It Would Amount to
Have Invented My "Electric Knitting Economizer" Here Shown in Detail. The
Over 1,000,000.000 H. P. Annually If Conserved. Wherefore
Knitting Needles Are All Attached to a Common Shaft Connected With a Dynamo; the Dynamo Charges a Storage Battery, Which Supplies
"Hooverizing Hoover." The Coal, Gas and Electric Purveyors Will Now
Abundance.
This
Is
What
would
Call
Electric Light and Heat in
I

I

Proceed

to Faint.

Inventor, John J. Loehle, Jr., Lebanon, Pa.
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This department Is for the sole benefit of all electrical experimenters. Questions will be answered here for the benefit of all, but only
matter of sufficient Interest will be publlsht. Rules under which questions will be answered:
1.
Only three questions can be submitted to be answered.
Only one side of sheet to be written on; matter must be typewritten or else written in ink, no penciled matter considered.
i.
Sketches,
diagrams, etc., mutt be on separate sheets. Questions addrest to this department cannot be answered by mall free of cb&rs*,
t.
If the questions entail considerable re4.
If a quick answer is desired by mall, a nominal charge of 25 cents is made for each question.
earcb work or Intricate calculations a special rate will be charged. Correspondents will be informed as to the fee before such questlona ar«
answered.

WIRING DIAGRAM.
(881)
Q. 1.
suggest

I

would like
something

to
in

know

if

you could

the shape of an
electric bell or light signal to give warning
that a belt had broke, or that a motor had
Motor drives the
stopt on an acid pump.

the current used in telephonic
very minute. Thus any obstacles
tending to destroy their intensity would
naturally destroy the intensity of speech.
However, the former reason is the greater
obstacle which prevents the use of these
cables for telephoning across the ocean.

work

is

LOOSE COUPLER.
(884)
Geo.
D. C., asks:

M.

Phillips,

Washington,

ODD PHOTOS WANTED AT J
$1.00 EACH
m
I
your B
B Now the time into a make
real practi- H
Kodak pay for
^
= cal way. We are after interesting
photographs of out- -the -ordinary J
H
^ electrical, radio and ofscientific sub- ^
= jects and are willing to pay $1.00 cash B
B for every one we can use. Please
^
bear in mind that for half-tone reJ
^
B production in a magazine, a photo- H
^ graph should be particularly sharp =
^ and clear. Of course, a subject J
= happens to interest us particularly ^
we can have the photo retouched. M
S
a For the general run of subjects, how- a
such
ever,
does not pay
go
J
= expense. Therefore, please take pains J
|
^ to properly focus and expose your g
pictures.
often happens that a s
g
g really mediocre subject well photo- J
M graphed wins approval over an ex- ^
H cellent subject poorly photographed. ^
^ And don't send us plate or film "nega- J
H lives"; send unmounted or mounted ^
= "prints," perferably a light and a dark S
B one.
a
H As to what to photograph: Well, 11
= that's hard for us say. We leave ^
that up to you, and every reader now
I
= has the opportunity to become a re- ^
H
^ porter of the latest things in the realm ^
m of Electricity, Radio and Science. =
= But, please remember— the "odd, H
= novel or practical stunts" that we are H
Every photo submitted H
3 interested
= should be accompanied by a brief de— =
scription
150 words. Give H
J the "facts"of—100
don't worry about the g
^
attend
We'll
Enclose =
^
B stamps photos are be returned =
g and place a piece of cardboard in the J
envelope with them
prevent mutila- =
W
=
Look around your town and H
see what you can find that's interest- g
^
^
a Address photos — Editor "Odd ^
M
H Photos," Electrical Experimenter, M
m 133 Fulton Street. New York City. m
! I I

is

itself

J/y c/oseif c7/^^er mo/or j/an

A Simple, Positive Alarm for Use on a Motor
Driving An Acid Pump.
As Soon as the
Pump Stops the Bell Rings.
pump by
person

and the idea
building 60 feet

belt,

in a

is

to notify a

away

that the

has stopt. A bell would be the most
suitable, or a red light to light up would do.
A. 1. We give herewith one suggestion
from which you can obtain pointers on the
building of such a device.
This scheme utilizes a small governor
secured to the motor shaft which operates
thru a lever as indicated. A contact which
is
closed operates the electric bell thru

pump

the electrical circuit as shown.
Another
method by which you can obtain the same
results is to introduce in the motor circuit

an automatic

circuit

breaker which, when

the motor will stop, trips the circuit breaker,
and then automatically closes the e.\ternal
bell circuit for signal purposes.

O. R. Dixon, Portland, Ore., says:
Q. 1. I very much desire to get data on
an electrolytic furnace and thought perhaps you would be able to tell me where
I can obtain such information either in
(882)

book form or otherwise.

well,

to

it

to

It

it's

in.

We

regret to say that the information which you ask in reference to the
Electrolytic Furnace cannot be had as this
data is still in the hands of the inventors,
and is not disclosed for public use at the
present time.
\.

if

to

ELECTROLYTIC FURNACE.

A.

MOTOR

may know,

T. G. Rogers, Nobel, Can., states:

;

employed

to that.
to

if

shunt machines.

in

This, of course, is controlled
external conditions of the machine.

(883)

F.

Brown, Jacksonville,

Fla.,

asks

:

Q. 1. Why cannot speech be transmitted
by cable across the ocean ?
A. 1. The reason why it is not possible
the
at
present
time
to
communicate
telephonically across the ocean is due to the
fact that high capacity in the cables distort
tremendously the wave shape of the tele-

phonic waves, which naturally destroys the
effects of speech, and thus it does not permit true speech to be carried on thru such
a line.

Another reason that prohibits such a
project is due to the inherent high resistance of such cables which reduces the
electrical current necessary to operate the
receiving equipment, and as you perhaps
_

the

used for operating it.
The armature
magnetic circuit depends upon the internal
diameter, and the magnetic field in which
this

armature

is

The arma-

to be rotated.

should be made of a number of
laminated soft iron discs the number of
slots on the armature is dependent upon
several facjtors which we cannot discuss

ture

;

However, for the size of
question, a si.x-slot armature would
suffice.
The number of field poles for this
machine would depend entirely upon the
speed of the machine, and upon the
magnetic flux density of the magnetic
in

detail here.

motor

in

The commutator should contain

circuit.

six sections.

HIGH FREQUENCY
(886)
Q. 1.

John
Is

it

SET.

Ives, Chicago, 111., writes:
possiljle to obtain high fre-

quency current from a buzzer

to

TELEPHONE ACROSS THE OCEAN.

by

For the

class of machine which you mention, the
series type is preferable, as in this case
both alternating and direct currents can be

to

style.

DESIGN.

W. F. S. Jr., Corregidor, Philip(885)
pine Islands, would like to know
Q. 1. Kindly e.vplain the general principles
governing the design of small fan motors
which will operate on either A.C. or D.C. of
110 volts?
A. 1. There are several factors which
control the design of a small motor, and
the following must first be known before
the procedure of design for such a motor
is undertaken, vis., the physical size of the
machine, that is, over-all dimensions, and
the power which the machine is to deliver
(in this case about 1/32 of a horse power
would be sufficient.) Another point which
must be considered is the general shape of
the magnet field
for good practise the
bipolar circular field is advisable.
The
size of the magnet field-poles may be either
circular or square in form, but the former
is preferable as it gives better winding facilities than the latter type.
The shape of
the pole-pieces is controlled by the diameter of the machine. Also, the field winding is controlled by the depth of the winding space.
The resistance of such a field
when employing a series type of motor is
very low, while a high resistance field is

in

/es/i7

order to
rra/7sf

tion.
ing.

era
era

1/ecfro

to

J
f/ira/or

llillllllllllilillllllllllillllilllilillllll

Q.

want

1.

to

I

am making
know if the

a loose coupler and

secondary

is

nil

wound

opposite to the direction of the primary.
.\. 1.
would inform you that the
direction of winding of the secondary with
respect to that of the primary must both
be in the same direction, as this tends to
mutually couple these two coils with a
minimum loss due to counter-electromotive
forces which may be set up due to opposite
windings.

We

p(^

m$/>cc7pao'^ II

II

(])

High

Frequency

Set Wiiicii Operates By
Means of a Buzzer, Shunted by a High Capacity Condenser, on 110 Volt A. C. or D. C.
Circuits.

operate an Oudin or Tesla transformer? If
it
is possible to operate one, kindly give
wiring diagram.
(Continued on page 711)
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Turning 8c Cotton Into $4.50 Silk
World-Famous Chemist Has
Silkworm — Mechanical
Silkworm Now Takes Poor Grades
Cotton and Turns
Lustrous
—An
That Should
Stolen Secrets of the
of

Into

It

Invention

Silk

Revolutionize the World's Silk Industry.

By A. A.

ALVORD

Contributing Editor Farmer's Fireside Bulletin, Official Organ of the Texas Farmers' Union.

Mr. Alvord's

part of wliich has appeared in the t'ari]icr's Fireside Bulletin, the Official Organ of the Texas
wonderful new industry which has been added to the many industrial enterprises of
Texas. This invention has been investigated by Prof. J. B. Bagley, head of the department of Textile Engineering
of the Agricultural and Mechanical College of Texas, who has reported the invention to be absolutely practical
and feasible. The story of Frederick IVide's process, which turns the cheapest grades of cotton, as well as the
better grades, into fine silk worth $4.50 a pound is of paramount interest, as silk is a zvorld-wide necessity the
supply of which has been greatly curtailed by the European zvar.
article,

agriculturists, reveals a

I have seen with my
ern miracle of science.
•

own

mod-

eyes a

turned their

confess freely that had anyone told

I

me beforehand what

was going

I

to see

have

been so convinced that what was claimed could not
be done that I might not have witnessed this marvelous demonstration of
But
the wonders science can produce.
I went and I CAN
probably

should

I

This

scratching

away, saying:
such animile."

"Shucks,

my

Incidentally

head,

his

brain

there

profits

that

make.

When my

millions

this

invention

bound

is

I

I

care

to

to

wealth-

modern mirmeant fortunes for scores.
In a nutshell here is what I saw
I
saw refuse cotton, what is known
in the cotton trade as "Linters." worth
ordinarily from SEVEN TO EIGHT
creating possibilities of this
acle of science

:

CENTS A POUND
site,

turned into exqui-

shimmering

lustrous,

present quotations $4.50

YARN

.

worth

silk

at

A POUND AS

for textile or thread making.

Before I tro any further
you something about silk.

let

me

tell

WORLD FACES SHORTAGE OF
SILK
Silk
use.

child

is

in

the

hardly a man, woman or
United States that doesn't

is

some form.

used for
hosiery, for dresses, for underwear, for
linings, for trimmings, for ribbons, for
all kinds of draperies as well as for hunuse

silk

in

MR. FREDERICK

It

is

You

benefit

great
big

WORM

of this

^eat

invention.

dreds of commercial purposes in industries of various kinds.
A great part of the world's supply of
silk is produced by Italy and France.
The war has practically stopped this pro-

The great plains of Northern
which have recently been devastated
by the Teuton armies produced countless
tons of the beautiful product.
We must
now look to Japan for our silks, and so
vividly does Japan realize the importance
duction.
Italy

its

worms

silk

industry

that

out of the country

is

to

carry

silk worth $4.50 a poimd.
you could talk to Mr. Wide, and
you had a sufficient knowledge of the

ton

WIDE

Mr. Wide has invented and perfected a process
for manufacturing silk from cotton.
By this
process cotton worth 8 cents a pound is turned
into silk for which there is a ready sale at $4.50
or more per pound.
Read the wonderful story

of

to-day of practically universal

There

a

this

for it is the name you will hear much
of in the future, as he is the man who
has found a way to turn eight-cent cot-

brain had soared into

— more millions than
— realized that the

enumerate

is

Frederick Wide. Write this name on
your memory tablets, and write it deep,

no

trying to calculate the simply unbelievable

.

invention

great chemist.

dizzy from

still

is

Vw-onderful

A MECHANICAL SILK

turned
ain't

into

Back of most of the great utilitarian
inventions of to-day is the mighty brain
of some chemist.
Back of the new silk is the genius of a

I
am a good deal like the
farmer at the circus who gazed on the
long-necked giraffe intently for half an

then

factories

problem.

Even now

hour,

silk

towards the solution of

stride

NOT DOUBT THE
MY OWN EYES.

EVIDENCE OF

artificial

gun cotton plants and practically none
comes from there any more. So the problem of producing silk enough to meet
the world's demands is a vital one.

silk

punished most

into

If
if

science of chemistry necessary to under-

stand what he told you, he could show
you, step by step, how science learned from
the silk worm the secrets of silk making.

He

could

the silk

tell

worm,

you how
its

scientists studied

habits, its

methods,

its

foods,

the processes of evolving the secretions which it spins into those gos-

samer filaments, so slender yet so strong
and so wonderfully lustrous.
He could tell you how those secretions were analyzed until they had no

more

secrets to conceal.

He

could tell jou why those secretions
flowing from the cocoon hardened on contact with the air,

becoming so wondrously

severely by the Japanese authorities.
In the last few years a silk substitute

strong and lovely.

has been manufactured in Germany, Belgium and England. This has been enormously successful and has made fortunes.
But Germanv. Belgium and England have

language overloaded with words and
names, verbs and adjectives you had never
heard before and probably would never
hear gain. He would tell you how science

He would

tell

by mentioning the "Electrical E.rfcnmenler" when uriting to advertisers.

you

all

these things in
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was. .And then he could tell you
e.xperiments by the thousands were

it

how

making a silk
was neither explosive
nor inflammable was obtained. It would
take a book many times larger than this
magazine to tell that story in full. So

made before

the secret of

from cotton

that

to

keep

in the brief confines

article

tliis

of a magazine story we will let you guess
at all those transitions and come down

cheap cotton into

to the secret of turning

expensive
I

and

will try

as

It is

silk.

tell

it

my

impressed

it

worth telling.
you simply, just

a story
to

non-technical mind.

nmiii

DISSOLVING COTTON LIKE

SUGAR
Any
ing

kind of cotton can be used in makThe cheaper grade what is

known
PROF.

B.

J.

BAGLEY.

Texas Agricultural and Mechanical College

since 1908.

Studied the chemical reactions which occur
in the stomach of the silk worm and

change

its

food of mulbern- leaves into

become silk.
Then he would tell you how science,
working from known facts, devised a
purely mechanical means of doing that
which the silk worm has been doing
without knowing why, since the beginning of time. He would tell you of the

the juices that

mechanical

worm which

silk

revolution-

is

izing the silk industn,-.

because it is
for two reasons
is used
cheaper and just as good, and because it
is practically a waste product, while the
long-staple cotton is useful and necessary
is

which seems useless.
This cotton "linters" comes generally
from the cotton seed mills, being a byproduct of the seed, from which it is removed by mechanical processes before the
seed

is

cotton
ries

made from

—known

as

wonderful
dyes, exquisite perfumes, powerful medicines.
He could tell you how the waste
of scores of industries has been turned
into fortunes. And then he could explain
to you why the same component elements
in different combinations make wood, and
sugar and cotton and silk and other subit

is

a

dirtj-

yellowish color and car-

first

of

all

and

process

cleansing

Thii short-staple

oil.

less impurities.

fore submitted

It

to a

then

is

there-

thorough

is

bleached

white as driven snow. When these first
processes are completed the cotton is in
It is like the aba soft, fluffy mass.
sorbent cotton used by physicians and it

ready for processing into

know

— and

milled into

more or

Perhaps Mr. Wide would tell you that
the chemical components of silk and cotton and wood are practically the same,
just as he could tell you that science is
bending its efforts to turn many substances of which we have quantities into
other articles of which we need quantities.
He could tell you how chemists have taken
tar

true scientific chemist

ever a utilitarian, seeking to use that

is

coal

The

to humanitj'.

MAKING SILK OUT OF COTTON

the refuse of the gas plants

and "short staple"

as "linters"

:

Prof. Baglev is a graduate of Wake Forrest
College, N. C, and one of the foremost cotton
He was with the
mill experts of the world.
North Carolina Cotton Mills '01-'02; North Caroin Texas Textile
'04;
'01,
Instructor
lina Textile
School, '05-'C7; Instructor in Mississippi Textile
EngineerTextile
'07-'08;
of
Professor
School,
ing,

—

silk.

silk.

you maj- be interested to
Mr. Wide is planning to manufacture thousands of pounds of cotton for
Incidentally
that

body of the

silk

worm and how

the

to obtain

the right combination of elements into a

genuine

silk,

worm, with

real as the silk of the silk

wonderful lustre and
He could tell you
that years ago the chemists had succeeded
all

its

strength and qualities.

making
had made
in

silk

out of cotton, but that

a silk that

was

tliey

as inflammable

and explosive as gun cotton, which
You

benefit

in

The bright
is

blue,

syrupy cot-

forced out through these

myriad minute tubes, flowing out

web

so fine that each thread

is

in

a

hardly

when gathered together tliese
make a soft, bright blue yarn, as

visible, yet

threads

is

solution which

bright

is

the secret of the process.

This solution contains
chemical
into

many

chemical in-

In these vats take place the

gredients.

actions

silk,

just

which turn the cotton
as

the

contents

stomach of the little silk
mulberry leaves into silk.

worm

of

the

turn the

THE MECHANICAL SILK WORM
As soon

as the cotton

is

completely im-

mersed in the solution it melts just
a lump of sugar plunged into water

Then

a curious thing happens.

silk

a glossy yarn.

artificial
is

silk

soft filaments

is

on

gathered

into

This web hardens on con-

tact with the air.
is still one more process before
yarn is ready for shipment to the
textile manufacturers to be made into all
kinds of varieties of silk goods. This is

There

the

bleaching process.

the

The

bright blue

as the purest mountain snowdrifts.

silk

If

like the

The

wind the

spools that

y;irn

The

to the solution to properly

ous thread

this

silk,

blue.

like

worm.
you have ever been through a factory where silk is manufactured from
the silk worm you will have seen bundles
of cocoons, each cocoon yielding a tenucal

that instead of being golden yellow,

natural

like

will

impregnate it, then the contents of the vat, which
are now thick like syrup, are poured into
a machine. This machine is the mechani-

added

silky

given another bath, this time in a
bleaching agent, and it comes out white

the correct proportion of cotton has been

in

perforation.

ton solution

ence

as their object the discovery of the proc-

formed

of tiny glass tubes, each ending in a point
with a microscopically small
pierced

as any silk spun by mulbern'-fed
worms. Practically the only differ-

whole mass turns a beautiful blue, clear
and sparkling as an Italian sky. When

is

These many threads are
by a spider.
gathered to one reel by the deft fingers
of girls, who keep it ever twisting and
turning into a soft, golden-colored yarn.
The mechanical silk worm has hundreds

silk

Then he could tell you of the experiments covering years of effort that had
silk

Bank

& Trust Company, of which Mr. Ben N. Garrett
The executive offices of the Texas
is president.
Textile Company are also located in this building.

medical purposes as well as silk.
This cotton is then plunged into glass
or porcelain-lined vats which contain a

melt.

by which

Hous-

fine office buildings of
It is the home of the Houston

one of the

is

ton, Texas.

fairy

stances.

esses

UNION NATIONAL BANK BUILDING.
This

diaphanous web woven

is

WONDERFUL ECONOMY OF
PROCESS
part of this whole
none of the operations

The most wonderful
process

is

that in

there any waste.

is

A

pound of the cleansed cotton
the

of

jields

and even the ingredients
solution that effects the magic

a pound of

silk

L-hange in the character of the cotton are

recovered from the bleaching bath to be
used over and over again.
This man-made silk has all the charIt is strong
acteristics of natural silk.

by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing

to

advertisers.
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fortunes in providing the fighting nations
with arms, ammunition, etc.
Before the war we bought our natural

and manufactured silks abroad. Before
the war we bought all our dyes from Germany. Before the war we bought all our
lenses and watch crystals from Germany.
Before the war we bought all our potasli
Hundreds of
fertilizers from Germany.
chemicals, acids, fabrics, manufactured
metals, pigments, machines, textiles,

came

to us

War

from abroad.

etc.,

closed the

ocean lanes to the importation of these
goods and American inventiveness and
forced

enterprise,

MR. HEN
Mr. Garrett

CARRETT.

N.

the successful Texas banker

is

who

has associated himself with Mr. Wide in the
Texas Textile Company, which has been organHe
ized to develop Mr. Wide's great invention.
is the head of two other great corporations which
have been most successful.

and durable

like

like real silk.

flammable
sheen,

lustre,

natural

holds

natural

silk.

its

real

like

It

silk.

and

wears

and remains

It

silk.

softness
It

takes any dye

as white

It is

as white as

It

silk.

is

non-in-

has all the
radiance of

like real silk

glossiness like real

silk.

It

and
can

be laundered over and over again without losing its color, or the lustrous beauty
of the fabric or the softness of texture.

IT IS SILK, a man-made

silk, another
triumph of human brains and ingenuity,
of scientific skill and industry.
The chemical change that occurs in the
stomach of the silkworm that turns the
fibrous mulberry leaves into silk is practically the same chemical change that
turns the cotton of our great cotton fields

into this silk.

Do you wonder
in

that

I

read

FORTUNE

those filaments of bright blue as they

shredded from the mechanical silkworm?
Do you wonder how big that fortune
may be when I tell you that this eightcent cotton is turned into silk worth $4.50

pound ?
That was the recent price, but this price
is
going up all the time owing to the
shortage of silk from Italy, France, Japan
and China
What it may go to no one
can tell. Shortage of supply of any article
of great
prices.

demand always

results in higher

Natural

worth over $7 a

silk

is

pound right now, I am told; $4.50 is the
for the manufactured article such
as Germany and Belgium and England
had been sending us. Experts who have
examined the imported manufactured
silks and the silk made by the Wide procprice

MR.

Mr

ists

of Belgium and

striving

Germany who were

produce an

to

meet the world's demand for

When war was

fortunes for the lucky ones

this product.

artificial

in

When Mr. Wide

silk

neither

England.

the coming of war the factory was
turned into a munition plant. With his

about the other.
Garrett's first thought

Mr. Wide decided to come to
America. He knew the world needed absorbent cotton for treating wounds and
silk,

first

work the new

whether Garrett was the right man to
up to. For a few days they sparred
around in New York, each making ex-

factory will

cuses to the other to avoid coming to a

absorbent cotton, which will be one of the
important by-products of the Texas Textile Company, as will be explained further

decision.
Garrett corroborated Wide's
statements by cablegrams from American

consular

along.

He had Texas

in view as the place of
Texas, the wonderful Lone
Star State, which produces one-fourth of
all the cotton produced in the world and

greater

investment

op|)or-

any other

state in the

Union.

man

to

soon

settled.

HANDS
natural, once he

in

England and

from

tie

up

to

further

details

were

FAMOUS COTTON EXPERT CONSULTED

GENIUS AND POWER JOIN
What more

officers

other reliable sources of information in
London. When both had arrived at the
conclusion that the other was the right

opportunity.

which offers

to find out

tie

will be to turn out great quantities of

Innities than

was

of the wonderful story he had
heard from the lips of Wide was to be
Wide set about finding out
credited.

how much

for dressings. He came here to make his
knowledge and experience valuable. Prob-

ably the

the other

now, laughingly, what elab-

tells

orate precautions each took to find out

plant closed, as far as the manufacturing

do

"string

and Mr. Garrett met

knew very much about

and each

With

of

who

along" with Ben Garrett.

declared he was at the

head of one of the biggest
manufacturing companies

LEWIS.

is

portance of Texas and that should earn

to

silk

artificial

A.

C.

cashier of one of Houston's largand a member of the Board of
He
Directors of two large Texas Corporations.
was formerly with the Security National Bank
of IMIlas, Texas
He is a man who has risen
to the front ranks in the Banking Fraternity.

Lewis
banks

est

been one of the biggest men of the manmade silk industry in England. He was
one of the pioneer chemists in this field
working hand and glove with the chem-

a

!

themselves,

exert

to

have remedied the shortage by duplicating
these necessaries of life and in many cases
we have improved on the originals.
Mr. Wide is an Englishman. He has

Among

the

men Mr.

Garrett consulted

B. Bagley, head of the
department of Textile Engineering at the

was Professor

had cast

far-seeing eyes on Texas, than that
he should gravitate towards that organizing and developing genius of Texas,
Ben N. Garrett, the young giant of in-

his

J.

Texas Agricultural and Mechanical ColProf. Bagley is probably the greatcotton expert in the country, if not
Prof. Bagley's report was
in the world.

lege.

est

dustry with the touch of Midas. In Texas
they liken this young genius of finance

not only satisfactory, it was enthusiastic.
He was so enthusiastic that his first

god of ancient mythology, whose
touch turned things to gold. In Houston
they will tell you that everything Ben
Garrett touches turns to gold, that he has
to the

a record of success in financing
propositions that has been the amazement

thought was to invest in the company
which Mr. Garrett was planning to orHe has since become a large
ganize.
stockholder and is Vice-President of the
company, but that is going ahead of my

of the financial world.

story.

for

So the genius of science and the genius
of finance met on common ground and
from the union of these two geniuses has

American industry in many ways besides
making fortunes in war brides, as they

been born an enterprise that promises to
add tremendously to the industrial im-

Mr. Wide accompanied Mr. Garrett
back to Texas and immediately set about
establishing his laboratory, which he had
This
brought with him from England.
laboratorj- contains a complete equipment.

ess say the

Wide

silk

is

a big improve-

ment on the old world product.

WAR HAS HELPED DEVELOP
INDUSTRIES
The war has been a

big

)'tiu

thing

hrtirtit

hy

made

t-ntioninp

tin-
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for turning cotton into

scale,

silk.

Once

was

the laboratory

Mr.

up,

set

invited Mr. Garrett, Prof. Bagley,
the writer and a few other associates of
Mr. Garrett to a demonstration of the

Wide

process.
I have already described to you how
he took the cotton and plunged it into
the vat of solution, how he poured the
syrupy melted cotton into the mechanical

silkworm and how the filaments of the
pure bright blue silk were pressed out of
the

the

of

points

needle-like

capillary

hardening as they struck the air
into web-like threads of lovely silk.
The demonstration was so convincing
tubes,

that

practically decided at that time

was

it

Mr.
go ahead with the proposition.
Garrett, however, whose successes have
been won by combining a splendid daring
with a wonderful caution and almost superhuman sense of opportunism, wanted
to be absolutely sure before he went

to

COTTON READY FOR SHIPMENT,
One-third of the world's total production of cotton is shipped through the Houston gateway
This is a typical scene at a cotton wharf where the huge 500-pound bales
foreign countries.
This cotton, ranging
cotton are assembled ready for shipment on steamers to foreign ports.
price from 8 to 20 cents a pound, can all be converted into silk worth $4.50 a pound, or more,
the Wide processes.

to
of
in

by

ahead.

Here was an industry that meant much
if it was successful, he argued.
Hence, he told himself, it was essential

personally advanced all the necesHe
for organization work.

He

to the state

towards such a
proposition.
So he compiled a report of
all that he had seen, all that he had learned
of the process, its possibilities, the market
for the product and the costs of produc-

personally

raw material, everything, in fact,
that could throw any light on the proposition, and made this up into a circular,
which he submitted to the leading bank

funds for

to get the public attitude

tion, the

of

directors

the

wanted a consensus of opinion.
IT.

From

HE GOT
came

the state

of

parts

all

He

Texas.

of

state

"Texas wants
most favorable reports.
your silk plant," is what they told him,
and many of these big banking men, the
most solid and responsible element in the
volunteered to subscribe for stock

state,

company once

was formed.
was right, Mr.
Garrett went ahead and organized the

in the

now

Satisfied

it

that he

TEXAS TEXTILE COMPANY.
The TEXAS TEXTILE COMPANY

bought and paid

the

in

for,

Mr.
\Vide"s process, and he also bought Mr.

name of
\\'ide"s

the company, the rights to

laboratory equipment, his supplies,
etc., advancing the necessary

machinery,

expenses.

all

SITE
was decided to locate the factory in
Houston on the Houston
ship channel, that great inland waterway
which leads from the heart of this beautiful city to the Gulf of Mexico and which
It

the outskirts of

navigable by the big ocean ships.
factory site was bought.

The

has

It

300 feet of frontage on the ship channel
with its own docking facilities, a great

advantage, as water routes are always the
cheapest for shipping goods.
Jno. W. Maxey, one of the great efficiency engineering experts of the South,
to plan the factory in con-

was engaged

make
The

junction with Mr. Wide, so as to

States,

such as the Magnolia Petroleum
Co.,
the Long-Bell
Lumber Co., the
Pierce-Fordyce Oil Association, etc. The

first

articles

of construction. It is of brick and conMr. Wide was
crete, absolutely fireproof.
immediately sent to Philadelphia to get

creating

control of

its

organization

this

affairs in a

vest

board of trustees,

pledge the assets of the organization for

and exempt the stockholders
and trustees from personal liability for
same.
This is a powerful safeguard of
its liabilities,

the

interests

of

all

stockholders.

No

as efficiently perfect as possible.

it

of these buildings

is

together his machinery.

now

course

in

Part of

this

is

standard equipment which is used in all
cotton mills for cleansing and bleaching
The rest is now being built
the cotton.
under Mr. Wide's own supervision from
his

own

plans.

methodical

has

been

work of development of

the

com-

bonds of any kind have been issued and
there is no preferred stock. All stock is

the

common

pany's plans that in less than ninety days

stock,

assessable.

fully

Every

up and non-

paid

shareholder

in

the

business will hold exactly the same kind
of stock and participate in the profits in
exactly

the

stockholder.

same

every other
This. Mr. Garrett believes,
ratio

as

the fairest and safest type of organization for all interested.
is

you

benefit

So

efficient

from
be

this

in

Texas

and

publication the

operation,
into

silk

factory should

turning the
fit

cotton

to grace an

of

imperial

They say up North that we of
South are slow. The New South

MODESTLY

CAPI-

TALIZED
When I asked Mr. Garrett particulars
about the capitalization of the company
he smiled. "The Texas Textile Company
is only capitalized for $250,000," he said.
"You may be
deal of
feet

its

organized in a similar manner to many
of the largest concerns in the United

is

IS

surprised

capitalization, but

COMPANY SECURES FACTORY

is

COMPANY

funds

sary

we do

this

modest

money to put this proposition on
and the smaller the capitalization

the bigger the dividends.

common

at

not need a great

The

stock

is

all

stock, fully paid up, full profit-

sharing and non-assessable."

asked him what the company was goAgain he smiled. "Divito earn.
dends are pretty hard things to predict,"
he said, "but let us consider a few facts.
We have planned a factory that will start
with a machinery equipment capable of
handling from 600 to 1,000 pounds of cotton a day; 600 pounds a day would mean
600 pounds of silk produced a day. This
has a value of $4.50 a pound in its yarn
form.
The cotton should not cost over
10 cents a pound, perhaps 6 to 8 cents.
Even by allowing a very liberal margin
for expense, overhead, labor, selling costs,
etc.,
the total expense of producing a
I

ing

pound of

silk, including the cost of the
cotton, should not possibly exceed $1.
That leaves us a profit of more than $3.50
a pound of cotton handled. If you figure
what 600 pounds a day at $3,50 a pound
profit means you will get a fair estimate
of what our earnings ought to be. As a
matter of fact, we expect to be handling
1.000 pounds of cotton a day very soon
after we get started. Then as we get into
the swing of the thing and profits begin
to accumulate, we plan to enlarge our
capacity to 2,000. 5.000, 10,000 pounds a
day.
The additional investment will not
be large and the greater the production
the lower the overhead costs so. as we
increase our production, w-e should also
increase our profits proportionately. 10,000
pounds a day. even at a profit of only
$3.50 a pound would make a very nice

income.

Don't you think so?"

queen.
the

especially the South of Texas,

but

slow.

is

I

This achievement proves

by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter"
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"In addition to producing silk we shall
several by-products that ought to
increase our earnings quite substantially.
VVe shall probably start right out making
absorbent cotton. There is a great need
In fact, the
for it in the army hospitals.
government and the Red Cross are urging all cotton manufacturers to give them
Cotton batting is
all they can turn out.
another by-product that we can manufacture with our equipment. Medicated cotGun cotton base is anton is another.
other in great demand by powder works.
Another good by-product will be artificial
horsehair cloth for the tailoring trade
which we shall be able to make in a very
superior quality, much better than the
real horsehair cloth the tailors and dressmakers use now because we can spin a
thread like horsehair a mile long if necessary, so that there will be no raw hairs
sticking out of the fabric, as is the case
with the short horsehairs they have to use
now. There are other by-products which
the market will give us an opportunity

HOW COTTON

I

our profits.
So you see our little company should be
a very nice income-maker."

make and which

to

add

will

to

IS

MADE INTO

weighs 500 pounds

TWO

SILK

have

and

how

of an enterprise
the

may

be

it

after

is,

that

PRODUCT?

The question is futile.
know anything about silk

This is the same cotton turned into silk yarn
by the Wide process and with the Wide machine,
whirh has been called the Mechanical Silkworm.
This is the way it looks before bleaching.

BEN GARRETT,

President

of

ton is the radiating center of a network
of railroads and waterways that traverse
the entire
ten miles

Southwestern section.
of

COMPANY'S
est oil

PROOF

has

woven

fabrics.

the sheen and lustre of natural sdk
take any dye.

and

The Wide

silk

into

rich

silk

all

will

That
famous Goose Creek field.
means VERY CHEAP FUEL for power.
Labor is cheaper and more abundant
in Texas today than anywhere else in
the

Vice-President,
is,
as I have already told you, head of
the department of Textile Engineering
of the Texas .Agricultural and Mechanical
College, a position he has held for the
past twelve years.
The company is particularly fortunate in securing this eminent expert as an officer.
His valuable
knowledge and wide experience will be of
inestimable value to the company.
FREDERICK WIDE, Managing Director, was for many years superintendent
of textile factories in Belgium, Holland
and France.
He was superintendent in
charge of the Thos. A. Edison and Swan
Company, manufacturers of phonographs
and electrical equipment at Cologne,
Germany.
For the six years prior to
his coming to the United States Mr. Wide
was in charge of a large silk factory in
England and considered one of the foremost chemists and manufacturing experts

Great Britain.
C. A. LEWIS, Secretary and Treasurer, was formerly connected with the
Security National Bank of Dallas, Te.xas,
and an active director of two large Texas
corporations.
He is now cashier of one
of the largest private banking institutions
in the Southwest.
You

benefit

THIS

STOCK

sample of silk made from the yarn
manufactured by the Wide process. It takes the
most delicate dyes and can be laundered over
and over again without losing its sheen or color.

The

.\nother

With such men

at

its

head the

TEXTILE COMPANY
indeed and
promising.

its

TEXAS

well officered
are more than

is

prospects

OF THE COM-

PANY

The

possibilities of the

company are

so

large that even a cursory examination
reveals opportunities of dazzling dimenIt is a well-known fact that the
sions.
world's greatest entomologists and silk

worm

experts have exhausted

means of increasing natural
The demand for silk
tion.
greater every day.
ace.

We

live in
demands silk

all

silk

known
produc-

is grovving
a luxurious

and MUST
There is no way to escape
The war has not only curtailed

The world

HAVE

IT.

the fact.
the production of silk, but it is quite probable that irremediable losses in silk worms
have been sustained in the invaded Italian
plains where this industry thrived.
Mr. Wide has given us a process of
manufacturing silk in unheard of quantities from a staple article of very low

SCIENCE HAS
price.
CALL OF DEMAND.

MET THE

With the artificial silk factories of
Europe closed down we have practically
a

in

question

natural

your mind

is

MONOPOLY OF THE PRODUC-

TION.
The supply of raw material of this
cheap grade is practically inexhaustible.
There are known to be from 3,000,000 to
4,000,000 bales of low grade cotton proEVERY YEAR. Each bale
duced

:

is
so good,
the Texas Textile
scriptions from me

sition

Why

not take

recommend

it

that

"Why,

if

do Mr.

Company

must

arise

propoGarrett and
this

invite

sub-

and other investors?

it all to the bankers who
so strongly? Why doesn't

Mr. Garrett keep

The question

POSSIBILITIES

BAGLEY,

in

one of the great-

the
It

man?
B.

is

districts in the country,

producing

WHY YOU ARE OFFERED

one year for companies with a

J.

Within

TEXAS TEXTILE

the
factory

the

Isn't that
capitalization of only $600,000.
of the financial genius of this

Prof.

Through this gateway
Southwest.
shipped annually to foreign ports

is

!

in

the
are

also that the present price
now about $4.50 a pound for textile silk
is apt to grow much higher very soon as
the pinch of shortage is felt more keenly.
Indeed, it has increased in the last month
from $3.85 to $4.50 a pound.
Houston, Texas, is the ideal location
It is the gateway of
for the factory.

the

to their stockholders $360,000 in cash dividends and disbursements, with over $100,000 yet on hand to be distributed this
year.
Just think of it
$360,000 in divi-

dends

know

Living is cheaper here.
country.
Freight rates are cheaper owing to the
competition of rail and water routes.
Why shouldn't this company set records in earnings to make the biggest
dividend payers in the history of industry seem puerile^

one of Houston's prosperous
He is the executive head
financial men.
of two corporations with a combined
capital of $600,000, and during the past
year these two complies have disbursed

company,

We

ONE-THIRD OF THE WORLD'S
PRODUCTION OF COTTON. Hous-

The TEXAS TEXTILE COMPANY
managed by men of KNOWN SKILL

INSURES

If we didn't
at all we could

But we do know.

easily guess the answer.

created.

and abi^ty whose success
success of this company.

but

clamoring for

is

THERE A MARKET FOR THIS

IS

an>l

shall Field, has been the deciding factor
in creating the success of the enterprises
their brain, energy and enterprise has

is

THIS COUNTRY,

silk.

This is the raw cotton after beine cleaned
bleached ready for making into siuc.

all,

The genius of men
unmakes success.
John D. Rockefeller, J. Pierpont
Morgan, Andrew Carnegie, E. H. Gary,
Henry Ford, Westinghouse, Vail, Mar-

means

EVERY YEAR.

WHOLE WORLD

makes or

like

that's

or other.
That's only in
the

great the opportunities

HUMAN ELEMENT

4.000,000 bales

VVe have now over 100,000,000 people
in the United States and all of them, from
the babe in its cradle to the ancient tottering to the grave, use silk in some form

COMPANY
matter

;

BILLION POUNDS

of low grade
cotton which can be converted into silk,

STRONG MEN DIRECT THE
No
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it

all

himself?

It is
natural one.
a question every man asks who is offerred a specially favorable opportunity
But did you ever stop to
to invest.
think that even rich men have their
money invested, often where they can't
Did you ever stop
easily realize on it?
to think that the Eastman Kodak Co.,
which has earned enormous dividends,
that the
has over 1.600 stockholders
Goodrich Tire Co., another phenomenal
nearly 4,000 stockholders
earner, has
has
Railroad
Pennsylvania
the
that
over 90,000 stockholders; the National
Biscuit Co. over 7,000 stockholders, and
so on?
Mr. Garrett had faith in the company
enough to advance to it thousands of
dollars before he even had a contract
His
with Mr. Wide for his process.
banker friends had enough faith in Mr.
Garrett to hack him with thousands
more that have been spent in bringing
present developits
the company to
ment when a few more weeks will see
is

a

_

;

it
housed and equipped ready to start
manufacturing.
Then, another thing, you should know
Mr. Garrett, as his friends know him, to
understand why he wants other people

Mr. Garrett
interested in the company.
has been the financial guardian angel of
hundreds of investors for whom he has
made money. He is not a philanthropist.

by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" -ahcn writing

to advertisers.
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interested in the company believes that it
stop at even a production of 10,000 pounds
Its ultimate production may run into
day.
many times ten thousand pounds a day. Who
shall estimate what the profits would be once
the company has reached such a development ?
It
doesn't take a prophet or a man of very
wide vision to see what this stock will be worth
some day. That's why I said at the beginning
of this article that the pront possibilities were
I got into such
so big that they were dizzying.
big figures that my brain was swimming in milAnd the strange part of it is that, exaglions.
gerated as these figures may seem, they are probCONSERVATIVE.
ably
Can you think of any other opportunity to
invest money with enormous chances of success
The European silk companies
equal to these?

one

will

a

TOO

profits.
The English company's profits increased from $174,375.00 in 1908
This company had
to
$2,371,000.00 in 1913.
much experimental work to do at first and it
wasn't until the later years that its product was
perfected and its methods of manufacturing im-

have made enormous

proved

connect";

YOU

_

Claude

Kavanaugh,

is

year ago last

Kavanaugh.

A

Summer Mr.

Garrett advised
an enterprise financed by

him

to invest in
Mr. KavanaiJgh
the Garrett interests.
couldn't realize on his own resources immediately so he borrowed $3,590.00 which
he invested with Mr. Garrett. This investment has paid Mr. Kavanaugh, as he
told me himself, $34,428.00 in cash dividends in a little over a year and the
market value of the investment is, according to Mr. Kavanaugh, approximately
total return of over $85,$51,000.00.

A

000.00 in

ONE YEAR'S

TIME, and

from an investment of only

It

was Jay

Gould
in

the

who

said:
right place

much
And Andrew
as

IN-

"A hundred

at the right
as one man steadily
Carnegie, who is said

employed."
to have founded his fortune running into hundreds of millions by investing $250 of borrowed
money in an invention that made him a little
fortune, said once that the biggest difference
between a good business man and a poor one
is that the good business man goes ahead and
does a thing while the other is thinking about it.
These are two wonderful business precepts that
every man should bear in mind.
Little investments grow into big fortunes just
BUT
like little acorns grow into statelv trees.

10,000.00

represents

$100 invested in
turned
$100 invested in

100,000.00

$100

in

Welsbach

Mantles

this

The

could be continued
small investments in

list

how

TEXAS TEXTILE COMPANY

from Moody's Manual showing
what $100 invested in some well-known
companies would be worth today:
list

is

cap-

for only $250,000, divided into 2,500
shares of the par value of $100 each, full paid,
"rhese
non-assessable and full profit-sharing.
shares are -now offered at $110 per share.
If you take President Garrett's estimate of
possible earnings and profits you find that 600
pounds a day at a profit of $3.50 a pound means
a profit, over and above all probable costs, of
$630,000.00 a year, or over 250% profits on the
total capitalization of the company.
Here you
see the great advantage of a small capitalization.
If
the company
had been incorporated for
$1,000,000.00 this would represent a profit of
63% instead of nearly over 250%.
These profit possibilities are not offered as a
definite statement of anticipated profits, because
no one can predict the future nor foretell the
events of life.
They are merely estimated from
known, definite factors. If the production should
reach 1,000 pounds a day as it is predicted it
soon will the profits would be, at this basis of
estimating, $3,500.00 daily and on a basis of
300 working days a year $1,050,000.00 a year,
or over 400% on the total capitalization.
By
setting aside a portion of the profits for surplus
and tor factory development it would soon be
possible to increase the capacity of the factory
to 10,000 pounds a day which at the old basis of
estimating earnings would mean profits of $10,500,000-On a year, or 4,000% on the capitalization.

italized

—

NEVER SUCH AN OPPORTUNITY
Even a casual study will reveal that this is
opportunity such as very few men have
Knowing the demand
ever had offered them.
there is for silk and the enormous shortage, no
one

its

product or

now

sell

compiled

to pay and having to export
at much lower prices than
figures are believed to be

as they are taken from authoritative
English publications.
VVe do things on a much bigger scale in
America.
We leap ahead where others crawl.
The growth the English company worked up to
in six years this company will probably span in
official,

one-third the time.
If you have an ounce of vision, if you arc
not one of the short-sighted men who can never
see beyond the ends of their noses, if you have
a speck of imagination, if you have a spark of
darmg you'll invest all you can afiford to in this
company. Mr. Garrett has provided for carrying the stock of those who cannot afford to pay
in full for their stock.
A reservation payment
You can pay
will hold the stock you want.
down $12 on every share you want and pay the
balance $14 a month until you have paid the
full price of $110 a share.
This offer will not
This stock should advance rapidly.
be repeated.
In 90 days the factory should be in operation
and the stock should begin earning dividends.
It may be earning dividends before you have
finished paying for it.
With only a limited number of shares available it is likely that this allotment will all be
subscribed for jn a few days.
It is necessary
therefore not to delay.
ACT QUICKLY by
filling out the coupon below and mailing
with your reservation remittance of $12 for each
share you want. Then you can pay t\M balance
at the rate of $14 a share per month for seven

NOW

months.
But unless you expect to be disappointed

NOW.

You may never have such another
nity.

It

is

the

ONE

opportunity of a lifetime

clean,

strong,

honest,

business

company, complete and

efficient

me

terially.
up in a

The remaining shares should be snapped
few days.

SO ACT AT ONCE.

benefit

Advt

3%

discount for cash in

full.

Name
Address

State

Postoffice

to

^

of the Texas Textile
payment in [f^\l]
for
per share per month for seven

shares of the stock

by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" uhen Krittng

E. E.

Houston.Texas.

Company at $110 per share. I enclose $
same. Terms to be $12 per share down, $14
months;

the

You "will have to hurry. The capitalization
of the company is small, a great deal of the
stock has already been subscribed for, the plans
of the company are progressing so fast that
soon this stock will advance in price very ma-

I.e.. .KOCI.TIO.,

for

behind

management, an

sized fortune.

JovstonBankaspTrvstCompan Y

Please purchase

men

almost unlimited supply of raw material, cheapness and economy of manufacturing costs.
If
you have a few hundred or a few thousand
dollars to invest you might wait all your life
and not get such another chance to put your
money where it has such splendid opportunities
for turning a small investment into a good

STOCK AND BOND DEPARTMENT

v

ACT

opportu-

and no man or woman can afford to ignore it.
Here you have an absolute necessity, a tremendous profit margin, a wonderful market,

briefly

J'oii

This company made

it

These

prevail.

now worth over

$50,000.00.
The Postum Cereal Co. started 16 years ago
Three years ago, 13 years after
with $750.00.
it was founded, the company's assets were $20,000,000.00 and Post left an estate of $22,000,000.00.
If you had invested $100 in the original capital of the Gillette Safety Razor Co. your stock
would now be worth $52,000.00 and your annual
All from
income from it would be $3,640 00.
an original investment of $100. Here is a little
is

re-

50.000.00
for pages
the right
thing at the right time have grown into fortunes.

And

showing

trees:

stock

has

turned

the bin won't grow into a tree
any more than the uninvested money will grow
Just to give you an idea of
into a fortune.
how little money acorns grow into big profit

James Couzens is said to have borrowed $100
from his sister to invest it in Henry Ford's
"dream company,*' as they called it a few years
ago.
That $100 has drawn in CASH over
$47,000.00 and the hundred dollars' worth of

41,340.00

42,870.00

has returned

ister

in

George Westinghouse is said to have offered
Westa half interest in his airbrake for $2,500.
inghouse Airbrake earned $6,500,000.00 in the
1917.
fiscal year ending July 31,

re-

Burroughs Adding
Machine has returned
$100 invested in National Cash Reg-

YOU MUST MAKE THE INVESTMENT.

The acorn

has

Prestolite

—

$3,590.00.

FORTUNES FROM SMALL
VESTMENTS
dollars invested
time, will earn

all

$100 invested in Bell Telephone has
$ 54,000.00
returned
$100 invested in Cream of Wheat

now

efficiency.

Texas company has

It is located on the Houston Ship Channel, which
is now in course of erection.
Houston with the Gulf of Mexico, and which is navigable to the big ocean freighters.
and equipment are now on the way. i he factory
machinery
The factory is being rushed and all
should be running inside of 90 days.

This factory

but he likes to make money for his clients
because he wants their aid in financing
He knows that the only
propositions.
way to build up a strong list of investmg
clie'nts who will "string along with him,"
as the saying goes, is to make money for
in the way
If he can put
them.
of making money the next time he needs
financial support to back some nevy enterprise you will be ready to go in with him,
won't you? Yes, of course. I'll tell you
the story of one of his clients that I
happen to know about. The man's name

modern

to

these enormous profits in spite of paying two
or three times as much for raw material as the

lACT'iKY OF TEXAS TEXTILE CO,

advertisers.
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QUESTION BOX.
{Continued jruni paye 7U4)
possible to operate
A. 1. It is
a Tcsla transformer with a buzzer providing that the vibrator of the buzzer is
sutliciently large and is capable of being
run on 110 volts either D.C. or A.C.
The diagram here gives the proper connections.
The oscillatory condenser must
be of high capacity or in the neighborhood

"I

Want
You

certainly

of

.01

mfd.

DYNAMO QUERY.
John Russell, Omaha, Nebraska,
(887)
wishes to know
Q. 1. Kindly advise me how to connect
a shunt-wound dynamo, so that the field
magnetization can be tested.
give wiring diagram herewith.
A. 1.
:

We

,

,

Qrcw/

Connection

Shunt-wound

of

©

Dynamo

for

Testing Field Magnetization.

Q.

2.

What

general type of curves does

the field magnetization follow?
\. 2. The typical curves obtained from
such a test are herewith given.
Q. 3. Upon what does the percentage

of saturation in the field depend.
A. 3. This factor depends uporf the rate
of graph curvature increase that the current and voltage take, and it is a ratio
between a small amount of field excitation
and that of a small amoimt of electromotive force produced in the armature
circuit.
This ratio gives the percentage o\
magnetic saturation in the field.

/

/

h
t

,

f
fj /

X

'

r

Telr-

Radio, both practical and theoretical.
This third edition has been tho»oly revised and
rearranged and some new and interesting chapters
have been added.
The author's aim has been to
deal more fully with principles than to give
elaborate accounts of actual apparatus, altho much
standard equipment is shown and described.

i

y^"

i

Curves of Field

©

Magnetization

for

Shunt-

wound Dynamo.

Midi..
Detroit.
Henley,
(888) John
wishes to know
Q. 1. How is it possible to determine
the average and effective values of an
alternating current which is not a sine

wave?
A. 1. The problem of determining the
average and effective values of^ an alternating current circuit of non-sine wave

form
be

is

diflicult.

as

several

must

before such determination
(Continued on page 712)
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STOP SNUFFLING!
Sneezing, hawking, apitUnii and
cougluug. Why do yuu have catarrh
anywaj'? You were not born with
TUia
taiarrh you contracted it.
disagreeunwholesome,
oirensive,
able complaint fastened Itaelf upon
You cannot get rid
you and grew.
spra>-s.
of it Uie way you are going
luUons, snuffing powders, drugs and
medicinee won't stop It. You know
catarrh leads to other trouble*
serious ones throat, lungs, stomach, intestines all become affected.
You can never enjoy good health if
you hare catarrh; you won't tw efficient in any tiling aa long as you
have catarrh, ami it detracta from
your personality to be hawking and

—

—

—
—

snuffling

around others.

Build Yourself Up— Be CleanWholesome— UeaJthj-~Virlle. Go at

the right way— Nature's way: no
drugs, no medicines, and you banLet
ish catarrh from your system.
me show you how by my method of
developing
t>ody
health building,
called
It

STRONGFORTISM
—

it builds new tissue, gives
Its practice never fails
brawn and muscle, it invigorates heart action, strengthens kidneys, and makes the bowels move by their own
natural strength, it makes e\erii- organ In your liotlv
Under this kind of influence, capulsate to health.

tarrh Quits lor, good, so will constipation, indigestion,
nervousness, palpitation, rupture, rheumstiam, weak heart, poor
memory, physical weakness, vital losst^a, short wind, and all sorts
and kin'ls of ailments an Jdisorders.
j ^
If you are too stoot or too thin, flat chested, or round shouldered-Strongfortism will alter it. It will make >oo bitiw m vijror
and virility—and nervous enertry-it will restore your vtulity and
keepyour forces vital. No matter what jmir conihtion itt now. or
what habits you contracted or indulged in- I wHI show that you
can renew yourself. You want to be strcnii, healliiy--a vir-le man
--you want to be all that a man ouRht to be and I, can and wll show
you how to make yourself the man that is deairablc from every
,

standpoint.
Tell me your ailment and stnd six cents in stamps io cnver
maitiniiexp.?n«es and I will si-rd you my book. ••Imetllgence fn
Physical and Health Culture", wriitcn for your mterrst and
welfare, and I v-ill also send a r' actiral Ulk on your di»*irdcr,

Strongest

STRONGFORT
LIONEL Successful
Master Physical
and

Most

Health

book on Radio

-

.Stenographer

and Measurement of Electric Waves, Com-

Practical Wireless Telegraphy. By El-

-

..Customs Positions
..Internal Revenue

Resonance, Logarithmic Decrement, Damping, and
all forms of Radio Circuits.
Then we find chapters on Aerials, Radiation, De-

mercial Radio Apparatus, Early Ideas and Experiments, and various phases of the art are covered
from the simple apparatus to the most modern apparatus.
Further sections treat on Practical Radio-telegraphic Stations, Commercial, Experimental, Transatlantic, Government and the Types of Apparatus
employed in each, with a discourse on Undamped
Wave and Arc systems.
The final chapter covers all important experiments and the practical applications of "Radiotelephony," and should prove of great interest.
The work has a number of interesting photos of
Spark discharges and Oscillatory discharges of a

litre ijlieck*>(L

COUPON'

Railway

their application to

mer

sainiJe examination quesa free copy of our t>ook.

"''^''

1

interrupters and breaks; Condenser Construction,
both Leyden jars and glass-plate condensers, comprest air, oil immersed and other forms; Oscillation Transformers, arrangement of apparatus, various forms of discharges; Disc-ball and Air blast for
cooling; also exhaustive data on the arc transmitter and the quenched gap.
Further subjects cover High Frequency Electric
Measurements, Theoretical and Practical Measurements for Resistance, Induction, Capacities, etc.,
and all others connected with Radio circuits.
Strengths of Various Dielectrics, Measurement of
Spark Frequency and Spark Counting, Damping.

tection

r^

\\>ms: (2i
^^0^
'"ioyeninient

free.

of the

Electric Currents, Damped and
Undamped Electric Oscillations, Graphic Representations of Undamped and Damped Electric
Oscillations, Mathematical Expressions for same.
High Frequency Alternators, including those of
Thomson, Tesia, Fessenden, Goldschmidt and
others; Theory of the Discharge of a Condenser,
Mathematical Expressions for Dead Beat Oscillation
Discharges,
Objective
Representation
of
Electric Oscillation with numerous notes, theories
and experiments in this direction; Induction Coils
and Methods of Winding with numerous types of

and

factors

COBtecr of L«s|i«'a

measurements.

An

FORM FACTOR

%

.

WOMEN WANTED
S^^'
n. v
t.
Kcwnesier. u
Comtnon education suffl- ^^^^
dent.
Send coupon ^^^^ThJs coupon, flUed out aa
immediately.
We ^^^^dlrected. eriliUes tbe sender to

/f

m f/e/d

-Ti/tuie S)om\j

The work is really a comprehensive view of the
entire subject of Radio from its scientific side, and
much space has been devoted to quantitative
measurements, their theory and how to make such

is of such large proportion and the
data so varied that it is almost impossible to discuss
in detail the remarkable fund of information contained therein.
Suffice it to say that its value will
prove itself daily in the constant and ready reference it will give to radio students and engineers
alike and to all those interested in the radio art.

/Imperes

ji

don. Third Edition. Price, $10.00.
This excellent and large volume might readily
be called the "Bible" of Radio-telegraphy. An untold wealth of information and data is covered in
nearly a thousand pages, and represents a book
that will find its value constantly by the ready
reference it gives on all matter pertaining to

Condenser.
The book

f^'

1

Wave

GRAPHY AND TELEPHONY, By J. A. Fleming; 911 pages with numerous illustrations; size, 6x9"; Publisht by Longmans, Green & Co., New York and Lon-

High Frequency

//.'lea

[Tj^w^

PRiNCiPLts of Electric

The following outline gives some
many phases and subjects covered:

twtotion

,

tie/d

The

451

Instructor In

should find a host of readers, especially
those who intend taking assignments in the Signal
ur Flying Corps and the Navy.
The book is written in a practical manner, covering the various fields of commercial as well as advanced radio, giving the student an opportunity to
acmiaint himself with standard practise.
The author has treated all subjects without rigid
scientific accuracy or completeness, but nevertheless in such a manner as to enable one to grasp

and

the World.

Newark. N.

Park BIdg.

J.

it

Trial
30 Days Free "RANGER"

frolght prepaid on

new

Il'I-

"RANGER"

Marvelous improv«ment«. Extraordinary valoea
nour ]**1^ priot^ otTers. You cannot afford to
buy without pe:*.in(t our latest proposition* and

the fundamental electrical and magnetic principles,
and consequently when these simple laws are
learned the rest comes in easy stages, step by step,
so that the student gets the why and wherefore
of things.
By no means must it be interred that this book
is an elementary work for data of great interest
to the advanced and professional man is contained
therein.

Factory-to- Rider prices.
Boys, be a "Rider As«nt'* and make bis
takinff orders for bicycles and supplies.
Get our hbrrnl l^rms on a sample to introduca

money
the

r\fvf

"RANGER."

TIDCC
I IllkO
pr^c's.

equipment, sundries and everything
in the bicycle line at half unwu
trtiiau.
A post card will do.

Wr-tf

cycle mMPANV
Mrr
CiM r\
1^ Dept. L107Chicaeo
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QUESTION BOX.

^

Important Book
Sent

FREE

Tells about the many chances for men with electrical
training. Shows how you can master a paying profession
while you hold your present job. Tells how other men have
trained in spare time and are now making- attractive, steady
incomes. The book is free. Also a Personal Analysis which
will show just what qualifications you have. Send now.

Be A Successful
Electrician
Electricity is a great and fascinating calling. It is one of the
great professions of the future. What Edison has done shows its
possibilities. Think of Dr. Steinmetz. once an immigrant without
friends or money, now consulting engineer for General Electric
-„. And Prof. Pupin who got $250,000 for one electrical invention. All
cannot rise like these men. but any man who knows electricity thoroughly has no limit upon him. The field is so large that there is a demand for trained men as inventors, engineers and experts in a score of
Good wccres made in ordinarj' electricEl_ work.
diiferent branches.
Large salaries paid to expert electriccJ enr^ineers— and the chance to go into the
electrical contracting business. Get your training now. Here is the opportunity.

Partial List of
Subjects
Fundamental Principles of
Electricity and MaRnetism,
Dynamos, Motors. Lighting
Circuits, Power Circuits. BeU
Circuits and Wiringr. Automobile Circuits, Wiring Buildings,
Electrical Signs. Burglar
Alarms. Ignition Systems. Meters. Storage Batteries. Lamps,

Complete Course By
Mail on Easy Terms

Equalizers. Controllers, Switchboards. Telegraphs.Telephones,
Telautographs, X-Rays. Trans-

This imp.irtant subject made clear. Personal instruction under
Prof. Albert Wood Wicks. E. E., one of America's well known electrical
experts. Leam while holding your present job. Earn money before you
finish the course. No advanced education required. The instruction
starts with first simple principles and take you through oar course. Prepares you
to start right. Take this course up now. Study at home in spare time.

formers. Calculating Wire
Sizes. Electrical Heating. Installation of ElectricalSystems,
Electrical Testing. Illuminating

Engineering, Maintenance of
Electrical Apparatus, etc., etc.

Send

for

Book and Personal Analysis

Don't put this off. It costs nothing to get this information and surely it will show you the way
to a better future. Write for the Book and Personal Analysis now so you can land out what qualifications you have. Todav.

(Continued from page 711)
can be made, viz., the shape of the curve
must first be obtained, either by pure
oscillografic means or by obtaining the
various values of current or vohages at
various times, and plotting a curve. This
curve should extend between two limits, that
is, between the starting of the current and
that of ending, or between starting and
the maximum. In other words, expressing
mathematically, the current
this relation
must pass thru " radians, or in other words,
thru 180 electrical degrees. The area inside
this curve must be measured either by a
planimeter or by carefully erecting small
squares of known lengths and determining
the area of these individual squares, and
multiplying the area of them by the total
number of squares inscribed inside of the
curve.

This would give an approximate area of
Having obtained this area, the
next thing is to carefully measure the length
of the datum or base line of this curve, and
divide this value into the area. The quotient
of this will give the average cnr'-ent value.
The efferti\-. v?.'"= ^^ 'biiiiueu by squaring
the curve.

^^ „.ia abscissae as originally obtained, and plotting a new curve with
these values. The area of this new curve is
determined the same a? cne first, and dividing
this area by the new base, and the square
root is subtracted of this quotient which will
give the effective value of the curve, which
may either be current or volts.

the ordiri-

Q. 2. What is the form factor?
A. 2. The form factor is the ratio between the average current and that of the
effective current,
lowing relation

W.

Randolota Street
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HIGH FREQUENCY ALTERNATOR

L^^p.^.'e^|£I

J. Pignone, Bronx, N. Y., asks:
Kindly state thru the "Question
Box" how many volts and amperes the besti
selenium cells can withstand.
A. 1. The voltage necessary for operating a selenium cell is variable, as the general
physical properties which is dependent upon

(889)

1/3

Q.

1.

I

T

r

AT LOW COST
YOU CAN INSTALL YOUR OWN PLUMBING
Shows new home ImproraneDtJ

Book. Brery home-owner ne»U 11.
and eTSTTthlli* In euaranteed plumbing and beating suppUee eiolusWely at wholesale
An. hand7 man can InjtaU with otir free easy instaUlng plana and Instructions
prices.
with the helx) ol oar Mrrloe.
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CUT TO FIT HEATING PLANTS

CnT

TO FIT,
joara' aiperitnce enablM nj to fumlah heating plaou.
outflu, etc.. with new. orlxlnal. eiaj InatalMng features, combining auality,
simplicity and ease of Installation.
_ ^^-^.^
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Our $500 000 planu behind onr guarantee. WBITH TODAY.
HARDIN-LAVIN CO., 40 Yean at 4541-51 Cottage Grove Ave
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THE "LITTLE PET"
unquestionably the engine you
Ideal to
have always wanted.
run small electric power plants,
for charging storage batteries,
is

electroplating for the laboratory,
for the workshop, drive bench
lathe, grinder, saw, washing machine, etc.

Operates on either gasolene or City gas.
Ready to run when you unpack
and all gears safely housed
only battery to be connected. Anv speed from 500 to 1400 R.P.Nf. can be had insUnUy, xvhtle
ideal
engine is running. Step on foot pedal to start engine. Automatic oiling, no grease cups, an
home motor safe and dependable, will last for years. Cost to run IVi cents per hour. Kngine has
2" bore and 2" suoke. Gives over ^ H.P. Weight 60 lbs.
Send for free catalog E.
1
T% •
tf»00 /\A

Coil built into engine, c'ountershaft
it
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It must be found experimentally.
Q. 2. What size wire and how much
should be used in coils A and B in my
diagram of a high frequency alternator,
capable of exciting an arc for a wireless
telephone?
A. 2. The winding for the excitation
currents of an alternator which you show
in your illustration should consist of 250
This
feet of No. 26 B & S magnet wire.
amount should be wound on each of the
coils between the receiving current coils.
These latter coils are wound with 10 to
12 feet of Xo. 20 wire. This small amount
is used in order to diminish the skin resistance when operating at high frequencies.

cell.

However, the flux density' produced by the
former coils must be very large so as to
obtain the maximum E.M.F. when the
device

is

in

operation.

VARIOMETER QUESTION.
any baiuL

for gwanl
gManl
he carried point dowm.

lifetime.

the construction of the cell, control generally the voltage necessary to operate this
There
device at its maximum efficiency.
are no definite rules from which one can
determine theoretically the voltage necessary to operate satisfactorily any selenium

Fred Stanford, of Louisville, 111.,
wishes to know
Q. 1. Will you kindly inform me as to
the construction of a variometer?
A. 1. There are several means by which
you can construct a variometer. One of
the simplest involves the use of two con(890)

by mentioning the "Electrical Ej^ferimenter" when writing to advertisers.

a

:
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centric tubes, each of which is wound with
The winding of one
the same size wire.
tube should be opposite to the other.
good variometer can be made by obtaining two cardboard tubes, one of which
is 5 inches in diameter, while the other is
S'A inches. The width of both tubes should
single layer of
not exceed one inch.

A

A

No. 20 insulated magnet wire is wound on
both tubes, and the winding is properly
Both tubes are electrically inshellacked.
terconnected, while tlie terminals are obtained from the inner and outer coils. The
inner coil is permitted to revolve 180 geometrical degrees, and this is obtained by
means of a rod protruding thru the coils,
to which a handle is attached for properly
On page 685 of
rotating the iinier tube.
this issue you will find a complete treatise
on the operation of this instrument.

SELENIUM CELL QUERY.
W. M. Van Dusen, of Akron, O.,
(891)
wishes to know
Q. 1. What is the formula for designing
selenium cells also what size wire should
be used for different voltages.
A. 1 There is no formula at the ^present
time for the design of selenium. -'cells to
perform certain operations, a>^e subject
is still in its infancy, and tlTe data is still
can rein the hands of the scientists.
fer you, however, to the September, 1917,
issue of The Electrical Experimenter.
;

We

VACUUM PUMP.
(.892)

E.

S.

Rogers, of Toronto, Can.,
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BOOK REVIEW
(Continued from paye 711)
.\nionE the various chapters may be noted

cloth

6^

bound;

by

S.

J.

x 414"; pocket

Audion?

We

refer you to the September,
1915, issue of the Proceedings of the Institute of Radio Engineers in which you
will find an article by Doctor Irving Langmuir which treates extensively on the subject of relative values of vacuum in tubes
of this type.
is it that when a permanent
Q. 3.
magnet is moved around near the Audion,
signals can be tuned in and out by its difthe
I don't understand
ferent positions.
phenomena taking place in the tube.
A. 3. The reason why a permanent magnet will tune and detune the radio signals
is
that the electronic discharge of the
cathode or hot filament is directed and redirected from the course which it takes to
the wing circuit, and by changing the concentration of the electronic stream to this
plate you are changing the flow of a current which is taking place betwen the hot
cathode filament and the anode platethereby causing a variation in the strength

A.

2.

Why

of signals.
Actually, you are not tuning or detuning
the signals by resonance means, but purely
by changing the conductance witliin the
Audion, thus changing the strength of current thru the audiQ-telephone circuit.

{Continued on page 714)
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Smith;

size; 144

'

Price $2.00.
17
illustrations.
pages
Publisht by E. P. Dutton & Co., New
York, N. Y., 1917.
;

The author of this interesting little book is an
American, serving with the British Expeditionary
Mr. Smith havforces as Second Lieutenant.
ing enlisted early in the war has had much opportunity of studying modern trench warfare in the
British trenches in Flanders and Northern France.
While the volume contains not a very great
abundance of new matter, the author has endeavored to condense into a small volume quite
a good deal of valuable information that will be
welcomed by our officers and privates alike.
There are many interesting chapters, such as:
Dugouts, Latrines, "Sand Bags," Support Points,
Communication Trenches, Obstacles and EntangleThe chapters treating on
ments, Explosives, etc.
Listening Posts, Sketch of Trench System and
The illustrations
Bombs, are perhaps the best.
The
are clear ana leave nothing to be desired.
book can be warmly recommended to all students

The only thing we find
of trench warfare.
fault with is the peculiar dry style in which the
author writes.

inquires:

Q. 1. Could the laboratory vacuum pump
described by R. F. Yates in the November
issue, be used to create a high enough
vacuum for an Audion bulb?
A. 1. The vacuum pump as described by
Raymond Francis Yates in the November
The Electrical Experimenter,
issue of
can be successfully utilized for the exhaustion of Audion bulbs, providing that the exhaustion is continued for a considerable
This is due to the fact that a
period.
column of mercury in a glass tube is of
insufficient size to exhaust the air within
You can of course
the tube completely.
construct a special pump, so that you can
evacuate the air chamber within the tilbe
This can be done by inin one operation.
creasing the dia. of mercury column.
Q. 2. Where can I obtain information
regarding the amount of vacuum in the

The roaster-

piece of watch
roanafacture adjust-

^^^^

e.x-

ccUcnt discourses on Magnetic Circuits, Electromotive Force and Induction, Motor Generators,
Storage Batteries, Transmitters, Receivers, Circuits,
Auxihary Apparatus, Radio Measurements, Standard Sets, Direction Finders, also Transmitters and
Receivers of Undamped Oscillations. The various
Armstrong vacuum valve circuits for producing
"beats" in the reception of undamped waves are
illustrated and described in a very creditable manner, as well as an explanation of the principal radiofrequency alternators.
Tne appendix contains various formulas, and a
complete set of questions such as might be asked of
those taking examinations for licenses.

TRENCH WARFARE,

a Montb

^^ ^^_^M
^^^m

by
Cloth bound; 160 pages;

Winger.

F. G.

754 X
Publisht
Chicago,

51/2"

;

Price 50 cents.
Publishing Co.,

3 illustrations.

Winger

by
111.,

1917.

The

terms his book a "PseudoScientific
Novel," has produced an interesting
addition to our rapidly growing scientific fiction.
The story treats on the "Vindication of Prof.
Waldinger" living in the year 2015, who having
been misunderstood by his fellow scientists retreats to a wonderful island where he succeeds
in actually demonstrating the truth of his former
Several of his scientific
wild-appearing theories.
wrecked
on the
are
subsequently
opponents
Wizard's island, due to the latter's mysterious
wizard
begins
to lead
machinations and now the
.

Prof. Waldinger
scientific dance.
introduces us to his "Vibrometer" by means of
which we are made to "see sound," "hear colors'*
and witness other startling as yet to be inWhile this chapter, supvented phenomena.
posedly the most important one, is very interesting, the author has neglected to show in a plausiole manner just how these various means are

them a merry

—

—

Most of it is too vague and kept too geiieral,
not in keeping with the style of first-class scientias for instance those of Jules Verne
fic stories
where all, as yet unknown phenomena or effects
The
in a plausible manner.
explained
are always
other chapters of the book do not lack this essenmountain"—
instance
the
"steam
tor
tial
as
novel idea, by the way which sounds quite

—

—

plausible.

story is well written and keeps your interThe only fault we find are the
est till the end.
If
which are rather^ amateurish.
illustrations
interested
in a good scientific story, read
are
vou
You will like it.
ihe "Wizard of the Island."

The
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ELECTRICAL CONDUCTION IN
METALS AT LOW TEMPERA-
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(Continued from page 693)
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HOWARD
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one-eighth,

respectively, of those for the
straight.
No attempt has
yet been made to measure the gradual furtiier increase of resistance which would be
e.xpected on this theory as the current "is

same wire when

SMITH, 234 Harrison

St.,

more and more

further increased and

become

turns

resisting.

The following

contains

table

in

con-

densed form the observed values of thres-

Built to last lifetime.

able.

1918

February,

hold current for various wires at different
temperatures as published by the Leiden
Laboratory.
Since the threshold values
depend considerably on temperature, a comparison is possible only when observations
were made on two wires at the same temperature, and the table contains the results
of practicalh' all such observations pub-

Nutley, N.J.

lished.

In the last column is given the maximum
value of magnetic tield in any part of the
conductor that is, the field at the surface
of a straight wire or at the inner turns of
a coil (the computations for the latter case
lieing only approximate)
due to its own
threshold current. It is seen from the table
that at each temperature this magnetic field
is
much more nearly a constant of the
material than either the current or current
density.
In the case of mercury the effect
of a magnetic field on the resistance in
the superconducting state has not been
measured. For tin the threshold value at
2° K. is about 200 gausses, which is in good
agreement with the slightly larger values
computed from the threshold current corresponding to a slightly lower temperature.
In the case of lead the agreement of the
observed critical field (600 gausses at 4° K.)
with the computed values is not so good,
particularly in the case of the straight wire.
Any discrepancy here, however, is easily
explained by the possibility (frequently
referred to by Onnes) of the existence of
thin spots in the wire where the field
intensity would be much greater for a
short length.
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Further experiments which immediately
themselves are measurements on
the critical magnetic field for mercury. The
relation here advanced would indicate a
critical field of only about IS gausses at
and less than 100 gausses at 3°.6 K.
It would also be of interest to observe the
suggest
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when

threshold value of current when the material is in very thin films.
In this case
for a given section of material the magnetic
field resulting from a given current density
is less than in the case of a straight wire,
and the threshold-current density would
consequently appear larger.
The theories thus far proposed to account
for superconductivity by Onnes, Lindemann,

writing to advertisers.
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and Thomson do not
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indicate

specilically

the existence of a critical magnetic field,
and only the latter accounts for a thresholdcurrent density (by assuming a satui-ation
If it is true, as indicated in tliis
effect).
paper, that the magnetic effect is the more
fundamental, it would seem that this fact
might afford a valuable clue leading toward
more satisfactory theory of the supera.
conducting state and perhaps of metallic
conduction in general.

EXPERIMENTAL PHYSICS.
(Continued from page 680)

EXPERIMENT 58—
The making

of enlargements is practicalas simple as tlie taking of the photograph, but altho this phase of the art is
very interesting, it is not indulged in much
by amateur photographers because of the
mistaken notion of its difficulty. All that
is necessary is an ordinary camera (better
the camera that took the negative to be enlarged) a window admitting sunlight, a few
pieces of wood and cloth and some tools.
The back of the camera should be taken out
and the camera attached to the window
(with the back at the window) the negative inserted between the window and the
back of the camera and the rest of the
window boarded up. By the use of some
cloth the room may be made light tight so
that the only light entering the room will
come thru the negative, thence thru the lens
and into the room. The sun's rays will
now illuminate the negative (this illumination can be intensified by placing a piece of
white cardboard outside, meeting the window at an angle of about 45 degrees, thus
reflecting the rays against the negative).
Now the negative has become the object
to be photographed and its image can be
caught on the wall of the room, or better,
on an upright piece of white cardboard or
If the lens is in position
(Fig.
easel.
51), the image of the negative will be
ly
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be focused sharply. The size of the
enlargements is EF.
If
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money

moved
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This big size permits the use of large and comprehensive illustrations, plates, dia^
grams, etc Over 8,000 cuts are contained in the Cyclopedia's 8,500 pages.
The completeness of the Cyclopedia wUI be a revelation to
Read These Subject*
you.
Everything electrical is explained in plain, simple
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Each
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position

to

B,

the

image

is

at

denoted by CD. Thus
we see that the further from the back we
II,

and

move

size

its

is

the lens the smaller the picture.

If

bromid paper is placed in the position
where the enlarged image was sharply
focused and an exposure of the right
length (determined by trial or from handbooks) is made and th? paper developed,
the enlargement will be finished.
If one
wishes to enlarge by artificial light a lightproof box may be constructed with the
artificial light in it, and the camera fitted
to

it

same manner as
the window.
The

in the

if

it

was

at-

tached to
rest of the
operations will be identical.
The process
of reduction (the inverse of enlarging) is
exactly the same except that the lens is
moved out from the back of the camera
very far, the image becoming smaller than
the negative. (See Fig. 51.)
The essential
details in regard to the formation of the
image having been given we shall now
close the article by considering a few of the
principles of color.

White

is

a combination of several colors,

and can be broken up into

its

constituents,

while black is simply the absence of color.
As in the case of sound we shall fix our
attention not on the physiological sensation
of light and color but on the physical con-

size
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persed" and a sort of rainbow will result.
Note that the violet is bent (refracted) most
and the red least but all are bent to some extent.
Since light is a wave motion and the
violet waves are the shortest and the red the
longest, just as in the case of water waves,
the short ones on meeting an obstruction
are retarded more and, therefore, bent
more. The rainbow is the same phenoinenon caused bj' the sun's rays meeting the
drops of water.

Mesco Telegraph
Practice Set
For Learning Telegraph Codes

EXPERIMENT 60If white light is allowed to pass thru two
prisms (see Fig, 53-Aj the result is white
light since the light bent up by the first
prism is bent down by the second one, etc.
This is equivalent to a piece of glass with
parallel sides (see Fig. 53-B).
The placing
of the two prisms together is analogous to

the placing of crown and flint together to
secure a lens free from chromatic abbera-

The

Practice Set comprises a regular 'telegraph key, without circuit breaker, a special
high pitch buzzer, one cell Red Seal Dry
Battery, and four feet of green silk covered
flexible cord.
The key and buzzer are mounted on a
highly finished wood base, and three nickel
plated binding posts are so connected that
the set may be used for five different pur-

tion.

The

determined by their relative powers
absorbing and reflecting the different
colors.
For example, a body that absorbs
all colors except red, reflects the red and
we say its color is red. If it reflects more
than one color the resulting color of the
body is the combination of those reof

poses.

List No.

Price

Telegraph Practice Set, with Battery and Cora
$2.70

342

MirC/^O
lYldJV^Vf

Comlunation Piactice Set
and Conrinental Visual

learnnf the
and Avdtble

fot

flected.

The

color of transparent bodies viewed
light passing thru them depends
upon the light they permit to pass thru.
If a body transmits all colors equally its
If it transmits only one
color is white.
color, say red, its color is red, but if it
transmits several colors its color will be
that which results from combining the
transmitted colors in the relative amounts
in which they are transmitted.
Complementary colors are two colors
which when added together give white, as,
for example, yellow and ultramarine blue
are purple, and green or violet and yellowish green.
(To he continued.)
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of the war, altho practically all the other
privately owned wireless plants were closed,
these three stations were continued in
operation, under supervision of the Navy
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Department, and new work in conjunction
with the several Government wireless stations covering the Metropolitan District.
Nearly nine hundred important radiograms
connected with the work of the police force
have been exchanged between the "Patrol"
and the headquarters stations, which could
not have been handled in any other manner.
The promptness with which orders
and reports can be exchanged with the
"Patrol" is, therefore, of valuable assistance to both the Federal and the Municipal
Government.
The "Patrol" is stationed at Pier A, at
the lower end of Manhattan Island, and
cases where police aid is needed on the surrounding waters are reported immediately
to Headquarters or the Pier A precinct by
telephone. When the boat is at the dock it
is
sent to investigate, and when circumstances require it, the commander of the
boat sends a wireless report of the matter
investigated to the headquarters wireless
operator for delivery by telephone. When
the "Patrol" is cruising around the bay, such
messages are sent by the headquarters wirePrevious
less operator direct to the boat.
to the installation of wireless, when the

by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing
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boat was cruising, it was necessary to tie
up at some dock, and for an officer to find
a telephone, in order to communicate with
headquarters or the Precinct.
This took
considerable time, particularly at night.
Now communication is instantaneous, which
increases the efficiency of the Harbor
Police considerably.
few of the many cases where the wireless has enabled prompt police service to be
rendered are mentioned below. In each instance altho the "Patrol" was away from
the pier, communication with it was establisht instantly, whereas valuable time would
have been lost in notifying the crew of
these occurrences, under the old system.
May 18th, 4:00 A. M.— Two barges broke
away from the pier at the foot of East 54th
street, and, driven by a strong wind and
tide, swept up the East River and carried
three more away from the pier of East
70th street. The five then drifted out thru
Hell Gate, in the path of the fleet of
steamers that come in thru Long Island
Sound early every morning. The "Patrol"
was off Staten Island when this information
reached headquarters, and was notified by
wireless about four o'clock. At 5 :35 A. M.
reported by wireless that four of the
it
barges had been caught and docked by the
police boat, and that the fifth was taken in
charge bv a tug.
May 21st, 1 :00 A. M.— small fire occurred in the Metropolitan Hospital on
Blackwell's Island. The "Patrol," cruising
around the lower bay was notified by wireless, and to stop at the East 51st Street pier
for a Battalion Fire Chief on the way.
When the fire was out, wireless orders were
given the boat to continue cruising.
May 26th, 3:00 P. M.— Richmond Telegraph Bureau notified Harbor
of a fire
on board a Municipal ferry boat bound
from New York to Staten Island. The information was wirelessed to the "Patrol"
which was in the East River, and promptly
investigated. At 3 :39 P. M. it reported by
wireless that the fire was extinguished with
slight dainage.
June 5th, 4:35 P. M.— Brooklyn Tele-

A

A

A

graph Bureau was notified by a citizen that
people in a motor boat off Manhattan Beach
were waving distress signals. The Brooklyn wireless operator sent the message to
the "Patrol' which was cruising up the
East River, but immediately started to the
rescue. .At 5:16 P. M., the commander of
the boat inquired by wireless if any further
information had been received and the
Brooklyn operator, after communicating
with the citizen who reported the matter sent
the following message to the boat at 5 :28
P. M. "Party in motor boat off Manhattan
Beach still waving white flag. Coney Island
Life Corps tried to reach them and failed."
The "Patrol" reached the location at 6:15
P. M., just as the disabled launch was taken
in tow bv a fishing steamer.
July i3th, 1:50 P. M.— Trouble on a
steamship anchored in the harbor was reported by telephone to Harbor A.
The

—

"Patrol" was sent to investigate and it was
found that a member of the crew of the
steamship had been dangerously stabbed by
another sailor during a brawl.
wireless
hurrj' call for an ambulance to meet the
"Patrol" at the pier was sent to Manhattan
headquarters at 2:10 P. M., and the injured
man was brought ashore, and placed in the
waiting ambulance at 2:10 P. M., and taken
to tlie hospital, where he subsequently recovered.
His assailant was arrested and

A

held.

—

26th, 6:50 P. M.
It was reported
headquarters by telephone that three
barges of coal had broken away from the
pier at the foot of East Tenth street and
The
were drifting up the East River.
"Patrol" was sent after them, and reported

August
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to advertisers.
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by wireless at 9 :50 P. M., that all three had
been returned to the pier they broke away
from, without damage.
The "Patrol" has also met at Jersey City
and brought to New York, each of the seven
Foreign Commissions that have visited this
country on official war business, during the
summer, and the wireless equipment of the
department on these occasions has been a
valuable means of keeping the city ofticials
in close touch with the movements of the
bringing the
at a time
other than expected, headquarters was immediately notified by a wireless message
from the boat, which was waiting at the
Jersey City railroad pier, and the information telephoned to the officials who were
When the party boarded tlic
interested.
boat a wireless message to Headquarters
was telephoned to the Inspector in charge
of the line of parade, so that the route
could be cleared in time, but with least
Headquarinterruption to regular traffic.
ters was also notified by wireless when the
party disembarked and the parade started.
In several inspection trips made around
New York harbor on the "Patrol" by the
If

parties.

the

special

train

Commission reached Jersey City

different Commissions, accompanied by one
or more of the city officials, the wireless

was

almost

in

urgent

official

constant

use

in

handling

communications between the

and their offices, via Police Headquarters and tlie telephone system.
An extension of the wireless system to
some ten or twelve of the seventeen Inspection Districts of the Department is nowplanned.
officials

partially enclosed deck by means
of an incline or elevator device, where it
would be overhauled by the repair crew if
necessary.
It would leave this particular
float for its continued flight thru an opening for that purpose, which opening could
be closed during the night time when harboring a number of airships in the capacity
of a "rookery."

{Continued from page 689
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At night the

"floats"

Fig. 3 shows the manner in
foundation.
which a piece is being fastened to the lathe
between two centers clamped to the face
It
plate of the lathe by means of a dog.
also shows the position of the operator.
Precaution is always necessary around the
moving parts of the lathe. More details
as to turning objects in a lathe will be
described in a forthcoming chapter.
Fig. 4 shows how the lathe is utilized
as a drill press. The lathe is a most useful
tool for drilling long or short cylindrical
The article to be drilled is searticles.
cured firmly to the revolving chuck, and
the drill is secured to a stationary chuck,
the arbor of which is tapered to correspond
The
to the hole in the tail stock spindle.
drill is permitted to advance into the metal
by revolving the dead spindle handle, as
the photograph shows.
In Fig. 5 is seen a circular saw as used
This close-up
in connection with the lathe.
view shows more clearly some of the imsmall steel
portant parts of the lathe.
or wrought iron table is provided for supporting the metal to be cut. In a later article the writer will discuss more fully the
arrangement with drawings as to the construction of this table in conjunction with
the saw arbor, and also various attachments
in connection with this saw table, so that
the experimenter can obtain the full benefit of this valuable attachment.
In the next lesson the author will give
a full description of how to use the lathe
in actual work, with full details of the vari-

A

ous lathe tools employed.
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would be marked

ring of powerful vertical shafts of
Moving
light as the illustration shows.
belts driven by electric motors would stop
tlie alighting aeroplanes quickly and also
speed them off when leaving. The former
belts would travel in an opposite direction
to the alighting planes.

Probably an aeroplane could be so aceight or ten minutes during eight hours of each day, so that within
about one year at least 20,000 aeroplanes
would be delivered to the shores of Europe.
These gigantic "floats" would also have
to be arranged so as to provide an overnight "rookery" between decks, between

commodated every

I

1

O'Qjplftc outfit
SllnflsrUnd School of

themselves
have a coterie of half a dozen or more aircraft soaring and circling above and about

own

float,

— ever

stroyers could also be used.
to figure out what size
be required to be to af-

have not stopt

such floats would
ford shelter over night for both transient
and home craft, but it would necessarily be
However, the aircraft could
very large.
be packed closely together and securely
lashed to the deck during such enforced
Possibly a length of 1.000 feet
idleness.

would

suffice.

The

mobility of the floats being practically nil, the defensive features could be carried on to a very large extent, such as practically draping the hull completely with
suitable steel nets.

Such a scheme in successful operation
and with each other's co-operation would
provide an invulnerable pathway across
the Atlantic Ocean, and would be in effect
the same as if Uncle Sam thrusted a huge
fist to the very borders of Germany and
still remained immune from attack.
Secret communication would be facilitated as the wireless messages could be relayed between floats, with a minimum of
energy, and a corresponding lack of danger
of their being received by the enemy.
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for example, in acute bronchitis or
"cold in the chest" we have as prominent
symptoms fever, congestion, cough and expectoration.
Most people think that by
taking medicine to suppress these symptoms
they can cure the disease; hence the use
of cough-syrups, sedatives, etc. When the
patient recovers under such treatment it is
in spite of the medicine rather than because of it, for these sjTnptoms are the
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to 72 hours. This
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BERCULOSIS BY HIGH FREQUENCY CURRENTS.

is

using to throw off

the infection.
Extra vital force is being
wisely directed to the endangered area
hence the fever, heat, congestion and expectoration.
Medical science has been
working at the problem of "cure" from the
wrong end. Instead of suppressing symptoms we must aid nature to throw off the
disease-producing germs and neutralize
their poisons.
In other words we must
assist and promote the process of inflammation. It is because the inflammation is
not sufficiently vigorous that many cases of
tuberculosis do not recover.
The infected
areas are usually anaemic to start with and
after the infection becomes well establisht
the general blood pressure drops and it is
still more difficult to establish the healing

inflammatory phenomena.
Other germs
come in and cause secondary infections
which greatly hasten the progress of the
disease.
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YOU A REGUUR READER?
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the D'Arsonval High-frequency curapplied to certain tissues of the
body, produces all the effects of a natural
inflammation they cause "h\-peraemia" or
increase of blood to the parts, liberate heat
and probably promote the circulation of the
vital currents.
This method is known as

when

—

"diathermy" or "thermo-penetration" and
has been successfully employed in many

$4.75

hospitals and clinics in treating pulmonary
tuberculosis.
Dr. Albert Geyser, of Xew
York City, reports over sixty per cent of
recoveries in cases so treated at his Clinic at
Fordham Universitj' others have reported
equally good results, yet it is a fact that
the State Boards of Health, the Public
Sanitoriums and thousands of lung special;

ists

ignore this important method of comWhite Plague."

batting the "Great

For those who can make or procure a
High-frequency

apparatus, such as the
described in the December, 1917,
issue of the Electrical Experimenter, or
any other standard therapeutic high-frequenc>' apparatus giving both Tesla and
D'Arsonval currents, the successful home
treatment of tuberculosis is easily possible.
The technique is exceedingly simple once
daily for tiventy-five minutes, the patient is
given a D'Arsonval treatment a block-tin
electrode attached to a cord connected with
each terminal of the solenoid being held
or strapt in close contact with the skin of
the patient's chest and the corresponding
portion of the back (Fig. 1), so that the
infected area of the lung lies in the path
between the electrodes.
The spark is
opened until the patient feels a deep penetrating heat in the tissues between the tin
electrodes.
If the heat becomes uncomfortable the spark gap should be made
shorter.
All physicians' machines are provided with hot-wire milliamperemeters in
the patient's circuit.
When the meter is
available the current strength can be adjusted so as to begin with 1.000 ma.,
gradually increasing this to 2,000 ma., by
the second or third week of treatment.
home-made machine operated from a onequarter K. W. wireless transformer will not
give more than 1.200 ma., in Diathermy,
but this can be made sufficient by increasinc the length of the treatment to fortv
writer
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ECFEBIMENTEBS This is the tur
laUie eepedaily designed for ali
kiBd£ of experimental work.
With this
lathe yoa can make almost anything described in this magazine, whether It Is
In the "Constructor"
Department or
"How-to-Make-It" Department.
Paractllar attention Is caUed to the fact that cardboard tabes
can be wound nicely with wire by means of this lathe, and
it can easily be drlrea by means of a sewing machine or
by a small electric motor.
Excellent for small wood tuminK, fibre turning, etc.
Lathe is made from finest materials.
Size serentecn Inches
oyer all swing 4 inches.
11 Inches center to center.
Bed
IS machined and centers accurately: shipping weight la 13
lbs.
price $4.00 cash with order.
:
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:

Sypher Manufactaring Co., Departmeni

C.

Toledo, Ohio

You

benefit

1

9 &
1

minutes. Continued daily for months this
treatment will bring about recovery in a
majority of consumptive patients.
It is
scarcely necessary to
add that proper
dietary and hygienic measures should also
be employed.
Bulletins giving all needed
information on these points can be had
gratis from any State Board of Health.
physician
should be consulted occasionally so that the progress of the case
can be intelligently followed.
The use of the "Ozone Nebula' by inhalation is of great value in treating tubercular
cases and when it is given in connection
with Diathermy the chances of the patient's recovery are materially increased.
simple home-made apparatus for this
treatment is made from a Welsbach lamp
chimney mounted in a wooden upright as
shown in the drawing (Fig. 2) one end of
the chimney is open, from which the patient
inhales the nebula the other end is closed
with a disc of wood thru which is past a
short glass tube three-eights inch in diameter
a brass rod ^" by 8" slides thru a
hole in the center of the disc. The inner
end of the rod carries a small brass disc
1/16" by XVz"
a small insulating rubber
handle being attached to the outer end of
the rod.
rubber tube connects the small
glass tube with a DeVilhis Oil Nebulizer
procurable for a small sum at any large
drug store) containing a small amount of
"Pinoleum" a preparation containing oils
of pine and eucalyptus.

A

A

;

;

;

;

A

(

—

In treating, the patient sits on the fiber
condenser pad which is connected with one
terminal of the Tesla coil the other Tesla
terminal is connected to the brass rod in
the chimney which is brought up close to
;

Now

rent,

February,
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the patient's face until a fine purple efBuve
passes between him and the brass disc. An
assistant now alternately compresses and
releases the nebulizer bulb, thereby forcing
the vaporized oil across the effluve so that
it emerges from the open end of the chimney close to the nose and mouth of the
patient.
The patient, breathing naturally,
inhales the chemical combination which is
said to form between the oils and the ozone
and nitrous vapors formed in the efHuve
these are later released in the lung tissues.
The action is antiseptic and also carries
oxygen into the infected areas.
Qinical
tests seem to prove that there is a complicated vitalizing effect obtained by the
simultaneous use of the ozone nebula and
the Tesla currents.

This method was devised some years ago
by the writer and differs from all the
Ozone and "Oxylene" systems on the market in the above respect in other words it is
a combination treatment of two well recog;

nized healing agents.
It should be given for only a few minutes at a time, and twice daily. If the vapor
is too irritating, reduce the effluve by means
of the spark gap or by withdrawing the
sliding rod in the chimney.

No

possible dangerous

effects can folintelligent use of the electrotherapeutic methods above described, in the
home treatment of tuberculosis, and the
beneficial results are very marked.
Those interested in using high-frequency

low the

currents for the above purpose should obtain the back numbers of the Electrical
Experimenter containing the articles "Electricity and Life," and "Treatment of Disease by High-frequency Currents" by the
writer.
It is hoped that this article may be the
means of enabling many sufferers from

tuberculosis to regain their health.
After the disease is once cured

its

re-

currence may be prevented by observing
the following rules, which are equally appropriate for anyone who wishes to have

more abundant health and

life.

Breathe deeply plenty of
night and day.

Tvriting

1.

to

advertisers.

fresh

air,
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2. Spend a part of each day walkinK or
working out-of-doors.
3.
Make at least one meal each day of

i^abiUm

nothinR but

CarnOttte

fruit.

the rest of the diet largely or
wholly vegetarian.
Never "get sorry for yourself"; get
5.
busy and help the other fellow who is worse

Make

4.

otT

than you are.

and Radioactive Substances

-

The

shock-proof screw-driver
here illustrated is indispensable
to employees of Power Plants.
Electric Light, Telephone, Railway and Traction Systems, and
all others having to do with live

insulated

in Colorado,

from which Radium is extracted.
A generous piece, enough to conduct experiments, such as affecting photographic
plates thru opaque material (similar to XRay pictures), first made by Sir W.
Crookcs and Mme. Curie, is furnished in neat wooden box.
Price of one specimen of Carnotite as described above, sent prepaid SO.ZS
Sensitive, prepared Photographic film (X-Kay work film) to be used for above
experiments turnished for $0.10 each extra^

—

-

FOR EXPERIMENTERS

The American Pitchblende found

(Ra.lium Mmcralj

Carnotite

Very powerful! Brilliant
Radioactive Salts, containing one microgram pure Radium.
white luminescence in the dark!
i
/
j i
glass tube (protected by
Salts,
sealed
in
prepared
Radioactive
carefully
most
10 Milligram of this
a metal container), with which every Radium experiment can be conducted, are fumisned.
sent
prepaid
as
described,
SI.OO
Radium
Salts
tube
of
one
Price of
The contents of this tube can be mixed with special sulphides to form real Radium paint.
Small battle of Special Sulphide with liquid adhesive, prepaid $0.S0
Send for one of these preparations ttiday. Stamps or coin accepted.
CITY
ST.
233 S.
CO.

JE^abium

SHOCK PROOF SCREW DRIVER
FOR ELECTRICIANS.

719

.„,..,-,

,

•

,

NEW YORK

FULTON

SIDNEY SPECIALTY

,

circuits.

The long fibre handle serves
a two-fold purpose first, by being made of a firm, insulating
material which will not tie damaged if dropt from a heiglit to
a hard surface second, by proroom for the
viding ample
worker's hands so that they need
not come in contact with the
This handle will not be
blade.
impaired if brought in contact
:

;

with or immersed in Ammonia,
Turpentine or Petroleum, it is
claimed.
The blade is hammer forged
from crucible steel, and its construction inside the handle is
such as to constitute firm holding surfaces.

WOMEN

AS RAILWAY

EMPLOYEES.

The

Rapid

Interborough

Transit Company and the New
York Railways, New York, re-

announced that as a war
measure the companies would
receive applications from women
for positions as station employees on the subway and elevated
lines and as conductors on the

tellm^
you never had a chance!

"Dorit

cently

Preference will be given to
relatives of employees
now in the army and navy, and the pay will
be the same as for men. It is not the intention of the company to replace men now
employed by women, but only to fill vacancies as they occur. Applicants must be
The
between 21 and 45 years of age.
women conductors will be placed on the
pay-as-you-enter cars first.
surface lines.

dependent

women

NEW TOY ELECTRIC MOTOR.

worked at the same bench. We were
Remember the noon we saw the International
both discontented.
I
That woke me up.
Correspondence Schools' advertisement
years ago you and

"Four

I

.?

realized that to get ahead
let

the

When

C. S. help me.

I.

to sign with

You

me.

needed special

I

I

and

I

coupon

I

training,

marked

the

decided to
asked you

'

said,

'Aw, forget

it

!

made the most of my opportunity and have been climbing ever
You had the same chance I had, but you turned it down.
No, Jim, yo.u can't expect more
INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
money until you've trained
Box 5370, SCRANTON. PA.
can qualify for
Explain, without obligatinu me, how
yourself to handle bigger
mark X.
the subject, before which
the position, or
"

I

since.

I

1

in

A

new toy motor has

recently been
brought out by a Connecticut concern. This
motor is wound particularly for battery use
but will operate equally as well used with
step-down A. C. transformer direct from
house current. It has reverse attachment
in the base with special features, and the
frame is entirely die-cast. It is said to be
the only die-cast motor on the market. The

motor

excep-

is

tionally
powerful
for its size owing
to the accurate fitting of the parts,
l)articularly the air

gap between armature
and
field.

The motor
ly

finisjied

should
winner

New Toy

Electric Motor.

is

high-

and

prove
a
with our
VOUng Edisons.
I'oii

ELECTBICil

work."
There

are lots of

"Jims"

in

J

the

ENtJlSEFlt

Electrician
Electric Wiring
Electric Lighting
Electric Car Running

ij

Heavy ElectricTraction

offices,

2

Electrical Draftsman
t;ie(<trlf Macbin,. It,.sleiier

Are you one of them.''
Every time you see an
Wake up
I. C. S. coupon your chance is staring
you in the face. Don't turn it down.

n
2
""^

world —

in

stores,

factories,

Telegraph Expert

everywhere.
!

Practical

Telephony

MKl'lllMlAt EMM>KER
Mechanical Draftsman

Machine Shop Practice
Gas Engineer
CIVIL ENGINEER
Surveving and Mapping
MINE tUKEM-> itn F\t3"K
nptallurRUt or l'roM"-<'«or

_STATHINMIY EM.INtEK

now over one hundred thoumen are preparinsi themselves

Right
sand

D ARCHITECT

U Arriillrriiiral Uratiitmn,.
3 PltMIIIMi IMI HI lllMl
D sheet Metal Worker

for bigger jobs and better pay through
I.

C.

S.

courses.
,

You

can join them and get

for promotion.

Mark and

in line

mail this

coupon, and find out how.

benefit by mentioning the 'Electrical Experimenter"

when

Present
Oceupalloir—

I

I

Street

,

and No

I

City-

writing to advertisers.

n CHEBIH'iL F.NBISKtK
3 S.\LtSMANSHlP
3 .\DVERTIS1NG MAN
^ WiniJow Trimmer
.Show Card W
n Outdoor Sign Painter
J R.\lLRO.\DER
G
^ ILI-L'STR.M OR
~ DESIGNER
BOOKKEEPER
ril

.

.•r,.i,i)crBiib,T

,

and

T.rplat

,_ Cert. Pub. .\ccounteot

n

Management
Law
3 Commercial
^GOOD en<;lish
n fommoa School S,il>t»eta
3 CIVIL SERVICE
Traffic

Railway Mail f.lerk
^
n T'-illlf 0\fr*i-rT or Sopt.

J

ItiKllI III

KKI^
i

;

.

Pdulfrt llBlsln
Automul^lles

Si,anl<k
li,.rm.i

lr...,ch
D llallaa
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CONSTRUCTION OF A

DETAIL

C

&

DAMPED

PATENTS
Send Sketch

«

Model

of

Tour Infenlioo

UNDAMPED

following suggestions

are

by the X'ew York Telephone

{Continued from page 687)
tween the two interacting frequencies.

for

CORRECT TELEPHONE HABITS.
Tlie

WAVE RECEPTOR.

of

request

De-

houses

that

publisht
at the
business

Co.,

a number of large
are interested in developing

from

ducting

to Patentability

Free Opinion as

AND

1918

February,

easy
understand
that by changthis,

Certificate of PatentablUtj 1j
Evidence of Conception of your In-

Our

t

ventiOD and may
prove valuable to
you.
0\ir Credit
enables )^
System
"
life
you to file your application for Pat
Every
ent and proceed without delay.
case receives personal attention of a
member of the firm.
Patents we secure advertised at

o

the

ing

"

IS

It

f r

e the

quency

of

local

oscilla-

tions by the ad-

i;

1;

justment of the

|

our expense
Magazine.

Mechanlci

Popular

In

This Book

is

»

Free

capacity

»

& Talbert,

Pateol Lawyers
4Z87Talberl Bldg., Washinglon. D.C.

Talbert

'

i

nrm

Inventor

the

KEEPS"

edition

at

some

in

point

Worth more than

above

appar-

other patent
books combined.

atus

very

FREE.

mere movement

is

n

s e

s

B*Ji.\BL\CEY
1

c

ut nci D.S

Eitabllihtd

UIUUUT9M

186*

large

in-

yearly.
without

We
cost.

M.

20S lad

Hthuai

or sketch

BUCK &

Buk BU(,

for

WaiUiflos, D. C.
in

HotSE WIR-

ING
Save Time, Monet.
Labor and Material by usinti
our 98 Genvine Blue Print
!

Drawings, containing all tbe
n houee wirine-every diagram
:d by tirat class electrici
~ ;.
-. _-e form of
a flexible book <9 x 12> for convenience in nsins on tbe job. Send for
tfaein, and if they don't make yon more efficient aa a wireman and sav,
yon many times tbeir cost aa a contractor, return tbem and mone^
.* .^^ --,,
K„ -flf„-HpH...von can't afforH to he w*'
One DOLLAI
post paid. Send for clrttaUra on other sets of drawto^s.
II

PATENT SPECIALTY COMPANY
4e2 Sanehes Street

San Francisco,

^*
,^

tl/fifncoii

m

I

in

fluctuathe tone.

for long

Cal.

—

Always keep the
wave length stations

t>

Used in Long
Undamped Radio Receptor.

Hook-up as

beat
quite

telephone

pleasing

r.-=.^'»

mtm~.

F/g 16

Circuits for Audion

*5 f

27

1

otherwise the compensating wave
radiated will interfere with perfect rewave length
In receiving Ion
ception.
stations with the heterodyne receiver the
signals become rough losing their musical
tone qualities, but the intensity is considerably increased.
With the above apparatus the Joly type
transmitter at Sayville and the Goldschmidt
reflecting alternator at Tuckerton have been
heard over 65 feet from the receivers, using
The
3,000 ohm Holtzer-Cabot telephones.
German stations have been heard several
inches away from the receivers during unfavorable conditions.

low

CO.

Get op -to- date

Electricians

pitch

1

Free.
Send model
free opinion.

A.

tions'^ in

re";;'titns°'so^
s sold
help market yours
Our new book is

i*

iice/ls

A

the vicinity of
the circuits althe caters
the
of
pacity
system suff i c i e n 1 1 y to
quite
cause

Patent Secured or Fee

Returned

/? ce//s

opera-

hand

tor's

R. s & A. B. LACEY
131 Barrister Sldg.
Wuhlntton, D. C.

tive.

i

the

of

Write

PAjt^T

Fig /5

respect the

&1I

I

in-

the circuit, the
beat frequency
or the tone of
received
the
signal can easvaried
ily
be
over a wide
In this
range.

''The Book
PATENT-SENSE

or

ductance

employees

@

Wave Damped and

manners among

their

;

On

all

OUTGOING CALLS

;

in the telephone book to make sure
number. If you do not find the
in the book, ask ''Information."
Call your number with a slight pause between
the hundreds and the tens. For example, in calling
"Barclay 1263," say, "Barclay One Two (pause)

Always look

you

call the right

number

Six Three."

Speak clearly and distinctly, directly into the
transmitter.
Listen to the operator's repetition of the number
and acknowledge

it.

Hold the line until your party answers and then
give your whole attention to the telephone conversation.
To recall

the operator,

move

the receiver hook

up and dow-n slozcly.
When you have finished talking, say "Good-bye

'

and replace the receiver on the hook.

Remember, courtesy over the telephone is always desirable. It wins friends for you and your
company.

AMERICA NEEDS

On

all

INCOMING CALLS
Answer your telephone promptly and pleasantly.
Announce your name and the name of your de.
Don't say "Hello."
partment.
Be ready with pad and pencil in order not to
keep your caller waiting.
If you require help in handling the call properly,
get it at once or politely transfer the call to the
employee who can best handle it.
If you answer for another employee, offer to
take the message, then call it to the other's attention at the first opportunity.
Listen attentively, si> that you will not have to
annoy the caller by asking him to repeat.
Remember, abruptness or indifference drives
away trade. Close attention to telephone orders

Submarines, torpedoes, flying machines, machine guns, immense
howitzers, the British *'tanks," and an untold number of other
products of American brains, are dominant factors in the Great
War. We are just starting, our YOUR ingenuity must lead to Victory.
Uncle Sam the whole civilized World is seeking ideas that will aid in the
B^ht. Can't you help with even ONE of thousands of simple things that will
win recognition perhaps fortune for you?
The need is for inventions of peace, too. Never before was there such a

—

—

—

—

—

—

helps win

ideas of all kinds never before have so many manufacturers,
and other patent buyers, written me for good things protected by OWEN
PATENTS. There is, to-day, a market tor thousands of ideas including
YOURS. Write for my free booklet and see read for yourself the hundreds

demand

for

new

—

it.

Maintain the same courtesy and consideration in
a telephone conversation that you would with your
customer face to face.

—

of requests recently received.

My

You incur no
make no charge

obligation by writing me.
advice costs nothing and I
for an opinion as to patentability of your idea.
If my
opinion is favorable I will back it up by a Guarantee Contract which protects
you fully. If you want to sell your invention, I will help you, and will
advertise it, free of charge, in

ENGINE SOOT TIES UP TELEGRAPH LINE.

"INVENTION AND MANUFACTURING."
A simple request will bring to you at once, my four free books: —"SUCCESSFUL PATENTS," a 72 page guide telling how to proceed, gives references, etc.; "STEPPING STONES" tells the truth about prizes tor inventions, gives hundreds of hints of inventions wanted, etc;
"PATENT
BUYERS" publishes over 400 requests of manufacturers and others who
want OWEN PATENTS, together with ideas they want; "PATENT PROMOTION," tells you how to sell, why some inventors fail, discusses the

Trouble that has beset a new

a puzzle to electricians, is believed to
have been solved. It has been found that
where the wires run thru a 4,300-foot railroad tunnel the insulators have been made
conductive by soot from locomotives. Now
employes of the telegraph company go over
the line within the tunnel and wipe away
the soot collections at regular intervals and
telegraphic communication is uninterrupted.

value of your idea, etc.
Write for these books today. I will send you a signed agreement that
will protect you before you disclose your invention.

RICHARD
164

B- OWI^NPaieni Lamyer

Omen Bldo-VashuKjton-D-C
You

benefit

276-8

WoolmorlhBldij'Neiii -York-

by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter'

line of the

Western Union Telegraph Company between Eugene and Marshfield, Ore., since
it
was constructed and which had been

uhcn

uriling to advertisers.

February,
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A

T

Edited by H.

72?

GERNSBACK

In thi> Department we publish such matter as is of interest to inventors and particularly those who are in doubt as to certain Patent Phases.
Regular inquiries addrest
to "Patent Advice" cannot be answered by mail free of charge.
Such inquiries are
publisht here for the benefit of all readers.
If the idea is thought to be of importance,
we make it a rule not to divulge details, in order to protect the inventor as far as it is
possible to do so.
Should advice be desired by mail a nominal charge of $1.00 is made for each
question. Sketches and descriptions must be clear and explicit. Only one side of sheet

^MBiE

LAfJCASTER^

should be written on.

2S5

SUPPORT.

E.

advice

A.

This

is

Wc

is

Service Guarantee Contract. References:
2nd National Bank. Washington, The John P

asked.

Roth Packing

really a very excellent idea

This

is

worth while looking

more or

LANCASTER AALLWINE, 255 Oor.y Bldc.Ms.blDKtom, D.C.
Send me free book "Inventions E*atenting and
Promoting," Bulletins of Improvements Wanted
and blank form "Evidence of Conception."

—

Name
Address

ARE

less.

YOU A REGUUR
IF

into.

ELECTRIC TRAFFIC REGULATOR.

^

^-^v^^^^i^^

NOT;

WHY

READER?
NOT?

^

TENTS WANTED
TRADEMARKSand COPYRIGHTSJ^
^ar^esf Riieni Firm
in ihe World
•

;

J

Before sending your invention to any attorney or
manufacturer or disclosinE ynur invt'iitian. write
for our free blank form PROOF OF CONrEI^TlON
in order to protect your invention and secure your
rights.
This should be signed and witnessed and returned to us, tORether with a model or sketch and deGcription of your invention, and we will give a FREE
OPINION ^s to the patentability of the invention
report the invention patentable we will furnish a Certificate
of i'atentabiiity.

This Certificate ot PatentabUlty, together with our blank lorm
Proof o( Conception will protect the Inventor and serve as proof
ofthe Invention until the case can be filed In the U. S. Patent

OBTAINING ASSISTANCE'FOR INVENTORS-Our
.

.

/,

sistance to inventors

OUR
to

'',

FIVE

who

Lvans.

Victor J

certificate is

of great as-

require financial aid to obtain patents

BOOKS MAILED FREE
{See Coupon Below)

any address. Send for these books

— the

finest publications ever issued for free distribution.

HOW TO OBTAIN A PATENT
Rook
a Book
Our

is
illustrated eighty page (Juide
of reference for inventors and contains 100 nierhanTells how
ical movements, illustrated and described.
^.J^-^ to invent for profit.

:rf/

JK

SELENIUM DEVICE.
( 199)
W. J. Pinckard, Wray, Colo., has
an idea to utilize a paper record on which
an impression is made in black and white
by human voice, this record to be run like

benefit by mentioning the "Electrical

ONE

DOLLARS

Contains requests from nianufai-iiirers. mail order houses and promoters for
patents secured bv us and sunKcstmns as to New Ideas they wish to purchase.
We place our clients in touch wiUi capital free of charge. We have recently
r.relvfd over 300 requests iruni manufacturers.

IN TRADE-MARKS
MILLIONSTrade-Marka
and information regard-

Shows the value

of

ing unfair competition

advertise Our Clients' Inventions Free in a list of Sunday newsSainplo
pap-^rs in manuiacturor^* journals and in Worlds I'rocress.
Copv Krce. We save you time and money in securing patent*. After
the patent is granted wo assist you to sell your patent.

We

phonograph record, then when a beam of
light is thrown on the record, it is supposted to influence a selenium cell thereby
operating the telephone, thus reproducing
the human voice. Our advice is asked on
the scheme.
A. The device is good as far as it goes,
but there is just one hitch.
How is the
record to be obtained, in the first place, and
by what means? Also it would be very difficult to have the record influence the selenium cell in the way described by our correspondent.

WHAT TO INVENT
Contains a valuable list ot tnventloni wanted and
suggestions concerninB profitable fields of invenlioni;
also mloriiiation regarding prljej offered tor Inven|MILLION
tlon» amounting to

LIST OF PATENT BUYERS

a

You

Co., Cincinnati.

SIMPLY MAIL COUPON

and as novel as it is good. We think that
a good patent could be obtained, as this is
certainly an article for which there is a
good demand. We would, however, caution
our correspondent to first make a model
and see how it operates in practise. Would
also caution that a soldering iron must be
cleaned by means of a file very frequently,
and this might be a feature that would tend
to clog the flow of the solder

S. B. Blair, Marquez, Texas, has
(198)
an idea whereby he will throw all the traffic cops out of work, his idea being that
instead of using a human being, he uses an
electro-mechanical machine, and the drawings which he submits as well as the idea
of the arrangement are certainly quite
plausible, and have a good many points of
interest. He proposes to have the regulator
entirely automatic
thus he has designed
a machine so as to operate signals at intervals of one minute between "stop !" and
"go !" reasoning that traffic can thus be regulated by the public itself.
A. While this idea is very good, and
while the details have been worked out to
perfection, still we do not think that it will
be practical, as nearly all machines are
wont to leave "out the human equation. If
the traffic were dense enough and if one
driver vyanted to get ahead of the other,
he certainly would not much mind the indicator, as an indicator has no authority and
would not be likely to arrest the offender,
and this of course the offender knows;
hence, the traffic regulator would probably
not regulate at all, and for that reason we
are afraid it is of no commercial use.

before sending the invention to anyone. It is your
best protection.
issue up-to-date bulletins of
improvements wanted: aid inventors to promote
their rights; render reliable opinions free of charge
and secure valuable patents and trade-marks on
reasonable terms. Personal service assured by our

which carries its own supply of solder. In
other words it makes it unnecessary to pick
up solder from the bar, and the work
therefore could be performed continuously.

Our

C.

We publish formF called "Evidence of Conception" by which you can establish your rights

(2U0;
Geo. H. I'arkman, Washington,
U. C, has submitted to us a soldering iron

T. Jones, New Orleans, La.,
has submitted to us a novel idea showing a
telephone bracket with a telescoping support, taking up very little room in its normal
position.
Our advice is asked on the idea.
A. This is a very good stunt and seems
to have quite a good many points of superiority over the ordinary telephone brackets,
which as a rule take up quite a good deal
of room, and do not work easily nor very
readily.
By making a few minor changes,
we think our correspondent may secure a
very good patent upon this idea.
It certainly looks very simple and very efficient,
and there are no manufacturing difficulties
connected with the device.

(197)

BLD'C, WASHINGTON, D.

Don't Lose Your Rights

AUTOMATIC SOLDERING IRON.

TELESCOPING TELEPHONE

OURAY

WANTED NEW IDEAS i
FREE COUPON!
VICTOR J. EVANS & c o.
PATENT ATTORNEYS

I
I

I*

New York
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PATE NTS
THAT PROTECT AND PAY

Advice Free
Books and
throueh my
jour
If 5'OU

want to

patent, take

sell

it

out

HIGHEST REFERENCES. BEST RESULTS
WATSON E. COLEMAN, Patent Lawyer
Washington. D. C.
624 F. Street, N. W.
omce.

PATENTS
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(14 rears experience '.
tvery expedJent ia emplored to secure patents at leaat poasUile coat.
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Patents
procured by a former ELxamining
Official of the U. S. Patent Office,
Norman T. Whitaker, Attomejr-at-Law
uid Mechanical Engineer, 480 Whitaker
BIdg.,

Washington, D. C.

bLb^^ I

fxl^^#\L

Inquiries invited.

men

with trainiriB are always Id

demand.
tTaTiDK trained
Having
tr^a'ed'^ov'^
over
^^El^^'
2000 youns men in the past 23

yearainthefondamentalfl of Applied Ele<:tricit>-. The Buss ES-ectricj^w iVTifvr..
n-ith it-s well-equipped shops arid taboratoriea, ispecutiarl;
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ENGINEERING

We

FREAK TROUBLES — TIPS TO
"BUG" HUNTERS.

Mathematica. Steam and Gos En
R-inea, Mechanical Dra^ne, Shop Work and
Theoretical and Prartical tiectiicity, ii. al*
branches. Students acloalty constract dynamos, inetall wiring and test efficiency of
electrical machinery. Coarse, with diploma,
complete

260

ONE YEAR

Takoma Avenue, Washington. D.

C.

(Continued from page 696)
statements

made

thirdly, let

me add

A

facts
secondly and
to that assurance.
house-lighting system was in trouble.

are

:

It seems that the "madam" would receive
a shock every time she touched a switch.
The trouble shooter looked the system over
and reported it O. K. All his tests could
Still a shock
locate no "leak" or "short".
was awaiting the aforementioned lady at

each switch.

Again the system was gone over, careand with the utmost care. And it
was clear, he swore there was no ground,
"short", "open" or "leak", or any of the ills
to which electrical apparatus are frequently
Even so, it did not alter the fact
subject.
that the lady in question would still receive
fully
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her shocks.

The

was sent again to kill the
Instead of working on the wiring
elseitself, he decided the trouble was
where and sat down to think it over. .A.S
he sat there the "madam" past him and
as he glanced after her a great light dawned
on him. Approaching her, he asked "Does
anyone else in the house experience the
trouble you have with the electric light?"
Her reply in the negative clinched his
idea.
So he made the strange request that
she allow one of her maids to wear one of
He instructed the maid to
her gowns.
turn on one of the light switches. As her
hand touched the switch a crackle was
heard and she stepped back in alarm.
Well, fellow "bug-hunters", have you determined what the trouble was?
Turn to any text-book on electricity and
in the chapter on "Static Electricity" you
will find the statement that silk becomes
The
electrified when subjected to friction.
lady wore silk gowns almost without excepelectrician

"bug".
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You

electrical

leap to

the switch covers.
Electricity may he the servant of Man,
as the poets like to have it, but it is chuck
full of more tricks than a box of monkeys.

STORAGE BATTERIES FOR ELECTRON RELAYS.
{Continued from page 683)

Joseph Sear, Philadelphia, Pa.,
(202)
submits an idea of what he calls a flying
torpedo, not designed for submarine destroying, but to be used for land batteries
traveling thru space under its own power,
and to cover a greater distance than the
biggest shell. Our advice is asked as to the
novelty and feasibility of this scheme.
A. This idea is entirely impracticable,
and the scheme as shown by the correspondent cannot possibly work. The power
to propel the device would require a power
plant so large and so expensive as to preclude the use of the device for practical
.-Mso there would not be any way to
uses.
steer the torpedo, and the chances are that
it would not make a hit once in ten thouscaution our readers not to spend
and.
too much time in developing machines that
are entirely controlled by wireless or electricity as hardly any devices of this kind
have as yet proved their value.

incladinir

IN

charge thus generated would
ground when the hand of the wearer
was in the vicinity of a grounded conThe metal switch plates were all
ductor.
grounded in accordance with the underAnd thus
writer's ruling on that point.
The only cure
the mysterj- was solved.
was to wear shorter dresses or to insulate

The

FLYING TORPEDO.

wbst

ply th«

a sprinkler arrangement attached to the
Also suitable confront of a flat iron.
tainer carrjing water and the means whereby the flow of the water can be regulated.
A. This is a capital idea and looks to us
verj' practical, but the device has one objection, namely the handle will not hold
enough water, and we would suggest using
a flexible tube or otherwise mount a reservoir in front of the iron, which would do
away with this objection. Otherwise, it
looks to us like a very good propostion, and
a patent certainly ought to be procured.

C.

PATENT POSSIBLUTHa."
foli

Mrs. Leslie P. McNeill, Corpus
Christi, Texas, submits a novel idea, being

BI<U^

D

EVERY INVENTOR

rnVtnffltnn

FLAT IRON ATTACHMENT.
(201)

benefit by
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February,

tion.

As the gown swept along the floor it
rubbed against the high pile of the carpet.

replenishment of the solution with distilled
water from time to time. In very small
the total liquid content is not suftherefill the smallest hydrometer
fore the specific gravity of such a cell cannot well be ascertained. To remove all the
electrolyte from any storage battery cell,
when the cell is in a charged condition, will
positively injure it; so that hydrometer
readings of the electrol>'te which are so
necessary to keep some t\pes of storage
battery in condition are a practical imposIt is
sibility in miniature cell operation.
therefore requisite that a type of battery
which requires no hydrometer readings
should be used, and that such a battery
should also incorporate the virtue of not
being injured by oft-repeated overcharging, or by standing idle for protracted periods in a charged, semi-charged or, in
some cases, totally discharged condition.
It should also be of as light weight as is
consistent with rugged constructions.
.\11 these and many more characteristics,
so necessary for absolute dependability, are
possessed by the new storage battery here
cells,

ficient to

;

illustrated.

This cell consists of a plurality of interconnected positive tubes and a plurality of
inter-connected negative pockets, immersed
The posiin a solution of caustic potash.
tive tubes are of perforated, nickel-plated
sheet steel. These are loaded with alternate
layers of nickel hydrat and pure nickel
The negative pockets are likewise
flake.
made up of perforated nickel-plated sheet
steel, and are loaded with iron oxid.
The number of tubes and pockets that
make up the elements of a cell depends on
In the wing circuit
the capacity required.
of ordinary electron relays the current
rarely exceeds a few milli-amperes, and a
single positive tube with four negative
pockets provide ample capacity. All steel
parts, it should be noted, are nickel plated.
the plating being welded on.
Two of these cells are combined to form
a "twin" cell by connecting their containers
together, and grounding the inner positive
of one cell and the inner negative of the
other to their respective cans.
At the low discharge rates used in electron relay work, the average voltage during discharge of a twin cell is 2.56, and
the final voltage, when re-charging becomes
Hence. 16 twin cells are
necessary, is 2.4.
emploved for a 40-volt battery and 42 for
a llO-Volt battery.
The ampere-hour capacity of one of these
cells is 125, and the normal charging rate
Hence, under normal con0.25 amperes.
ditions, the time of charge is five hours
but in an emergency, the normal charging
rate can be greatly exceeded, without injuring the cell. The low discharge rate in
the wing circuit enables a battery to run
from several hundred to several thousand
hours continuously, on one charge, depending upon the characteristics of the relav
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WILLIAM DUDDELL.
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HKfe'a your chan-.-e lo «et— at bargain prlcft^a »«. of
b-xjk* that will Ql you for a belter Job and bigger pai'\en. and you may pay the bargain prio* ai lh« rate ot
only SOo a week. But you must act dowI Tb« rlBlng
rost of paper and binding materlaU woo't permll ua lo
t'onLlnue

oocupatloo. oda of the setj
bound to suit your needs. They Ar«
In easily -understood language by recognized
autborltlea.
and contain thoxisands of pbotoirraphs.
full-page plates, diagrams, etc., tiiat make difficult
Handsomely bound tn
points as simple as A-B-C.
half nr full morocco leather, gold Btami>ed.

William Duddell was born in London
and after education at private schools
and at the College Stanislas. Cannes, he
Messrs.
apprenticeship with
Co., of Colchester, England, from 1890 to 1893.
He then went to
the City and Guilds Central Technical College at South Kensington, where he studied
from 1893 to 1900 under the late Prof.
.'X.yrton, obtaining a Whitworth Exhibition
in
1896 and a Whitworth Scholarship in
1897.
In 1913 the Fellowship of the City
and Guilds of London Institute was conferred upon him. He remained at the college considerably longer than usual, enhis

experimental work, and
it soon became apparent that he possest unusual talent as an experimentalist.
In 1898 he read, in conjunction with Mr.
(now Prof.) E. W. Marchant, a paper before the Institution of Electrical Engineers,
entitled "Experiments on Alternating-curIt
rent Arcs by Aid of Oscillographs."
was on this occasion that he showed the
oscillograph which has become so markedly
identified with his name, and which he developed into one of the most useful instru-

ments for investigating transient electrical
phenomena that has been placed in the
hands of the physicist and engineer for

many

years.

Two

years later Duddell read a paper,
also before the Institution of Electrical
Engineers, on "Rapid Variations of Current Thru the Direct-current Arc." In this
classical paper he described the musical arc.
which he found to act as a generator of
high-frequency currents.
This paper was
of fundamental importance, showing how
undamped oscillations could be produced
but its full significance was not immediately
recognized, partly, no doubt, because the
frequency of these waves was not very high.
In connection with wireless telegraphy
may also be mentioned his discourse to the
British Association on "Arc and Spark in
Radio Telegraphy," his discourse on "High
Frequency Currents" before the Royal Institution, and his Christmas juvenile lectures before the same Institution on "Signaling." He also described a variable condenser with a square law in a paper publisht in the "Journal" of the Institution of
Electrical Engineers.
Duddell was an active member of many
societies.
After having past thru all the
then grades of Membership, Student, Associate, Associate Member and Member,
Member of Council and Vice-President, he
was elected President of the Institution of
Electrical Engineers at the early age of -W,
holding office for two years in succession.
His first presidential address was of the
orthodox kind, but the second gave his
audience a rare opportunity of witnessing

experiments
on
"Pressure
Rises" most skilfully performed.
Among the apparatus then shown was an
electro-mechanical model of the arc, which
was a most ingenious device for reproducing mechanical analogies of the various
well-known and somewhat puzzling characteristics exhibited by the electric arc. The
up-to-date nature of the Institution library,
which was by no means its character sonic
few years ago, was largely due to the efforts of Duddell as chairman of the Library Committee.
In 1907 he was president of the Rontgen Society.
For a time
he was a vice-president of the Physical Society, and was hon. treasurer of the Soinstructive
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with very great regret that we record the death of William Duddell at the
early age of 45. He past away on November 4, and his death will come as a shock
to those who have not been aware of his
failing health during the past year.
It
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from 1910 up

to the time of his death.
hon. secretary to the delegates to
the International Electrical Congress at St.
Louis in 1901, and one of the hon. secretaries to the International Conference on
Electrical Units and Standards which met
in London in 1908. He was also president
of
the
Commission Internationale de
Telegraphie sans Fils, and in 1914 he publisht an outline of the investigations contemplated by that body, but which were,
unfortunately, interrupted by the calamit>'
of war.
Among his honors may be mentioned
gold medals for his oscillographs at the
Paris Exhibition of 1900 and at St. Louis

ciety

in

it

in making electric light globes.
The Food Administrator gave assurances
that the quantitj' desired would be made

quantities

so.
He will long be reas a brilliant experimentalist, to
whom the electrical industry owes a debt
of gratitude, and whom the electrical profession can ill afford to lose.

J15.00 For Complelt Set of

COMPANY

CLOSING.
of the Westinghouse Lamp
Company of Bloomfield, N. J., which employs 3,500 workers, appealed recently to
Federal food authorities for thirty-five
pounds of brown sugar, saying it would be
necessary to suspend operations unless the
request was granted. It was explained that
brown sugar is used in infinitesimal

a\ailable each week.

membered

ELECTRO-CHEMISTRY.

Not discouraged by the fact that President Wilson killed the "Garabed" Free
Energ}' bill by a pocket veto last session,
Garabed T. K. Giragossian, the Naturalized
.\rmenian from Boston, has appeared early
in Washington, and will bring his Free
Energ}' bill to the surface again.

Two Machine,

Dept.T. Ogjen. L'tah

(Continued from page 700)
is not a simple atom, or radical,
as one might at first suppose.
It is more
it
is the atom or radical plus a certain
charge of electricity; it has properties different from the atom sodium and chlorin
atoms are represented as Na and CI their

An

"GARABED" TO CONGRESSIONAL
NOTICE THIS SESSION.

wires or by wireless.
Picture
in this advertisement was sent
and received by this system.
Electrical experts and scientists have declared the Leishman Electrical Picture Transmission System is the marvel
of the age.
See article December issue.

asked again to provide

Officials

should have been

—

will be

POUNDS OF SUGAR KEEPS
ELECTRIC PLANT FROM

35

."Mtho the value of his work was quickly
recognized, he always remained unassuming, and his lightness of manner made him
readily approachable by all and sundry. Being unmarried, he gave himself unreservedly to his work; and it may indeed
be said that this was his only hobby, which
made it all the more difficult for his friends
to induce him to put work aside when it
became evident that his health was failing.
The end came suddenly, and those who
knew him will feel some relief that it

This latest sensation in elecadvancement marvel of
today, necessity of tomorrow,
affords wonderful entertainment.
Affords instruction in
You can
the coming science.
send pictures of your friends
by electricity over telegraph

LEISH.MA.N

will generally be felt that his name should
in some more distinguished

class.

flELECTRICITY*

L. J.

Congress

ion

;

—

-I-

ions as,

Na

and

;

CI.

When

sodiimi chlorid is dissolved in water and it is thereby, to a certain extent
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for a demonstration of his invention with
the intent of turning over the patent to the
Government for use during the war. Mr.
Giragossian said that he had the assurance
of a number of leading congressional members tliat provision would be made for the
necessari- demonstration at this session.

have appeared
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and the Hughes medal of the

1904;

Roval Society- in 1912. He was elected a
Feflow of the Royal Society in 1907. He
was a member of the Advisory Council for
promoting Industrial and Scientific Research, and of the Board of Inventions and
Research of the Admiralty. Recently the
honor of Commander of the Order of the
British Empire was bestowed upon him, but
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solution

the

simple

contained

atoms or molecules of sodium, the latter
would at once react with the water and
form sodium hydroxid the charge of electricity which the Na ion carries, prevents
It is a sodium ion, not a sothis action.
;

dium atom.

The same explanation

applies

When the current is
the chlorin ion.
passing and sodium ions are deposited on
the electrode, they lose their electric load
and act as atoms of sodium. For this reason Davy found in 1807, when he electrolyzed sodium hydroxid (NaOH) in soluWhen he
tion, that he got no sodium.
fused sodium hydroxid and used no water
The same
he ohtaincd metallic sodium.
thing is true in the electrolysis of other
ions become atoms or radicals
substances
and no longer act as ions, but behave as
such atoms or radicals ordinarily do in the
If there is nothing which
given solution.
reacts with them, they are deposited if
solids, or set free if gases.
to

;

We

have said that anions were charged
with negative electricity and cations with
positive
not only this, but during the passage of a current they are carriers of elect;

ricity

to

respective electrodes.

their

The

non-ionized molecules of a solute do not
act as carriers only the ions so act. This
explains why non-electrolytes like sugar or
water are non-conductors, for they have
;

no ions.

IONIZATION INCREASES WITH

LUTION

DI-

ization.
The more dilute the solution, up
to a certain point, the greater the conductivity.
Acids dissociate into hydrogen
ions and the residual minus ions, bases into
metallic ions and
ions, salts into metallic and non-metallic ions.
small amount of a substance in a given

OH

A

volume of a solution
is

is

a large

FARADAY'S

ionized to a greater

amount of the sub-

stance in the same volume; by way of illustration
In a dilute solution of sodium
chlorid there is a greater proportion of dissociated molecules of the solute than in a
more concentrated solution. At a definite
limit of dilution the ionization attains its
maximum value, as shown by its electric
conductivity.
Beyond this point the conductivity does not increase with further dilution.
(This maximum point varies with
different electrolytes, but it indicates that at
this particular point of dilution all the solute lias became ionized, that there are no
free molecules of the solute, and this is an

studying the quantitative results of
electrolytic action Faraday arrived at the
conclusions which are now summarized and
known as Faraday's law, and are fundamental for all calculations in connection
with electro-chemical, work.
The same
quantity of electricity passing thru an electrolyte either sets free or transfers to
other combinations always the same number of valencies.
Illustration
A given
current (that is, a given number of coulombs of electricity) past thru a given solution of silver nitrat would set free twice
as many silver atoms as the same quantity
of electricity would of copper atoms in a
similar solution of copper nitrat. The silver ions may be said to have one charge
of electricity (having valence 1) whereas
the copper ions have two charges (valence
In

:

important thing.

There are certain laws and conditions
which govern electrolytic action, and it is
obvious that a thoro knowledge of these
must be had in order to successfully perform such operations.

The amount of chemical action

is

equal

at all parts of the circuit.
If two or more
electrolytic cells should be placed at dif-

points

of

a

simple

circuit,

the

amount of chemical action would be the
same in all, for the same quantity of current would flow past every point of the circuit in the same time.
If these cells should
contain acidulated water, and others contain copper sulfate, the weights of hydrogen and of copper will not be equal, but
will be in chemically equivalent quantities.
The amount of substance liberated at an
electrode in a given time is proportional
to the strength of the current. Thus a current of two amperes will cause just twice
the quantity of chemical decomposition to
take place as a current of one ampere
would do in the same period of time.
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your

ways

— and.

Quick-sieii

NOa and NOa NO3. Thus the quantity
of electricity that would deposit one atomic
weight of
copper
will
in
the
same
time
cause
to
deposit
two
atomic
weights of silver. It acts the same as the
chemical reaction
2AgN03 4- Cu
Cu
2Ag. Two atoms of silver are
(NOs)a
deposited, one atom of copper taking their
ten

=

:

+

place.

liberated at an
electrode in one second is equal to the
strength of the current multiplied by the
"electrochemical equivalent" of that substance.
The passage of one coulomb (the quan-

halt In
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Be Replete With Manhood
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teacher.
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The Electrical

of electricity conveyed by a current of
one ampere in one second amperes X seconds
coulombs) of electricity thru a
solution of silver nitrat liberates 0.0011183
gram of silver. Hence a current of i amperes will liberate i X 0.0011183 gram of
silver per second.
The number 0.0011183
is the electrochemical equivalent of silver.
The electrochemical equivalents of other
elements may be easily calculated if their
chemical equivalent is known
Atomic weight
Chemical Equivalent

Worker
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CHEMICAL EQUIVALENTS.

The amount of substance

:

The conductivity of a solution is dependent upon the degree of ionization; for
example, if only 90% of a solution is ionized, the solution is less of a conductor
Conversely, the
than if 100% is ionized.
conductivity of a solution becomes a measure of the degree of ionization. This is, in
fact, the test of the relative degrees of ion-

degree than

;

making

Thus

the chemical equivalent of hydrogen is 1.008 while that of silver is 107.88.
Hence the electrochemical equivalent of
hydrogen will be 0.0011183
1.008 -^
107.88
0.00001044.
The chemical equivalent must not be confused with the atomic weight. The atomic
weight of copper is 63.57; that is its atoms
are 63.57 times as heavy as atoms of hy-
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drogen. But in chemical combinations one
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two atoms of hydrogen; hence the
weight of copper equivalent to 1 of hydrogen is 63.57 -^- 2
31.78, the chemical
equivalent of copper.
All atoms that are univalent carry e.xactly the same minute quantity of electricall atoms that are divalent carry exity
actly twice that amount all trivalent atoms
carry three times that amount.
Every
atom conveys a quantity of electricity proportional to its valence, not to its weight.
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electrolyte is decomposed into two
parts, as stated before, an anion, and a
cation, which may be themselves either
simple or compound. In the case of simple
binary compounds, the ions are simple ele-

Every

In other cases the products are
ments.
often complicated by secondary actions.
In binary compounds and most metallic
solutions, the metal is deposited by the current where it leaves the cell, at the cathode.
Aqueous solutions of salts of the metals
of the alkalies and alkaline earths deposit
no metal, but owing to the secondary action of the metal upon the water, evolves
hydrogen.
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Build a model of thu Curtis! Miltl^ry Tractor used in the U.S. Armii

/
Build

A

War

Model
Ifs easy!

Aeroplane!

each metal on the list behaving as a cation
(or being electro-positive), when electrolyzed from its compound, in preference to
one lower down. In such a series the oxidizable metals, potassium, sodium, zinc, etc.,
come last; the less oxidizable or electronegative metals preceding them. The order
varies with the nature, strength, and temperature of the solution used.
al

Xegative end
Oxygen

.

O
^

Corliss Military Traclor

ff />
f9

Sulfur
Nitrogen
Fluorine
Chlorine

Wright Biplane
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Free List of Stores whit^h sell these Outfit.-*.
Telia about Undei Aeroplan
need to build them with, 4S
Information send 5 cents f 01

and wnat you
pa^es of useful

—
it right awmy
IDEAL AEROPLANE A SUPPLY CO.,
76-82 West Broadway, New York
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Palladium

Mercury
Silver

tion.

Lithium

Altho the electromotive-force of polarmay exceed the minimum, the work
done by the current in overcoming this

Sodium

Manganese
Lanthanum
Cerium
Thorium

Potassium

ization

Rubidium
Caesium

surplus electromotive-force will not appear as chemical work, for no more of the
ion will be liberated but it will appear as
an additional quantity of heat (or local
heat) developed in the electrolytic cell.
Experiments show that the resistance of
a given column of a specific electrolyte is a
constant, no matter whether larger or
smaller currents are used in testing the

25e postpaid

SMITH > CO., Oepl. mt, S4 W.

;

In the above table, the principal elements
are arranged according to their electrochemical character, each atom being positive to any atom placed above it and negative to any atom placed below it.

a regular size

automatic revolver.

guns.

the ions are gases, pressure effects
conditions but slightly.
Under 300
atmospheres acidulated water- is still electrolysed
but in certain cases a layer of
acid so dense as not to conduct collects at
the anode and stops the current.
The chemical work done by a current in
an electrolytic cell is proportional to the
minimum electromotive-force of polariza-

Positive end

^

This

Where

the

Calcium
Strontium

Cobalt
Nickel
Iron
Zinc

Silicon

'

per plate.

Yttrium
Ytterbium
Beryllium

Bromine

Tantalum
Columbium
Titanium

There is no opposing electromotive-force
of polarization when electrolysis is effected
from a dissolving anode of the same metal
that is being deposited at the cathode. The
feeblest cell will suffice to deposit copper
from copper sulphate if the anode is a cop-

Scandium
Erbium

Iridium

.Antimony
Tellurium

Automatic Repeating
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Osmium

.\rsenic

-8

Zirconium

Hydrogen
Gold

.
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lyzing current.

Character of Elements.

Tin

Uke

si..

CMtan

From a solution of mixt metallic salts
the least electro-positive metal is not deposited first, if the current is so strong
relatively to the size of the cathode as to
impoverish the solution in its neighborhood.
To deposit alloys, a solution must be found
in which both metals tend to dissolve with
equal electromotive-forces.
The liberated
electrodes.

ions

1918

For each electrolyte a minimum electromotive force is required, without which
complete electrolysis cannot be effected.
If the current be of less electromotiveforce than the required minimum, electrolysis may begin, and a feeble current may
flow at first, but no ions will be liberated
the current being completely stopt as soon
as the opposing e.m.f., of polarization has
risen to equality with that of the electro-

Metals can be arranged in a definite
series according to their electrolytic action,

With •'IDEAL" Accurate Scale Drawings and

Inatructiuns yuu can build a3-foot Model Aeroplane that looka
like a real one and that will rise frona the grouod by tto own
power and fly 50 to 100 feet. It's irreataummer sport, andyoa
can learn a lot about Aeroplanes and how thef 67
Send for
the Drawing-3 and lustructions for the one 700 want to build.
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resistance.

Amongst

the secondary reactions which
occur the following are the chief:
The ions themselves may decom[1]
pose; as SO, into SO3
0.
[2] The ions
may react on the electrodes as when acidulated water is electrolysed between zinc
electrodes, no oxygen being liberated owing
to the affinity of zinc for oxygen.
[3]

may

+

;

appear only at the
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be liberated in an abnormal
frequently liberis
allotropic form as ozone, par-

may

Thus oxygen

state.

ated in

its

ticularly when the permanganates are elecThe nascent hydrogen liberated
trolysed.
by the electrolysis of dilute acid has peSo also
culiarly active chemical properties.

the metals are sometimes deposited abnormcopper in a black pulverulent film
ally
antimony (from the terchlorid solution) in
round grayish masses which are possessive
of a curious explosive property.
When a solution of lead is electrolysed
a film of lead peroxid forms upon the
anode. If this be a plate of polished metal
placed horizontally in the liquid beneath a
platinum point as a cathode, the deposit
takes place in symmetrical rings of varying thickness, the deposit being thickest at
the center. These rings, known as Novili's
rings, exhibit all the tints of the rainbow, owing to interference of the waves
of light occurring in the film. The colors
form, in fact, in reversed order, the "colors
of thin plates" of Newton's rings.
[4] In certain cases the deposit may be
of a non-conducting nature, as, for ex;

the anode in an
alkalin solution, and an oxid of aluminum

ample,

when aluminum

is

is formed as a film which entirely stops
Hence if a cell is arranged
the current.
with a small plate of aluminum and a large
plate of lead, which are immersed in a
solution of sodium carbonat or ammonium
phosfate, a current can flow thru it from
lead to aluminum, but not from aluminum
Such a cell, known as Nodon's
to lead.
valve, conducts in one direction only, and
can be used to rectify an alternating cur-

rent.

Equilibrium and Balance.
In order to have equilibrium it is quite
evident that there must be the same number of negative as of positive ions in a
This serves to explain why a
solution.
salt readily soluble in water, is not so soluble in water containing other compounds
having some of the same ions in solution.
For example, upon the the addition of hydrochloric acid to a strong solution of
barium chlorid, a precipitat of barium
chlorid is formed. This is usually explained
by saying that bariimi chlorid is less soluthe
ble in hydrochloric acid than iri water
ionic explanation is that there is an excess
of chlorin ions when hydrochloric acid is
added to barium chlorid, equilibrium is upset, and hence a precipitat continues to fall
The
until equilibrium is again establisht.
;

same

effect is

produced upon the addition

of sodium chlorid solution to one of barium
chlorid, and in general when there is an
excess of one or another ion. The more
concentrated either or both of these solutions are, the more rapid and complete the
precipitation.
This leads on to the MassAction Law.

Mass-Action Law.
The rate of chemical change between two
reacting substances is directly proportional
to the concentrations of the two substances
reacting.
let us see from
of illustration
solution what is supposed to take place when a solution of
sodium chlorid is added to one of lead

By way

the

:

modern theory of

nitrat.

Theoretically, no less than eight
Pb
are present, as follows

substances

:

+ - ++

(NO,):, NaCl, PbClj, NaNOs, Na, Q, Pb,
and (NOj)j. PbCU, by reason of its comparatively insolubility, is mostly precipitated.
Not being wholly insoluble a portion remains in solution. According to the
concentrations of the two factors, so will
be the rapidity of precipitation of PbCl:,
and consequently more or less rapid establishment of equilibrium of the solution. If
in a solution, all the substances are in equilibrium, no chemical action takes place.

You
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Disturbance of that chemical equilibrium
Adding more of
produces a reaction.
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Special course for

Migration of Ions.
the apparatus shown

the
in
102 from the construcPass one
tional details given in Fig. 101.
wire containing the copper disc thru a cork
which fits tightly into the test tube (to
prevent dripping of solution) and then
This
fasten a binding post to the end.
tube
Fill the
serves as one electrode.
three quarters full with a strong solution
of copper sulfate slightly acidulated, which
Place
solution serves as the electrolyte.
the upper cork, which has been previously
fitted with an electrode, in the same manner as the first one. The upper electrode,
which will be considered as the cathode,
should be immersed about an inch beneath
the solution. The other, the anode, should
come within a couple of inches below the
cathode as shown. The current from a few
thru
battery cells is then sent
the electrolyte, the current being so regulated that it is not too strong, otherwise
bubbles of gas will be given off and throw
out the experiment. Of course, copper will
be deposited on the cathode plate, an equal
amount of copper being dissolved off the
anode. After half an hour or more it will
be seen that, immediately beneath the cathode, the blue liquid will become quite
colorless, and if the experiment is continued, the surface of separation between
the colorless liquid at the top and the
blue liquid beneath it will be found to have
If the current
steadily moved downward.
is sent downward thru the cathode, instead
of upward thru the anode, no such phenomena can be seen, due to the descent by
The
gravity of the heavier blue liquid.
colorless liquid is simply acidulated water.
There are two ways of explaining the
action which has taken place. The first is
that, in some way, in addition to the ordinary electrolysis in which the Cu and
S0< ions have transferred in opposite directions, there has been a bodily transfer
toward the anode of the copper sulfate
which was in solution. The other way of
explaining this is that the Cu and SOj
ions have traveled with different velocities,
the Cu traveling upward more slowly than
the SO« downward. In the sketch Fig. 103,
on both sides are some rows of dots, the
black dots showing the cations (Cu) and
the white ones the anions (SO4), for the
purpose of illustrating the relative number
of the ions in the upper and lower portions
of the liquid. Before electrolysis began the
solution was uniform, as shown on the left,
there being 9 anions and 9 cations (that
in each part, upper and
is, 9 of CuSOi)
Suppose that electrolysis has gone
lower.
on for so long a time that 6 of the cations
have been dissociated and plated on the
cathode, and that 6 of the anions have been
likewise liberated and carried down to the
anode, there to combine with the copper.
Now, if the observed state of things is represented by the diagram on the right, it will
be seen that while in the upper layer there
are 5 CuSO. molecules, in the lower there
are 7 CuSO» molecules, together with the
6 SOi which have gone to dissolve fresh
If the migrations of anions and
copper.
cations had been equal, there would have
been 6 CuSO. in each layer. If the anions
alone had migrated, downwards, there
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factor disturbs the poise.
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This is the gist of the mass-action law.
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EXPERIMENTERS!
Student's Chromic Plunge Battery
a
battery that will be blghly welcomed by every experimenter
HERE
over the country.
the
low priced, as well as fool-proof chromic acid
is

little

all

It Is

first

battery on the market. It is a little wonder, and for the small price we ask for It, It
stands unmatched.
Now, we do not wish to mislead you, so we'll tell you at the start what this battery
WILL NOT do. It will NOT charge storage cells, it will NOT run a large motor for
hours, it will NOT run a big spark coil. It is NOT a very big battery.
BUT it is an ideal battery for electrical experimental work where a very powerful
current is not required. This battery will light a 2 volt lamp for several hours on one
charge; It will run a small toy motor surprisingly well; it will do small electroplating
work; it is ideal for testing work; it gives a fairly steady current, and as the zinc
electrode can be pulled clear of the electrolyte, no materials are used when battery
stands Idle.
Ooly b«Bt materials go Into tti* making of this battery. Best Amaleam Zinc only Is used, as well as a
porous carbon to ensure a steadier current. Handy binding posts are used. We fumiah enough
chromic salts for 4 charges. Pull direction for operation and care of battery are Included. Each battery
teats 2 volts and 10 amperes when set up fresh.
Not OTer 2 amperes should be drawn from battery continuously.
By using six or eight of theee batteries, a great many experiments can be performed. No solution
can run out of this battery if upset by accident
This makes it an Ideal portable battery, such as for
operating a bicycle lamp, or as other portable lamp, where a powerful light la not required, for boy acouts'
fleld telegraph work, operating telegraph outfits, etc., etc.
Size orer all Is 6'x2'.
Shipping weight, 1 lb.
No. 999
Student's Chromic Plunge Battery
niffhly
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IMMEDIATE SHIPMENTS

BOYS!

"Ellectro Telegfraph"

$1.25
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and Stripes In All
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with a
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electric

Just
in

of your
put flashlight caao Id
vest or coat pocket and orery
time you press the button, the
flag
In
your button-bole
flashes up with a beautiful
color effect.
liiuminatad flag, cord and
Piuf (to be connected to any

not a toy, but a practical, honestly built telegraph outfit, which not only sounds
By studying the code for 30 days
Such operators are In big demand
now. Outfit consists of TWO complete telegraph instruments each measuring 3^4 x
2^ I 2^. All metal parts are highly nickel plated. Including key lerer. Note bard
rubber knob.
Telegraph Code Chart, telegraph blanks and connecting wire comes
with set. but no batteries. Outfit works on 2 djy cells (one cell for each Instrument).
The "Xlectro" Is the ONCY Outfit that works both ways, each station can call; no
switches, no extras.
Nothing to get out of order.
Guaranteed to please you or
Is

but works like the big commercial instruments.
you can become a first-class telegraph operator.

2 cell
light)

Cn—
OUC

flash-

(Postage 10 cents.)
liumlnated flag, (laahlliht
case and battsry, eard and
piui, complete as per lllustratioQ, Sl.iO; postage 15e.
DBA1,ERS: Write for our

money

back.
^| t%c
Jpl.^O
Price Complete as Illustrated
At all good dealers and department stores. If your dealer cannot supply you send
us $1.25 for outfit and add mailing charges for two pounds, otherwise we ship

proposition today.
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"The Livest Catalog in America"
Our big, new electrical cyclopedia No. 19 la
waiting for you.
Positively the most complete
Wireless and electrical catalog In print today.
228 Big Pages, 600 illustrations, 600 Instruments and apparatus, etc.
Big "Treatise on
WireieiB Telegraphy."
20 FBEB coupons for
our 160. page FREE Wireless Course In 20 lessons. FREE (^clopedia No. 19 measures 7x5 >4'.
Weight hi lb. Beautiful stiff covers.
"The Liveet Catalog in America*'
Now before you turn tbli pace write ron Dame and
tddretl on marstD below, cut or tear out, eneloie • ttl.
tempi to cover mell ebutei, end
roun by return malL

the

Crelopedia
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THE ELECTRO IMPORTING CO.
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City

Company
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New York

City

I
eneloee berewlth 9 eenti In itsmpt or eoln fer
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CHEMICAL
EXPERIMENTERS
Be sure to get the catalog illustrated
to the left.
It contains the greatest
chemical experimental assortment of
any catalog In print. There are close
to 20 pages, containing several hundred
chemical apparatus such as Reagent
Bottles, Crucibles, Water Bath, Tripods, Blow Pipes, Chemical Scales,
Glass
Retorts,
Chemical
Thermometers, Glass Rods, Beaker Glasses,
Test Tubes, Funnels, Thistle Tubes,
Disiccating Jars,

Be sure
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$2.00 up to tSO.OO.
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ELECTRO-CHEMISTRY.
{Continued from page 721

how-

with the newly formed 6 CuSOt.
ever, the diagram on the right represents
tlie facts, either 2 CuSO* must have been
bodily transferred into the lower layer from
the upper, or else the transfer of ions must
have been unequal 4 anions going downwards into the lower layer, while 2 cations
have gone upwards into the upper layer.
If,

;

Theory of the Current

in Electrolysis.

get a picturesque illustration of what
takes place when a current is past thru a
solution of sodium clilorid (common salt),
let 1, 3, S, 7, 9 (.Fig. 104) be live sodium
ions, and 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, live chlorin ions,
each ion having its charge of electricity neutralized by the ion above or below before
the current is past, 1 being balanced by 2,
3 by 4, etc., and the solution being in equilibrium is disturbed by the passage of a
current from a source of electricity. The
plus ion 1 is then attracted to the cathode,
where its plus charge neutralizes a part of
the minus electricity of the cathode and ion
(see Fig.
1 becomes an atom of sodium
The cathode then repels minus ion
105).
2, and the latter attracts 3 and leaves 4 vnbalanced, whicli in its turn attracts S, le<.ving 6 to attract 7, which leaves 8 to attract
9 10, being then unbalanced, is attracted to
the anode, and losing its charge to the
The
anode, becomes an atom of chlorin.
operation is repeated with almost infinite
rapidity, atoms of sodium being set free
at the cathode and of chlorin at the anode.
Each unites with atoms of its fellows to
form molecules of sodium and molecules
of chlorin. The chlorin having nothing to
combine with, escapes as a gas and may be
collected.
The sodium, of course, reacts
with the solvent water to form sodium

To

;

Advan-

hydroxid and liberates hydrogen.

tage is taken of this reaction in the manufacture of NaOH. This series ot reactions
takes place instantaneously and continuously.

(To he continued)

THE HOW AND WHY OF RADIO
APPARATUS.

{Continued from page 685)
neutralize the other and minimum inductance will be had in the instrument. Theoretically considered, if coil "A" produced
a magnetic flux density of 1.000 gausses

per square centimeter of core section, then
if this was opposed by 1,000 gausses of flux
per square centimeter, of opposite polarity,
the resultant magnetic flux, reacting on the
coils will be zero.
If the flux of 1,000
gausses per square centimeter of coil "A"
is aided by the like flux due to coil "B."
then the resultant flux acting on the coils
will be 2,000 gausses per square centimeter.
(For calculating the inductance of both
long and short single layer as well as multilayer radio coils, reference should be made
to the March, April and September. 1917
issues of the Electrical Experimenter.
containing Parts I, 11 and III of a complete
series on tlie "Calculation and Measurement
of Inductance." See also "Wireless Telegraphy and Telephony Hand-book," by Dr.
W. H. Eccles "The Calculation and Measurement of Inductance and Capacity," bv
W. H. Nottage, B. Sc. Bulletin of the
Bureau of Standards, Vol. VIII, No. 1,
page 64, for formulae covering the calculation of self as well as mutual inductance.]
;

;

Fig.

5

shows how the so-called

loose

coupler transfers the antenna circuit oscillations to the detector circuit by electromagnetic induction. The farther the secondary (.oil is separated from the primary
You

benefit

the smaller the number of flux lines linking
the secondary turns, and the less the mutual
induction between the coils. With the secondary coil all the way within the primary,
the strongest signals will be heard usually,
but owing to interference from other stations, static, etc., it is often found in practise that the signals are heard best with
a relatively loose coupling, or with the
secondary considerably removed from the
primary.
At the Sayville, L. I., station,
sig^nals from Germany have been received
with 2 to 4 foot of coupling separating the

primary and secondary. The coupler coils
were quite large of course, or about 20
inches long. The September, 1917 issue of
the Electrical Experimenter contained
the rules and formulae for designing both
large and small loose couplers.
Loose couplers, as well as tuning coils,
variometers, etc., should preferably always
be designed to handle the wave lengtlis to
be tuned in. If the range of frequency is
quite large then two loose couplers forms
a small
the best solution of the problem
one for short and medium wave lengths and
a large one for higher wave lengths. Load;

ing coils, generally speaking, are a source
of loss and are to be avoided. They offer
considerable resistance to the weak antenna
currents and cannot transfer energy to the
detector circuit, except indirectly, such as
by bringing the aerial or open oscillating
circuit into resonance with the incoming
wave. This, of course, causes a maximum
flow of energy thru the antenna circuit,
which, under many conditions, will effect
a sufficient transfer of energy to the detector circuit to operate the responsive deThis explains why the erstvices therein.
while Radio Amateur was forever buildHe had found
ing gigantic loading coils.
that his fellow "Radio-bug" could hear
"Nauen" or "Honolulu" on his receiving
set consisting of an 800 meter loose coupler
coupled up with a loader made of a cardboard tube 9 feet long, wound with a mile
or so of No. 36 silk covered magnet wire.
He heard these far distant stations not because of good tuning conditions but rather
in spite of poor tuning; this was often due
also to the superior sensitivity of the Audion
or other amplifier used, over which he exercised no control.
This argument is the same as that for
charging 6 volt storage batteries with a
bank of lamps (or a rheostat) from a 110
If you are going to charge
z'o/f circuit.
the 6 volt battery in that way. well and
.good
but don't forget that the energy
expended in lighting up the bank of lamps
is forever wasted and it does the batter.v
The mora! is use a
no good whatever.
low-voltage charging dynamo, driven by a
water wheel or small engine, or a wxll designed rectifier if alternating current is
available.
Likewise, if long waves are to
be tuned in, use a large enough loose coupFor
ler and put all of the energy to work.
short or medium ranges, a loading coil is
often satisfactory because of the superior
strength of signal received.
Diagrams Figs. 6. 7. 8 and 9 illustrate
four of the principal tuning schemes in use
to-day for receiving radio signals. Figs.
6 and 7 for the reception of damped waves
and Figs. 8 and 9 for interpreting undamped
wave signals, such as sent out by stations
employing the Poulsen arc or a Goldschmidt
(or Alexanderson") radio frequency alter-
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THE HOW AND WHY OF RADIO
APPARATUS.

{Continued from page 729)
wound with relatively
e.,
i.

resistance;
coarse wire.

Low

resistance 'phones (7580 ohms each) are used with this detector.
Fig. 7 is the hook-up for a standard
damped wave Audion receptor. The loose

coupler secondary should have high resistance; i. e., many turns of fine wire, so as
to give a relatively high potential, as this
It
detector is a potentially operated type.
remarkably sensitive and many times
is
more efficient than any form of crystal deHigh resistance 'phones are used
tector.
with this layout of apparatus, and the battery polarities should be watched carefully.
Diagram Fig. 8 shows how the Poulsen
lihkcr should be hooked up for receiving undamped wave signals. In one instance,
cited by deForest, the tikker (interrupter)
made from ISO to 200 breaks per second
(the tone is regulated by the tikker speed)
the 'phones comprising two ordinary 75
ohm receivers in series were shunted by a
paper and tinfoil condenser of .02 micro;

farad.

The same

authoritv' also

found that

a crystal detector could be used, as shown
in diagram, if desired, but that while it
raised the pitch of the incoming signals,
it also reduced the strength of the signals
on long ranges. A buzzer or gold wire
tikker is indicated here, but the Poulsen
stations now use a rotary wheel tikker,
A light spring wire
driven by a motor.
brush rests in a groove filed in the periThe action of
fery of the revolving disc.
the tikker is to allow the radio frequency
energ\' to pile up in the large capacity connected across tlie secondary of the loose
coupler; this periodically discharges into
the condenser connected across the 'phones
and which capacity in turn discharges thru
the 'phones.
Fig. 9 shows a regenerative
for a single Audion, whereby
as well as undamped signals can

Diagram
hook-up

damped
be

received.

of

this

this

The November,

journal

contained

interesting circuit

;

and

1915, issue
details of
the work ac-

full

complisht with it.
The layout in Fig. 9 consists virtually of
a loose coupler, primary and secondary
loading coils and three variable condensers
The
connected to an Armstrong circuit.
dimensions of the inductance coils are as
Primary of coupler is 10 x 5
follows
inches and is wound with No. 22 S. S. the
secondary is 10 x 4^4 inches, wound with
No. 28 S. S. the secondary loading coil SL
is 22 X Syi inches and wound with No. 30
S. S.. while the wing inductance W'l has
No. 30 S. S. for its winding. The capacity
of each condenser is given in the diagram.
An aerial successfully used with this set
measured 600 feet long, the wires starting
10 feet apart and ending 18 inches apart
(fan shaped), the average height being
about 50 feet. With this set it was possible
to tune to 4.000 meters without any aerial
inductance coils, and if loading coils are
connected in the circuit it became possible
to receive stations of over 9,000 meters wave

731

while the circuit shown at Fig. 9 is more
or less dependent upon certain critical conditions in the circuit for its successful

The hook-up shown

operation.

tions at Vienna and Budapest in connection with Berlin, the lines being occupied
In these
for a quarter of an hour only.
circumstances pictures of an event taking
place in the afternoon could appear the next
day in the \'ienna journals. Transmission
for longer distances (e.g., from Berlin to
Constantinople) would involve the use of

at Fig. 10

adapted to the reception of undamped as
well as damped (spark) stations.

is

PHOTOTELEGRAPHY BETWEEN
BERLIN AND CONSTANTINOPLE.

lines, which would enable an
ordinary photograph to be transmitted in
about an hour. The chief expense involved
is
the occupation of telegraph and telephone lines between such distances, but it
thought that the Governments of the
is
four countries concerned might grant very
moderate rates if the lines were only used
during hours when there is little or no

telegraphic

to the "Annalcs des Postes,
et Telephones," Dr. Korn proposes to introduce his system for the tele-

According
Telegraphes

graphic transmission of
Berlin - Vienna - Sophia

pictures

on

the

Constantinople For this purpose either
Bagdad route.
telegraphic or telephonic connections could
be utilized.
So far as telephone connections are concerned, one could conceive sta-

traffic.
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and connected as shown. It is used to interlink magnetically tlic wing and grid circuits.
Remarkable amplification is obtainable with
this
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119I Bedford Ave, Brooklyn
N. Y. Depot, 974 8th Ave., N. Y. City

make
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bome-sale.

reliable,

Pad

always ready-

B welcome auocessor to that dlsa^eeable nuisance, the old. beary.
cJumay. hot water bag which needs constant refilling, may bum or dlicharge scalding water and which "coola off" jnst as comfort cornea.
The Sterlljig pad wins Quick friends by Its good work In all ailing conditions
benefited b.? the continuous appUcaUon of heat, such as sprains,
toothachll
cramps, ciiills. grippe, pneumonia. Insomnia. Inflammation, backache neuralgia, rheumatism, poor circulation, and muscular
afflicUons from foot to
head and from babyhood to old age.
ft may be used anywhere at any time In
tie home, hotel or hospital.
This Sterling pad is safe, cannot overheat and is made doubly
dangerproof
by two most clever automatic thermostats Independent of
the heating control
"""^
"
^"^ cannot buy more In a Heating pad.
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'^'trA^
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e
p^^. Literature and Special Introductory Offer.
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THE STERLING ELECTRICAL CORPORATION.
BrancJiea in

all

the

floor,

Each needle of the various diaframs engages another sound record line and from
each diafram leads a tube or sound-arm
into a corresponding resonance compartment or horn, these being arranged partly
above and partly below the channel rail. Between the two lower compartments which
house the pay-out and take-up drums a
space is provided for additional reels of
film.
A film of 1,500 feet length will play
continuously for more than one hour, as
the film moves only with a speed of 5"
per second.

Batteries

Sterling Electric Heating
It

upon

placed between to sub-

City. N. Y.

purposes where a hig h grade storage battery is required

PAUI
^^^^

directly

felt

due the hum.

GILSON

Nilea, Mich

Marko Storage
jor

an organ as far as its outside appearance is
concerned. The sprocket wheel which engages perforations of the film similar to a
motion picture machine and the take-up
drum are driven by belts from an electric

money back

aatiafied.

SLfDE RULE CO..

ers and thence over a sprocket wheel onto
the take-up drum at the other lower end of
the instrument as shown, which resembles

LARD, U. S. N.; PROF. REGINALD A.
FESSENDEN; DR. LEE DE FOREST;
DR. NICOLA TESLA.

"
I

RECORDS AT ONCE.

{Continued from page 662)

DUES OR FEES WHATSOEVER.
Honorary Members: W. H. G. BUL-

odd. subtract, multiply, divide

48
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Beautiful engraved
non-money-making organization.
and sealed certificate. FREE to all members. NO

THE MIDGET SLIDE RULE

.„

LEAGUE

you believe in the
preparedness of your country, if you
wish to help Uncle Sam. if you wish to have your station
ofiicially recognized, join the LEAGUE, a national,

5374 Seranton. P>.

will

PLAYS

wireless station, either for
sending or receiving? If you do,
don't fail to join the greatest Wireless Association in the country:

ment Job ? The examinations are not
hard lo pass if you let the International
Correspondence Schools show you how
Write today for booklet which telts how
hundreds have got positions. It's free
and without oblisation.
International Correspondence School
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own a
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Ch„r.h Avenue, C». WesI 28lh
partj of the world.

Street.

Cleveland

Ohio U

S

All diaframs can be lifted simultaneously
with one lever so as to facilitate the insertion of a new film, the first few feet of
which has to be pulled thru the perfectly
smooth channel guide plate and attached
by one end to the take-up drum. Otherwise the position of the various diaframs is
absolutely a fixt one and cannot change
relatively to each other, resting freely upon
the film with the needle in a certain sound
line.
Saffire or diamond needles are used
which do not require changing. As the
film is not elastic and all sound records are
at a certain fixt position to each other, corresponding to the position of the diafram
engaging a particular record line, it is obvious that thus a perfect synchronism is
attained, which never can be disturbed
and the instrument can thus produce all
the various sounds in perfect harmony
with each other.

A

HOTEL
MARTINIQUE
BROADWAY,
NEW YORK
32D STREET,
One Block from Pennsylvania

Station.

Equally

Convenient for
Amusements. Shopping or Business.
157 Pleasant Rooms, virith Private Bath,
$2.50 PER DAY.

257 Excellent Rooms, with Private Bath,
facing street, southern exposure,

$3.00
Also Attractive
Th<

PER DAY.
Rooms from

The action of this device will be understood from the foregoing description.
If
for instance the first diafram engages the
first
one of the parallel-running soundrecord lines and the same contains all the
sounds of the first violin of an orchestra
exclusively and no others, we would hear
only a violin solo if all the other soundboxes (diaframs) were lifted from the
film
while we would hear the complete
orchestra playing in perfect harmony if
all
the different diaframs are engaging
with their respective needles the various
sound-record lines on the film.
It would
not be exactly necessary to use as many independent diaframs as there are instruments actually represented in a particular
orchestra, as for instance all similar instruments producing sound waves of equal or
similar length could be recorded with one
sound record. Only where the variation
in vibrations of a diafram to reproduce

$1.50.

Restaurant Prices Are Most Moderate.

;

^f)e IreafeerjS
on the
,'^-'

ocean front

Atlantic City's

Newest

Fire-Proof Hotel

particular sounds
special

A

and terms mailed
Garage with accommodations for chauffeurs.
literature

relatively great, would
and corresponding di-

Thus an orchestra of
musicians could be perfectly
reproduced with an instrument of this kind,
having, perhaps, only twenty-four soundrecord lines on the film and twentj'-four independent diaframs.
say about

seeking rest and recreation.

Illustrated

is

lines

aframs be required.

unusual attractions during Autumn and Winter
Seasons. Lu.xurious lobbies, spacious verandas, restful sun
parlors and superb music.
palatial residence for those
offers

American and European Plans

sound
fifty

This instrument

will, of course, play just
times louder compared to an ordinary gramophone as it has diaframs, and
the original music will be reproduced with
a surprising perfection it being difficult to

as

many

;

bciictit

by mentioning the 'Electrical Ext<erimcnter" when tvriting

to

advertisers.

distinguish

complete
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it

from the music of an actual

many

o£

consisting

orchestra

musicians.

Therefore, this instrument will be excelsuited for motion picture houses,
theatres and music halls without requiring
even the permanent attention of a single
person, except the changing of the film
every hour, wliich can he done by anybody,
requiring no skill whatever. Just push the
electric button and a complete orchestra
playing whole operas or other selections is
lently

at

your service.

HOW

JIMMY SAVED THE TROOP
TRAIN.

the office to relieve his friend Jack Godfrey, who it will be remembered had joined
the Signal Corps but had not as yet been
called for active service, the latter excitedly handed him two business-like letters
which he stated were left by the mail train
that morning.

"Why," exclaimed Jimmy,

as he looked
at the printed matter in the left-hand corner,

"what can

this

mean? Here's one from

the Railroad Company and another from
the War Department.
Must be some mislake."
"Well." replied Jack, "there's only one
way to find out and that is to open them."
Jimmy obediently proceeded to do so, in
the order named and, imagine his delight
and astonishment to read as follows
:
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LEADER
The Big Power Motor
A compact, highly cffi-

came to Jimmy thru the chill night air, for
meant that the engineer had seen the
it
signal, brought his train to a standstill and
was now trying to ascertain the cause of
the delay.
The realization that his effort to save the
train had been successful brought on not
only a mental but physical re-action on
Jimmy, who in spite of his brave efforts to
fight against the weakness, promptly fainted.
The sound of voices and the pattering of
many feet were his first recollections on
coming to. Opening his eyes finally, he saw
that he was the center of a khaki-clad
group, one of whom, on seeing his return
to consciousness, stept forward and inquired if it were he who had stopt the
train

and why.

plained as briefly

Whereupon Jimmy exas possible how he had

overheard the plot to wreck the train and
the plan by which he liad succeeded in set-

On
ting the signal against the engineer.
hearing the narrative, those about him were
astounded not only at the narrowness of
their escape from death, but at the quick
wit displayed by Jimmy in thinking of such
a novel plan as the short-circuit idea.
"Young man." spoke up one of them,
whose eagle insigna showed him to be the
colonel in command of the regiment, "what
you have done I consider to be the cleverest bit of ingenuity that I have come
across in a long while. Uncle Sam could
find a good deal of use for one of your
Let
type in the engineer or signal corps.
Such work as you
have performed to-night must not go unrewarded."
In the meantime an investigation had been
made and resulted in the discovery of a
huge quantit\- of dynamite and nitroglycerine contained in a metallic shaped receptacle so designed that by means of a
protruding lever the whole would be detonated when the same was struck by the
front wheel of a locomotive. No delay was
lost in removing this menace from its dangerous position after which it \vas placed

me have your name.

distance

temporarily at a safe
nearby.
Also in order to apprehend

.

in

a

field

the three
conspirators, a detachment of soldiers was
sent forward and soon afterwards they returned with the culprits in their midst, who
were subsequently handcuffed and placed
in the baggage car with a heavy guard over

My

Dear

adjusted, transforms
the high speed to more
at slower speed.

ily

power

This motor is guaranteed by us to be exactly
as represented.

KNAPP "LEARNELECTRICS"
Complete Electrical & Experimental Laboratory
$2.75

as

enemy

plot to wreck a troop train which
recently past over our lines, the Board
of Directors in meeting assembled have
unanimously past a resolution in which
they express the sincere gratitude of
the
Company for your brave act.
Furthermore, as a more material expression of appreciation they have
awarded to you the sum of one
thousand dollars, as per enclosed check.
Hoping that you ivill see At to accept
this slight testimonial of thanks, I am

Yours very

benetit by

Itisist

KNAPP

on your dealer showing you the

KNAPP

line—

guixls are best.
If your de&ier cannot supply
vuu. order direct,
tiend for
Illustrated cU«logue showing a complete Uoe of Electrical Motors aad
Novelties ranging in price from 10c up.

FKEK

KNAPP ELECTRIC & NOVELTY
523

West

CO.

51st Street, N. Y. City

NEW BOOK ON

ROPE SPLICING
Useful Knots, Hitches, Splices, etc.
How Different Knots Are Made and WhatThey Are Used For
INDISPENSABLE TO EVERY MECHANIC AND RIGGER

A most

practical

handbook giv-

'n^ complete and simple direction for making all the most
useful knots, hitches, rig^ne. splics, etc. Over

sincerely,

Almer p. Thompson,
President. C. IV. R. R. Co.

100 illustrations. All

about wire rope
attachments, lash-

War Department
IVashington, D. C.

ntr,

Sir:

My

attention has been called to an
act of yours, by virtue of which a whole
regiment of troops was saved from
possible annihilation from train wreck
plotted by enemy aliens. I am furthermore informed by the colonel in command of said regiment that in so doing
you displayed a quick-ivittedness and
ingenuity, the like of which he had
never seen before.
The details are
before me and after a careful perusal
of them, I am led to the same opinion.
is the purpose of this deit
partment to show in some way its appreciation of the great service which
you have done the nation at large by
saving the lives of those upon %vhom
it depends to make the Zi'orld free for
democracy.
I have information that
you are at present employed as telegraph operator, which post ought to
make you eligible for enlistment in
either the Engineers or preferably the
Noiv, if yoM can see
Signal Corps.
your way clear to joining either branch,

Now

this

department

ivill

mentioned. You may use this letter as authority for such rating when
presenting yourself for examination.
Again thanking you in the name of
the department for your services and
trusting that it may have further use
of them in the Signal Corps, I remain
Yours very truly,
N. b. Baker,
Secretary of War.
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by mail or in class. No advanced education necessary.

Did jimmy join?
Well, would a duck swim?
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in Orugless Healing
Become a Doctor of Chiropractic.
Learn at home. We train you

.lames Hanlon, Esq.,
IVinslow, Pa.
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confer upon you

first

blocks,

n

the rank of First Sergeant and later
that of Second Lieutenant should you
prove your capability in the capacity

he came limping into
You

AT ALL LIVE DEALERS

Sir:

In recognition of the great service
which you rendered the Company and
the nation as well, in frustrating an

them.

One morning,

^

cicnt reversible motor,
perfect in every detail.
The reducing gear, eas-

(Contiimcd from page 679)
This done, there remained nothing else
but to wait. At this point, feverish doubts
"Would it
began to fill Jimmy's mind.
work as he thought^ or suppose the track
circuit were not in order?" he questioned
himself again and again, as he laid there
fascinated by the distant headlight of the
oncoming locomotive which loomed larger
and larger.
Then like the shrill scream of an enraged eagle, the whistle of the locomotive
suspended the silence of the night. A cry
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$185 and $240

That^s the instrument I want''
Some such remark

your lips when you hear for
And you will
equipped Columbia.

as this will pass

the first time an electrically
not rest easy until you own one.

No winding necessary. The electric motor of the Columbia is a marvel of silence and
smoothness. It is actually a part of the instrument and all the electric equipment is contained within the instrument.
It operates perfectly on any standard direct or alternating current. Just insert the customary plug into an electric light socket.
Music bv electricity is rapidly growing in favor. Step into any store where Columbia
We repeat you
Grafonolas are sold and listen to the Columbia Electric Grafonola.
will not rest easy until you own one.

—

Columbia Electric Grafonola 225 E Price $240.
Cabinet of mahogany, satin walnut, or quartered oak in all finishes. 49^ inches high on
All exposed metal parts heavily plated in 18 karat gold.
casters, and 22i/ x 24 inches.
Ample record storage room.

COLUMBIA GRAPHOPHONE COMPANY, NEW YORK

Columbia
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iou
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probably find more opportunities and real bargains in these columns than anywhere else in th^country.
Most good things in
*
life are hard to find and worth going ifter
these little ads illustrate that point; you alone will be the real loser if you don't take the
time to scan through these columns.
Advertisements in this section six cents a word for each insertion. Count 7 words per line.
Name and address must be included at the above rate. Cash should accompany all classified advertisements unless placed by an accredited
advertising agency.
Ten per cent, discount for 6 issues, 20 per cent, discount for 12 issues from above rate. Objectionable or misleading advcriiscnirnis nui
will

—

accepted.
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Read
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Abel Publishing Company, 401
Caxton Bldg.. Cleveland, Ohio.
different,
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edition.
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York
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Scientific Formulas, the secrets of all
industries, alphabetically arranged in 800
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Alfred Claus Company, 1864 Harman
request.
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We

terms accepted. The Swimmer Chemical Co., 1904
Park Place, Brooklyn, N. Y.
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with instruction sheet for
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Eureka, III.
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Funnels,

x ^, 3c.
Flasks 8 oz., 24c.
Klaus,
$3 orders postpaid.

6

5c.

a limited number of beautiful art
pictures of the following famous electrical men on
hand. Nikola Tesla, Dr. Lee De Forest, Guglielmo
Marconi, Charles P. Steinmetz and Reginald A.
[•'essenden.
These make a handsome oecoration
for any laboratory or workshop and should be
prominently displayed.
Price for five, prepaid,
25c.
Experimenter Pub. Co., 233 Fulton St., New
York City
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)ct

Aug

1916.
Jan. ..
Feb. ..

who

Nov

Tnly

MISCELLANEOUS

YOUR CARD

TION — 50

IS

with

printed

card

case

included.

30

Murdock. 1059 Lawrence Ave.. Chicago.
name on fifty "Styloprint cards," 35c.
Card case FREE.
Imprimatur Press, Waltham.

cents.

YOUR

Mass.

.

August

York

those

price each $.35

Owen

Woolworth

Dec

..

May
June

<

would highly recommend

paper as an advertising medium

below:

1915.
Jan. ..

July

the E. E.

have some

is:

it.

of

etc.

RICHARD

tised free.

130

help you market
patent buyers,

I'll

list

INVENTIONS
City.

in

I

OLD

Co.,

St.,

AVty York

our stock rooms, a great
many of our books were water stained, but not
otherwise damaged.
Rather than dispose of them
to dealers we prefer to give our readers the beneLook at this list
fit.
Our celebrated Wireless
Course, 160 pages, 400 illustrations; Experimental
Electricity Course, 160 pages, 350 illustrations; How
to Make Wireless Sending Instruments.
These
three books for $1.00 prepaid.
Regular selling
price of these three books is $2.50.
We guarantee
you will be satisfied. Experimenter Publishing Co.,
Inc., 233 Fulton St., New York City.

free books,
ideas wanted,
4

Price, 50c.

ton St.,

limited and policy

is

City.

INVENTION.
Ave.,

Brooklyn, N. Y.

preserve your copies for all time.
Postage on 3 lbs. is extra. Send for
Experimenter Publishing Co., 233 FulNew York City.

stock

PATENT ATTORNEYS
YOUR IDEA WANTED. PATENT YOUR

Y.

one today.

Our

one today.

"First Come, First Served."
Don't forget to include money for postage, or we ship express collect.
The Electro Importing Co., 233 Fulton St., New

llilllllli

lllllllllllllll

BARGAIN IN TENNIS RACKETS—

We have a small supply of Tennis Rackets, made
by one of the largest firms in the country, on hand
which we will close out at the following prices:
No. 2375
Extra best Tennis Racket, $5 grade, air
dried ash, popular long oval form, concave walnut
wedge, superior quality of gut; each, $2.75.
No. 2377
First
grade Tennis Racket, second
growth ash, walnut and maple throat, very good
grade of gut; handle of cedar with leather cap; a
$3.25 grade: each $1.85.
No. 2376 Medium grade Tennis Racket made of
the same stock as No. 2377 except the gut. A perfect $2.25 grade.
Ideal for beginners.
Each $1.35.
Shipping weight of each size two pounds.
Send

modern

page volume.

City.

WE HAVE

$4.00

do this
Generous quantities of each.
bottles.
to advertise the purest chemicals manufactured.
Sent prepaid to
Full list sent free upon reouest.
any address in the world. $4 complete. C. O. D.

$12,

offer.

City.

Mercury, Sodium, Iodine, Magnesium, Aluminum,
Uranyl -Chloride, Silver Nitrate, Mercuric-Oxide,
Zinc Dust, Iodoform, Manganese Dioxide, Calcium
Sulphide, Hydrochloric, Oxalic and Acetic Acids

A. W. Fields. San Angelo, Texas.
course in Hypnotism,
and 2,000 pencils, various kinds. Make
Theo. Getzler, 60 East 120th Street, New

you want.
cost

CHEMICALS
$10 to $50 a day.

City.

30

and a

SPECIAL OFFER— Luminous

AUCTIONS
Free

will buy or sell.
Send 25c in coin or stamps
list
of things you have to sell or trade.
State lowest cash price.
Also send list of things
I

AERIAL AGE,

news

Y

DO YOU WANT TO TRADE ANYTHING?

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITU:S

AKRONAirnCS

N

York,

11

City,

The

Classified

IF

YOU KNEW

what satisfaction and pleasure
you could derive from my Magnetic Star Pointer,
It is a
you would surely send for it at once.
most scientific instrument and an ornament to
anv home or place.
Price $1.75.
C. Engel, 217
E.'25th St.. New York. N. Y.

STAMPS

STAMPS—h51,
Mention paper.

STAMPS— 100

all

Columns of the "Electrical Experimenter" Bring Positive

Results.

free.

Postage

3c.

Co.. Toledo. Ohio.

different U. S. 7c or 100 different

12c.
A.
Cleveland, Ohio.

foreign,

different,

Quaker Stamp
J.

Janecek. 3608

Clark

Ave..

ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTER

736
TELEGRAPHY

TELEGRAPHY—both MORSE AXD WIREalso STATION AGENCY, taught quickly.
TREMENDOUS DEMAND—much greater than
supply— PERMANENT POSITIONS SECURED.
BIG SALARIES — recently raised.
IDEAL
WORKING CONDITIONS— short hours, vacations with pay, sick
vailing.

and death

benefits, etc.

—

pre-

GREAT OPPORTUNITIES FOR ADVANCEMENT. WOMEN OPERATORS also

greatly desired by Railways and Western Union.
Tuition reasonable.
Cheap living expenses can
be earned.
Oldest and largest school established
43 years.
Endorsed by railway, Western Union

—

—

and Marconi Telegraph

Officials.
Large illustrated
Correspondence courses also.
Dodge's

catalogues free.
Write today.

ENROLL IMMEDIATELY.

Institute,

Lone

WIRELESS

LEARN WIRELESS— SERVE YOUR COUN-

LESS,

TRY;

100,000 radio operators needed in Signal
Corps, Navy, battleplanes, and merchant marine.
COLLEGE, officially recognized by
U. S. Government as a RADIO OPERATORS'

that receiving set get our
on perfectly designed switches and switch
Hard rubber knobs used exclusively.
Eureka Secondary Co., 6939 S. May St., Chicago,

circular
points.

TRAINING SCHOOL, offers an EIGHTEEN
WEEKS INTENSIVE COURSE which prepares
with

SPECIAL SALE

common

school education for positions as
skilled radio operators.
GUARAN-

High

Frequency Transformers "Oudin

GRADUATES
TEED POSITIONS.
War Department urges
REGISTERED xMEN to learn wireless; position in

complete, prepaid, $4.50.
Park PI., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Signal Corps assured.
Send today for free
trated catalog.
WIRELESS

each, 100
bargains.

HAMS!

illus-

PARTMENT, GRACELAND COLLEGE,

J.

C.

(5a)

$10

$7.
Other
Brown, Main

like

$12 Gaps, at
list

J.

S.

Style,"

Swimmer, 1904

Have 87 Navy Transformers
Sayville

Send for
Menominee, Mich.

TELEGRAPH DE-

St.,

Lamoni,

SELLING ENTIRE STOCK— HALF PRICE!

Iowa.

Bulletins

Valparaiso, Indiana.

St.,

BEFORE BUILDING

.

GRACELAND

men

1918

February,

SO-RA-LA,

3c.

102

Health,

Mass.

ville,

^

"^TIW.^ J

Exchange Columns

Scientific

Somer-

U^
.J'fX^^t^^^lZtV.t^lii;^^^^^^^^

Do .ou.wish to „change them for ^.mef'^ry people, the On/j people, who could possibly
'"' advertising your articles in these columns,
have a use fo? your ^Wn^s r«d
your ad. It is furthermore the cheapest
'*!^° "•°°° interested people
'
*^
advertising mcuium
for you
vou in ^th/r^„nt,v
n^f'' • advertising
the country.
* medium lor
Dealers'
Exchange columns only.
accepted in Opportunity
The rates are: Five cents per word (name and address tn hi. rn„^t.A>
.
.
Remittance must accompany all orders. No advertisement for
C°"°' ^^°'"- ^ ^°^^^ to the line.
^ ''°''less than 5nrLrS!,''.T'"°
reserve to ourselves the right to refuse any advertisement
"^
•
-j
„^
jwi,i,.i?'
,
"'' "^ consider misleading or objectionable.
March issue should reach us not later than Janua^ 23d
Advertisements for the
The

fh^^

will see

^^"

^*"

We

j^wm

•

I

for

HAVE— 5,
$2.25

1000

reels moving picture film
for $10, or Rotary Gap or
$1.50.
R. P. Hanger, 353

ft.

All

reel.

Transformer; 'A"

Sherwood Ave., Staunton, Va.

EXCHANGE— Fifty

Boy's books for E.

Go's
'4 K.W. Transformer Coil in good condition.
G.
Patchen, 13 Centra! Park W., New York City.
I.

HYDROMETER— Tycos

make, corrected, with
80 to 120 degrees. Cost $3. Never been
$1.75 postpaid.
J. W. Weldon, 5724 Mont-

certificate.

used.
gall,

Kansas

Mo.

City,

NEW COLBY TUNER,

with switches, $5; will
trade for 3000 Holtzer-Cabot receivers.
Merrill
Rose, Oneida, N. Y.

PHOTOGRAPHY GOODS WANTED— Have

high-class magical goods to exchange, no toys, all
professional goods. Studio goods preferred. C. O.

Lorenze, 2502 Proctor

St..

Port Arthur, Texas.

EXCHANGE—An

excellent bunch of electrical
engineering books for modern tvpe firearms. Frank
Utley, Macomb, III.

SELL

EXCHANGE— Large

OR

switches, etc.
Write enclosing
Crawford, 13 Len Broech Street,

FOR
tually

S.ALE
shows

variety
of
stamp.
Perry
Albany, N. Y.

—things
An astronomical telescbpe that
— no toy — diameters.
for $18. or have
75

sure enough find
transformer. Ask

„?,'^R9A'^"rS"P«''''>r Phones, Detector, Tuning
Write Jno. B. Craven, Lexington, N. C.

Coil.

coil,

M.

Neb.

you a

E. Everson about

ac-

A

flexible

Neligh,
'

it.
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"WANT TO SWAP"?
Do you

realize that these "Scientific Ik-

change Columns" are the World's most renowned "Swap" market?
"THE ELEC-

TRICAL EXPERIMENTER"

copies

of

this

issue;

that

prints 90,000
means that at

least 180,000 readers see this page and
probably a great many more. Our readers
who advertise here seldom advertise the
same thing twice usually within five days
after the issue is out the advertised article
has been sold, or swapped. The many testimonials which we print here from time to
time are ample proof of the almost miraculcus pulling power of these columns.
_

—

Look around in your attic or workshop
and you will find dozens of long forgotten
articles, useless to you now, but very useful to someone else.
At a ridiculously low
cost you can either sell or swap such articles.
And remember this fact: The U. S. Postal
Laws protect you. No one can "do" or

cheat you.
Of 3,495 "ads" published in
these columns during the past five years,
only twelve complaints were reported to us,
and each and every one was adjusted to
the full satisfaction of the complainant.
It inatters not if you have old books or
magazines, a kodak, electrical or chemical
apparatus, scientific instruments, bicycles,
typewriters, moving picture machines, air
"Acs, watches, structural toys, etc., etc.
All these and countless others can be speed1I7 disposed of here.
Try it and be convinced.
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BOOKS—

I.C.S. Elements of Electrical and Mechanical Engineering.
Vols. 1, 2, 4, 7. Like new.
Set $6. Ralph Leffler, Tiffin, dhio

EXCHANGE for motorcycle, 1, 3
P Ferro
outboard engine ran 100 miles. 1, 25-20 Winchester
repeater
1, 30 calibre standard automatic highgrade rifle gun, never used. I. B. Terry,
General

H

Electric Co., Cincinnati, Ohio.

HAVE

four large Spark Coils, two
K.W
transformer coils and other instruments. J4Cash
or
exchange
Chas. Reidinger, 4317 Howlett Ave.,
Cleveland, Ohio.

LL exchange up-to-date radio apparatus for
'
high-grade military wrist watch; ANSCO
vestpocket camera.
PRAY, 102 Heath, Somerville,
Mass.
.

,

Two

6x10 hand printing presses $12 and $18rules
etc.
Have a lot of maU-order
Write your wants. Aldennan, 174
Plymouth St., New Haven, Conn.

also
li

type,

erature $5.

FOR

SALE---I.

il7„° ii'n d''""^?.'

^U ^

Y^"°°

EXCHANGE—

$40 Electric vacuum cleaner best
condition.
Want motor wheel or gasoline engine
or make offer.
Charles Harding, 2

Newburyport, Mass.

FOR

liiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

fcvenrthing

r-.'^^Sn

unused.

Brainerd

SALE— Four

First $8 takes them.

Paterson, N.

Meccano

Stratton,

sets

Oneida,

worth

$12.

Geo. Milne. 142 Totowa

Rd

J.

Box

and even from Canada.
The advertising
columns in your magazine are the BEST I
ever used.

W.\NTED— Electrical
All answered.

The ad I had in your magazine some
time ago brought me 122 different answers;
they came from all over the United States

and chemical apparatus.
255, North Bennington, Vt.

EVEREADY AUTO-PED;

A-1; swap for 1916
Light Excelsior 2-speed or $40. Frank Weil,
New

I obtained splendid results for

CHEAP—

You

J.

BARGAIN— )4

K. W. old type _Thordarson
HO V.A.C." Perfect con:
Rife Baxtresser, 65 Seneca St., But

Transformer, 25 Cycle.
dition
talo,

$10.

N.

1

WANTED_Volume

1
(year 1913) and Nos. 2
3 of Volume 3 (year 1915) of "Proceedings of
the Institute of Radio Engineers".
Write, statinn
price, to Corporal G. Israel, 8° Genie
TSF Ll

and

such a small ad.

Yours very

truly,

LOUIS

E.

KRIEC,

134 North School Street, Gloversville, N. Y.

Canaan, Conn.

BARCJAIN— Motorcycle engine, $15.
234 Seeley, Chicago, III.

Rawson Ave..

SALE
Brandes 2000 ohm phones;
loading coil; Galena Detector; 1000
ohm
Receiver; 800 M. Cou_pler; 4 K.W. Aerial Switch;
Universal Motor; 1 K.W. Oscillation transformer
K.B. Preventer; Electrolytic Interrupter.
Also
other supplies, as switches and keys.
Make me
an offer
James Green, Jr., Orangeburg, S C
Amco

SELL— Two new Electron Relays, each $2 75newT^erman Detecto-Amplifier, cost $7, sell $3.50;
O Crystaloi, $2; two new Lenzites, each $3.

C. S. Auto Running Course.
condition.
First $10 takes it.
^""^ *5L. Barger, Peek

^*'°"'

Liesc.

benefit by mentioning the "Electrical

Experimenter"

Couronne (Charente), France.

WANTED—

Copy of book "Michael Faraday His
Life and Work" by Sylvanus Thompson.
Also an
ohmeter of the Roller-Smith type or a Wheatstone
bridge; must be in first-class condition, and
include
galvanometer.
H. W. Secor, c/o Electrical Experimenter. 233 Fulton St.. New York City

uih en writing to advertisers.
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inDraftsmanship
Special offer now. Pay nothing for this Test Lesson in
Drafting prepared by the experts of the Chicago Technical
College. Learn from a study of this lesson how well equipped
you are to take up drafting as a profession. Also see from
it how clearly the Chicago "Tech" Course in Draftsmanship
explains every point— and how it will give you a practical

training in Ai'chitectural, Electrical, Structural Steel, Machine
Drafting or any other branch of Drafting in which you may be
interested.
No charge whatever for this lesson. We invite
every ambitious man to send for it. To ask for it places you
under no obligation. Get it while the offer holds good and let it
show yon whetheror not you are a man who can study this technical
calling to advantage. Just sign and mail coupon. Send no money.

c-Oi,

ifC£

$2520 to $10029 a

Week

Positions are always open to competent draftsmen and the %v ar conditions are sure to create an extra demand. These
positions pay good salaries and the well trained man always has the best opportunity for advancement. Our course gives
Its practical value is proved by the success of our gradthis training- in the shortest time consistent with thoroughness.
uates. If you are in a position where the future looks doubtful, if you want to be a technical expert, if you want to be
master of a calling which will make you independent, at least get the Free Lesson and the information we send upon request.

Come

to the

FREE

College or

Study at

Home

You need not leave your present occupation to get this
expert training in Draftsmanship. We will teach you by mail
and you can study at home in your spare time. The work is
the same as given in our Day and Evening Classes at the College here in Chicago. Your instruction will be given directly
by men who are engaged in the very work they teach. They
will teach you how to do just what is being done_in the
drafting rooms of big organizations where Chicago "Tech"
graduates are always in demand at good salaries.

Easy Payments

See For Yourself
This Free Lesson is an absolute test, pure and simple. Send
today. In the privacy of your home study it. then you
will know for yourself whether you are proper material for a
successful Draftsman. Other institutions will ask for your
money first. You find out later at your own expense, whether
you can adapt yourself to the workand succeed in the profession.
We do not charge you one cent for the Test Lesson, either
now or later. It is absolutely FREE. Nor do we obligate you
in any way whatever by writing for the Free Test Lesson, so
send coupon or write postal request today. If you do nothing
else but secure the Free Test Lesson you will gain such valuable knowledge as will be beneficial to you through life, for
the Free Lesson .-rives the very fundamentals of draftsmanship which are helpful to every man. Mail the coupon.
it

CHICAGO TECHNICAL COLLEGE
245

Chicago "Tech" Building

Chicago,

instruments, or a cash credit
in case he already has a set.
We start our students at
once in practical work with
necessary equipment.

t

Builders' Course
in the Building Trades whether working now
as mechanics or contractors should get information

Men

Pay for the course as you go along. The fee is so small
the terms so easy that no matter how moderate your income
may be, you can afford to get this training in Draftsmanship
which will prepare you for an important paying position.
Catalog and all particulars sent free with the Test Lesson.

for

Instruments
Every student of the Chicago
"Tech" Course in Draftsmanship receives this set of

about our Courses in Fflan Reading and Estimating.
We teach men how to make money through knowing
more about their business. We want to tell carpenters, bricklayers, stone masons, and other men engaged in building work about these courses. Write
for free Lesson in Plan Reading, Builders' Catalog
and other instructive information.

Chicago Technical College,
245 Chicago "Tech" Building, Chicago
Without obligation to mc. please send me your FREE Test

Lesson in Draftsmanship and other interesting literature covering the subject indicated below.
Mark .X opposite work in which you are specially interested.
Builders' Course
D Architectural Drafting
DKlectrioal Drafting

g
UHlan Readmg
D Estimating.

DStructural Drafting
DSheet Metal Drafting

DMap

D Machine

Drafting

DSurvcj-ing
Drafting

Name
Address
State

City

111.

College or

Home

Study?

State which

.

ry Electrical Man

'3B^

Wants These Books
and we ship them
for

FREE

your inspection

10

liMSi
talCMf

ElfllROi

Flexible

MM

Volumes

i^s

fms\

iHawkiks

M\

^LKJRIfAlf

IflEORlCAir,

3500
Pages

lyggji

Covers

4700
Pictures

Handy
Pockel-

MKMm:

Size

Volumes

mn

sa^

DlSTOMIIIlf

<^^,

5«I«^r

:yZ&

jJKTincl

fB»m«itsJ;

Just

what you need

-t

— primary

and Insulators —
—conductors
— induc^iou coils—dii.aiuo
—maguetism
diTiamos— armaiurcs —windings

cells

conductivity

—classes

reiisla-ic^'

and

principles
—commutation

of

brushes, etc.

Nrt
l^U* 9
&(

races,
304
Motor
reiiclion —
principles — armature
starting^
borsepower— selection and installation of
— brake
—
dynamo and motors -galvanome.ers —siandard
—current
Dieasurement — resistance meastireiueiit — voltmeters — wattmeters— watt hour metere —operation of dynamos —operation

Contains

348

lllustratioDS.
i..oior

calcufations

cells

of motors,

^Q

etc.

Q

Contains 300 paees. 423 Illustrations. Distribution

—
—
—
—rectifiers— storage battery systems,
Contains
270
pages. 379 illustrations. Alternating
A
Mfv
^* ~ current principles— alternating curreut diagrams
—the iwwer factor— alternator principles —alternator con*
suuciion — wtodings, etc
-^20 mee<i. 614 illustrations.
A. 0. Motors
No* **
S ^on*3'ns
—sj^chronousandinduction motor principles
— A. C.
commutator motors— induction motors, transformer*; losses.
construction,
connections,
tests—conrerters—
Contains
298
illustradnns.
Alternating
pages.
472
No* 6
" current systems—switchinc devices—circuit breafe'

side

**
sjstenis
wires and wire calculations inside, outand underground wiring sign flashers— lightning pro-

leciiou

etc.

-

:

rectifiers,

PTs

—

—

etc.

relavB Ushtning protector apnararu?;— regulating devices
condensers indicating devices meters power
factor indicators wave form measurement— switch boards, etc.
f'^"*a*ns 31*1 pages. .^79 illustrations.
Alternating
•
•
furrent. wiring power stationc^turhines: management, selert'nn, location, erection, testing, running, care and
remir— teleihones, etc.

— ^vnrhrnnous

No
^^
f

—

—

—

—

7

No. 8

'^'^"'*'"''

^-^2 pages, 43G illustrations.
TeVeraph
=''"iil'«"eous
telegra-^hv
telerhonv
h-ll.;—-lectric Uphtinr— photometry, "etc.
*^""'a'ns ?22 pages. 627 Illustrations.
Elecrailwav) electric locomotives—car lightins * 11
,, ''°"^7 '^r firxration— miscellaneous applications

^^
^^_^lNo.
^^
^F m

—

and

n.,„^i
T
w^^ipss—
electnc

9

—

^oiion

pictures— eas engine icnition— autnmnhile selfliifhting svstemi. electrii" vpTiicle^
etc.
^^J^^t' ^
1ft '^^fains 513 pages. 5*^9 niustrations.

^^ No

THEO.
..,_c,
AJUbL

4. l/U.

72

Avenue

Fiftti

t.

«rt

Elevators—cranes— pump<!— air com^^
^^pre5sors —electric heating — elfvnric weliine-

^^
^^
^^

soldering and bntTine—induetrial electroLvsis—electro plating—electro-therapeutic

—X-rays. etc.
Also a complete 12fi-page readv
reference inrtex of the complete
Please submit me for
^^iiDrnrv. This index has been
exaimnatiou Hawkins
planned to render e.isilv acElectrical Guides (pri«e

New

York, N. Y.

^

^^
^

^
^

Ship at once, pre^^ces.sfhle all the vai^t infnr
,'"./"
10 numbers.
If f»fniatrnnJ^l,*!^
ni^tion
rnntiined in the
isfactory 1 agr-- to s^nd vou »>
^*'J electrical puides.
within BPTen days and to further
mail you
Thpre are over i:^.each month until paid.
cross referfl cachi.
naid. the

^^
^^oOO

H

fences

Slgnatura

v^

Resldeace
Reference

,

find

[s«f

fs^'""^

1

^^^--'-^

^si. sr"^

know

in-

to succeed in

ELECTRICITY

every engineer, everj- mechanic should know
wonderfully helpful instructive books, which give in
plain words a complete working knowledge of electrical engineering in all its phases.
electrician,

You run into some new electrical problem almost every day.
information you need to help you in your every day work is in

f,b.

The

HAWKINS
ELECTRICAL GUIDES
These books place electricity at your finger ends. They cover every imaginable
subject, principle, theory, problem, trouble, and way of doing things electrically.
Every subject is indexed so that you can turn right to it. They are a study course
and a reference guide in one. written in plain every day language no wasted words

—only what you need

—

—

to know
chock full of up-to-the-minute t.Iectrical knowledge.
a complete course in electrical engineering.
They will help you in
every detail of the day's electrical work. You can't ask an electrical question that
Hawkins Guides can't answer.

The guides are

Pocket-Size Flexible Covers
The
iwcket

are small enough to slip into your
—\K>oks
handsomely bound
flexible b!ack covers.
carry

mastered

coat

What

in

You can

each volume

v.ith

you until you hate

its contents.

3.500 pages of actual informalion
Once you see these books and
put tliem Into actual use you will never again want to be
without them. Try it at our expense.

and 4.700

illustrations.

SEND NO MONEY
—

Helped

"It is only right fr-r me to recomhighLv the Hawkins Guides, for
they have been of the greatest aa.slstance to me in placuig me in my pre»mt position as Superintendent of Conitruction Department of one of Ohio's
largest Electrical Oom[ianies. I would
like to see every man have a set of

Hawkins Guides."

formation that will

In the

—

—

—
earning

increase your
We
ability.
set of 10 volumes entirely FREEThis is a sign of our confidence in the guides. Pure
gold does not object to being tested.
Keep them for
seven days and if you do not decide that you can't get
alone without them, return them to us and owe us
nothing.
When you decide to keep them you only have to pay
$1 on down and remit the balance of Jd.OO on the easy
pavment of Jl.OO a month tilt paid for.
T's© this coupon to get the books.
It will pay yoa
many times over.
will ship

you the entire

THEO. AUDEL & CO.
New York,

N. Y.

Say

mend

It will cost you nothing to receive these books to look
them over ask them all the Questions you can think of
uie them in your work stud>' them rick up soiuo in-

—

Men

Electrical

Him Make Good

Geo. Kiiecht, Columbus. Ohio.

Naval Electrical Dept.

•The Hawkins Guides

me

are great help

Naval FHectrical Department, which they cover very thoroughto

in the

Iv."
C. J. Cornell.
D. 8. Beceiving Ship, Brooklyn, N. T.

Superintendent
"T

am now

superintendent

of

the

DunnvlUe Hydro - Electric Systems,
and Hawkln<; Guides were a great help
lo me in holding down a responsible
position."
W. E. Swart2. Dunnville. OQt4rlo.

Wireless Operators
"I

have

—

worked

wireless

for

ten

years but I wish I hart these books
years ago. as they have saved me S
graat deal of troubia" H. Marshall
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Volume

$1
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